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ABSTRACT uf THK3IS
The transformational generative theory of grammar is used for a
syntaotic description of the Yoruba Noun Phrase. The emphasis of
this study is on underlying representations which meet the goals of
linguistic theory stated by Chomsky in Aspects of the Theory of syntax.
The description aims at providing underlying structures which will yield
surface structure representations in which all the ^structural slots
recognized for the surface representation of Yoruba hp's in Bamgbose
1966 and iifolayan 1968 are filled. It is observed that Bamgbooe did
not provide examples in which all the structural slots he recognized are
filled simultaneously.
The present position In transformational generative grammar is
reviewed, and we have to choose either the 'standard theory' of Chomsky,
Fodor, fats, Dougherty, Jackerloff etc., or the 'basic theory* of Lakoff,
Koss, IcCawley, Bach, Postal etc. as our syntactic model. The problem
of choice rests mainly on one basic question: whether the relationships
between pairs of Yoruba structural types could be correctly stated if only
the purely syntactic deep structure of the standard theory were available.
In works in the tradition of the basio theory, the usual argument is that
there is no autonomous level of syntactic deep structure where all
lexical insertion rauet take place in a block. The standard theory on
the other hand maintains that all lexical insertion takes place in the
deep structure, and furthermore, it ia syntactically based in that it
asserts that "the sound - meaning relation (P, b}" is "determined by 2"
(i.e. syntax).
The main point made with Yoruba examples in chapters III and IV and
parte of PBK II ie that greater generality in description is achieved
and duplication of rule representation is forestalled if we -violate the
nain condition on that it is the level where all lexical transforma¬
tions have applied and from whicu true syntactic tranafonaations start
to operate. We find that when true syntactic transformations needed
elsewhere in grammar (e.g. deletion, relativization, adjunction etc.)
apply to the phrase structure representations of some 'basic' items
before many of the 'lexical' items derived from them are inserted at
great economy in description ie achieved. The point on the achievement
of economy in description is made fox* derived and gerundive nominala in
chapter III. In a section of ohapter III, the same observation is made
for most proper noun derivations. In chapter IV, the point is also
made for Yoruba vigesimal nuiuexals whioh constitute "the class of words
operating at 1_" in the nominal group structure of Baragbosa 1966.
Areas of syntactic theory where duplication of rule representation
is forestalled here include the use of categorial rules, the application
of true syntactic transformations, the statement of snboategorization
rules and selectional restrictions which would be relevant both before
arid after in the syntactic structure Tn - (P^,• .. »» «• »^n) °£ "the
standard theory of generative grammar in an adequate syntax of the Yoruba
noun phrase. This point is illustrated in chapter III.
Following Bach 1968, sentential derivation for common nouns as well
as proper nouns ia suggested in chapter III. The advantages of underlying
sentences wliloh use classifiers are noted in chapter IV where they account
for underlying similarities between pairs of subclasses of syntactic
elements which present great problems for syntactic analyses on the surface.
Also, in chapter IV, we observe that when sentential derivation is done,
and both categorial rules and true syntactic transformstions apply to
underlying sentential sources for numerals, we do not have to insert tin
infinite number of numerals at since we now need only pure syntactic
rules like HP —^ KP 5 before we derive an infinite number of
numerals from a finite set consisting of only sixteen 'basic' numerals.
In chapter V, we suggest a common derivation of the main lexical
categories of the nominal group of damgboae 1966 from a super-category
since generality in syntactic description is achieved when this is done.
\Se also make a case for the sentential derivation of Yoruba attributive
adjectives.
helatlvlzation conditions in the Yoruba noun phrase are stated in
chapter VI, and we adopt a feature framework for the description of
Yoruba articles for syntactic reasons. The procedure for structural
representation is stated in the concluding chapter and examples of some
derivations are given. Thus, in chapter VII, we have to bring together
all the underlying sentential representations for those single lexical
formatives used in the construction of sententially represented HP's.
This work does not totally depart from the standard theory since it
principally uses the c&tegorial rules and syntactic transformations
available to people working in the standard theory tradition. Further¬
more, it does not go far into areas where generative aemanticists or
proponents of the 'basic theory• normally operate. Hence, there are
no discussions of presuppositions or related notions. But it is clear
on one point, and on this, it is in agreement with generative semanticistr.«
that the main lexical condition on F^ in the standard theory does not cake
for descriptive adequacy in the syntax of the Yoruba noun phrase.
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1.1 THE YQRUBA LANGUAGE
Yoruba is one of the major languages of ..est Africa, and according
to John Spencer, it "has had the benefit of more scholarly attention
during the past century or so than most other languages in the area".
One can justify upancer's olaims by observing that Yoruba had been the
subject of serious scholarly attention since the publication of Samuel
Crowther'e Yoruba Grammar in 1852, and that other aspects of Yoruba
(apart from grammar) have been studied.
Among the major grammatical studies of Yoruba arei J.?. Bowen,
Praamay tout Dictionary of the Yoruha. Language. 1850} J.B. V. od, Notes
on the Construction of the Yoruba langirye. 1879} Gnye and Besoroft,
Yoruba Grammar. 1914; Yorate* opposition, 1922} '. Johnson, the
chapter entitled "The Yoruba Language" in his booki The history of the
Yorubas. 1921} Ida G. ard, An Introduction to the Yorubf.. ban aa:e. 1992}
Isaac 0. Delano, Short Granm; r and Dictionary. 1>90, and . o.iem
Yoruba Gra.xv.ar. 1965; And i.C. Abraham, Dictionary of Ao Iera Yoruba,
19$C. ... fuller annotated bibliography can be found in da-uAyy.u 1966.
Outstanding among recent grammatical studies is that of Bamgbose, I966,
A Grammar of Yoruba. This is a description of Yoruba in terns of a
'Scale and Category' grammar (cf. Ilalliday 1961). Other works within
Halliday's framework include that of Afolayan I968, The Linguistic
Problems of Yoruba Learners and Users of Ungllah.
The transformational generative framework has also been applied to
the study of Yoruba syntactic structure. Awobuluyl in Afolayan ed.
(forthcoming) presented a paper based on Awobuluyi 1967 011 a trans-
1. John Spencer's Forward to Baagbose 1966 in Batagbose 19661 ix
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formation&l generative rmalysj.s of the Yoruba verb phrase. Oyelarsn
has applied the principles of generative phonology to Yoruba, and the
present writer has examined several aspects of the Yoruba noun phrase
since he presented a dissertation entitled! The Grammar of Yoruba
Personal Bases s A T--ansformational Generative Analysis in Lords in
1967.
An appraisal of previous grammatical studies'*" (before Belano 1965)
is to be found in hamgbose 1966, and there is no need to repeat the
criticisms where they could be justified or attack them where there may
be reasons for rejecting them since we shall later refer to some of the
earlier grammars including Bamgboae•s where they relate to the exercise
being undertaken here. A criticism of Bamgboae's grammar by a fellow
I
systemic grammarian appears in Afolayan 1970.
Apart from grammar, scholarly works have been produced in other
areas of Yoruba studies in recent years. For instance, irora Bamgbose's
2 prvos t ofbibliography," one finds thatA4Mtt the publications of Bertha iiiertseiaa
that dealt with Yoruba directly treated various aspects of Yoruba phono¬
logy. There have been references to Yoruba phonological structure
before Baagboae's monograph appeared and one particularly interesting
1. It appe rs that some of the criticisms which Baagbost made about
previous grammatical works also apply to some of "the rules governing
the modifications which foreign words undergo before they are
incorporated into the Yoruba language" in Lucas 194Q, The Religion
of the Yorubas. O.fc.S. Bookshop Legos, e.g. comments likes "The
short "a" does not exist in the Yoruba language". However, since
Lucas was interested in the accidents that befall foreign words that
are borrowed into Yoruba rather than in a Yoruba syntactic description,
Baagbose's criticisms will lose their force if applied to Lucas.
2. Baogbose I966, 175
<
publication that refers to Yoruba phonology is that of Ladefoged 1964
where both the consonants LU and {nj were established as members of the
same significant sound (i.e. phoneme) for Yoruba.* Ladefoged•s
suggestion is interesting not only because of the insight it gives into
the parallel behaviour of certain Yoruba consonants but also because of
the opposition it has aroused from many native speakers of Yoruba who
2
are also linguists e.g. Afoleyan, Gyelaran and the present writer.
The range of topics covered by scholars of Yoruba is in fact so
wide that we can only say that the interest of scholars in the Yoruba
language since the publication of A. Bamgboae's Grammar has now justified
Spencer'a declaration above. lor instance, the areas of linguistic
research covered by those who presented papers for the seminar on Yoruba
Language and Literature at the University of lie in becemuer 1969^ include
dialect studies (by Dr Adetugbp), loan words (by Dr Salami), sociolin-
guletics (by Dr Qke), lexicography (by the present writer), phonology
and graphology (including the orthography) (by i)r Afolayan) apart from
several papers on syntax, most of which dealt with the verb phrase.
1. Ladefoged, P. 1964 A Phonetic otudv of «eat African Languages
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, pp. ?2-4*
2. In one Appendix of Afplayan I968, the suggestion that ChJ and ElJ
do not contrast in Yoruba was attacked. Another attack of the
suggestion appears in Appendix II of this work where we discuss
the orthographic problems that beset Yoruba lexicographers.
3. Papers from the seminar are to appear in a special publication of
Odu. the journal of the Institute of African studies, University
of If9 in 1972. The present writer was the rapporteur at the
seminar.
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Only the present writer presented any paper on the Yoruoa Noun Phrase.^"
ho, from the seminar, one finae that the amount oi linguistic interest
the Yoruba language has for scholars is considerable. One should also
note that other contributions to the seminar included papers on Yoruba
literature, dealing with topics like Yoruba drama, poetry and fiction
(both oral and written).
2
Yoruba, which has about twelve million speakers, has been described
in Baagbose 1966 as 'a dialect continuum', but we do not discuss the
status of Yoruba either as a language or just as a dialect cluster in
this work. Also, its position among the Kwa group of languages in eat
Africa will not be discussed. for information about the latter, one can
consult Lebeok ed. All we say on the question of dialeots is that we
describe standard Yoruba here, although Yoruba consists of many dialect
areas like ogba, Ijebu, Ijesa, Oyo, Osun, Ondo, kkiti, Ikale, Ilaje,
1
Igboaina and several others. Lucas even included the denins (Bini)
asodi the Yorubas viz.
1. The preponderance of papers on the verb phrase and the relative
absence of papers on the Yoruba noun phrase at the seminar does
not imply that everything in the noun phrese had been done or that
there is nothing left to be done there. As we shall see later in
this work, the Yoruba noun phrase (e.„. the Yoruba numerals) actually
present problems which have often been sidetracked in previous syntactic
analyser of the Yoruba language.
2. Bamjbose 196612 suggested that Yoruba is spoken by "about twelve
million people in the area which covers .eutorn Nigeria end Lagos,
the IlQrin province of Northern Nigeria and the country jahomey."
^ince xtfnigbose's monograph appeared., the ll9rin province of Northern
Nigeria has ceased to be a province, and it has become a part of the
kvrara State, one of the twelve states established by decree in May
1967. Note that Bamgbose's suggestion that there are about twelve
million Yoruba speakers makes the number of Yoruba speakers greater
than the number of people in several -Aest African countries including
even Ghana.
3. Lucas, J.O. 1949
Ycrubaland.., comprises the following tribesi
Yoruba proper, (i.e. Oyo - SAg), Ib&dan, $gba,
Ij*bu, Hkiti, Ondo, Ijeaa, lie, Jietu, dini
Jekri, and Igara. 1946*7
Then he addedi
t
dome writers exclude the names of Bini, Jekri
and Igara from the list, because these tribes
are culturally inferior to most of the other*
tribes. The exclusion finds support in the
attitude of the refining tribes (i.e. dialect
areas - SAJS) who are so ignorant of their
relation to the Igaras ob to use the letter's
ma-Hi as a synonym for thieves or robbers. A
study of the languages spoken by the other
tribes, however, show that they are more or
leas remote dialects of the Yoruba language...
1946*7-8.
However, the above dialect area division was mainly although not
entirely geographically determined and so it would be different from any
dialect division that was based exclusively on syntactic, lexical and
phonological patterning e.g. the one proposed by Adetugbo in a paper
presented at the above named seminar. borne of the content and methodo¬
logical problems that dialect areas created for the compilers of the
proposed Yoruba monolingual dictionary were discuaeed by the present
writer in a paper entitled "Thoughts on A Yoruba Monolingual dictionary"
at the seminar. An extract from the paper (the part dealing with ortho¬
graphic representations) appears as Appendix II in this work.
A more detailed Introduction to the Yoruba language, and to its
people, can ue found in Dr duoas1 volume (pp.1 - 50;. On p. 22, it was
suggested that the word Yoruba is made up of two distinct words Yo and. ruba
derived from ye and rpa. and is interpreted as "the living rpa" or "the
oreator of rpa". More information about interesting rapects of the
Yoruba language and the Yoruba people can be obtained from I)r Lucas' book




ON THE ilEPHEEHNTATIOH OF YOKUBA EXAMPLES
1YA5BOI.A "TTD LETTER IT'ED
The following letters and. symbols will be used*
(a) All the examples in the text are represented in the official
orthography with minor variations which will be explained. Broadly
speaking, the orthographic symbols are phonemic. The following
consonant symbols are used.*
b, t, d, j * /$!% k, g, gb, p - /kp/, as, n, f, a, § - ///,
h, 1, r, w, y - /j/.
The symbols, broadly speaking, have their I.r.A. value, /gb/ is a
voiced labio-velar stop, /kp/ is a voiceless labio-velar stop. A more
detailed description of the consonants, can be found in Bamgbose 1966i
6-7. dome objections to his treatment of £nl and Ll.l as members of the
same 'phoneme' appear in parts of Appendix II below.
(b) The oral vowels ares i, e, § » /£/» a* 9 " hi * 0 and u.
Charts of the Yoruba oral and nasal vowels appear on page 7 of Ba&gbose
1966.
(o) Nasal vowel's are usually represented by the corresponding oral vowel
followed by n thus » /T/, «n • /e/, un « /u/ which has the allophonee
fVj after velar stops e.g. okun [plop 'the sea' and [_uj elsewhere, and
an » /a/ with two allophonea - 113J after labials and labio-velars and
elsewhere. We shall follow the traditional orthography by indicating
the phoneme /a/ as 9 after m and a after n. We shall also follow
Baiagbose's method of putting tones on syllabic nasals when necessary.
However, we shall not follow the traditional orthographic system of using
an oral vowel to represent the third person pronoun object of a verb that
ends in a nasal vowel. So, instead of the traditional mo kun u, we shall
have mo kun un ■ /mo ku u/ - '1 paint it'. Thus, so sin in ® /mo st f/ «
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'I follow him', and iso ton tux » /iao ta S/ « 'I deceive kim*. Hole that
hasagboae adopted, the traditional ayatexa (p. /2) except where the nasal
vowel is j2&. In such cases he has to use on to distinguish the third
person pronoun objeot from g the second person pronoun object. The
implications of this practice for other aspects of the orthography are
discussed in a footnote to Appendix II where further examples from
Bamgbose 19&5 and 1966 are discussed.
(d) Tones. High tone « (')* lo* tone « (N), mid tone is not indicated.
Compound tones are those used, in Afolayan I968 via. low high (v), low
mid C~), mid high ("0, raid low C^), high low (A) and high mid C"). In
this work, following a suggestion in the final paragraph of 1.22 below,
we shall not indicate the compounding of the n&d tone with other tones
by diacritics. So, we make an exception in such cases and either refuse
to indicate tones (following one suggestion of the Yoruba Orthography
Committee/, or adopt the vowel doubling system. The condition for
vowel doubling is the existence of significant minimal contrasts
e.g. sd 'do not* versus nda 'going to; continue to'.
(e) Tord division. Word division in the traditional orthography is
rather haphazard, and it is sometimes based on the substitution possibili¬
ties of single lexical items for the English translations of these items.
Thus, when nigbati - al Laba ti 'at time which', where is nibiti -
ni ibi if 'at place which', although ia biotllgigpe » bi 6 tilfe jg P<S 31
(if it even is that), whq » gniti «= gni tl 'person who* etc. The
deficiency of the traditional orthography on this count i.e. the
translation equivalence deficiency,* has already been recognized nine©
vm now have orthographic representations like gnl %i in most recent
plibliCHXi02lS* h=>i~ £>~>-s~tbvzs r^sy-\ o-r k-^ e>r\ th*L or fcK oro_pk «-j of* Tcu^o.j AppeA«=**r«
l .a#. i-S /Vr/P D^F'NlTl ^rt s
W Symbojla that will be upyd In the, grammar.*'
d .1 unlabelled brackets for the specification of features.
e.g. oraugq » jy-H, +€omnon, +Count, +Huaan««* This symbol should not
be confused with the same symbol when used for phonetic representation.
The context of the brackets will show which one is being used.
[x Y.]~ labelled brackets for dominated category symbols and terminals.
Thus a dominates X and Y in the illustrative example. There are now
three uses of the square bracket, (a) - [iru] - the phonetic representation,
(b) - jVfettture.•• -Animate!) » feature specification, arid (c) - L Ijjp -for
dominated category symbols or for tree dominance. Labelled brackets
should be interpreted as equivalent to Phrase structure trees. Thus,
s
for the above example, we have the trees
X I
( ) » optional e.g. in rules like HP —} H (s) where d is optional.
1* The translation equivalence deficiencies of traditional orthography
in this respect are the results of the orientation of early descriptive
works in Yoruba towards the provision of equivalence set® for what
exist in Qnglish. Thus, even in a grammar, we have the following
analyst 5j "The definite article "the" is rendered by na in Yoruba.
It always follows the noun. Thus iv?e na, the book. "A" or "an"
is translated by "knn", a part of qkan, which means one; e.g. a dog,
aja kan. Caye and Beecroft 1923, 7* one can extend this to the
treatment of "although" in traditional orthogr? hie practice. Thus,
biotilyieue ia a word because Etoglish although is a word. The
authors' punctuation in the quotation, where many ihglisfa translations
of Yoruba examples are quoted whereas moot of the oruba examples
themselves appear as ordinary parts of a normal English prose is
difficult to justify.
2. The symbols used are based on conventional practice in transformational
grammar.
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file round bracket is also used for literal translations while single
quotation uarks are used for actual translations e.„. kc af ;uau we- (not
exist among us) 'none of us', lor literal translations, when more than
one Hftglish word corresponds to case Yoruba itei.;, hyphens are used to
separata the .kigliaL words e.g. njr L't^ta (on day-before-yesterday).
++ sentence boundary or any other boundary symbol,
is rewritten as e.g# S -—^ NP VP
——is tnmsforsaed to e.g. 1 2 3 4 9 -»-V
1 3+5 v $
An asterisk precedes an ungranmaticp.l expression while a question nark
precedes one that is only odd.
Abbreviations used In the grammar.
NP » Noun Phrase, VP » verb phrase, S « eeritence, CONJ * conjunction,
N » noun, PR - presupposition, fOP « topicallsation, I)ET « deterrainer,
ART ® article, AUX » auxiliary, V « verb, PP * preposition phrase,
r'RbP m preposition, NBQ « negative.
Gross references within the text are in the form 3.2221, which indlontes
Chapter 3» section 2221, References to individual examples in different
sections will be in the for" 3.2221(20), indicating example 20 in Chapter
3 section 2221. References to individual examples within the same section
Mil 11 only be in the form of 20 (without the parantheaia) if reference is
made within 5*2221 to example 20 there. When parenthesized figures do
not follow sectional figures (as in nost of Chapter 4), they refer to
minerals.
WS2 mm




^ r.-W<-i-tiA-ui,■(,<^&i,w.tsvy1 ■ to'-t-1 ■.■x-j-tr^T: urv^T^^G^^v^lviri
AM-* ■ £11^vwet■yt.j TiTiiu Iw;vu ^^-A_>»^Ass^T;UQTiTT ^rv, yi^r. .ft—
;,&•
K
i. 43 GLOSSARY OF TKHMS Gh&bhAhLY UaisiU
1, Analygability > - the basic predicate in terms of which the theory
of transforiaational grammar is formulated. X is arialyaable as Y if una
only if Y is a proper analysis of X (i.e. ail the members of Y can be
mapped onto X and all the members of X can be mapped onto Y). For
instance, let P be © phrase-marker with terminals t^..,t^ and X a string
x^...xp of category symbols and terminals, P is analyaable as X if (if
and only if )t
x. dominates t,•••t1 1 p
x„ dominates t , ... t2 p+1 q
x dominates t ... t (where 1 «= q s= r s. n), See Aspects p.98
'fit, m r n "
2, Category .y.'ibol: - A category symbol is an element that can appear
to the left of the rewriting arrow in an Aspects grammar. Category symbols
are distinguished from terminals which ©re not rewritten in rules of
grammar. See aspects op.64-74.
5, beep otruciure* - That syntactic level that provides the input to
the semantic component of grammar or the syntactic level postulated 'for
determining semantic interpretation of sentences' in an Aspects raxnear.
^oc ■ cpacts pp.156 ff.
X
4, uouinnte: - y-A, X immediately dominates Y means Y is an1 " ' ■ ' I Lt
Immediate constituent of X. bo, in the tree diagram here, the Y node
will come directly under the a node (see phrase-: arker). . dominated
symbol may not occur directly under the dominating category e.g. in
10 (ll) below where t. immediately dominates IS and C cut ultimately
dominates other symbols like b, h, J .-and k.
51 houni - The lexical category that ia "selectionaily iominant in
the sense that its feature composition is determined by a context-free
suboategorization xule, its features being carried over by aelectional
rules to other lexical categories" - aspects p.116. This feature of the
noun is noticeable in hoaance languages where other lexical categories
like adjectives agree with their nouns in gender or number or case. oee
Lyons 1266 "Towards a hotional Theory of Parts of speech" in Journal of
Linguistics II, pp.209-256, for the suggestion that the noun is the main
substantive universal of linguistic theory. Other parts of speech are
not introduced here.
6, Phrase-Gfa'ker» - A representation of the constituent structure
assigned to a sentence. LycnB 1970* 121.
7, i-.ulesi - The following mile types are discussed by Cho 3ky in
,-auecta.
(a) Under types of base rules pp.111-120, the following rules are
discussed though they are not all necessarily distincti branching rules,
categorial rules, context-free rules, context-sensitive miles, rewriting
»
rules, seleotional rules, and subcategorization rules.
oome of these rule3 are subdivided into subclasses e.g. sub-
categorization rules are divided into context-free suboatego.rioation
rules - p.121, context-sensitive suboategorization rules - p.219, -^nd
strict aubcute,;orization rules pp.95-100.
(b) other rules - .emantic projection rules p»144, phonological
redundancy rules pp.163-170, syntactic redundancy rules pp.160-170,
i7-
- fi/S -
transformational rules in the base and in toe transformational subcomponent
of the syntactic component. Chomsky made a distinction between 'local'
transformational rules in the base component and grammatical transforma¬
tions* Co,
;ru. macical uaasic_ - tiou ... typically ipflf
to a striate with a particular structural description.
Thus application of such a rule to the last line of
a derivation depends in part on earlier lines. A
grammatical transformation is, in other words, a rule
that applies to Phrr.se-mp.rkere rather than to strings
of terminal and non terminal vocabulary of grammar.
Aspectst 89.
For a local transformation on the other hand, the rules that can be applied
to form the next line o- , in a derivation consioting of successive
lines » Rre independent of <r\, >1f and depend
completely on the string cr^. (See transformstional rules in 10 below.)
8, Structural description*
(a; otruoture Index (d)» toe structural form of a phrase marker
before the operation of a transformational rule*
(b) htruoture Change (sc)» the for® of a phrase marker after toe
operation of a transformational rule. bote that the derived structure
fro® a hC could be the 31 input of another T rule. Following the use of
P's with subscripts In 1.51 above, P^ is a structure change from P..
9, 31'rf-'cf; 3trueture: - Thnt syntactic level that contains the last
phrase murker P in the syntactic structure 2 = (P, ) of a
n i n
transformational grammar. It provides the input to the phonological
component of a transformtional generative grammar.
10, ..x'unsfomu tional or ? rules: - T rules map phrase- arkers onto
phrase-:uir.^ers meeting the Boolean conditions f an&lyj»bility. Certain
elementary transformations are generally used. Th« three elementary
transformations that will be commonly used in this work are deletion.
Lb
. (.(A
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(where •++' - •boundary eymbol')* condition 2 « 5*
In the >C, we have a sister adjunction of 6 to the left df' 4 since both
4 and 6 are sisters under the common dominance of the same VP node.
(II) Two other forms of adjunction are possible in transformation^
grammar. We shall illustrate them with tree diagrams! (a) Daughter
Adjunction - Thus, adjoining a daughter of C (i.e. F) in Pv below to the




0 pp £ l — 2-J
(where 0 is removed as a result of tree pruning^ and the succeasive
terminals will be. P - D E H J K L, P , - D K K L II J.
x x+1
(b) Choi-nhy ■ <\ junction - The copying of a node in another part of the





with succeasive terminals P - D
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Only syntactic transforu,„tionu ore illustrated in this work. or ex^uaplea
of lexical trausforiaatioiis, one oan refer to Chomsky's discussion of these
in ..spectoi Chapters 11 and III.
11, Vaxi-.bleat - The late capitals like U, , X, Y and Z are used
to represent variables in structural description. They usually stand for
all possible category symbols and terminals in the relevant structure index.
harly capitals like a, B, U, I), n, / are used to represent category symbols
as in the examples under ) above. There used to be a distinction between
*
category symbols and features in napeots. but Chomsky in Jacobs and Hosenbaum
1)10i 200 decided to eliminate the distinction between category symbols and
features: "„e might just as well eliminate the distinction of feature and
category, and regard all symbols of grammar aa seta' of features." 197°* T08.
The distinction between category symbols and features may be significant at
a later stage of this work.
1.3 STRUCTURAL SIC'TCK OF YORIJBA
Our ipain purpose in this subsection is to introduce the
reader who has no previous knowledge of Yoruba to the Yoruba
language, and in particular, to certain
features of Yoruba that we shall have to use later
- -
in this work. Hence, this subsection cannot contain s thorough analysis
of the Yoruba language. -ince the sentence is a concept we use through¬
out this work, it will be good to start this examination from it.
1,51 THE SSKX&BCS
As we are going to use the transformational generative framework,
the terais we use e.g. 3 for sentence, H for noun, KI for noun phrase,
CvhJ for conduction etc. should be understood within the theory of
grammar we are using:. bouse brief comments on the grammatical model used
here will appear in 1«5 below. A glossary of the syntactic terminology
we employ will also appear there.
Bamgboee 1966 suggested two requirements for any good gran.sar. first,
"a proper description must be based on a linguistic theory"*" end secondly,
"categories o&nnot be assumed. They must be defined by reference to
2
structures." The present work has already satisfied the first require¬
ment cinoe it is based on the transformational generative theory of
linguistic description. Before it can satisfy the second requirement,
we should examine how Bamgbose's Grammar met the requirement and then
follow his example.
Bamgbose described the sentence as "the highest .grammatical unit in
Yoruba" and added that "it can only be structurally defined in terms of
3
its elements of structure.'" ,-dnce Bamgbose used Halliday's "Jcale and
1. Baragbose 19661 5
2. Banigbose 19661 5* It seems iiamgbose found the definitions of
categories used so significant that he had to emphasize the principle
"that a bad definition is better than no definition."
3. Baiagbose I9661 28
- lb
Category Sheory of Crcum&r'1 in which unit is a technical term, it seems
soy direct reference to the theory underlying a descriptive grammar could
help in the task of category definition. ..e shall take note of this
teciinique when we define the categories used.
another tec.nique of category definition X'roa Baragboae 1 66 is to
suggest thut certain categories ore determined only by surface structure
sequence. for instance, he suggests the structure, n. .i. 1. ■ ■ d, t
for 'qualifiers* of the 'head' noun where the six symbols respectively
represent nominal, adjective, numeral, rank shifted, deictic, and post-
deictic qualifiers. Xhus, .uuaguose hud six "sequence determined
2 3
secondary elements of structure" in the "Koalaal Group." Having
listed the surface structure sequence of the six "secondary elements of
structure", he was able to give definitions like theses "the class of
words operating at is deictic",^ "the class of words operating at t. is
ost-deiotio", 1 and "the class of words operating at is adjective"."*
i'hls second technique of definition fails to satisfy what Chomsky
6
described as the condition of 'descriptive adequacy', since no reason
or explanation can be given to show why the numeri Is are not adjectives
or vice versa, as we shall note below (chpta IV - VI), it appears that
baffigbose'e 'numerals' are indistinguishable from his 'adjectives' since
ixe has several examples where he analyses what he calls numerals as
1. iiulliday 1961
2. Baagbose 1966 s 99
J. Bamgboae 1966s 93
4# Bamgbose 1966s 114
Baaigbose 1966s 112
6. Chomsky 1965 Chapter 1.
- 17 -
adjectives although the two Classen (i.e. numeral arid adjective) are
"sequence determined". FTence, this second technique of definition is
inadequate, and it seems the only justification for it is the statement
of principles quoted earlier that 'a bad definition is better than no
definition'Our definitions here will generally refer to the
theoretical framework we are using unless we use terms in peculiar ways,
then we shall ho expected to give our own definitions of the terms we use.
The sentence is what is ultimately dominated in the tree structure of
a phrase structure grammar by a 3 node (where node, 3, tree, dominated,
and phrase structure have their conventional interpretations in transfor¬
mational grammar). Bam ;boce divided the sentence into (i) the sin ;le
2 2
sentence structure, (ii) the complex sentence structure, and (iii) the
compound sentence structure.^ Baogbose's single sentence structure in
transform; tional terms will be one in which no other sentence is embedded.
An example is:
X. o unrln yen yxo lo si oko wa (man that will go to farm our)
•that men will go to our farra.
3o, a 'single sentence structure' is a S whicu contains no internal
occurrence of another b node. The internal structure of b is usually
HP VP where VP (i.e. verb phrase) may be rewritten as V I , or V alone,
or V HP ADV etc. This contrasts with nemgbose•e analysis where the BP
1. Br hose 1966i 5
2. bamgboee 19661 28
iiaagbofe 19661 29
4. Bote the use of the round bracket and quotation marks for ioscing from
1.21 above. ..any Yoruba nouns are preceded by the plurality formative
awon wiien they are in the plural. But in certain contexts, even when
plurality is implied as in generic constructions, the plurality forma¬
tive is not used. bee ohpt VI for the feature - 'genericness'•
- (8 -
object of the TTP dominated by the VP is absent. fplayan I96P has already
pointed out that BMgbOM** 'SPA m It wrong for the Yoruba language
since Yoruba actually has surface structure objects.
A complex sentence -.truotnre is one in which eone sentences are
e bedded, but some of these sentences are dominated by other non sentential
elements like Ai)V » advirb, V » noun phrase etc. r, .
okimrin yen vio lo si oko we.
nl igb& tl rao M d6 ild
«= (at time which 1 happen arrive home, man that will go to farm our)
'whenever I come home, that man will go to our farm.'
A compound sentence structure is one in which one node directly
dominates "ore than one 3 node (and the dominated 8 nodes are linked by
linking elements known as conjunctions)."^ The parenthesized part of this
definition is actually unnecessary since the direct dominance of more than
one ;> by a 3 often involves the occurrence of at least one linking element
j.n underlying representations ef. and oreover, as one can
note from 10 below, not nil these linking elements will be represented by
1. The lis of linking elements in Bamcbo^e 19661 2 contain-: ykrl-jn »
'but', t-sbi. febi « 'or'. e decidedly rejected si, as a Yoruba conjunction
end criticised earlier grammarians for calling si, a conjunction* .5.
But in his examples of compound sentenoes, he avoided any example that
e ' -volve si since that formative does not precede the second sentence
of two conjoined 3 structures as other conjunctions do . . gjfc :btfn 'but'
in 4* Hence, we provide example 3 where si, occurs between the au .ili ;.ry
or iuture tense formative yio 'shall/will' and the main verb . 1., 'plant/
bow'. It is actually not the surface position of si, which determines
whether it is a conjunction or not. Basgbose failed to recognise
as a conjunction because his grammar is strictly surface.
- n -
foruutivea in 'surface structure representations.* Considers
p. qkunrin yen y£o lo s£ oko wa, oun y£o ex gbin agbado nibe
(man that will go to far© our, he will (J ..J plant maize there)
'that man will go to our farm, and he will plant some aize there.'
4. okdnrin yen yio lp sx oko wa, sbgbon ko n£ padh
(man that will go to farm our, but not have-to return)
'that man will go to our farm, but he will never come back alive.'
In phrase structure (i.e. PS) terms, a compound sentence would derive from
rules like:
5. ii —» j cgnj a.
I S 2_.—t \Z"«-C-l ^
...;u complex icnttBM rules like 6 and 7:
6. 3 —* A'jy
7. ;spv >
Dote that when 8 is direotly dominated by ASf as in 7» it is often preceded
by an adverbial formative like nx x. [ic. Ix (at time which) 'when', n£ ibi tx
(at | lace w.JLeh; 'where', t£ or b£ 'if, x \ L i> ,/ •>e (if it even is that)
'although' etc. If S were doainateu directly by hi, it oould be receded
by elements like ^ 'that' etc.
rhere are more involved structures where compound sentences occur
within complex sentences or vice versa. Since examples of such involved
stmxctures will be used in chapter VI where we examine the relative, we
will just give two examples now.
1. See 1.5 below for some reference to 'surface structure'.
- to
8. okunrln ven lo ni. oko wn lani£, oupbdn ko pbin egbado t{ a fun rm.
4 V ♦ " 9 , W J
(nan that go to farm our yesterday, but not plant maize which
we rive him)'*' ' that nan went to our farm yesterday, but he did not plant the
maize which we gave him.•
"We can represent 0 by the tree diagram 9«
. fun. o: 5 ; i -
yen^ ni ' bN:Oj
where items with the same index are ooreferential e.«. the tixee ^cftrrfn yerr ,
and the two agbado . representations in 9*
In the tree structure 9» the conjoined sentences occur i . ;odi tely
below the topmost S while the embedded sentence occurs towards the end of
the tree diagram.
1. There ie usually nothing in the verb to Indicate the tense of the verb
phrase. But & time adverbial often shows whether we refer to the past
or hue ,-resent e. . lA.a 1yesterday1 in 8. .or the iuPa . , iy,
'will/shall' is sometimes used. At other times, the marker of
continuity n » Lu] or Li)J is used e.g. mo rilo loia 'I am goirife
ImmiS -he item t£ ll Ik relative Marker. 15 may literally
gloss it ■ s v.'h- or which whether the referent is huiiian or not.
- 21 -
However, it is possible for conjoined sentences to occur within a
complex sentence i.e. not immediately dominated by the 8 node which is
the topmost element in PS trees. An example similar to those we shall
use later in chapter VI is:
10* 11^ yin ni ^ ^ *9 °^° wa» ^ ohin %hMo wa,
ti k& ba wn ja koko wa, supbon ti' o fi ilr'wa fun agbbnrfn je. (house
your is 1 have see man which he «ro to form our, which not plant maize our,
which not for ua pluck cocoa our, but which he give ocro our ive deer
2
eat) 'it is in your house that I saw the man who went to our farm, who
did not plant our maize, and did not help us to iluc our cocoa, but who
used our ocro to feed some deer.'
In 10, there are four conjoined sentences eoh 'modifying' or saving
something about okfonrin 'man* an element of a hi her sentence in tree
structure.
Structures like 10 cannot be described by Homgboae'e grammar since he
defined a 'complex sentence' as one which 'consists of an oc preceded by
one or more 's' where a. is defined as 'the free clause element' (i.e.
one -> not dominated by categories like 3V, H3 etc.', while a /8 is
5
defined as 'the dependent clause element' (i.e. one 0 structure that is
1. In 10 wo indicate the « clause of Bamgbose 1966» 28 by a sin le under¬
score and we use a double underscore to mark the first art of the 0
clause. Actually, the rent of the sentence is e part •/.>' the 0 clause
since the four relativized sentences that follow the underlined parts
i a modify okimrin 'man' (and could be trente-- <s 'rankr-bifted cl :r.'
in baiagbose's framework.
2. The item fi.• .fun is discontinuous. it is synonymous with run 'to give'
hence we literally gloss is as (give...give).
3. Bamgbose 19661 28
- Z'> -
dominated by non sentential elements like A..V etc.). Since his dependent
clause ele ent must precede his free cirrus© element, his grern^r can only
account for fix> fij!kx.i p<x. ••• structures and not any ifaflOtW^
Hence, his grammar can produce:
11. "nhkon te e so .yen / oo'tcT ni
thin,'! that you say truth is
•what you say is true'"^ but not:
12. oot6 ni / nnkon t6 e so .yen
truth is thin,'? that you say
'what you say is true' or 'what you say is the truth',
ote that the 'dependent clause elenent' (i.e. nnkon to e no ,^en) in 11
and 12 contains a noun nhkyn 'thin/!' a relative clause marker tl '•.•••hioh*
which becomes t^" through vowel assimilation and sentence, the underlying
form of which will look like e ay nAkon yen (yon say thing ttr t) 'you said
that thing'. Hence, it is an example of a dominated "by KF in tree
structure, and at some stage during its derivational history, it is likely
to have a rule like:
13. HP —^ H RM 8 where dil is a relative marker.
1,32 SOME OBMKRAL SQITMGE TTFS3
There ore some sentence types worth mentioning in this introductory
chapter. Fev are: 'the declarative', 'the interrogative' and 'the
imperative'. Thece three types which are recognize! in transformational
grammar are correct for Yoruba. Jince we do not use any of those terms
(e.g. 'declarative') in any sense that is different from its conventional
1, Example 11 is from Oaagbose 1966: 20, His transcription is retained
in both 11 and 12,
- <xt
ue. ..G and interpretation, it will be superfluous to hunt for language
specific definitions of such terms. They ctually >elon; to the theory
within which we work.
fcU the sentences we have provided SO far KM ITlBplM of declarative
sentences. For the interrogative sentence, so -c question words are used
r.ith the surface sentence e.g. a.'/o and initially in sentence structure
.iith b£ and ndcui finally. The question word will be represented as Qjr
(question word/ in the literal translation of examples here e.g.
Age oiolnrin yon lp ox oho wa lana?
1?. e 1.4 in ye . lo a oho wn lonui
. i ' •
both 14 and 15 are ( vw man that go to farm our yesterday)
'Did that mix go to our fana yesterday?'
16. pk&nrin yen lp 0..0 wa i.cia bx?
l|i okunrin yen lp s£ oko wa lana ndan?
both 16 and 17 are (man that ,o to farm our yeoterday w)
'Did that man go to our farm yesterday?'
The interrogative can also be realized through a tag e. .
1 . okilnri ye. lo si oko wa lana, tabx ko lp?
(man that go to farm our yesterday, or not _o)
'that man went to our farm yesterday, didn't 1 e?'
A sentence having the declarative struoture ;enerally functions in
utterance as a statement. But when declarative sentences occ ; on high
registers, the; usually function as questions. However, both statements
and questions are found on high or low registers in Yoruba so that the
i. The item ndan is hardly used nowadays, and it new appears archaic*
Instead of ndan. bi is prcferre U ' JL i ndan
as A i.e. 'adjunct question item.' 15661 54. We shall merely refer
to them as question words (gw).
• pt -
surl ce structure realization of underlying sentences having the declarative
structure could ambiguously represent statements and questions when taken
out of contexts. Thus Baagbose observed:
it is observed in the text, however, that both
statements and questions occur on normal as . oil
as nigh registers. It is difficult to say
accurately whether an affir ativa clause is a
statement or a question if it is heard in isola¬
tion. Banvrbose 1966: 94 •
It seems the ambiguity between statement and question is a surface
structure phenomenon since surface structure questions and surface structure
statements would normally have different underlying representations. If
wg adopt jioss's suggestion "that every deep structure contains one and
only one performative sentence as its highest clause,""*" we can use the
differences between the underlying performatives for statements and questions
to handle such surface ambiguities.
ihe imperative has structures line:
19. bide *stand up'
2
20. Fiin mi ni owd yen (give me i'rf money that)
•give me that money'
The i t-rative may be a prohibition especially when it occurs in the
negative, e.g. in*
21. £ fdn ai nl owtf yen (don't give me i'rf money tiiat)
•do not give me that money'
1. Hosa lL)'JQt 261
2* fw |£, the tranaforaational form. tive (Trf), see Awobuluyi 1969. It
will be referred to throughout this work as Trf. Awobuluyi argued
ibn.t nX -is /if/ is Ix ■ :-i"- J". --fioui-llj deriv ;. It v. : Ly OCCUTS
between two nouns in the verb phrase. bee the discussions preceding
and following examples J6 to 33 under the verb phrase in 1.34 below,
cf. "...all one need do is to have the particle introduced by trans¬
formation instead of recognizing it in the base component." 1969* 71*
- 25*-
Veiy little use will however be made of the distinctions discussed above
in this work. Jienoe, «e may examine one specific structural type that
will be used often especially in later chapters.
1.53 EMPHATIC SEHl'EKCS STRUCTURES
jsphasic can be described as two processes: the nomirulizaticia of
the element to be emphasised and/or the cleftin# of this element. We
discuss emphasis here for two reasons. First, we are working on the noun
phrase, and so, nominalization is a part of our work. Since emphasis
i lies the nominalization of the emphasized element (as su rested above),
emphatic structures which involve the notninalization of emphasized elements
will be relevant to this work. Secondly, use is made of the c ocept of
a-phasis in discussions later in this work. For instance, the distinction
between Bamrboee's deictic and post-deiotic categories,"'' rests on the faot
In t, with the exception of nl 'that1, all his deictio elements have direct
nominal counterparts which can function as 'head' in his 'nominal group
structures',^ but none of his post-deictics can be nominalized, and hence,
none of the poot-deictica can be emphasized. Although ni 'that* appears
to be an exception, there is actually a formative eyiini 'that one' which
can be considered aa its nominal counterpart notwithstanding the faot that
ey.i' 'this one' which is the first part of eyiini is the nominal counterpart
of yl 'this'. For the dniotio nl it is eyiini that will be used as its
1 — ■""« - 1 - ' ' —
1. dafflgbope 1966: 114
2. Banvjbo^e 1966: 98. This distinction between surface deictios and
post-deiotics where one but not the other can be nominalized and
consequently emphasized is discussed below in Chapters V and VI.
The nominalization possibility rather than sequence seems to be a
more plausible determinant of the deictic post-deictic distinction.
■* 2-b m
iiOEinaliaed and emphatic Cera. (bee chapter VI below Cor a discussion of
,'i tioee's deictic elements.)
In the preceding paragraph., emphasis .vas described as the nomin&liza-
ti n of the ele; exit to be emphasised and/or the cleftin of this nominalized
element. J. soever, if the element to be emphasised is already a nominal,
then it is not nominalized since the purpose of BOOdsi lizing emphasized
■lea—its is to obtain a form of that element that can be the surfaoe
■1 tore subject of the verb i£i 'is* whioh follows the emphasized elements
in c iphatic structures.1 -o, one can say that for nominal;-., only clefting
takes place whereas for some other elements like verbs, both nominaliziag
and. clefting must take place.
^ince nominals undergo only the cleftiny process when they ore
we can start fch tmplifjotttOB of —phatle structural with
them. Suppose we have:
ki.. ujo purtf mc rina xdC .de iu Ijeta
(Ojo lie against Aina at ^de at day-before-yesterday)
'Ojo perjured Ainu at Gde on the day before yesterday'
we can eagpl 1st the names or nomi: Is ;• , int , id , A. • the clefting
process only e.g.
23. Gjo ni 0 puro ®6 Aina nf Ade nf ijeta
(Ojo is .e lie against Ainu at Ade on day-before-yesterday)
•Gjo is the one who perjured Aina at ;(,<le on the day before yesterday1
1. j.t appears that the clefting process indicates the structure index of
lOMBte eapi - only the elements that can undergo olefting
can be emphasized - e.g. nouns, attributive adjectives and some
phonaesthetic predicative adjectives, preposition phrases, adverbs*
nominal!zations from both verb3 and predicative adjectives. Clefting
is not possible for conjunctions, prepositions, verb auxilii ries and
Bamgbose's post-deictic qualifiers, bo these elements cannot be
emphasized.
21 -
or 'It was Gjo who perjured. /.Ina at Lde on the day before yesterday»1
24. ina ni Ojo puro mo ni Me ni ijeta
(Line is Ojo lie against at :de on day-before-yesterday)
'It was Aina whom Cjo perjured at ;de on the day before yesterday
Two options ire available for the emphasis of both ni ?c end of i.iets
♦on the day before yesterday'. Loth ,fv;^ and ni t.',aU. re .reposition
/ 1 / 2
phrases containing the preposition ur ' I, in/on' and a noun or noon J»hraae.
iOx the emp' tic construction, either the clefting of rc or of li
(the preposition phrase, is possible:
25. -de ni Ojo ti puro mo Aina n£ Ijeta'
(£de is Ojo has lie against Aina on day-before-yesterday)
(a) 'hue was the place where Cjo perjured Aina on the day ,efore
yesterday'
or (b) 'it as at Lde that Ojo perjured Aina on the day before yesterday'
26. ni Lde ni Ojo ti puro mo Aina ni ijeta
(at Lde is Ojo has lie against Aina on day-before-yesterday)
'It was at _de that -jo perjured Aina on the day before yes terdoy'
ihc difference between 25 and 26 can be explained as the difference
1. dor the translation of examples, we shall prefer forms like 'It was Ojo
who...' to 'Ojo is the one who...' since the process of clefting is
shown very clearly in the former translation, end as we shall note later,
clefting is in fact the main emphatic process in Ybruba.
2. Bnn;jbo?e 1966 described items like n£ 'nt/in/on' as pont-vorba, but
Afoiayan i960 and Awobuluyi 1971 have pointed out cliat such items are
prepositions. The avoidance of terms lite 'preposition' because of
willingness to proviae entirely structural analyses is ca racteristic
of grammars like Bamgbose's.
5. For some reasons that need not concern us here, the 'perfective aspect'
formative .ti 'have' is obligatory in the emphatic structures 25 and 26.
Hence, if it is absent, the derived structure e.g. *nl Ale ni O.io pur^
' ..ina iS i.iuta will be uir;rami:ia.tical.
m 23 —
between an emphatic structure involving nominalization plus clefting ("25)»
and one whioh involves clefting alone {-26}. For the first operation
(i.e. nominalization and clefting j, the nominal is extracted from a pre¬
position phrase (F?) before clefting takes place. This is responsible for
the ambiguity of 25 where the (a) interpretation reflects the emphasis of
a nominal (the place - Yde). whereas the (b) interpretation, which is the
only interpretation of 26, reflects only preposition phrase emphasis#
For certain items like preposition phrases, adverbs and nominals, nominal!-
sation before clefting is not required. However, clefting is obligatory
for all emphasized elements whether they are nominalized or not, and this
*
makes clefting the main rule of emphasis for Yoruba.
•hen we consider verbs, we find that nominalization before clefting
is obligatory e.g. if we have:
27. Ojo ptVle Aina nf Ade nf i jeta
(Ojo meet Aiaa at hue 011 d&y-before-yesterday)
'Gjo met Aina at Jde on the day before yesterday'
we can nominalize the verb . hde to pfpede 'meeting' and derive:
2o. pfp&de ni Ojo pkde Aina nf .'fie nf ijeta
(meeting is Ojo meet Aina at bde on day-before-yesterday)
•it iu neeting that Ojo net '.ina at idc on the day before asterday'
For some verbs which can be called 'complex lexemes' (i.e. verbs which
are derived from other verbs and other syntactic elements), it is possible
for parts of these verbs to be emphasised e./ • . iven the surf ' o lis' ■
pa -t irtf of 22 to 26, we can extract iztf 'a lie' derive:
2), iro ni Ojo pa mo Aina nf vde nf Ijeta
(lie is Ojo make against L..r nt .lie on aay-before-ye: tcr-. y)
'it is a lie that Ojo uttered againit ins at Mf on the day before
yesterday.'
- n -
. ctually, we have not discussed the whole of the emphatic structure
in Ycruba. besides, we h. ve not represented the Yoruba emphatic process
described in generative syntactic rules of the usual for: wuere a structure
inc-a:' could lead to a structure chance that conforms to the Boolean
condition o analyzability on which the theory of transform'tional grammar
is based. On that acount, it can be suggested that we have t produced
a generative transformational syntax of Yoruba emphatic structures.
However, since our aim here is just to make our intention and meanings
clear when we talk of emphasis later (e.g. when we say that the 1 pronouns'
taigboM cannot be fophssise : sfaereos ldo 'poeoHsiMli" can b# or that
«
ra nominalised forma that can be emphasised wh reas his
2
pout-deictics do noL eristics}, it will be unnecessary
for us to go into any further details on emphasis.
1.34 SOME ASPECTS OP SHE Y RUM T13EB PHRASE
The dirscuasiori of the verb phrase here will he very elementary.
..e wish to make it elementary because there are still many unsolved problems
A
in the Yoruba verb phrase. Moreover, our only interest in the verb
phrase here is in the u e we can make of the verb phrase in the description
of the noun phrase. hence, the discussion will oe rather utilitarian,
1. Baffigbose 1966t 103-108
2. Bamgbose 10661 114. Also see 6.2 below.
>. ,/nly very few of the problems of the Yoruba verb phrase were actually
discussed in the Ife University seminar on Yoruba language and litera¬
ture (Afolayan Ed. forthcoming) although three papers based on three
different Ph.B. theses on aspects of the Yoruba verb phrase were
presented at the seminar. The problems in the Yoruba verb phrase are
00 enormous that it was even decided at the end of the session on
syntax that a special seminar on the Yoruba verb phrase will be
necessary at a later time. The latter seminar took place in April 1971
and proceedings of the seminar have already been published.
- }o -
and it will be determined by the relevance of the items discussed to the
Yoruba noun phrase.
An elementary Aspects rule for a typical Yoruba verb phrase could
look likes^
30. VP ? (MBS) AUX V (HP) (PP) (AUV)2
where the obligatory elements in the verb phrase are V (verb) and AUX
(the auxiliary)•
The AUX is regarded as obligatory in 50 because the surface absence
of tense indication for several Yoruba verbs might have been caused by
an AUX deletion transformation (cf. rule 3«2221(33) below). This
decision is a difficult one to make since there is ft class within the VP
which lias often been treated as 'qualitative verbs' (e.g. by Bamgboss,
wobuluyi, Delano, Ida ard, Abraham, Oke etc.) but which Afolaysn
3
described as 'predicative adjectives'. In surface structure representa¬
tions, the indication of tense is not always noesible for this class of
♦predicative adjectives' or 'quailtative/stative verbs'. The class
contains items like ga 'to be high', gun Ho be tall', dara Ho be good',
fb&i Ho be wise' etc.
However, Postal once remarkedi
Aspsota is an abbreviation for Aspects of the Theory of
Chooaiqy 1965.
2. PP is the preposition phrase, but many ADV's (i.e. adverbs) also
consist of preposition + HP structures. Hence, the distinction
between the PP and the AHV is actually difficult to make. nines
we limit our discussions to Aspects type of base or underlying
rules bore, we shall not consider any post Hpecte suggestion that
Auxiliaries could be main verbs.
3. Jeo Afplaysn 1960s 253-310 for the suggestion th, t the 'problsnatlo
formatives' as hs calls them ere actually 'predicative adjectives*
and not 'qualitative' or 'stative vux'bb'.
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•••the fact that an elenent is present in the
surface form does not mean it was present in
the deep structure and, conversely, absence from
the surface form does not necessarily entail
absence fro;.1 the deeper aspect of grammatical
structure. Postal 197O n $8.
0, the absence of some tense formatives for 'pre ic;tlv jectivee' in
surface structures does not necessarily entail absence froa underlying
representations. It will be an error to think that the adverbiala with
double underscore are the only Indicators of tense in sexiiunces like:
31. ujo ti ;bdn rf, ssXjbon ko gbdh
(Gjo have wise before, but not wise again)
'Ojo hae been wise in the past, but he ia no longer wise'
actually, the aspect marker ti. 'have' also participates in tense
indication. bote that certain auxiliaries like the future tern e marker
„yio 'shall/will' ©an be used with 'predicative adjectives' in some oontexts
e.g.
32(a) Ojo yio a to baba rt ni odA PC
(Ojo shall tall equal father his in year this)
'Ojo will be as toll as Ms father this year'
(b) Ojo to gb6n
(0jo going-to right-time-to-be wise)
'Ojo will soon be wise'
(dote that the to of 32(b) interpreted as 'be adequate' in Abraham 1958 1b
different from the t<£ 'be equal' used in comparative constructions e.g. in
32(a) above and 47 a"d 48 below.)
We now give some examples of VP structures which use parts of 30
although rule 30 is not the only possible expansion of VP. The VP will be
underlined in the examples. where AO a. hos no surface structure realisation,
we will not indicate it in our illustration of the surface struoture
- 3% -
i.k'AaifeBtations of the VP beside the Yoruba examples;
Although rule 30 is riot the only possible expansion of VP, we give
some examples of VP structures which use parte of 30 e.g.
55(a) Ojo ko lo b{ ile VP . i,r« V PP (with the VP underlined)
(Ojo not go to house)
'Ojo did not go home'
(b) 0jo ko ti lo bi ile VP - HSG AUX V PP
(Ojo not have go to house)
'Ojo has not yet gone hone'
(o) Ojo \A -Ao 19 si!' lie 191a VP • : L'C AUX V PP ABV
(Ojo not shall go to house tomorrow)
•0 jo shall not go home tomorrow'
The verb is sometimes discontinuous in surface structure re sresentatiOBS
e. . ;i...fun in example 10 above. At other times, it seems reasonable to
suggest that there are actually two different verbs on either 'ie of the
VP dominated IIP e. in 34 and 35 below where we cannot say that the VP
expansion is that of 30.
34. Ojo kb ml fine lo sf ile lana VP « HEO V HP V PP ABV
(Qjo not take Aina go to house yesterday)
'Ojo did not take Aina home yesterday'
35. 0jo kb mu /ina w£ si" ile lrn* VP • NSG V HP V PP ABV
(Ojo not take Aina come to house yesterday)
•Ojo did not bring Aina home yesterday'
The difference in meaning between 34 and 35 suggests that there may be two
different verbs rather than a discontinuous verb in those structures. It
is possible to argue that all discontinuous verbs are series of two verb
structures in the verb phrase, but we shall not engage In any argument
concerning the verb phrase in this work.
In 30, we had only one HP in the verb phrase. It is actually possible
to have more than one HP there, and these HP's need not be conjoined. If
they were conjoined, they would be derived from the single HP in 30, but
if no conjoining were possible, then two VP dominated WP*S would be possible.
In such cases, there is a transferor,ticnally inserted formati 0 n£ between
the two HP's^" e«g.
36. Ojo Mi Aina ni owo' VP «. V HP Trf HP
(Ojo give Aina Trf money)
'Ojo gave Aina some money'
37* Ojo gba Aina ni eti VP as in 36
(Ojo slap Aina Trf ear)
'Ojo slapped Aina (or Aina's ear)1
38. Ojo te Aina ni esb VP' as in 36
(Ojo step Aina Trf leg)
'Ojo stepped on Aina's legs'
i'rora 36 to 38» it is noticeable that it is not necessary for there to be a
connection between the two HP's in the VP. They my be direct and indirect
2
objects, or they may even have genitival relationships (e.0. in the
'inalienable possessive*relationship existing between the two l.f's in each
of the VP's of 37 and 38). All further comments about the transform- »
tlonally inserted formative are beyond the scope of this work, and hence we
may end its discussion here.
1. bee example 20 above for Trf - the transformationally inserted formative.
Examples 36 to 38 may have a complex derivation.
2. bee Zwicky, Arnold I . "Haturalness Arguments In syntax" in -:wP
1966: 94-102 for some references to the various classes of the genitive
like 'the inalienable possessive, the alienable possessive, the
objective possessive, the subjective possessive and the partitive
genitive.' of. p.99
We shall illustrate only one more feature of the Yoruba W. This
will be the comparison of adjectives and verbs. A brief discussion of
verbal and adjectival comparisons will be useful to us in this work since
•comparisons* can be uoed to discuss the relationship between verbs and
adjectives (or 'predicative adjectives1) at certain stages in derivation.
For instance, Yoruba attributive adjectives are never compared. But
their predicative counterparts are compared like verbs. Hence, Delano
1965 who did not recognize a class of predicative adjectives nevertheless
had a chapter entitled "Comparison of Adjectives" in which what were
compared were his verbs.1 Since Delano recognized those items (i.e.
Afolayan's "problematic formatives') as verbs, the title of his chapter
should have beeni "The Comparison of Verbs", and there, he could have
treated both verbal and adjectival comparisons together.
Other Yoruba grammarian® like V.ard also recognize the predicative
adjective class as a class of verbs, e.g. "In Yoruba, the quality of a
2
thing is frequently expressed by a verb".* We shall not enter into the
controversy 011 whether what we have are verbs or adjeotives since the
ultimate decision is relative to several other factors. For instance,
in a syntactic analysis reminiscent of Bach's in Bach and liar s 1968,
where KP, A, and V are represented r.s 'contentives' in underlying repre¬
sentations, the distinctions between 'adjectives' and 'verbs' are irrelevant
whereas in an . sheets type base structure (e.g. that of Chomsky 1965/, the
distinctions between N (noun), A (adjective', and V (verb) will be signifi¬
cant, and so the status of the 'problematic formative' will be relevant.
1. Delan<j 19691 125-4
2. ward 1992 j 70
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Two Items jj!i ?nd lo are used for comparisons. For the comparative
ik roe (in its conventional and traditional sense), j& and l<j> are discon¬
tinuous, hut for the superlative degree they occur together as one lexical
item e.g.
39. 0jo t^hi ju Aina lo
(Ojo big exceed Aina beyond)*
'Ojo is bigger than Aina'
40. Aina gb6n ju Ojo lo
(Aina wise exceed Ojo beyond)
'Aina is wiser than Ojo'
41. Aina le pur6 ju Bose lo
(Aine can lie exceed. Bose beyond)
'Aine can lie more than Bose'
A2. Aina id sisd' ju Ojo lo
(Aina oan work exceed Ojo beyond)
'Aina con work more than Ojo'
43. Ojo ni o tobi julo
(Ojo is he big exoeed-beyond)
'Ojo is the biggest'
1. The items ju and l£ have verbal homophones. For instance, ju also
means 'older than* e.g. in Ainn ju Ojo ly (Aina exceed Ojo pass) «
'Aina is older than Ojo'. It seems the basic meaning of jh will be
'exceed' or 'surpass' i ard 1952s 3i and the context will determine the
specific meaning in different environments. Also, there is one lo
which means 'to go' or 'to go away'. In the CLS dictionary (CAS 1913:
134), one l£ was glossed as an adverb meaning 'more than' while the
other To was a verb meaning ' ;o'. The gloss of lg. as an adverb meaning
'more than' is not satisfactory since kg. alone cannot be used in compari¬
sons. This contrasts with ju alone in Aina ju Ojo (Aina exceed Cjo)
'Aina is older than Ojo'. On the other hand, Abraham 1958 had nine
meanings for l£ most of which are related to 'go', but the one closest
to the idea expressed by the comparative there is 'pass'. For this
work hovever, we shall gloss it as beyond since that gloss will be more
satisfactory than 'pass' for the meaning of the superlative degree.
In spite of our gloss of lg. aa 'beyond', we recognize that it is verbal
and may be described as a 'verbid' following Ansre 1966.
- 36 -
44* Aina ni 6 rb^n j^lc^
(Aina is she wise exceed-beyond)
',»ina is the wisest'
45. hlji ni 6 1& se Im^l^ jillo ninu gbogbo won
i 1 < i *
(Niji is he can do laziness exceed-beyond among all them)
'tiiji is the laziest of them all'
The examples in 39 to 45 cover both verbs and 'predicative adjectives' and
also both the comparative and superlative degrees. Although no modal
auxiliaries (e.g. 'oajn') appear with the predicative adjective examples,
it is possible to have examples in which auxiliaries ooour with the
predicative adjective examples. buch structures will be rare e.g.
46. Ojo mde. t<fbi ju Aina lo lalpe yx
(Ojo golng-to big exceed Aina beyond soon this)
•Ojo will soon be bigger than Aina'
Jwo other forms of comparison exist but only the type we have already
discussed above will be .relevant in this work. We may just provide
examples of the other forms. These two forms were described as the
"comparative of equality" and the "comparative of inferiority" by Oaye and
1
Beecroft. An example of the first type is:
47* Aina t<5bi to' Ojo
(Aina big equal Ojo)
'Aina is as big as Ojo'
and an example of the second type will be a negation of the first e. .
i, Guye aim .joocroxt i>-:p: .Lc. The first edition of Gaye and Beecroft




















40. ^.ina kb tboi to Ojo
(aina not big equal Ojo)
'Aina i.a not as big as Ojo'
hole that the negation oi' the earlier examples in 59 to 45 will not
constitute a 'comparison of inferiority' in this sense e.g.
49. Aina kb gb&i ju ojo lo
(; ina not wise exceed Ojo beyond)
'Aina is not wiser than Ojo'
ah 49, it is possible for Aina to be as wise as Ojo, but the possibility
of equality is ruled out for 40* Oince comparisons of 'equality' and
■ 'inferiority' have only marginal significance for us here, we cu, leave
comparisons as well ae the verb phrase alone at this stage and iake a few
coiiuaenta on the connection between ioruba phonology and syntax since it
will be difficult to interrupt this work at different stages juat to
discuss phonological points aa they come up.
f. ■
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1-4 THE YOIcUBA ..DUE Pi..iA3E
I - 41 AX ELEMENTARY SURFACE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS
Although this work is primarily ooncerned with underlying representations,
HP's
it will be helpful to look at some surface structure ^of loruba at this stag®*
A very simple Yoi-uba UP may contain only a single lexical item, e.g.
1. ^khnrin « 'man'
. RP like (1) can be found in generic structures, e.g.
2. okunrin ko le buru ju obinrin lo
(man not 04 a bad exceed women beyond) 'men oannot be worse than women'.
It is actuflly difficult for unqualified NP's to occur in Yoruba
sentences so that single element HP's are rare. They are found mostly in
generic environments like (2) arid in cleft sentences like those discussed
under emphasis in 1.53 above.^
Before v?e provide the next set of examples, it will be useful to set
out the qualification pattern within the surface structure Rp of Yoruba..
For our starting point, we can make use of the one Barngboae sot up.
2
Damgbose 19b6t using Halliday'a tneoretical framework, had an
ha (h K' v. - quel ier) structure for the HP. And he defined the 'head'
3
as "wut element which can operate in a nominal group of only one element".
Bo, ... rir. in (1) above is the head of a Yoruba IIP. Then hie c, consists
1. cf. rird 1952: 46 - "...it is not very usual to have a noun alone as
subject of u verb, the sentences in which ouch a usage is ijatuml
are ferrs these are minly general statements."
2. Ilallithiy 1961 - "Categories of the Theory of Grrnmir" in ord 1'/.
3. Barigbope 1966: cjli. liis 'nominal group' is similar' to our BP.
- ji -
of ''ec^awico-uetorciiried secondary elements of structure." The secondary
elements of structure are t
j, & - (nominal qualifier;, - (adjective qualifier), 1. - (numeral
qualifier), k, - (r&nkshifted qualifier), d - (deictic qualifier) and
- (post-deictic qualifier).
A modification of Baagbose'a hc^ structure to :.l:o (where u » 'modifier')
was suggested in Afolayan I96G. Afolayan used a later version of
2
iialliday's theory of grammar to suggest that Yoruba, 'nominal groups' can
be pre-aodified. In llallidiiy's grammar, whatever precedes the 'head' is
a 'modifier' and whatever comes after the 'head* is the 'qualifier' in
group structure. The main point in Afolayan'a suggestion is to deny
damgbose's thesis that whatever occurs initially in any surface I in the
head of that AT. It appears Afolayan's analysis is nearer the point than
liamgboee's since Bamgbose'a decision to make whatever comes first the head
forced 'dm to suggest head status for many items that fail his only-
criterion for 'headship' - viz. ability to operate in a Toruba "nominal
%
group of only one element."
For instance, the preposition .Jy.a 'about/in respect of ma rae.de the
head of the JSP ins
1. iJamgbose 1966 s 99
2, Halliday 1967. The tahq analysis is also applied to the 'predicator'
of K&lllday'a aya torn. The predicator is not equivalent to tire VP
of transformational grammar since the VP of TG- includes noun phrases
and sometimes preposition phrases and adverbs whereas in Halliday's
grammar HP's dominated by VP's are outside the predicator and regarded
as complements. Then preposition phrases and adverbs are called
adjuncts.
5. Bi-aagbose 19661 98
- 4o -
"rifpa / olo.run babn ' olo.run ono / Atolo.run hoi nf o
» i ' » , » . ' ' * «
( H )( n )
in respect of God father God Son and God spirit holy
'About God the Father, God the Son and God the TToly ■"'host'"'''
whereas neither nina 'in respect of nor the whole of (4) can constitute
a Yoruba 'nominal group* of only one element* There is no Yoruba :*P -
rifpn 'about* or 'in respect of. T oreover, it is difficult to construct
a Yoruba sentence in which the whole of (4) would constitute a TP or
p
'nominal group' since (4) cannot be the subject of a real Yorubo. sentence,
nd the only definition of 'nominal group' is "the class of the group
that operates at S in clause structure" (where S stands for 'subject'
and the other members of the clause are ? - 'predicator* and h 'adjunct').**
Combining Afolayan's mho proposal, on our top line of 5 below, and 3
or Bamgboee's expansion of £ on the bottom line of 5 below, we shall have
the following configurationt
q
n 5 1 k d t
for the ra position in the examples below, we sliall use the plurality
formative hwon and the universal quantifier ...bo bo 'all' (although the
1. Bawgbose I9661 124
2. It ia neoesaary to qualify 'sentence• with 'real* since most of the
items that are not HP's, and consequently cannot be subject of Yoruba
sentences, but which can be emphasised e.g. adverbs and preposition
phrases (like the ni jdq 'at ,de' of 1*33 example 26 above) can be
the surface subjects of the emphatic particle ni. Similarly, 4 could
he the surface subject of the emphatic particle, but of no other
Toruba verb. Thus, only HP's can be underlying subjects. n the
other hand items that are not Hi's can be surface subjects, but they
can only be subjects of the smpaatic particle ni 'is' and its
negation ko (not) or ko nl (not is) 'is not'.
3* Bamgbose 19661 31 and 98
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rclf,t3 onship of plurality to the 'head' is not actually one of ' edifica¬
tion* or 'qualification' if used in the systemic eonnet
The rowly introduced qualifying elenent will be underlined in each
of the following examples. Do, in 6, it is the n or •nominal qualifier'
that is underlined, in 7» it is the •adjective qualifier* that is under¬
lined while in 0 the 'modifier' awon is underlined etc.
6. oleunrin pldlh
(man honourable-person') 'honourable man'
7. okunrin olola daradara
(pan honourable-person rood) 'good honourable an'
3. awon okunrin ololft ddradara
(olur man honourable-person good) 'good honourable men'
9. nwon pkimrin olola daradara eVA (jevm « 'ten')
'ten good honourable men'
10. ' on oloxnrin olola daxndara mown t:i a ri lana
I r t t mmin i ■ ■■■.■■■■■in HI, ii
'ten good honourable men whom we saw yesterday'
11. hwon okunrin olola daradara mewn t.{ a ri lana rpnyon
•those ten good honourable men shorn we saw yesterday'
12. r.won ykunrir; olola ddrad&ra raewa tx a ri lana v.-piycn
1 even those ten good honourable men whom ve saw yesterday'
In case there are doubts about the modification status of hv/yn. we can add
ybogbo 'all' to 12 and obtaint
1% -bo- bo Awpn okdnrin ololK dfirnclAra mewa ti a ri lnna waa&qn n&
1. The term 1 universal quantifier' is taken from the vocabulary of the -
predicate calculus. The universal quantifier contrasts with the
existential quantifier - (.3) » 'there exists one'. The syntactic
status of the plurality formative awon is discussed below in chpt. I.
2. In example 13, both ^bo, .bo and Twor; are underlined since we regard
then as functioning within the same clses of items.
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The whole of 1J can occur In a Xoruba sentence likei
14* ftje o md pa gbogbo awon okunrin olola aarud^re mewa ti & rx iana
wbnyen na nl ko lfe so G&el?
(..>■ you know that all plur man honourable-person good ten which we see
yesttrday those even is not can speak mgiiah)
•ho you know that even those ten good honourable men whom we saw yesterday
could not spe k jiglish?'
hxample 13 is one of the most complex ernes that oaa be expected in
Yoruba surface fP*s since it contains lexioal items for each of the
'prirnary' and 'secondary' places of 'structure' when Afolayan's aha model
is combined with Baagboee's expansion of Structures like 13 are
however very difficult to obtain. The difficulties in obtaining Yoruba
xiP'a with lexical items in each of the eight surface structural places
(containing a, h, nt j, 1, k, d, t) are really noticeable in grammatical
analyses like Bamgbose'e which are based on recorded dialogues. Tor
instance, out of Baagbose's forty examples of nominal group structures
there is none in which more than four structural places are filled. He
had one example for one structural place, (that of 'head'), fifteen for
two structural places, fifteen also for three structural places and nine
for four structural places. Moreover, it appears that the adjectives and
numerals are mutually exolusive in those examples so that the adjective -
numeral dichotomy could be called into question if one scrutinizes his
analysis further.
1, Bamgbose 1966i 124-5. It was not stated that those examples were
themselves taken directly from the recorded text on which Bamgbose's
grammar is based. But there was also no indication that some of the
examples used in the whole grammar were not constructed (or generated
by rules of some sort).
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There in, however, ne justification for Bamgbose'a analysis, ,rtd that
justification is found in examples 9 to 14 here, where more than four
surface structure positions in the Yoruba NP are represented with forma-
tives. The greatest justification for his ^ analysis is found in
examples 12 to 14 where the six structural places for his ^ (i.e. n, j,
1, 1:, d, t) ore represented with formatives.
Note that it is possible for one structural place to be filled by
more than one element of the same subclass e.g. example 10 in section
1.31 above where four embedded sentences (or 'rankshifted qualifiers' in
ystemio terms) qualify picunrin '.tan'.
f, ®B SURFACE HP PYRAMID
If the examples in MS. were to be arranged in a series of consecutive
lines without intervening remarks or translations, a pryamiclal eonfi.sura-
tion ith example 1, i.e. 9bun.tin as apex is likely to be the result.
The pyramidal pattern of HP modification is going to be exploited here
to show certain characteristics of the surface Yoruba noun phrase.
I-Ht
Judging from examples 1, 6, and 7 to 15 in 2E1 above, one is likely to
conolude that only the noun could be the 'head' in surface noun phrases.
However, so called 'nouns' may be absent in Yoruba surface noun phr ses.
1J+t,
In we went through a pyramid starting from the apex to the base,
.e wish to do the reverse process here in order to show the inadequacy
of an indirect surface structural approach to the underlying representation
of the Yoruba noun phrase. .-<e shall start from example 12 which will be
i-eco, riizeu as lp for convenience. Then, each succeeding structure will
be formed by deleting an clement that represents a structural osition in
the preceding example. bo, in order to derive 16, the item representing
Ji in 15 will be deleted. To form 17, the next item which represents n
- M-
in 1} ,ill be deleted from 16. To for? 10, what represents ^ in 15 will
be deleted from IT and so on. 12 will now bes
15. &won oldiarin clo"lrf dmradara ,o " ll" rf 1 •'•••" xony-.n n^
'oven those tan good honourable man whom we saw yesterday'
16* awon 9ldld daradara mewa ti a rf lana wonyen na
•even those ten good honourable people whom we saw yesterday'*
17. boa jsfradara mewa t£ a rl \dna wonyen na
'even those good people whom we saw yesterday'
IS. I.won ti a ri lana vonyen n&
'even those ten people whom we saw yesterday'
lp. awon ti a rx lana wonycn na
'even those (people) v>ho\ we saw yesterday'





The first inference one can make from 15 to 21 is that the surface
structure representations of certain examples do not give full information
about what they actually represent. For instance, when the two nouns that
refer to human beings okhnrin 'man' and oleidi. 'honourable person' have
already been deleted, succeeding structures still refer to human beings.
1. Although oklunrin 'man' is deleted, lb actually has the readiii, with
'people' substituted for 'men'. The only difference between 15 and
16 is that the referents of 16 could be male or female whereas those
of 15 must be 'men'. ron 17 downwards, there is still reference to
'people' although all lexical items that refer to human beings, i.e.
e.Tbnin find oi-^lti have been deleted. 'lie reading with ' cople'
obligatorily applies if no other noun is used. Hence, 10 could not
mean 'ten animals' or 'ten pencils' unless nouns referring to those
items are used. Thus, 'people' is implied if there is no surface
noun.
- 45"-
They cannot refer to 'animals' or other things unless those other things
are specified. Consequently, it is right to believe that there should
have been a level of representation where the reference to human beings
would have been stated overtly and explicitly. This level of representa¬
tion cannot le the surface structure as one can note from the surface
structure examples from 17 downwards. hence, a surface structure .raomar
of the Yoiuba noun phrase cannot adequately account for a very cocaaon
phenomenon in the language, arid so it cannot satisfy any of Chomsky's
conditions of adequacy.'' iron this observation, the need for a study of
underlying representations in the Yoruba noun phrase becomes significant
if se want to have Yoz-uba grammars that can reach the level of 'descriptive
adequacy' at least.
secondly, the determination of wiuit the 'head* is becomes more and
more difficult as we z'educo lj> further so that from 17 downwards, one is
compelled to say that awon (the plurality formative) is the •head' since
there . re no nouns left for it to pluralize in the structures that follow.
But from the discussions in the preceding paragraph, we find that the real
'head' in 17 to 21 is not the plurality formative awyn. but 'persons'.
2
bince awtpn is also the third person plural pronoun, it is possible to
1. Chomsky 196<jt 24-7*
2, Several Won forraatives were recognized in Afplayan's table of pronouns.
In Afolayan 1968, the honorific use of kwyn 'they' for the third person
singular pronoun was also recognized.
In underlying representations, it is possible that there is only one
&wyn formative with a noun in apposition with it. bote that most of
these variously recognized hwpn's share many features. It seems ail
Yoruba ^V7pn's have the features C-I, -I1J i.e. 'third person' since
all swyn formatives exclude both first and second persons. Note that
the plural marker too can only be used of third persons. ..ence, awye
ymod6 (plur child) 'children' excludes both speaker and hearer. If
the hearer were included, we would have dyln ompdd (you child) 'you
children'. Then when the speaker is included, the normal realization
is kwa pood6 (we child) 'we children'. 3o there may be only one hx>on
formative after all. The main diooussion of Won and other pronouns
takes place in Chapter VI below.
suggest that it i3 the 'head.' in 21, but in the other structures (i.e. 17
to 20), where ay?on Qualifies the unrealised * person' formative, thereby
indicating that this 'person' is in the plural, ?ve cannot call it the
•head* of the MP. lienee, 17 to 20 c?in be considered es examples of noun
phrases which have no 'heads' since their oosraon head - * persons/people•
has no surface structure realization.
On the other hand, we may decide to have only one formative Awon with
optimally, a noun in apposition with it. The appositive noun can then be
deleted before the level of surface structure. But this is possible only
when there is another level of representation apart from surface structure.
Consequently, a surfaee structure grammar of Yoruba will force one to
assign wrong structural information to items in structure since one is
compelled to call one item the 'head' justifiably or unjustifiably as a
preposition n£oa 'about/in respect of' was assigned headship status in the
noun phrase or 'nominal group' in Bamgbose 1966* 124. Let ua n6w consider
another aspeot of the surface structure MP.
i.,43 THE CONCEPT OP LINEARITY IN TTIE SURFACE STRUCTURE NP
»<e have conducted the argument in the two preceding subsections under
the assumption that the linear structure for the surface MI' found
it 1
diagram 5 of is correot. However, we shall just examine one structure
now» but we shall not discuss it since it is fully discussed in Chapter TV.
i-hi
In 5 of we had m, h, q on the top line; and in the expansion of &»
we had n, j, 1, k, d, t. If these two facts are brought together, we can
have sometiling like the single line representation*
24, Qi, h, n, j, 1, k, d, t.
Now from 24 it ia clear that ^ obligatorily cornea between and k.
However, let us consider the analysis of one HP using the model*
- r?-
■ \ . • _ ■ / / / '
<~ J • uwCxlU UJU UUUU
(BOU ao0 black xt iucix.-<^cw-ut , 'CGI olucb. ao^s' v..txe the under¬
lined part of 25 coxiatitutos a sentence).
v/uiu^ ikJi'iitibooQ' s analysis, we shall have ekbbrin as ii, „£ as u}
udau ufa ^ auu cT itT nan as ^ (the raukshifted qualifier;• o for o,
sasi^boae1 s grammar will give us the a true tural description h^ where ^ is
realized as xrik i.e. 25 is un:ik. hut we know that what we actually have
tuere is & numeral, an adjective, and a noun. In the structural descrip¬
tion now, there is no mention oi the 'numeral1 at all. note that the
type oi inauequaoy being pointed out now actually occurs in oameoose's
s truetural description 1^66 x 114.
ii* «c use :u.o'.^aib, wudi >«e snail imve inetonu is '.tug
where twi/trm ^hUUji will ue the iu, a.itt will be the head, u.uaT -ill be the
adjective, and if i<£ iuux will oo the rankshifted qualifier. iiiis ..ill now
0ivt> us - mn.ik. note that this ijh.ik is preferable to the curlier a,..;...
since it, at least, gives us the information that the head oi the .. ia
aha 'don* and not c^ubria 'owl1. however, like iiaxagbose's analysis, it
fails to tell us that there is any numeral at ail in the X*.-. so, none
o* the systemic Models available haa actually dealt with the ^roblea of
describing the numeral in the UP adequately. hence, we can assume.that
until Chapter IV in this work, no serious efforts nave been tuc to provide
an adequate and generative structural description which indicate:. the 1, at
place that the numeral occupies in the foruba Nr. Moreover, from our .
discussions in the preceding paragraph, we can come to the conclusion
tliat the linear NP structure of the systemic grammarians is difficult to
justify if established as the only structural model for the Yoruba Noun
Phrase.
There are more structural types that can be examined, out in this
4b -
section, we snail not go into euyy further details since our main
interest here now is just to show that we are not using a new theory
lo rework other people's graarnars, and that not very .uch lias actually
been done so far in the Yoruba ,oun ihrase»
1,5 oOMh I3£XtfK£ (M TUB CQlOidCTlOU riiC&CLOGY IdlD bYHXAX
In Yoruba, it can be said that the phonology is often dependent on
the syntax, but it ..ill not be ri ht to suggest t at the syntax can;lately
•» t m
determines the phonology."'" One of the dintin/niishin# characteristics of
Yoruba sentences is the presence of a (phonological) high tone between
the subject IIP and. the following VP. In other words the knowledge that
there exist MP's and VP's is relevant to tone assignment in some cases.
In many published works e. Jelano 1965» this phenomenon is escribed
and used to prove that Yoruba 'predicative adjectives* are 'verbs'.
Here we may say that the high tone junction between HP's and 7 's only
indicate that what follows the junction could be a VP and not necessarily
a verb. There are actually certain exceptions that are difficult to
explain. For instance, this phonological high tone does not occur if
the first element in the VP is the K3G formative k& 'not* or if it is
the future tense formative yio 'will/shall' although it occurs before the
perfective aspect formative ti 'have'. The environment of the exception
is difficult to state since both yip and ti could be called auxiliaries,
1. Chomsky 1964 argued vehemently against autonomous phonology. His
points could bo summarized ass 'the knowledge of syntactic structure
representations helps in phonological descriptions so that phonology
is not completely independent of syntax,* In 1965, he set up an
autonomous level of syntactic deep structure which determines semantic
representations with a surface structure which determines phonological
representations. In 1965» therefore, syntax became so central that
it determines semantic and phonological representations. e shall
refrain from holding to this strong deterministic position when
discussing the relationship of syntax to any of the other componentb
of gramme hers.
Syntactic determinism has come under attack recently and an
extermination of syntactic determinism is anticipated in Fillmore'3
conclusion in 'The Case for Case' "If it is possible to discover
-<ntioally justified universal syntactic theory alorHj the lines
I have been suggesting.•• then it is likely that the syntactic deep
structure of the type that has been made familiar from the work of
Chomsky and his students is going to go the way of the phoneme.
Fillmore I960* 80.
Syntactic determinism will be mentioned below. It states that
"the syntactic component specifies and infinite Bet of abstract
formal objects each of which incorporates all Information relevant to
a single interpretation of & particular sentence." 19651 16.
- $0 -
and while the exception holds for one, it does not hold for the other.
The main purpose of the exercise is to show that to a very large
extent, the distinctions that are normally mAe in syntax are also reflected
in Yoruba phonology. v.e shall use the example of the distinction which
rtrne de between his ' pronominals' and his 'pronouns' fo this
discussion. Samgbone called the 'pronominals' - 'a closed system sub-
2
class of nouns which are pronoun substitutes'. One faot that suggests
that 'pronominals' and nouns are similar is that monosyllabic verbs
ending in low tones change their tones to aid whenever they precede
*pronominals' and nouns, but retain their low tones if they precede
'pronouns'.
In the examples below, we use object pronouns in 50, object nronominals
in 51 and object nouns in 52. We shall mark the mid tone on the verb
since that is what we wish to call attention to. The item n3 at the end
of every sentence means also. It is not to be confused with the homo-
;n jus let errrdner ' th< '.
50(a) o lu ft na (he beat me also) 'he beats me also'
(b) o lu o na (he beat you also) 'he beats you also'
(c) o lu u na (he beat him/her/it also) 'he beats him/her/it also'
(d) 6 lu wa na 'he beats us also'
51(a) 6 lu crd na (he beat I-nyself also) 'he beats me also'
(b) 6 lu iwo na 'he beats you also'
(c) o lu 6un na 'he beats him also' (i.e. him/her,'it)
(d) o lu awa na 'he beats us also'
1. ee Sam hose 1966s 105-108. The pronoun/pronominal dicb
taken up later in 6.2 below,
2. Baragbose 1966» 107
- fl -
52(a) o' lu Titi nr. 'he beats Titi also'
(b) o lu Jspke 'he bents Joke also'
(c) o lu Ojo B& 'he beats Ojo also'
(d) 6 lu okunrin yen na 'he beats that man also'
52(a) to (d) could be either surprise or additional information.
e may note that the low tone on the verb lu is retained when it
precedes pronouns in 50» but this low tone is changed to mid elsewhere
i.e. before nouns and 'pronominals'. In 52, the first three examples
show that the tone on the following noun can be high, mid or low. The
example in 52(d) is intended to show that the following noun need not be
a personal name. A determiner is inserted between qkio.rin and na
in 52(d) lost na ae interpreted as the determiner 'the'. This is done
to complete the symmetry started from 50(a) when all na's are interpreted
as 'also'.
A second observation about the phonological evidence for grouping
pronominals with nouns is found in the behaviour of 'conjunctiva pronouns'
(i.e. daogbose's 'pronouns') that occur before VP's. Earlier, we stated
that there is a high tone junction between subject NP's and the following
VP's, but there i's an exception in the case of pronouns. Any pronoun
that precedes a VP retains its tones
55(a) mo ri' o (I see you) '3 see you'
(b) 0 ri mi 'you see me'
(c) 6 xi wu 'he sees us'
It is likely that the retention of the tone is necessary in the case of
pronouns as a disambiguating phenomenon between the second and third
person singular pronouns. dote that the third person singular pronoun
has a high tone in 55(<i)> whereas the second person singular pronoun has
a mid tone. If the AP tone junction rule applies to pronouns, then there
- 5% -
will be some ambiguity between the second and third oerson sin ruler
pronouns when they function as subjects in syntactic structures.
?i'oe third piece of phonological evidence we intend to ive here is
that all nouns in Yoruba ere polysyllabic. This fact is used in the
discussion of non self dominance in Cuapter III below. All ePbreviated
forms of nouns are also polysyllabic. do, even when personal names are
abbreviated, the abbreviated forris must be polysyllabic. '.'hue, there
is no abbreviated form of any Yorube personal name that is monosyllabic.
Here, we find that Btungbose's pronominals too behave like nouns since all
of them are polysyllabic. But all pronouns like some articles are mono¬
syllabic .
There oS in fact syntactic evidence for grouping pronominals with
nouns, but in this section, our nain interest is in the sipnificance of
syntax for phonology, find it seems that with the pronoun-pronominal
examples, the points that ore necessary have been made.
2.0 CHAPTIIR II
OIUTAOTIG l&cZEUO JOLOGY
2*1 ThAdoFQKL-ATIQnAL CvJEKJSRATXYlS oHAtliAu m ffl.~i i~xL-jsrJhT x Ool'HOG
The syntae tic framework tiiat will be used in this work is that of
1 transformational generative gramar* which was originally proposed by
Chomsky in gyntactic >„ truetures (1957)» and hich has been subject to
certain far reaching . odifications ever .ince. A fundamental assumption
of transformational gra mar in its present form (hereafter TO) is that a
grammar of language is a syatshr, of rules that expresses the correspon¬
dence between sound and meaning in this language in a language independent
way. This grammar is also assumed to specify an infinite class of
1. • Chomsky 1971: 185 and Lakoff 1971: 252
surface structures,^- each of which is napped onto a phonetic representation
by a system of phonological rules (in a phonological component of grammar),
furthermore, tide pr&mmar contains a system of ,riv uatical transformations
mapping phrase arkera onto phrase markers such that each transformation
defines a set of well-formed pairs of successive phrase markers P.__^ and
And the system of grammatical tr&nsformatioiis defines an infinite
class A of finite sequences of phrase markers, each such sequence
,Pq meeting the following- conditionsi
"i, (i) P is a surface structure
n
(ii) Lack P. is formed by applying a certain transformation to P. , in
a. 2 "
a way permitted by the conditions on grammatical rules—
(iii) there is no P such that PQ, P^,... ,PQ meets conditions (i) and
(ii).-
The acceptability of conditions (i) to (iii) by transformationalists is not
in dispute since both Chomsky 1971 (setting up the views of the inter¬
pretive aeaanticists) ', and Lakoff 1971 (explaining the generative
saaanticists' position) accept and assume the validity of conditions (i)
to (iii). Hence, (i) to (iii) will be our fundamental assumptions here.
1. dee definition of terms like 'surface structure* in 1.92
2. Chomsky 19711 1*35-4• Chomsky's footnote a on (ii) is left out since
it is just an elaboration on the conditions on grammatical rules e.g.
some specific ones, and the general ones like the principle of the
transformational cycle in t'he sense of Chomsky 1965.
5. The interpretive eemanticlsts are the linguists who believe that
semantics merely interprets what has already been fully specified at
another level of representation known as the 'deep structure'. Their
system of grammar is known as the 'standard theory' and the standard
theory is in opposition to the generative semanticists' 'basic theory'
on some matters like the relationship between syntax and semantics,
the existence of a level of representation oalled the 'deep structure'
and on some other matters of details which need not concern us here.
Another fundamental assumption of present day transformational
grammar is that the grammar contains a lexicon which is "« class of
lexical entries each of which specifies the grammatical (i.e. phono¬
logical, se.TiEntic, and syntactic) properties of some lexical item.
A lexical entry m&v be considered as "incorporating a set of 'transforma¬
tions' that insert the item in question (i.e. the complex of features
. 2
that constitutes it) in phrase markers" along the lines suggested by
Chomsky in -Bpects. Thus»
2, a lexical transformation associated with the
lexical item 1 (e.g. man) maps a phrase marker
P containing a substructure Q (represented in
Aspects by A ) into a phrase marker P* fox-med
from P by replacing Q, by 1 (i.e. man).
A lexical transformation con therefore be considered as a 'well-
3
forrsednoso constraint' on classes of successive phrase markers and
P.
^ for any :t where the only difference between and is that
contains a substructure Q, which is a set of features, whereas
contains the lexical items associated with 4.
Various versions of present day transformational grammar accept the
possibility of lexical transformations defined by 2 although they differ
in the conditions on Q, e.g. where in the grammar lexical transformations
apply, whether they apply in a block and all lexical items are inserted
into phrase markers before any non-lexical transformations (i.e. 'true
1. Chomsky 1971* 1B4. Dote that 'graxamar' is used here as it is defined
in Chomsky 1965, and so it includes eeiaantics, syntax end phonology,
Chomsky 1965 is often referred to as aspects in this work.
2. Chomsky 1971* lb4»
5. flie term 'well foriitedness constraint' is used in the sense of Lokoff
1971.
syntactic transformations*) apply as in Chomsky*s condition J or
whether non^lexical tnanaformatione occur both before and after lexical
insertion so that the existence of an autonomous (and deterministic)
level of syntactic 'deep structure', the level after which all lexioal
insertions have already taken place but before whioh any non lexical
transformation ever applies is denied. One version of transformational
grammar (TO) that accepts the possibility of all lexical insertion in a
block before any non-lexical transformation is called the 'standard theory*♦
while the other version of 1'G that denies this possibility is the 'basic
theory' (although the labelling is not intended by the proponents of the
theories to confer some unique conceptual or empirical status to the
former, or to suggest that there is anything ontologically, psychologically
or conceptually 'basic' about the latter). Consequently,
3, a standard theory specifies, for each sentence,
a syntactic structure X - (Pj».»», P.*..., Pa)
(where is the deep, and the surface
structure), a semantic representation 3, and a
phonetic representation P. It asserts further¬
more, that S is determined by and P by P
under the rules of semantic and phonological
interpretation, respectively. More generally,
the theory is 'syntactically banad• in the sense
that it assumes the sound-meaning relation (p, a)
to be determined by 2 , Chomsky 1971' 185*
On the other hand, the level P^ of 3 does not exist in a 'baoio theory'
and the besic theory abrogates syntactic 'determinism', my expression
for the moot important characteristics of the theory which assumes that
"the sound-meaning relation (P, b)" is "determined by 29
1. Chomsky 1971' 184 - condition (J) i "given (P^,...,Pn) in K, there
is an j[ such that for ^ < i.> the transformation used to form P^+^
from P, is lexical, and for 4 i» ^e transformation used to i'oria
P. , from P. is non-lexical. —' Footnote b of Chomsky 1971' 184
j+l J —
describee non-lexical transformations as 'true syntactic transforma¬
tions '.
Observe that the differences between the 'standard theory' and the
'basic theory* as presented here appears to be only differences caused
through disagreement on a single suggestion via. - that lexical insertion
should occur in a block before any non lexical transformation applies.
Simply put, this is the main difference. However, the difference itself
is not one that can be easily resolved since the position of the standard
theory cannot be easily changed because it is dictated by a raajor attitude
to linguistic description which has always characterized all works in the
standard theory tradition, and which was originally proposed in Syntactic
structures for TO as:
4, only a purely formal basis can provide a firm
and productive foundation for the construction
of grammatical theory. Chomsky 1957' 100.
Since the version of TG to be used here will tend more towards the
basic theory than the standard theory, it will be necessary to discuss
the objections to the 'standard theory' that could justify any adoption
of the basic theory in a work like this one. Note that those working
within the basic theory do not actually constitute a unified school since
various systems of analysis e.g. , oCawley's indices and Bach'a oontontivea
are found in recent underlying representations of noun phrases. However,
they all agree on the non existence of a level of deep structure which is
defined aa condition (3) of Chomsky 1971.
In the quotation in the paragraph before the last (i.e. in 4)» not
only does Chomsky contrast form with meaning (i.e. syntax with semantics),
but he also stated as an instrument of policy, the direction in which
future research in transformational grammar should take (i.e. towards the
one observed in 3 earlier where everything linguistic is determined by
•form' i.e. 2D » syntax). Tlius, it had been stated already in Syntactic
Structures that whatever is included in future extensions of TG should
have'only a purely formal basis'. Hence, in Aspects * when semantics was
first officially1 recognized as a subject for linguistics to describe, its
only function was to Interpret what had previously been fully specified in
the 'purely formal' omnipotent syntactic component sinoe "the syntactic
component specifies an infinite set of abstract formal objects, each of
which incorporates all information relevant to a single interpretation
of a particular sentence", (italics supplied).
However, recent attacks on the standard theory are directly referable
to the requirement (4) above that "only a purely formal basis" ia needed
for the construction of a grammatical theory and the deterministic
definition of the syntactic component in Aspects. For instance, since
the syntactic component specified an infinite set of abstract formal
objects, and since each of these objects contains all information needed
for the interpretation of any 'sentence', there ia bound to be a duplication
of information in the semantic component if the semantic component itself
were developed as a system of (projection) rules. Hence, one duplication
of effort ia that noted by Weinreioh whereby there is a dictionary in the
semantic component and a separate lexicon in the syntactic component.
Thus, "in an Integrated theory, the existence of a lexicon separate from
1, semantics was first recognised aa a proper area of TO studies by i'odor
'snd Katz in "The Structure of a Semantic Theory" In Kodor and Kata
19641 479-!?18« But one may say that its official recognition came
only with its incorporation into the general framework of TO in Katz
and Postal 1964 and Chomsky 1965.
2. Chomsky 1965* 16. This definition of the syntactic component is the
original -specta statement of 'syntactic determinism' and Chomsky's
definition of the standard theory represented as 3 earlier is a
later restatement of the deterministic philosophy. In 3» Chomsky was
unequivocal in asserting that "the sound-meaning relation (iJ, S)" is
"determined by 23 " (i.e. by syntax;.
the dictionary io a vestigial absurdity, but one which can be removed
X
without difficulty. " It is a vestigial absurdity because the dupli¬
cation was originally caused by the reliance of linguists on " a
conception of linguistic theory as a whole which dMnot anticipate a
o
semantic component}" (that is the conception of a 'purely formal' linguistio
theory).
So, objections to the standard theory arise as a result of the lack
of simplicity and generality entailed by a duplication of efforts in both
the 'interpretive' semantic component and the 'detersainistio' syntactic
component. For instance, there are other objections that have been noted
by transformationalists. One such is the fact that the base of an
Aspects standard theory generates many deep structures which are blocked
by restrictions on the application of transformational rules and consequently
have no surface structure realizations. This sane filtering effect of
transformations must be duplicated in some ways at least in the semantic
component. Another duplication occurs in the existence of semantic
selection restrictions in the semantic component postulated by Fodor, Katz
end Postal vis - a - vis the syntaotio selectional restrictions of Chomsky
1965. A different sort of duplication is the existence of syntactic
features like Hunan and Animate which are not completely distinct from
semantic features having the same names.
1* Weinreich in aebeok 1966, reprinted in Steinberg and Jakobovits 1971»
The quotation is from p.312. Veinreich's footnote b readst "Katz
and Postal (1964» 161) postulate a 'lexicon' (distinct from the
dictionary!) which presumably speoifies the phonological form of
morphemes. Chomsky (1965) has the underlying phonological shape of




Apart from duplication, the standard theory as formulated in Chomsky
1971 makes the status of semantic representation more Indeterminate than
previously. In pre-1971 standard theory (i.e. in Aspects), the deep
structure was set up only to determine semantic interpretations while the
surface structure (a less significant level of representation at that time)
determines only phonological interpretation. In the revised standard
theory of 1971» there are three significant shifts of position although
the first two are related.
First, the reconstructed theory gives P « surface structure (or
rather 'the structure determined by phonological interpretation of ,
with intonation assigned')* more power than the deep structure since it is
capable of determining both phonetic representation and parts of semantic
representation, whereas P^, - the deep structure, determines only the
remaining part of semantic representation. Thus, the significant level
of representation now is the surface structure which is necessary for both
semantics and phonetics.
Secondly, it was only the projection rules of Fodor and Katz 1965 and
Katz and Postal 1964 that function in the semantic component, but we have
2
a different situation in the reconstructed standard theory of 1971 i.e.
5, ^L13) base 1 (P^,...,?^) (Pj, the K-initial, P^ the
(deep) structure which is a meaner of &)
transformations! (P.,...,P ) (P the surface
structure! (Plt...,Jn) £ k} "
phonologyt P -—phonetic representation
semantics! (P,, P ) semantic representation
(the grammatical relations involved
being those of P^, that is, those
represented in P.).
1. Chomsky 1971* 21?
2. Chomsky 1971s 21J. I shall refer to the earlier standard theory of
I964-5 as the Aspects theory, and the 1971 version as the 'standard
theory' although, as we shall observe later, there is very little
difference between them.
In 5» Chomsky's final formation of the standard theory, the (syntactic)
phrase mnrkers at P. and P including- the grammatical relations represented
^ n
in Pn * also participate in the determination of eeaantic interpretation,
although it is not clear whether they are syntactic converses of, or actual
replacements for semantic projection rules. Lakoff (1971s 26) actually
assumes that the phrase markers (P.,..*^) in the standard theory are
replacements for the projection miles Ara»**»^0 *n tapects theory.
It Is likely that Lakoff has siisinterpreted the standard theory notation
since both Chomsky and Lakoff used the same formula, the 'syntactic
structure' (P^,..,P.) for entirely different purposes. Lakoff statedi
Given a syntactic structure (P^, we define
the semantic representation Lit of a sentence as
3H » (P., PR, Top, P,...), where PR is a conjunction
of presuppositions, Top is an indication of the
'topic' of the sentence, and F is the indication of
the focus of the sentence.^'
As far as Chomsky was concerned, all P's with subscripts are in syntax, and
there is no P^ in semantic representation 'JR e.g. ini
6, - » <32> S - (P1,...,P4,...,P_)m
i I
S ?
(where the S and P on the lower line respectively represent semantic
representation and phonetic representation). In the final version of the
standard theory (i.e. In 5 above), the only necessary change from the
1. Roto the parenthesized Information following- 'semantic representation'
in 5 OJ" Chomsky's <lij)> . This does not suggest that determines
semantic representation, but that the grammatical relations representee
in P^, the first phrase marker for lexical transformations, are the
relations involved in P., the deep structure.
2. In footnote a of Lakoff 1971' 269, he suggests the possibility of
eliminating: topic and locus and repi-eaenting them in the presupposi¬
tional part of the sentence. Perhaps tills can make for simplicity
in description when it is done.
- fo?_ -
itspects theory is that there is another arrow from P leading to 3 giving*
7, S - (p ,...,P )X
S P
Thus* the only clear difference between the Aspects theory represented
as 6 and the latest standard theory 7 io that there io another arrow leading
from P^ to 3. If the vertical arrow from P^ to 3 in both 6 and 7 io
interpreted as 'projection rules', and the vertical arrow from to P
as 'phonological rules', the diagonal arrow (representing 'surface structure
interpretation rules') cannot be interpreted as 'projection rules* (which
are vertical, and which do not rely on phonological information like
intonation from P ) or as 'phonological rules' (which are also vertical,
n *
but which do not lead to semantic representation). Perhaps a comprehensive
and comprehensible formulation of 'surface structure interpretation rules'
may later clarify the position of the diagonal arrow and the way it
operates. nevertheless, the schemata 6 and 7 still show that the standard
theory has not yet abolished projection rules although it has abandoned the
strong position in hats and Postal 19&4 and Chomsky 190lj that only the deep
structure determines semantic 'interpretation'.
iienoe, until the proponents of the standard theory give a full speci¬
fication of the diagonal arrow in 7# it will be rash to suggest that the
stunuard theory had abolished iatzian semantics. Thus, Lakoff's account
1. Note that 7 is the statement of the standard theory presented in
Chomsky 1971* There are however corollaries of ^ e.g. the suggestion
in Chomsky that "it is quite possible that other terms in the syntactic
structure (P^,...,P ) are also relevant for semantic representations."
Since this suggestion will only increase the number of diagonal arrows,
its discussion will be postponed till we have finished dealing with
the problem of one diagonal arrow.
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of the standard theory (1971s 269)» and his reformulation of the standard
theory in a full derivation (1971s 264-5) any be incorrect."*" All one can
say is that the semantic component of the standard theory is a nondescript
since it is no longer the vertical projection rule arrow (of 7) alone which
•
directly determines semantic representation, but this vertical projection
arrow plus a diagonal arrow which could even interpret items like pre-
2
suppositions which are not represented directly in any part of F .
The third shift of position in the standard theory is the assumption
that it is possible for "other terms in the syntactic structure (p^,...*P )"
to be "relevant for semantic interpretation."' Apart from dwarfing the
deep structure still further, if it has not yet technically eliminated it,
1. It is actually unlikely that Chomsky could have formulated the
integrated standard theory the way hakoff formulated it since the
part from P to P in Lokoff's reformulation (p.265) violate
condition l^iii) of L&koff 197ft and Chomsky 1971 that*
"(iii) there is no ? such that P , P,,...,P
o vO l n
meets conditions (ij and (ii)«M
Thus, assuming that Chomsky hoc abandoned Katzian semantics, he is
unlikely to incorporate a Pq which violates one of the conditions he
set up into the revised standard theory.
2. Note that one of the implications of surface structure interpretation
rules is that the surface structure oould determine the semantic repre¬
sentation of structurally available formal objects like 'focus' (in
normal intonation) and structurally unavailable formal objects like
'presuppositions', whereas the deep structure oould determine only
the semantic 'interpretation* of available formal objects like 'complex
symbols'. Observe that presuppositions cannot be assumed to be
structurally available the way the main verbs of sentences are. Pence,
the surface structure is even more significant than the deep structure
in the letter's only field of operation - that of semantic representation.
This means that the only important reason for postulating a level of
deep structure (viz. for determining semantic interpretation.) is not
really cogent since the surface structure which can uae both
structurally available and structurally unavailable information for
determining semantic interpretation is now more powerful than the
deep structure in its only task. oo, the surface structure inter¬
pretation rules might be a boomerang. It is likely to have some
adverse effects even on the deep structure of the standard theory.
3. Chomsky 1971» 213.
-
this assumption allows semantic *interpretstion* to be multiply determined
by an unspecified number of possible 'tains' in (P^,...,Pf) and some of
these possible terms could be identical with 3ome derivational constraints
in the basic theory like subject raisin#, predicate lifting, psych-
movement, quantifier lowering etc. In other words, both syntactic and
lexical transformations affect meaning so that there can now be many
diagonal arrows leading to 3 from P^ to in 7 above. If every part of
syntax can now affect meaning (as the reconstruction of the corollary of
7 indicates in 8 below), then one is justified to doubt the necessity of
a syntax/semantics distinction since semantics can now be relevant at every
stage in the syntactic component as suggested byt
_jO, the third shift of position in the standard theory looks like a ubtle
move towards the basic theory position although the statement of principle
from syntactic structures that "only a purely foriaal basis" (where 'purely
formal' is interpreted now as 'syntactic') "can provide a firm and prohuc-
rnake the standard theory proponents resist the basic theory position (in
theory but not in actual practice).
One can note at this stage that Chomsky actually criticised and
rejected what was variously referred to as "a 'semantically based* theory
0
1. Chomsky 1957« 100
2. Chomsky 1971« 196
5. Chomsky 1971s 197
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"what one believes, realizes, etc.,— depends not only on the proposition
expressed, but also on some aspects of the form in which it is expressed.
However, his general interpretation of 'based* e.g. when 'syntactically
based* means that the 'sound - meaning relation (?, S)* ia 'determined by
2 ~
S ' (where 9C » 'syntax') will make it difficult for his criticism to
be justly applicable to the basic theory. For instance, the ba3ic theory-
did not state that the deep structure - phonetic representation relation
(t\ , P) is determined by semantics. Hence, the basic theory is not
•aeraantically based' in the sense in which the standard theory is
'syntactically based', and so, the real criticism of the basic theory
from the proponents of the standard theory ia yet to come.
The framework to be used in this work is therefore going to be in the
tradition of the basic theory. Apart from our observations on the standard
theory above, there are reasons to suggest that the basic theory will help
ua in obtaining a more satisfactory solution to the problems attacked than
the standard theory. For instance, we wish to propose a sentential
derivation not only for Yorubs noun phrases in the manner of Bach 1968,
but also for elements within the noun phrase like nouns, numerals and
adjectives.^ One of the advantages of sentential derivation for forms
1, Chomsky 1971» 197* Hie footnote a ia omitted here. It is fair to
suggest also that what one believes, realises, etc. does not depend
solely on the 'form' in whioh it is expressed (or its 'syntax').
2, Chomsky 1971* 189
j. Bach in Bach and harms 1968 - 'nouns and Noun Phrases'.
4» dee damgboae 1966» 99 for the surface forms of these elements. Bangbose
had 'a further differentiation of the primary element 4 into sequence
determined secondary elements of structure* which include what were
variously oulled the nominal, adjective, numeral, rankahii'ted, deictic
and post-deictic qualifiers (where 4 » qualifier, and defined as it is
in Baaagbose 1966).
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like the vigesimal Ycruba numeral system (in ohpt IV) is that we are able
to provide a common underlying form for different classes of numerals
(e.g. cardinals, ordinals, distributives etc.) although in most Yoruba
descriptions of the numeral system, only the cardinal can be produced
beyond a certain low limit. If the rule postulated by those Yoruba
grammarians who cared to discuss the numeral adequately for generating
ordinals were applied beyond the one hundred and eighty fourth position
(184th), only ungraam&tieal, unacceptable and uninterpretable forms would
be obtainable e.g. *^kondaanleiaarun for the 185th position. It is only
through the type of sentential representation suggested here that the
productive capacity of the Yoruba numeral system can be adequately
acoounted for.
But one implication of sentential derivation for parts of noun phrases
is that syntactic rules like syntactic transformations would have applied
to the suggested underlying representation of these parts of noun phrases
in order to derive the single lexical item that is ultimately inserted in
the appropriate parts of the noun phrase. For instance, &kerinleip.-osan
(the 184th position) could be derived from:
9. ipo ti a je ogdsan a le e:rin
(position which it is 180 it plus 4) 'the 184th position'
through some true syntactic transformations like deletion, and it is the
derived structure ekerin 1c1yrosan that is inserted as a lexical item in
the or deep structure of the standard theory.
The underlying similarity of • 184th' to '105th* could be shown in a
representation for '185th* that follows the pattern of 9 «•£•
10. ipo ti 6 je ogbsan o le ardn
» 1 »
^position which it is 180 it plus 5) 'the 185th position'
The difference between '184 th * and »lQ5th« will then be a derivational
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rather than an underlying one since only 9 can later develop Into
ekerinle1o;;qsan through a aeries of syntactic transformations like the
deletion of ipo tf 6 ,\4 (position which it is), the sister adjunction of
l£ 'plus/increase' to tiie right of yrln 'four' giving erinltT. the
adjunction of - (the transformational formative - Trf of 1.J2 above)
to the left of ygysan '180' giving ru o^yaun —•> logdisan and the sister
adjunction of the derived ferin16 to the left of id^osan giving the numeral
form ^rinlelyrfo&n. Prom this numeral form, the cardinal forms:
okerlnlel<5, ?osan 'the 184th* or keiunleld .yaan '184th' oould be derived.
If instead of tho ipo 'position' of 9 aad 10, we had used jye 'amount'
we would have now derived mdrinleltfcdaan '184' which is the cardinal form.
Some of the derivational processes ore omitted in this discussion e.g.
the nominal!sntion of kerlnlol ^ rysan to ekerlnleld -ryean or iky rlii Lcl<5 dann.
and the phonological ones like tone and vowel deletion or assimilation etc.,
but the main point is that all Yoruba ordinals are similarly represented
at a certain stage before P^, and that true syntactic transformations apply
to some low ordinals at this stage and convert them into the forms normally
inserted at P^. Thus, without violating the Boolean conditions of analy-
eability, true syntactic transformations like adjunction, sister adjunction,
and deletion could even apply before P^, the stage which must precede all
syntactic transformations (or 'upward - toward - the - surface cyclical
transformations') in the standard theory.
hinoe true syntaotio transformations like deletion and adjunction
would have already applied before we reach 'P^', the main condition on
that it precedes all post-lexical i.e. syntactic transfor-sationo is
violated. But if we do not violate thi3 condition (and thereby reject
the deep atruoture as defined in tho standard theory), we will be unable
to state the similarity between the '184th position' and higher positions
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i.e. (from the 185th to infinity) which are similarly represented in
unaerlying representations as demonstrated partly in the preceding paragraph
and in more detail in chapter IV below. moreover* unless wo violate the
condition on and provide sentential representation for parts of HP's
like numerals, we will be unable to prove that the Yoruba can actually
generate and conceptualize the lO^th position mid positions with higher
figures since there is no single formative representing * 105th* (the way
ek^rinlologocan represents '184th') which can be inserted at F^. As
suggested in chapter IV below, the Yoruba can actually conceptualize the
105th position, but when he does so, it is through a sentential representation
(e.g. 10), and it is this type of sentential representation that is suggested
for all numerals in this work.
Consequently, the abandonment of the standard theory for the basic
theory in this work is necessary if we intend to provide a reasonably satis¬
factory description of the Yoruba noun phrase. This does not mean that the
basic theory is totally correct while the standard theory is incorrect. In
fact, the basic- theory too may be wrong in some of its assumptions since it
is still in the formative stages. uevertheless, since the publication of
Lakoff's article on 'instrumental adverbs',^" one common and significant
style of argument in linguistic research by transformationalists had been
to show that the relationships between some pairs of sentence types could
not be correctly stated if only the piirely syntactic deep structure of the
etandard theory were available. The suggest!ore about the Yoruba numerals
in the three preceding paragraphs also follow this general trend. And
1. Lakoff, George - "Instrumental Adverbs and the concept of deep structure"
in Foundations of Language IV, 4-29 (1968).
- -
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whether the basic theory were basically correct or not is irrelevant
provided it can make for greater generality and simplicity in description
in places ..here the standard theory would make the statement of gener^li-
..
. ' ' •• -... . ■ ■■■■-• % m
zations impossible. . v<
2.2 Tiiii OPbitATlUh OF SYHTACTIC TkAMSKfcifoATIOtiii iJhPGidi i
±
at is assumed that she phrase marker of the syntactic structure
2D « • »-a/ or the standard theory in present-day trjaw-
Xoraational grammar refers to the 'autonomous' xevei of syntactic deep
structure, ana is uesorioed as:
1, given it: K, there is an i_ 3uch
that for ^ <• i, the transformation used to
form p. . from P. is lexical, and for j. ^ i.,
the t'hehsformation tised to form P. , is non-
b 1 A +1
lexical- 1
The principal implication of 1 is that there is a certain level between
and J? which is the level from which all true syntaotic transformations
2-. I
start to operate. In SiPf above, it was suggested that certain similari¬
ties in underlying representations are very easily statable only if we
have sentential derivations for some parts of Yoruba noun phxeses, ana
that true syntaotic transformations would have applied in such derivations
even before wo derive the lexical itema that are later inserted at f^•
A sketch of this proposal is given below. It is worked backwards fro.
the level of syntactic deep structure, in the sense that the phrase
1. Choaaky 197-11 134 - condition - quoted with its footnote b in
1.51 above. The members of K are the syntactic struct;.. • u ;<-norated
by the grammar (i.e. transformational grammar).The system of
:ratnatical transformations determines an infinite class of finite
sequences of phrase-markers, and each sequence n«ets the




^ 6 to. The numbering is done this way
because we make no assumptions about what the representation at P. (the
v
- initi; J phrase marker) is, but we seume that the phrase . rkers from




Let us assume that in the Yoruba sentence:
2. Ojo v.) nx ipo kerinl^logbjo
(Ojo is in position 184th) 'Ojo is in the 184th position.',
the item L.Id;., ;o/,o '184th' occurs as a single lexical item which is
en ordinal at the level of syntactic deep structure. Let us further
assume that this single lexical item was derived only through lexical and
morphological rules, and that it has not yet been operated upon by any
syntactic transformational rule. If cur assumptions were correct, then
the derivational history of kerinlelp. o.io from smaller elements would not
violate condition 1 above, and so, it would guarantee the existence of
the autonomous level of syntactic deep stnacture.
However, only one of our assumptions is correct. And the correct
one is the first assumption that 'i.erinleloKO.Io occurs as a single lexical
item at the level of P. of syntactic deep structure. The incorrectness
of the second assumption is demonstrated through the following derivations
which will typically represent the derivations for numerals in underlying
representations.
At the level of syntactic deep structure, we can have a simplified




3 represents a typical tree representation lor 2 at after lexical
L.»i.eroiont that is, after all lexical trarisfor .vations have applied bo
that there is no 'complex symbol' representation or any .suects
representation on the trees. ,.q shall leave the deep structure repre¬
sentation as it is in J and now operate at another stage before f ..
ouppose at we concentrate only on the MP that was dominated
by fr ^preposition pnrase) at P^, i.e. in 3* Then, at that level we
can disregard other parts of 3 except the last hp - isL kerinleio o;io
on the assumption that there is no change in the syntactic structure
of the disregarded parts of 3 throughout the derivation from P. to
1-n
±\ . Thus, although we apply transformational rules on iip representations
iroin 4 below, the complete structure index on wnich such transformational
rules operate is a sentence like 3»
dene®, at P^ we can expect the lowest hp of 3 (the i,P dominated














ogdn m6—jq 6 16 $rin
20 x 0 it plus 4
literally (position a ^position a is twenties eight it increased-uy four;},
•ilie I04U1 position1.
i.e aesuiae for convenience that the iiii&l forma of the lexical items
used couid be represented on the trees as in 4* Bote the similarity f
4 to i-ne underlying structure oacn proposed ior noun, phrases in gonei-al
iii snon ipoO• from 4, through a relatxvination transformation, e could
derive y, the phrase murker f(assuniiig that the two aiaiii. riy indexed
items iuo 'position' in 4 are coreferential; t
1, s we have not yet set out how different parts of the IP will he handled,
we cannot provide truly explicit trees yet. /» feature nalysis is
suggested for the determiner in Chapter VT below, end the : .ronoun is
treated under the determiner none there. But at this st- , e we cannot
make full use of such information. Hence, we do not give details on
how the Pronoun in 5 happens to descend from the in or why we represent
the descendant cf the BET node with features in 4«
2. The HP dominated by PP in J is also a numeral form although it is the
HP that is dominated by VP in 4 that we labelled the Numeral HP, The
difference between the two IP's is that the latter represents the
general numeral forms described as 'nouns' in Baiagbose 19661 11J,
footnote 72, whereas the former represents the actual subclass of the
numeral, e.g. the whole of 4 is the ordinal, since it is the ordinal
form that uses the 'classifier' 1 no 'position'. The cardinal would
have used another classifier i.ye 'amount'. The term 'classifier' ie
given some detailed treatment in Chapter III below.
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x-H
o&ua iae-39 u 16 £rin
literally (position which It ia 160 it increpses-by 4) 'the position which
is 164'•
The derivation of P^ ^ from (i.e. 5 from 4) involves tV*o ,'jxoo6^3es«
first, we have the relativisttion process whicn involves the adjunction of
the relative Marker (hN) to the left of the second occurrence oi ioo in 4*
Then, we have the pronomiualization"'" of this second ipo^. ooth the
relativization and pronominalization processes involved, in tee dei-iv; uiou
of i i'roia are respectively represented as 6(a) and 6(b)i
6(a) 31 i [ N DOT £ [" N DOTj f COP SP 1 1 1








Conditions! 1 « 3 and. 2 a 4
6(b) 311 fpN DOT Es l^p RM K DOT] .p[,/p COP DP.^J ] 1
i-5
3Ct p. ,i-4
1 2 5 4 5 6 7 ::r^>.
12 3 Pi iOH 6 7
Conditions! 1 2=5", *nd 6(a) has applied
The output of 6(b) is tree diagram 5 above whioh represents the ., -aarker
*
i-4 *
1. This derivation is not intended to suggest any assumptions or beliefs
about the nature of pronouns.
..owe uaui wotii the rolaiivibntrou rule o^a; uui the prouomin&lication
rule w*,b; are true syntactic transfor.autiuna which ahouid normally occur
alter the level oi syntactic ueop structure, but now, «e Had tueu
operating from to (i.e. before f^, the level Iron waich true
syntactic transformations ahould start to operate;. Observe that the
bounuaxy symbol '+' ia not used in the derivations from 4 downwards since
the ax oeiUfe- descriced ia no longer the w hole of the sentence in 2.
*,ext, .<0 wisu 10 coabi-cr *^-3 ' a ^ tuio SU^u ..c ,d f
expand, the numeral ih i.e. the 6 of the structure index of rule 6(a) above.
Jince other parts of 6 (and 'j) will remain uncaanged in the derivations
that follow, we ahall concentrate only on the numeral itf now, Jo, we
have reduced the structure in-lex twice. first, we limited description
to the hi that is dominated uy a i-x in 3» and now, we intend to limit
description to the humeral id' that ia dominated oy Vr in the structure
index of 6 or in both P. „ arid t.i-4 i-6
7. « Humeral i<F at P.
i-3
hi 1 l , hp [ puon v n] J
* • r a
pi.3 1 2 3 4 ZZZ£
3C: Pi-2 1 f> j6 4+3
(v/here the 2, 3 nA 4 of the SI constitute the expansion of 6 (i.e. if ?}rin!
in examples 4 to 6(a), and where the Numeral HP at ^ is the 6 of the 1
of rule 6(a) or the 7 of rule 6(b)). One stage in derivation '.as been
— Xf ic' -3 '.5 \/G.ct hsr
omitted, the one fro • to •w.iTfc-AEcsew Yvvyvrrrtmrn^rT Krtwr*flt*»
0\<ZS of oghj'-Cj- (iO ' ( O-O'' frCO fh cf je- b.ih ."J " f hi IS i)
n-n-t ^->lyi-vTn.tv-. 'Lih'<nv%- -./>■' jv ^a-ynorr^,-
ca p. ^-"'<?| ^ b' U4,r J.1 , It ' th 3l-lJ.Jiii:.llTjL
derived 0,-p.io at ^ that will be dominated ultimately by the i' re; relented
by 1 in the rtructure in.: ex f 7




Uirougu the sister adjunction of Lao vero ±e 1 exceed/increase by1 to tne
right oi orm. tue 4 of tne structure inaex. Alter the operation of 7»
we now have a tree likes
uisu this ueooiuee the structure index at the next stage in derivation where
t., 0 is transformed to P. ,. The next major operation is the permutationi**c i«»i
oi' the two regaining elements in 0, but a prepositional element ni ooours
no in.eon yii.uc usu y u.io nite. * their porssutntion. huppose the a. i n-tion
of to the left ol o. :d.io taken place during the mapping of . onto
i
^ , and tne permutation ol ui o&~<i;io tend errnle takes place during the
transition in derivation from to P^. Then at , we can have
erlhienry.'-.o.iO •» uich later becomes erxnielo, o after the operation oi U e
necessary phonological adjustment rules outside the syntactic component
after i ). we shall however use tho final form erinlelc. .ono in
our discussions here. hut this dose riot imply that phonological rules can
apply within the syntactic component. The form, yrinlelo, ,o ,o '164'» will
1* Abraham 195Q* 44C treated this prepositional element nl as the ni which
occurs after some verbs like k&rb 'leave'. .iitu verbs like Id in
^.ilnleloTo.jp (160 + 4) '164* or din 'less' in yrinrtinlp y/o (lfTo - 4)
'1^6', it appears tne formative ni is a contraction from ul ori
1 (ri 'on top of' for l£ and ■;( inu ■» ..intf (in stomach of) ~nsiue of
for fin. hence, an alternative way of expressing orinh.lo o,;o '1'.''
and trin-li ilo ;y,jo '156* is to use brf; 6 If I6ri p py io ^four extra on
top of 160) for the former and hrii; 6 din ninn o 'd.io (four icao t'rom




be the general numeral form, an froa Lt, the ordinal forms ...■1x.uu.cio.,p.io
• 164th • and ikyrinlclpyp.-ty * the 164th1, and the cardinal form merinlely^o.iy
'164' could be derived morphologically as suggested In 1.31 above* ..hat
one finds io that true syntactic transformations have to apply between
?i«6 and P., and unless some syntactic transformations could also be
called lexical transformations, this derivation will nave grave consequences
for condition 1 above which draws a strict line between lexical transforma¬
tions needed before P., and nonlexical transformations froa P. to P .i in
However, in an effort to save the concept of syntactic deep structure
and guarantee the autonomy of P., one can propose an alternative derivation.
For instance, judging that a prepositional element had to be introduced
between erinle and 9, .o.io after their permutation, one may propose under¬
lying structures for y- • . .-y r..v v.hioh will put yj. 1., colore f .......
give underlying representation to the prepositional element. In fact,
this is a possible way out of the problem.
Thus, we can have the following representation as a replacement for
the Humeral UP at P. , i.e. 7 above :
i-3
9. erin 0 lc 16rl 0^6 jo
{four it increases on-top-of 160) •» 4 + 160 ■ '164'.
I counterpart of 9 for the representation of numerals subtracted from groups
cf tens between 20 and 180 will be:
If. erin o din ninu ogojo
(four it decreases frora-within 160) = 4 from 160 » '136'.
A tree for 9 will look like 11:
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11.
(four) PROS V" ?P
o pqpp





i.e. (four, it increases on the-head-of 160) ■ 'four added to one hundred
and sixty' or 'one hundred and sixty four*.
From 11, we may allow the deletion of £ 'it' and ori 'head' to take
place before P^; and after the operation of all necessary phonological
adjustment rules in the phonological component, we have ^rinlelo. o.q.
We shall modify the labelling of , of 7 above to since a smaller
number of P-marker mapping is required for this derivation. This means
that corresponding adjustments of e rlier ''s will be necessary so that the
P. , of the earlier derivation is the P. . of the present one. Differenti-6 1-4
stages of this derivation may then have the lexical representations in 12!
12(a) erin 6 le nl ori ogojo at Fjo
(b) erin le ni ori pgt>jo at and
(c) erin le ni o„ojo at P. which becomes
(d) erlnlelogo'jo after P in the phonological component.
Rote now that deletion is the only syntactic rule employed. In order to
guarantee the autonomy of P^, all we have to do now is to suggest that
deletion is also a lexical rule. This suggestion is necessary since we
actually have deletion operations in 12(b) and 12(c) rather than the
phonological mile of assimilation which is excluded from syntax.
- 7S
instance, aeaiming that the pronoun 6 were aaeinilated Into |rin in
12(a) it would change the tone on erln tr erjtn ae indicated in the
representation 12(b). This la the only possible surfaoe form of 12(b)
since frrln with the mid tone on the second syllable will sound odd there.
But if what we have in 12(b) had been real assimilation, then, this
modified tone pattern on fein will be retained on the final form
^rinlel^-.d'.lp. On the other hand, there are two low tones on the ^rin
of erinlol^^.iy. and this shows that the pronoun 6 wan not really assimilated
and that the operation in 12 ie syntactic and not phonological. The
deletion of orif 'head1 at
^ however, can hardly be disputed since it
had no phonological effect on surrounding items at P^ the next stage, which
is the level of syntactic deep structure. Thus, it appears that soi«e
radical changes about the concept of lexical and syntactic transformational
rules (e.g. the labelling of 'deletion' as both a syntactic unci a lexical
transformational rule) .»ay have to be done in order to guarantee the
autonomy of , the level of syntactic deep structure.
hote, however, that the above discussion has been based or: v hat ha pais
to the humeral hp from P^ ^ to P^, and nothing was said about the levels
and (corresponding respectively to the former P. ( end >\ ,)
where a relativization transformation was used to map P^ onto P. p.
It is unlikely that relativisation would be recognized as a lexical trans¬
formation so that whatever happens at that level is hardly going to help
in the maintenance of the level of syntactic deep structure.
The only way out of the dilerma posed by the g of the first proposal
(or P. , of the second) for proponents of an autonomous P. level is to
X—4 1
repudiate it and suggest that there is no such phrase-marker as ^ and
no such transformational derivation as example 6 above. But the purpose
of P^ ^ and ^ is to show the similarities in the underlying representa¬
tions of subclasses of the numeral like ordinals, cardinals and distributives.
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These subclasses of numerals are different to the extent that they use
different 'classifiers'* in the place of the ordinal classifier - ipo
'position* in P. and they are similar in that all other parts of their
underlying representations are identical. For instance, the only ifference
between the ordinal fekcrinl6l6 ft.iq 'the 164th' and the cardinal r.■'.N.
'164' is that the former uses the classifier ipo in the tree representations
4 and 5 above whereas the latter will use the classifier lye 'amount' in the
same place in 4 and 5. An abandonment of and of the first pro¬
posal in order to guarantee the autonomy of P^ implies that generalities
and similarities concerning subclasses of elements in the Yoruba KP will
become unatatable.
•Jo, one finds that the alternative derivation suggested in order to
guarantee the autonomy of P. and safeguard condition 1 above s till fails
to exclude the operation of true syntactic transformations before P..
«
There are reasons to reject the alternative derivations e. . the
dissimilarity in underlying representations between the low numerals (i.e.
those below two hundred) and the higher numerals (those above '200') which
11 and 12 imply, or even the treatment of 'deletion' as a lexical trans¬
formation, but it seems there is no need to discuss the inadequacies of
this alternative solution since it does not solve the problems of an
autonomous level.
The type of derivational rule used in this section will be suggested
for the underlying representation of parts of surface noun phrases like
1. 'Classifiers' are used to distinguish subclasses of eler
underlying representations of the Yoruba noun phrase here. Later,
the person classifier gni will be used for the underlying representa¬
tions of personal nominals and nominalizations e.g. the Yoruba personal
names.
So -
the nominal, adjective, numeral and rankshifted qualifiers of Bamgbose 1S'66.
A feature analysis will be suggested for the determiner system for reasons
discussed later in Chapter VI. And the type of underlying representation
whioh whole surface noun phrases, (that is, the head . lus all the
'qualifiers' of Ayo Bamgbcse 1966 and Adebisi Afolayan 1968) will have
will be given in the concluding chapter i.e. Chapter VII below. So, in
the discussions that follow in Chapters III to V, we shall concentrate on
the form of the underlying representation for parts of surface noun .r: --vs.
The link between Chapters I and II and the following ones will be
provided in Cht iter III where one other mechanism of the standard theory
proponents, the lexicalist hypothesis,*" is applied to the derivation of
Yoruba nouns. It will be demonstrated there that the maintenance of the
absolute lexicalist position for Yoruba will necessitate another duplic?5tion
of effort since it will complicate the 'base' as expected by all lexicalista,
but with no corresponding reduction of complication in the transformational
component. Bote that the inevitable recognition of true syntactic
transformations like deletion, adjunction and relativization as lexical
transformations by proponents of the autonomous level of syntactic deep
structure in the phrase markers discussed earlier in this section is also
tantamount to a base complication without a corresponding removal of
complication in the transformational component.
1. The main defining statement on the lexicalist and transformational
hypo theses was provided by Chomekj in Jacobs and Rosenbaum 197^1 18fc -
"...<e might extend the base to accommodate the derived nominal directly
(I will refer to this as the lexicalist position"), thus simplifying
the transformational component; or alternatively, we might simplify the
base structures, excluding these forms, and derive them by some extension
of the transformational apparatus (the "transformationalist position"}."
The choice between these two alternatives is relevant only when there is
an intermediate level P where all lexical insertion must have taken
place. Otherwise, the question of choice is purely academic.
CHAPTER III
3.0 SOKE YORUBA HOUR DERIVATIONAL PROCESSES AND
ULTIMATE HON HELP DOMINANCE
3.1 DERIVATIONAL MORPHOLOGY IN SYNTAX
The last verb phrase in Aspects - 'remains an open question1*
ironically sums up the conclusions of aaoy of the crucial syntactic
discussions in that book. Where Chomsky has not explicitly kept some
questions open, one can find certain locutions that can be interpreted as
ways of keeping the questions open) and where such locutions cannot be
found, post Aspects generative literature has reopened several topics from
aspects. Without repeating any of the open questions already mentioned in
preceding chapters e.g. the autonomous level of syntactic deep structure,
and while ignoring other equally significant problems e.;. the centrality
of syntax, the problem of selectional restrictions, the syntactic relevance
of case categories, the representation of grammatical relations in under-
2
lying structures, the filtering power of transformations, we shall reopen
the question of derivational morphology with special reference to the
Yoruba noun phraae, and suggest that another type of duplication (apart
■2.1
from those discussed in IS05I) is inevitable in Yoruba syntactic structure
if the controversial requirement that lexical insertion takes place in a
1, Chomsky I9651 192
2. In Chomsky 1971» 191» It was suggested that rules mapping case systems
and C2 onto the deep structures of 'John opened the door' and 'the
key opened the door' respectively can be interpreted us rules of
semantic interpretation. This suggestion calls into question the
representation of case categories in syntactic representations.
Chomsky 1971 • 191 footnote a similarly rejected what he called the
"equally specious" "view that grammatical relations must be 'directly
represented' in underlying structures."
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block makes us list certain classes of derived nominala in the lexicon.
The listing of derived nominala in the lexioon is symptomatic of one
restrictive condition on rules which wee stated in Aspects as«
1(a) "Once a suboategoriz&tion rule has been applied to a certain symbol
cr no branching rule can be applied to any of the symbols that are derived
from cr
The restrictive condition represented as 1(a) also occurs as»
1(b) "Once a subcategorization rule has applied to forrs a complex symbol,
2
S , no branching; rule can later apply to ~-£
Both 1(a) and 1(b) will be referred to as oondition 1.
The implication of oondition 1 is that derivational morphology is
prohibited in syntax. ..ince branching ruloa^ will be needed for deriving
•horrid* and 'horrify* from 'horror* etc.,^ such derivations must not take
place because complex symbols like C+-H3 , H+Coraaon J , and [-County must
have been derived from the category symbol N through subcate.oriz&tion
rules before one gets horror, and once the first auboatogorization rule
has applied, no branching rule oan again apply. Hence, all derived
lexical items must be listed in the lexicon. The main reason for listing
thera is that they are quasi-productive and besides, they will complicate
the transformational subcomponent of the grammar.
1, Chomsky 1965» 112.
2. Chomsky I9651 113. The earlier form of this condition will be the
preferred one here for notational reasons. bine© we have already used
the symbol 2 for the syntactic structures (P^,.••,P^) of transformational
grammar, we shall refrain from using the same symbol for 'complex
symbols'. binoe 1(a) and 1(b) are different ways of stating the same
condition, this notation&l preference creates no differences in empirical
consequences•
3, bee Chomsky 1965 for branching rules which are the rewriting rules of
the oategori&l subcomponent of grammar.
4. Chomsky 1965* 166.
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At this atage, we may just state that a branching rule is a rule in
which a category symbol like HP, V, ft, VP etc. occurs on the right hand side
of the rewriting arrow ♦—^ • e.g. 3 ——*• MP VP; and one type of
branching rule exoluued by condition 1, which is discussed in J.3 below ie
Personal ham —-g4 3 or Personal Name —> MP. Uince the personal name
will be specified as the feature complex (or complex symbol)
L+K, -CosasiiOn, -Count. +Eusian"] . no branching rule can develop S or HP from
ouch features by condition 1. A subcategoriestion role on the other hand
lias complex symbols or sots of specified syntactic features on the right of
the rewriting symbol (which is still an arrow in . saccta.. Hence, a cub¬
estegorixation rule "forms or extends a complex symbol."
The position represented by condition 1 was however recognised as being
too severe; "This restriction may be a bit too severe, and we must apparently
1. Chomsky 196&I 112. 3ee Cho sky p.112 for the definition of branching
and aubcategorization rules.
The problems of the use of rules to derive related lexical items
like "horror, horrid, horrify; terror. (*ierrid). terrifyi candpr,
candid. (*oandify); or tele/cram, phonograph. gramophone. etc." are
discussed in Chomsky 1965» 186-9* It oeeas the syntactic and semantic
idiosyncraoies of the English derived nominala which were discussed by
Cho teky and by ^tookwell ct al. in U33? could make the lexicalist
proposal admissible for English. The problem® of semantic idiosyncra-
ciao actually exist for a few derived nominals in Yoruba e.g.
asewo « a-aO-wo (Homlnaliaation-formative change money) ♦prostitute1
where the semantic content of the derived aadwd ie not a summation of
the meanings of the lexical items (ae -change, and owo 'money') used
in the derivation. But on the question of productivity, the derived
nominal® discussed are unlike those of English.
Thus, in this work, we are aotually not disproving the lexioalist
hypothesis generally, but we are suggesting that there are reasons for
not drawing the sharp distinctions which Chomsky and the lexical in tr,
generally draw between gerundive nominals «nd derived nominala in the
Yoruba. language. Consequently, for Yoruba, it ncorns unnecessary to
examine the defects of Chomsky's X (or X - double bar) protx>8Rl as
otookwell et al. have done in Stockweil 1968! 1-9.
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weaken it slightly.""1 This weakening took plane later when the restriction
was stated to "hold only above the level of th® word";2 arid also when it
was recognized that problems of derivational morphology oven extend beyond
3
the word level. However, this weakening of condition 1 was reversed by
the establishment of the lexioaliat hypothesis. The loxicalist hypothesis,
2.Z
which was stated earlier In 25jaTwill be repeated here as condition 2 for
convenience. It implies that 'derived nominals' (as opposed to "gerundive
nominals') must bo entered in the lexicon, viz.
2. e might extend the base rules to accommodate the
derived nominal directly (I will refer to this as
the "lexioalist position"), thus simplifying the
transformational component; or, alternatively,
we might simplify the base structures, excluding
these forms, and derive them by come extension of
the transformational apparatus (the "transformationa¬
list position")#^
The main suggestion in Chomsky's lexicalist paper was that a lexical!at
framework (involving a list in the lexicon) could be proposed for 'derived
nominal®* while th# transformationalist position could be adopted for
•gerundive nominals'^ since there exist three principal differences between
gerundive nominalg end derived noainals which justify the solution. Th©
first principal difference concerns the matter of productivity where "the
1. Chomsky 1965I 112
2. Choasky 1965« 189
3. Chomsky 1965* 190
4. Chomsky 1970s 188. Chomsky 1970 will be referred to as the 'lexicalist
paper'.
5* In the last three paragraphs of the lexicalist paper (Chomsky 1570J 214-5)«
the discussion was extended to nominala of a third category with sos©
peculiar properties e.g. 'the growing of tomatoes' which Chomsky labelled
'the "mixed" forms• p.215. The lexicalist solution was half-heartedly
proposed for the mixed forms. Later in this work, the term 'derived
nominal' will be used to include gerundive nominal8 also.
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transformation that gives gerundive nominals applies quite freely"• •• but
"there ar«.•• many restrictions on the formation of derived nosdnals."^
On the productivity question, the Yoruha examples to be examined hare fail
to justify Chomsky's separate treatment for gerundive nomineIs and non
gerundive (or 'derived'} nominalb. The second main difference deals with
the idiosyncratic character of the relation between the derived nominal and
2
the associated verb, and the third principal difference between gerundive
and derived noainals is that "only the latter have the internal structure
of noun phrases',"' through their occurrence with the full range of determiners,
their ability to pluralize, their inability to contain aspect etc. However,
in the Yoruba language, aa we shall soon observe, there is no special class
of gerundive nominals markedly distinguished from other derived noainals
along the lines established above by Chomsky (probably for English alone)
since the Yoruba gerundive nominal derivational processes are not always
clearly distinguishable from the derivations of other forms of derived
nominals e.g. the k + V? (or ai + V) nominolization which derives both
negative gerundive nominals and negative abstract nouns as in:
5(a) alaun 'not sleeping' or 'waking ceremony'^ from sun 'to sleep'
1. Chomsky 1970» 106
2m Chomsky 1970: 139
5. Chomsky 1970: 189
4, The 'waking ceremony• is the name given to a ceremony whereby nobody
sleeps throughout the night whether in the celebration of grand funerels
or in the observance of traditional and religious festivities.
It is possible to suggest that the examples given in 3 have the
characteristics of Chomsky's gerundive nominala when they have the
gerundive 'interpretation' and the characteristica of his derived
nominals when they have the abstract noun 'interpretation'. The
suggestion actually has little of empirical consequences to offer in
support of a lexicaliat solution for Yoruba 'derived nominal#' vwhether
derived nominals now include or still exclude the gerund), and so, it
will not do examined any further.
3(b) ailecun 'not being able to sleep' or 'sleeplessness' from le pun
•can sleep' and
3(c) aigbcraa 'disobedience' from /?b6ran 'to obey'.
Thus, the anti-lexicalist suggestions we intend to make for Yoruba
derived nominals (where • derived nominal pi' include 'gerundive nominala')
are based on very productive syntactic derivational processes. And besides,
it has even beer, observed that similar productive derivational processes
could be found in several West African languages. For instance, Lyons
1966 recorded hie indebtedness to . Brown and .1'. Foetal for bringing
to his attention "the fact that, in a number of " "est-African and Asarican-
Indian languages, the -.sa.lorlt.v of nouns appear to be derived from verbs by
means of productive amtactic processes."'*' (italics supplied).
Ag a first step in this exercise, we shall examine the derivetions of
several Yoruba nominals and noainalizations in 3.2. There, we intend to
set up three groups of derived nominal3 and examine the merits or demerits
of a loxicalist solution for each group. In 3*3 w® shall extend the
discussion to Yoruba personal name derivational processes which are not
totally dissimilar to the derived nominals of ?.? so that a lexical1st
solution to Yoruba derived personal names will have the disadvantages of a
similar solution in 3*2. In 3.4» we shall examine three alternative
solutions to the problems observed from 5*2 and 3.3 within a standard theory
framework (i.e. one In which all lexical insertion takes place in a block at
the level of syntactic deep structure), and in 3*5# we shall suggest a
2 1 2-2
solution compatible with the one in and where the intermediate level
A A
of syntactic deep structure rsa&ins undefined. It is this proposed solution
1. uyons lj66s 232 footnote 8.
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that will be used In later chapters.
In the sections that follow, we are therefore going to make the
following assumptions!
4(a) That the English examples used by Choisky for the discussion of
derivational morpholep at word level in Asueots and for the 'derived
noainals' of the lericalist paper are quasi-productive and so could have
justified an imposition of condition 1. But that the Yoruba. examples that
will be discussed here, like Chomsky's 'gerundive norainals' in the lexioaliat
paper are very productive, and are covered by generalizations used elsewhere
in Yoruba grammar for the nominaliaation of sentences.
4(b) That although it ia sometimes possible tc choose between complicating
the base or complicating the transformational subcomponent* thile working
with Chossky's English examples in the lexicalist paperj in the Yoruba
examples here, if we assume the Aspects lexicon, it is only possible tc
choose between complicating the baa® or not complicating it, and neither
ohoioe reduces the burden on the transformational subcomponent.
Consequently, for Yoruba noun derivational morphology, the absolute
lexioallet position will complicate the base a® expected, but there will be
no corresponding removal of complication from the transformational sub¬
component.
Hot® that the fact that pure syntactic rules like deletion and
adjunction will be needed even for the derivation of derived nominate is not
mentioned as one of our assumptions now ainoe that fact provides independent
evidence against the use of a lexicaliat framework for Yoruba noun
1. Chomsky 1)7Qi 138. In this work, we constantly use 'subcomponent'
for what was described as the tranaforiaation&i 'component' in Aooects
since it is a part of the syntactic 'component* of grammar.
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derivational morphology. It ueens we shall ultimately arrive at the
conclusion that there is no possibility of a solution within the standard
theory framework. (loxioalint or otherwise} that could prevent the duplication
of purely syntactic tranaformations in the lexicon (i.e. between P^ and r^)
and in the transformational subcomponent of the syntactic component (i.e.
between P^ and P ) for Yoruba noun derivational morphology. The arguments
that will lead to this conclusion will be developed in the following sections.
3.2 THSi DERIVATION OF TORDBA NOMIKALS
3.21 BASIC AMD DERIVED K0UN3
ho Yoruba noun ie monosyllabic find most Yoruba verbs are monosyllabic.
This fact immediately suggests that the number of syllables in a word may
e
be relevant in a syntactic discussion of the Yoruba noun, but very little
will be made of the fact in our discussion here. It is actually relevant
only for the question of productivity and for distinguishing between basic
and derived nouns. So lengthy discussion on those two points is required
since the productivity of the Yoruba noun derivational processes is generally
recognized. cf. V.&rd'e comment that "Yoruba has an almost unlimited power
of making nouns from other words.
In a syntactic discussion of Yoruba nouns like this one, it may some-
times be necessary to exclude loan nouns since borrowed nouns are not
expected to have had the phonolo-'fical and syntactic characteristics of
native Yoruba nouns before the borrowing, but even with borrowed monosyllabic
nouns, it appears that they become disyllabic in Yoruba e.g. / 6ln 'gold1,
ayii 'pen*, and tire *tray'. Those that appear to violate the condition
1. Sard 1932« 179
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that borrowed monosyllabic nouns become disyllabic e.g. the Yoruba borrowed
variants of tea, key, and tie (which have no extra consonant e.g. the final
consonants of the preceding loan words that can be syllabified) have ari
obligatory tonal glide which dietinguiehcs then frota monosyllabic verbs.
This tonal glide is also obligatory even for the abbreviated forms of loan
nouns and loan personal names, and considerations about the inherent poly¬
syllabic ity of Yoruba nouns could be used by advocates of multiple vowel
representations in orthographic representations to suggest that Yoruba does
not have tone glides, but rather multiple vowels, "Ms point can justifiably
be made, and it will not be disputed. However, without even examining
Afolayaa's attesr.pt to prove that Yoruba has gliding tones,1 the fact that
multiple vowel representations create more problems than they are set up to
2
solve is enough to counter whatever advantages (typological, graphologlcal,
or otherwise) one can derive from one's taking advantage of the poly-
eyllabioity of all borrowed monosyllabic noune.
In this discussion, we divide Yoruba nouns into basic imd derived ones.
The basic ones are those that are not derived or whose derivational histories
are shrouded in obscurity while the derived ones (i.e. derived noainals) are
all those that are derived whether they are gerundive or not. Kost basic
nouns arc either disyllabic or trisyllabic, mid it is very rare to have
basic nouns that are four syllables long. Those that occur at this level
e.g. nrugudu 'confusion' and kbbokobo •someone speaking an unintelligible
language' probably have obscured derivations. For instance, it is claimed
that kobbkbbb iB used to refer to certain non Yoruba speakers who pronounce
1. Tee Afolayan's article on the graphologioal and phonological system of
Yoruba in Afolayon Ed. Cdu forthcoming.
2. See Appendix II below for these problems.
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koby £koboJ 'penny' as kcbo [jcoboj , How kobokobo could be derived
from this is difficult to state in a general way although the derivation is
plausible. bine© our arguments her© are actually weighted against basic
nouns which can be listed in the lexicon, wherever there is any benefit of
the doubt as in cases like kbbokebo. we will decide in favour of the defence
(i.e. the basic nouns) since all such decisions and concessions have little
if any adverse effects on our principal suggestions for Yoruba noun deriva¬
tional morphology.
3.22 bTASIMi»ts ahb koles OF 1*0br bjshxyatioh
3.221 jDEBIYATIQH BY BOPLICATIOH
In the derivations that follow, the following abbreviations will be
used although aome of them have already been Hated, in 1.2 above s
C « consonant, Vw ■ vowel, Y » verb or 'predicative adjective*, VP » verb
phrase, the labelled brackets £•••J y will be used for dominated elements
while ualebelled brackets [[•••J will be used for phonetic realizations and
feature specification.
3.2211 0KHBSBIY1 HOKIKAhldAflGii BY DUPLICATION1
The process of gerundive nomlualizution by duplication can be stated
2
thus: Double the Initial consonant of verb and insert the vowel !_l3
on & high tone between the double consonants e.g. from tiro 'limp, stand on
tiptoe' obtain ttlro by doubling the first consonantj and, by inserting
the vowel, obtain tftlro 'limping, standing on tiptoe'. The process of
1. home people will use the term 'reduplication' for our term 'duplication'.
2. The double articulation is a single consonant sound in Yoruba a©
indicated in 1.2 earlier. Bo, we do not just double the £ in but
jfc ..a. fibtoa •carrying' from gb£ •to oarty'.
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gerundive aoainalizatlon ©an be stated a© a rules
!>. n - [CjVwCcvw...)] y.
uince no Yoruba verb starts on a vowel, this is the only rule needed.
bo, given a verb the rule soys that the derived, noun .> « if [(tiroj^
where t » C^, ana the item tiro is ultimately dominated in a tree structure
ly the category symbol Y * verb. bote that rule 'j also applies to mono¬
syllables whan the syllables in the optional brackets are not taken. It
is also rule !p that is used lor the derivation of attributive adjectives
from their predicative counterparts although nu significant use will be and#
of that information until Chapter V below. uo, rule $ applies generally,
ben 5 applies to monosyllabic verba, we have examples likes
6, lily 'going* from Ag, 'to go', riri 'seeing* from 'to see',
oxiye ' doing' fro® sg ' to do •t ' coming' from ' to cone',
rlru 'carrying* from 'to carry' etc. for ell oonoeyllablc verba.
If 5 applies to disyllabic verbs, we can haves
7. vl.va.XNU 'being barren* froo va a*>an 'become a barren person*
xdii.ro 'standing' from dure Ho avoid up', alku.ro 'leaving* row kuro Ho
leave', .ii.ioko Hittin, down* froa 'to sit down' etc.
bhen 5 applies to trisyllabic verbs (most of which are derived) »e can
have examples likes
o. * laying the foundation' fx m ♦ to lay- the foundation' etc.
However, when the verbs used are also derived, there is the option of
separating part© of the derived verb and applying the rule to the aninly
verbal portion of the separated items e.g. from jalfe Ho steal' « ja ole
(fight thief), we can have ole .ilia 'stealing', and this form is preferred
to jl.nle * stealing* • oinilarly, fry' uf'oa (lie manufacturing) 'lying* is
preferred to pjWro 'lying* from euro Ho lie* where puro is derived from
po 1r6 'to utter falsehood*.
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Rule -j Is however a productive gerundive noainuliaaticix rule, una we
need not moke a ouue Tor its transformational derivation since it is not
areludeu i'm tiN&nsfoxmutianal derivation in Chomsky'lexicalist paper.
3.2212 OCCUPATIONAL NOMINALIGATION BY DUPLICATION
Me process of duplication is simple to state in rule fore. It is
called occupational noaiin&lisution because the derived nominal li&iaas
professions, and weavers of such professions perform the act stated by the
verb. This nominalisation is not very productive since it applies mainly
to derived disyllabic verbs and the number of occupations or professions
that can be naaed is also limited.
The nominalisation rule can be stated ast
9. U » VV (condition V is polysyllabic;.*
binee ail Yoruoa verbs start with consonance, no phonological adjustment
rule for the handling of vowel assimilation is needed. hence iron
.:,ojgun *» ;ia o.-;un 'light battle', ^b^ak » ^be one 'carve embroidery'.
hole *» ho ile 'pack house', oasm 'extinguish fire', . . 09139 » /rbg 9a9 'steal
child' we con use 9 to derive the respective occupational nominalsi
10. .lim-un.ituiuii 'soldier', ,:uonk^beaa 'carpenter ', i^fkfoe ' burglar',
uanaoana 'member of the fire brigade', and Mbofflyabfoitff 'kidnapper'•
bote that most derived nouns that use rule 9 are four syllables long since
they involve the doubling of disyllabic verbs.
1. It is an idle task to argue whether the duplicated Item is a V or & VP
although the exclusion of monosyllabic verbs and the possibility of
segmenting the items concerned into a V jjIus following noun suggest
that it is probably a TP contracted Into a single lexical item.
Whatever decision is ultimately taken on the statue of the duplicated
item will have little effect on the productivity of the no&lnallzation
however.
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5.2215 IHDEFINimiHG AXD PEJORATIVE NOMIHALIZATION
3Y DUPLICATION
This nominalisutioxx derive3 nouns from other nouns. do, it is
unlike the previous ones used Tor deriving' nouns from verbs. for the
nominalization, a noun is doubled and /k/ is inserted between the doubled
nouns. If the noun starts with a consonant, a /k/ + consonant cluster
is prevented through the obligatory insertion of a vowel, usually /i/,*
between /k/ and the second part of the doubled noun e.g. from aso 'cloth'
one can derive a^qkaao « aso + k + atjio 'any cloth' but from perm 'plate/
pan' one must derive oanukipanu » oattu t- kl + oanu 'any plate'.
The nominalization rule can be stated asi
11. N2 = H + /k£/ + ^
Thus, without any real phonological change, rule 11 will adequately take
care of all Ng derivations whenever begins with a consonant. Then,
when it begins with a vowel, we have the following ordered phonological
adjustment rules*
12(i) [i] + Vwx » / CVw2 ... ]
(ii) til + Vw^
where"Vw » vowel on any tone, fw = vowel on the mid tone, and 'v ' and
' / ' indicate low and high tones respectively. In the examples below, as
1. The other vowel that sometimes occurs after /k/ i.e. [uj is never
inserted between /k/ and a following consonant. Only in a few cases
do we have the vowel i of the second noun changed to [uj e.g.
istpkifep 'careless talk' from *iso from so 'to talk', jsekdse 'recklesa~
ness' from ise 'deed' from se 'to do' ancT if^kdfe 'libido, lust' from
'love' from 'to love'. But these are just exceptions since we
have £ij retained in other examples e.g. ifekife 'any tumbler' from
ife 'tumbler', lt&nkitan 'any story' from lt£n 'story', l.jaki.ia 'any
quarrel' from l.jh 'quarrel' from 'to fight' etc.
suggested In 1.2, the raid tone is not represented by any diacritical mark.
By 12, the tone change on the first vowel of the second W. in 11 in
treated m tone assinllction from the deleted £ij . hen 12(i) operates
on nouns in which both Vw, and Vw have the low tone, the tone on Vw.
changes to mid e.g. in kabksca •bad habit* from km& 'ouster', orokor^ •bad
talk1 from orb •word, speech•, llukilu 'any drum* from llii •drum1,
atuoBkatuoft •any lamp' from atupe 'lamp1 etc. But when Vw, and Vw^ not
both on the low tone, the tone on Vw, is changed to high e.g. in Ibonkfbon
•any fran" from Ihon •gvn•, bwokowu 'any cotton' fro® bwu •cotton1, inckioo
•any situation' from ipb •position1, state, situation', ilukilu •any town,
bad town* from lid 'town1, lleklle 'any house1 from il£ 'house' etc. Bo
Yoruba word starts with a vowel on a high tone.
Noun derivations using rule 11 not only tndefinitine the noun used in
the derivational process, but can also express a pejorative sense of the
said noun. In some cases, ambiguity is avoided simply because of the
difficulty of ranking any sense out of one interpretation of the nominal!nation
otherwise, 11 creates potentially ambiguous nomlnals e.g.
13. oao <- ki •* on<j> » onokdrao •any child' or 'ts useless child1 from • o.-no
'child'1.
Disambiguation of structures like 13 actually takes place in contexts
e.g.
14. orapkpmq ni Ojo (useless-child is OJo) '0,jo is useless'
15* omok&no ti ao Ua ri nfbe yfo je iya (any-child who I happen sets there
shall eat punishment) 'whoever I find there will be punished'.
1. The tans qng 'child* la actually applied to those who are not mere
children, e.g. adolescents or teenagers. Hence, in severe! contexts,
it will be aore appropriate to interpret ua •any person• rather
than 'any child'. ^ r—f—r
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Rule 11 Is very productive end it can apply to almost any noun except
personal names, gerundive nominals, and nouns derived through the application
of rule 11. Hence, re can havei
16. ilekile 'any houne' from lie 'houf.-,e', hatakjbata 'any shoe* from br.ta
•shoe', Ibonkibpn 'any gun' from Ibon 'gun*, olekole 'any thief from ole
•thief , ,1n,-,-un :arunn^iurnm.! vtun 'any soldier' from ,v-ntnin/tun 'soldier*
which io also derived from .1-v:un « ,1a o.nrn (see 10 above) etc., but we do
not normally have:
x7. ?Aiebfeidtadeb£o1 'any Adebiai', »l{lf>kililo »?any going' »lleklldkil^k(le
(♦any any house) etc. * hile it is possible to provide contexts of admissi¬
bility for personal names when indefinitiaed (and depersonalised) as in the
case of Adebiai here, it is impossible to create contexts where a recursive
application of rule 11 as in *ilek£lek£lekfle ie permissible.
One fact that emerges from the above discussion is that a lexicallot
analysis for nouns derived through an extremely productive rule like 11
cannot bo adequate since it suggests that generalisations do not exist.
&ote that 11 applies even to derived nominals as stated earlier. Hence,
although it does not look like a transformational rule, it has some grave
forebodings for a .grammatical theory which suggests that derived forms like
(in 16) should be inserted at the same syntaotic level P^ together
with the forms from which they are derived e.g. ili 'house'.
5.222 'JEHRLii HOMIR '-UlEATIOH ULHlYATIOBb FROM VERB PHRASES
The three nominaliaations discussed now have one thing in common.
On the surface, they contain a nominalization prefix attached to a verb
phreBe. ho, they can be called noainalizationa from verb phrases if
emphasis were put only on surface structure appearance. In more abstract
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underlying representations however, they are likely to be represented as
Axil noun phrases containing embedded sentences which ineomorste the
surface structure verb phrases that rive this section Its title.
We can start this examination by observing e summary of the relevant
Yoruba nominal!zatione from Afolayan 1968. Afolayan statedt
18(i) For example, any verb, adjective, predicate phrase.
oiautie or clause complex in Yoruba ounce noeednalizeu
and negatived by adding the ©arphero© ®1- as a
prefix to the iKMuuu&iiaed element*^- (italics supplied)
ana thou he auaeuu
(li) again the use is made of a-, a-, toad j,- and soate
features of reduplication to norainalize almost any
verb, adjective, predicative piirese, cli use or clause
complex in Yoruba.
I8(i) and (ii) c. n be considered as the surface structure description
of the noainailnations we intend to discuss now. 18 is actually not
strictly correct since it i® an overstatement. For instance, 18{i) states
that "any ••• adjective ... can be nominalized and negatived by adding the
morpheme ai» as a prefix to the nominaliaed element." It is difficult
to nee how this statement can be rue for till attributive aujectivaw noting
that Afolayan (1968) actually recognized the distinction between attributive
tdjeotivee like rile 'big* and predio»tiv* adjectives like tobi 'to be big',
For instance, by 18(i), it is possible for us to have aitobi 'not being
bi^' where t6bl is presumed to be nomin&iized and negated, but there is no
nominalizotion derivation *ainla in the Yoruba language. Also, »hen the
attributive adjective could be supposed to have a derivational relationship
to its predicative counterpart (by using the aa.ae nominalization rule that
derives gerundive nominals from verbs in j.2211(5) above;, e. .. -iui. uom
1. Afolayan 1960i 449
2. Afolayua 1968» 449
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'hot* i'rcsi idx&tf* ♦to to Lot', we can have ^d.njaud 'not being not' but not
*nir:b£iticn^. moreover, when reference ie nade to the ^redicute phrases,
Afolayan ftiled to consider examples of obligatory deletion that would
take plaoe in predicate phroues (i.e. '■*. %&) containing auxiliaries like
■v:xo 'will/shall' or the item indicating continuity, tue ' -in..' progressiva
ISegi live » /ij/# Thus, In a pNdiotl* phrasal
19 (i) u lp si ile («ing go to home) 'going homo',
we con only have ti e derived nominal s
(U. 'Uv,uh '..ot ,_,0Xn„ u:.„;Xj' with tiio fjjl 'in..' ..fciuiii but not J
(iii) *'Mnloslle.
furthermore, it appears in© inclusion of ♦clause' and 'clause complex'
in Afolayan'o summary in 18(1} is intended to handle cases likes
20. ailoaile Ojo (not-going-nome of-Gjo) 'the not going home of Qjo'
or 'Ojo'o failure to go home'.
liut if 20 were to be « nominal!action of a 'clause', one possible clause
nojainxilix.ou bj 20 ooula be the negative!
21. Ojo kb lp al ile (Ojo not go to hose) 'Ojo did not go home';
and not the affirmativej
22. ujo lp si ile (Ojo go to hose) 'Ojo sent hone'.
t.o, lo (i j decs not both noainalise and negate a noE&nalized ale. ant in 22,
but merely nominal!zeu a negative 'clause'. Use reason for this suggestion
is that 20 like all a|, noainalizations implies the prior negr.ticn of the
action mentioned in the surface *'i ttiat follows surface a^. in the underlying
representation. Thus, aI.'.obnh 'not being hot' suggeets 'something we a not
hot' and not that 'something was hot' find the &1 nomirialization both
noninallzes and negates this. Hence, the inclusion of clause and clause
complex in 13 does not really explain much. Thus, it is not certain whether
trie clause example like 20 is a special case of the predicate phrase example
In which the nominaliaation from the predicate phrase is later "qualified*
by a genitive1 'Ojo', or whether 20 is the nominalIzation of an underlying
'clause* (i.e. 'sentence* in our framework). Bote that the two options
are possible if a predicate phrase noainaliaetion is supposed to be different
from a clause nomine11sation in 19.
For the moment, we ignore some dialectal variants found in "IdLti
dialect area where the negative formative kb can even occur after in
* surface* representations e.g. alkblogile which ia still not eeaant-cally
distinct from normal ailcsile although a negation of ought to imply the
affirmation of the action described in the TP,
Besides, 20 itaelf Is even ambiguous. Thus, it could imply the
nominalizatlon of 21 or the nominal!zation ofi
oni kan ko lo si il© Ojo (person one not go to hou.se of-Ojo) 'the
failure (of someone) to go to Ojo's house'.
It is actually not necessary for the extra vowel that indicates
possession to occur between Hi and Q.lo on the surfuce structure realization
in either interpretation since ' jo's house' could be 11<* e 0,lo r lltf C.io.
Other examples of the inherent ambiguity of structures like 20 can be
found with certain verb forras like rmii 'care for/have regards for'* e.g.
24. alnanl Ojo 'the not oaring of Ojo' or 'the not curia * for jo' where
the interpretations of 24 would come respectively from
25. oni kan ko nani Ojo (someone not hnve-regard-for Ojo) ' the failure (of
someone) to have regard for Ojo' and
1. The representation mini ie what Bamgbose represented as nflrni in
Bamgbose 1965« 9 (see Appendix II). it is true that we have a long a
in the word, but that is not enough reaoon for a double vowel representa¬
tion since the same representation is never adopted for jtmu. LpaanVj
'piste' or Jeau CjeesuJ although the vowels & SL 6X6 in the
appropriate places in those words.
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?6. O.Jo k6 nan! enikenl (0,1o not have-regsrd-for anybody) *0,1o's failure
to renoeot anybody'. (Bote that eaikeni is derived from oni *person*
through the application of rule 11 above).
Hence, the inclusion of clansa and clause complex in il'olayan' s summary
merely shown that tha summery «&;.* not actually be dealing with underlying
representations although the advantn»e« Afolnyan'o moneral thesie had over
Bemgbose'e (i.e. Baragbose 1066) for Toruba syntactic structure rests nainly
on the assumption that Afolayan's romlysts had the advantage of a deep -
Gttrfaoe grammar distinction in the Hal lidayan framework both of them used
whereas Bemibose's grammar wb constrained to re -in within the surface
m
structural framework of Halliday 1%1.
3.2221 PMRSOKIFTIIIO ROMIWALmTIOW
i'ije surface structure rule of the person nowinaliaution can be stated
iia the prefixing of the person formative /a/ to a VP (or a predicate phrase
cf. >,222(l0ii) above/. This can be stated as*
27» S » /«/ + VP (condition AUX is deleted in the expansion of
VP, and V =» verb or 'predicative adjective'/,
dy applying 2( to VP structures like*
2b (i; ua exeja y&n an (help fisumonger fry it/
(ii) pa euiykn (&iil people)
(iii) se o»b (change money/
(iv) «oro fss£ gba ear (speak don't accept replies;
(v) gba ejo ro (accept ohsoh defend)
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(▼1) ri tl eni rub on ni (see Af one's kno-.t it any'- • knew her to
gossip about others',
one can derive their respective nominalisations thuss
29 (i) ab^leinyan 'one who offers unsolicited help by aosumin- full
responsibilities over another person•a property temporarily'
(**) apanlvan 'murderer*
(iii) 'prostittste'
(iv) fiaoroa^pbesl (ucually pro vnorymra,besl where sr^ is 'machine'
for 'the radio')
(▼) agb^ro '.lawyer'
(vi) aritpireqwi 'one who sees only the faults of others, but not his own'
The noTsinallzetion has often been treated aa the agentlve nominrlization
(cf. "ard 195?» 130) and Abraham (1998» 1). But the nominal rices not
always indicate a/jen t». For instance, Abraham (19581 1) included as£
'atminer' (from se 'to ntrain') and afce 'razor' (from b£ 'to cut*) with
this agentive noainalization, however, .-se and nb^ ore actually not agents
but instruments since human agent i re needed before as^ can be used for
processing (or *etraining') .."-round maize etc., and before abo 'razor' can be
used for 'shaving'.
Another objection to the agentive labelling is that the derived nominal
has no agentive characteristics when the 'predicative adjective' is used
e.g. in
50 (i) akilapa « /a/ + [ki ni apa] u, (/»/ + stout on shoulders)
•one who has thick muscles'.
(ii) fcdulo.iu m /&./ + £du ni ojuj yp (/»/ + black on face)
'one who haa a dark face'. (This la now a personal naas.)
(iii) adumadun * /&/ + [clu aaa danj ?p (/a/ + black being bright)
•one whoso darkness makes hist ahinc'.
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In 3Q» the nornlnallzation indio tes attributes of the parsons concerned,
and it in inconceivable that ?<ny of the examples in 50 could be interpreted
as ®gentive.
Furthermore, ever? when certain verbs ere used in the TP, the resulting
nomirealization is still attributive rather than agentive e. . in:
31 (i) aborC from /a/ + [bo orCJ (/a/ + peel head) 'one who has
scars on the head'
(**) from /a/ + [_p£ or£J (/a/ + be-to Id on-head) 'a bald
headed person*
(111) from /a/ + Cji so afej (/a/ + wake-up do leisure)
'one who lives 0 leisurely life*.
Thus, it does not appear that what we have in 3•2221 Is completely an
«gentire norainalis&tion. It Is difficult to assert that it is a person
nominalization since the possibility of Abraham*® Mi •strainer' detracts
from the totality of the personal element characteristics of the nominali-
zation. te have therefore token the middle way of recognizing the
lifldtatlons of both the ager.tivc nd person labelling by calling it the
personifying nominaliz&tion. Bote that something that is personified
iocs not necessarily become a person, so, in the case of or as'brbma.^beg'i
the object in question la atill not a person although one can say that it
performs an action, e.g. 'straining* or •speaking* when a human agent
cooperates with it. Note that what speaks is not the 'radio' (|uro
aadrauagbesi) on its own accord, but human beings.
At this stage, it la worth pointing out that the a nominal 1cation
could refer to both the person who does something and the person to whom
something is done (when huaan beings are involved). This is clearly
observable in personal name exam lee where for some names «..*•
•'•boyaae » enl U 0 ba Ova de 'one who comes with Cfr®'* *• tuv® th® type of
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ex&aples we have been examining so f. r, but for others like Abiydun «
eni tf a hi nfiui qdun 'ono who is bom during the festival' and all ebi-
naaes, we have the person concerned in the passive. Tint this euggeete
is th t - for underlying derivations, the passive transforation needed
for deriving eni tf ■. bif nlnu oiun from a deeper forts (eni n. (eni kan.
1 i 1 *1
h{ eni kan. ufnu odun)) etc., should precede the /a/ + VP nomiimlizatlon
rule. hinoe passive is a cyclic rule occurring between and P in the
syntactic component of the standard theory, it is Inescapable that the
'passive' transformation is also one of those rules that will be duplicated
at stages before P. in underlying representations for the fojruba language.
e referred to 27 earlier as a surface structure rule. Actually,
froca the interpretation of each of the noninailoations, it is possible for
one to deduce that these noninalissationa have more underlying forms that
look like:'"
}2 [i) eni ti o ba cleja yan an (person who he help fishaon. .or fry it; «
29(i).
(ii) eni ti 6 pa enlyan (pere n who he kills people) i.e. 'a aurdercr* »
29(11) etc.
iiote that the representations in 32 actually give the - awnings of their
counterparts in 29. For instance, n murderer is a person who kills people
etc. However, since there are examples of a + VI* nominal!zationo which do
not refer to •persons* e.g. use 'a strainer*, and asyrpinanbeai for 'the r io*,
1. The underlying forms we represent here are not necessarily the deepest
forms possible. Hence, when we say 'aoro underlying forms*, we
recognise that there could still be deeper forme than these. for
instance, the pronoun form an 'it* (objective after the an of yan) in
32 might have been derived from a ssore underlying or a deeper structure
than 32. To what extent that is true will not be examined hem.
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?;e can say th t the nouns relativized in structures like 3? (e. . cni
•parson') are 'class! ficre' . Thus, for non human objects like
rscrona~bcsl etc., we can use another classifier ohun •thin#'. Before
tha utility of 'classifiers' for us in this work is discussed further, we
ijmy provide the typical structure index for 5? *md show how ferns like 2$
can be derived. E. from r *50 ©inanaion rule which give© N fd®
33 31» t N
- n




V Y] vpl v. \i t1* hj
1 2 3 4 5 6 11t1 11V
SCi N 0 0 5 6
(where Y is a variable - nee 1.5? above.)
Fote that the derived structure is still a noun phrase so that the conditions
of analyaability are satisfied. 32(H) i® a typical derivation using 35»
Its derivation looks like:
(where the structure change later becosses aauiyon.)
It will b« reoalled Iron, 2.4 that the rule U¥ -—7 L «tk u
itself is derived froa; a structure that looks like the 1^-6 representation
of ekp-iniilftffio 'the 164th' in 2.4 above. In 33 and 34» a ia allowed
34 nit L v enift- • ti L. 0
/
n pa aniyanjl „ 1
•-> jta
1 2 3 4 5 6
bCi /V H I 0 pa onlyan
1. .>ee Lyons I9681 280 for a brief discussion of 'classifiers'.
g-1
2. In we stated that we are proposing sentential derivation for 's
in the manner of Bach I968 here. Bach actually discussed the problems
of tenae and aspect in such representations, and he suggested that •.
•narrative' tense could be used. If this narrative tense and the
relevant aspect feature are dominated by AUX, then the deletion of 133C
or the 4 of the SI will account for the ambiguity of ton.-x- and assect
in derived forms line a&nniyan where apaniyen 'murderer' could be 'one
who kills people' (habitual and ,-resent) or 'one who had killed people
before' (i.e. in the past).
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to ^oyJluce the olussifiur H rather than the iU which ia the 3 of the
structure index bee. ,,se the whole structure constitutes a ... lather than
a w. if were allowed to replace 3 instead of 1, tie structure choice
will surest that the aerived structure is a sentence r- ther Unm n noun
piiruse since the 3 to 6 of the structure index constitute a sentence,
hole that the type of distinction one can sake between choosing a
replacement of 1 or a replacement of 3 in the structure ofcuu. o is not
possible for 27 since 2'f never explains. It merely states the surface
structure position, nd that is ail.
furthermore .. Uk deletion is unatatable in rules like 2'J whereas in
33, it is accounted for in a natural way. Thus, if we fail to notice the
rentheeiseu information in 27, we would generate un^aiaujotionl ,h like
*-uiJhih..w.n .vhicl. is sittdi.-i" to too '
' ...yXoiuhXie 'adlfrolle » /a/ ♦ shall .po hone (where /xo or £ « ,shall/viill»).
it appears that AUk deletion is obligatory for structures li.e 33 in
order to prevent a confusion of the /a/ nominnlir^ation with - the first
■ •arsoniiurai .,roaoun **.«• since ^loafit} will normally oUm- >kr the
sentence a o io ax lie 'we shall go hone'. so, for surfaoe rules li*e 27,
wnere toe ^UX deletion ia difficult to state, there ia no ^ay of shooing
that tne /a/ of /a/ Vi is not the first person plural pronoun.
There any ue sone minor adjustments to 33 to account for 'piodic; tive
adjectives' which do not norma lip toke the '-ixit,' formative, but the
important point about >3 ia that pure syntactic transformations which
normally do not apply before r. in the syntactic structure
2 • (p. ,...P ) of the standard the ry of generative grwasinr apply
even before cany of the lexical itena ncrrally inserted in a block
(like npanl.;&n) can be derived.
it will be necessary to point out at this stage that there are two
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simple corollaries of 33 or 27. Thus, /a/ aosaetimua changes to £ and
sometimes to iS => LM, e.g. in
35(i) feftcunrindorf - eni t{ o li A okhnrin di orK (person who he/she
-ing see csan become shea-butter) 'one (usually a girl) who melts like
shea-butter on seeing men' or 'a girl who Is too fond of men' find
35(11) amborierdn « eni tl 6 .-.be ort efon (person who he carry head
of-buffalo) « 'the person who carries the head of a buffalo'. Although
one may say that there is vowel harmony in 34 and 35» It is not every time
the first vowel of the TP is £ or £ that this change takes place since we
do not have the change from /a/ to /o/ in &h6ri in 31(i) above. It is
sufficient to observe the possibility of vowel h rmony influencing a
change of the uominalization formative /'a/, but discussion can only go thus
far, it oannot be final.
3.2222 W& HfiCATlVK AJi/IHACT/Gj£2il3IDIVK HOMISALIhATIOK
.o shall state other rules in surface forms like 27 since our main
task in restating 27 as 33 is ju.;i to show that there is at least one noun
derivational rule which uses purely ayutactio transformations before the
derived lexical items are inserted at P^. Hence, there will bo no more
prolonged discussions to stress the point we have already made in 3,2221.
The negative abstraot/gerundive nominaliz&tion rule (which is roughly
equivalent to 10(1) ybove) iai
36, K ® al f VP (where AUX ia deleted in the expansion of VP if it
is £ '-lag' or yxo. £ 1 shall/will•, and very often, a ih-XJ formative 'not'
is optionally deleted in the expansion of VP J. The condition stated does
not imply a total AUX deletion since items like ;n<£a 'going to' can appear
undeleted in surface structures got from an application of 56, e.g.
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37. - a\ + ana fi etI s£ ile (ai + going-to put ear on
ground) 'not listening every time' where fetiaile is 'listen'.
36 is a very productive process in Yoruba which must defy a lexicalist
analysis. We do not want to discuss its productive capacity however since
this has been generally recognised, and Afolayan in 18(1) above did not
recognize that there could even be any Yoruba VP, verb, adjective, clause
or clause complex that will fail to have an nominalizntion counterpart.
What we wish to discuee under the present nominalization is the
internal structure of the VP uoed for the derivation. In this noainali-
zation, and in the one that follows in 3.2223 below, normal salectional
restrictions operate among the elements that occur within the VP.
Furth rmore, categorial violations are observable when they occur. Thus,
given the VP'si
38 (i) fi ow<f ro or£ ku (use hand support head die) 'to die peacefully'
(ii) gbd ede (hear language) 'understand the language'.
(ill) fi ese kan ile (use leg one arrive home) 'to call at home
temporarily'.
(lv) feran owo (love money) 'to love money'.
(v) gbo bran (hoar matter) 'obey',
we can use 36 to derive the respective nominal!zationa:
29 (i) violently'
(ii) aiabede 'ignorance of the language'
(iii) bif^sfekanddl^ 'not calling at home'
(iv) aileron owo 'not loving money'
(v) aLfb^ran 'disobedience'.
however, by violating some rules of selectional restrictions in 38,
we can have anomalous VP's likes
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v-/ *11 oju jxx ka , 'eye to WppBl head die,
(U, *fi 0*0 V-. cue ku v*u«o nana support lc0 die)
(iii) *wbo Iran v*hear sight)
(.iv, *fi Uu kuii da iie (*use one town to arrive hoa&e) a to.}
and by violating cutogorial arid subcate0orizfction rules of Chomsky 1965,
we can have anomalous Vi *a llkei
,1 vi,- Ti lite xo err ku ^',.w prickly ou^u. I ■.<...-a ale,
(ii) *fer.\a gbo (*love hear)
(iii) *aun owo ("sleep money, etc.
-'.ud oincs -{0 and 41 -re impossible owing to aeleetioual restriction and
oategoriul plus suboi.togorization violations respectively, there is no
counterpart of 39 using 36 for 40 and 41. do there tare no Yoruba
expressions likes
42 *aifoJuror!ku - 'not using the eye to support the head while
dying •.
T tu», normal restrictions observable in Yoruba VI «s are even relevant
for the Vi *s used for the noi&inAliz&tion derivation of lexical items like
37» 3J and I9vii; above before these lexical items are inserted at r^,
the level at which ail lexical insertion should take place in the atuna rd
theory.
It is even possible to surest that phonological rules whicu do not
normally operate before 1 , the level of aurfaoe structure, have operated
o*i structures like yd before the lexical ite..8 in 39 are derived from thorn,
dote that voual assimilation would have taxen plaoe before 39Ui> (ii,»
(iii), and (v) are derived froa 38(i), (ii), (iii), and (v) respectively.
However, the phonological argument will not be stressed here although *e
call attention to it.
Observe that actually covers oases where only the verb occurs in
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the verb phrase -Ince we assume all the expansion possibilities of the
VP in our rule. He-.ce, with Intransitive verbs too, we can have el
nominallaations o,
A3 (i) alio - 'not going' from lo 'to ro'
(ii) ) .\.-"bpn - 'not be true wipe* from ;"h/n 'to be wise'.
T'bur, if it -ore -Jecided that the rule should occur only after P
to ether with true syntactic transformations, we would find that strong
point© could be «de for its occurrence before for intransitive verbs
fro.® which negative abstract/gerundive nominals are derived. ho, the
el rule mist be duplicated if the level t'^ exirts ns proposed in the
standard theory.
Moreover, fror our latest discursion on seleotionel restrictions, the
selections! and eater-oriel statements stated in the eategorial subcomponent
of the base component of an Aspects grammar must also be duplicated in the
lexicon for the derivation of all nouns using rule ?6. Hole that the
suae argument applies to nouns using the /a/ + VP rule of ?? nd 33 above
as well as the affirmative nbstr :t noun rule that will be discussed
presently.
So, it seems « complete separation of levels does not actually reflect
the reality of the situation. Cho sky 1964 has shown the unw 11 ty of
autonomous arguments for phonology| and it appears that there is hardly
any p rt of grammatical description, semantic, syntactic or cv-onolo ical*
which is totally independent of the other parts. Within syntax itself
(granted that the lexicon is still a part of syntax), we have now found
that information and processes from the categoriftl section of the 'base
!• Grasaaar is used here in its widest sense when it includes semantics,
syntax and phonology.
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component* and fron the transform:•.tional subcomponent oi" gra ...ar must be
repeated in the lexicon of a standard theory. And if we make more etailed
examination of porta of gra vitical .structure in Yoruba, we are likely to
discover that the greater the number of autonomous levels establis.od for
craramfttioal description, the greater the tendency to repeat infonoation in
different autonomous subparts of grammar* Thus, one of the advantages of
an abandonment of the autonomous T level will be that Information
repetition is reduced. fuc' reduction in information repetition had
already been found with the extermination of the philosophy of autonomous
phonology, and it appears the fjgumente used for phonology are not
unsuitable for syntax* The reduction of information repetition is signi¬
ficant since it is difficult to foresee how whatever could bo gained by
the universal maintenance of the autonomous level of syntactic deep structure
would justify the duplication of catcgorial rule... and true syntactic
transformations in the lexicon of any .articular language.
5.222J THE AFFIRMATIVE ABETj.AJT KGU8 EOl'XiAU^ATIOS
This nominalissation may imply gerundive nosinallsatione aametii.es.
But the real gerundive nominali tion is the duplication rule of 5*2211(3)
above. The present one is only an abstract noun nominalisuction. It can
be stated ast
44. N - I + VP
bote that the three main nominalistutians from Vr's can be sun. *iric«d ast
since the three of them have the condition that certain auxiliaries '.mat be
deleted. The main problem with this generalised surface statement oi the
+ VP
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rules is that ul -Hows some forms of the auxiliaries which the others
•eject, find that each time is followed by naa 'going to' which the
other prefixes exclude, the formative for continuity n * — ijtvt* is permitted
between mdn find the rest of the verb phrase, e.g. we can have:
46 (.i) (fowdroriku « 59(i) above
(ii; aim&afywdrorlha 'not dying eacefully'
(iii) himaaaTnwororiIcq 'not dying * full7 continually'
(If) 1rowororlku by rule 44 «• 'peaceful de.'th' or 'dying peacefully*
(v) fifgwdr^rlku by rule 5 of %?211 'dying jeacefully'
but not1
47 (i) *1;akafowoporlini. (ii) *ii3&ar(fowdrori ku
(iii) snnrow6ror iku and (iv) *ffradanfoworori:. u
whore .man and ana -r a are inserted in the appropriate parts of 16-Viv; -.nd (v).
Uinoe there is no Yoruba nominalization afowororiku using the /a/ + VP rule
in 27 above, no reference is made to the a form in 46; but it is not
unlikely that such a nominal!z^tlon might be possible in future if the act
of dying peacefully becomes as significant as that of murdering etc. to
merit a personifying noainalization.
By using rule 44t Yoruba nouns and complex nominals are derived e.g.
48 -4 'love' from fe 'to love', infy 'knowledge' from 'to now',
i.ia 'quarrel* from ja 'to fight', ide bondage* from de 'to bound', \nin
•share' from pin 'to share*, to livide', Ironu 'thoughtfulneas1 from ronu
1 think', iqbcfrtui 'obedience' from boran 'obey', Inkle 'an occurrence, an
earthquake' from sele 'to happen', Ipilese 'foundation' from nxl^oe 'to
found', \n»otaracninlkan 'selfishness' from mo ti am ^ni nf'-:an » (too*' cf
self one's alone) 'look after one's own affairs only' etc.
V/hile it is possible to list the simple derived disyllabic nouns like
ifd^ 'love' in the lexicon denying that the 1 4- VP rule exists there, it is
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difficult to use the solution for very complex ones like 1m<ytara^nin\knn
•selfishness' where all the complexities in the VP e.g. the reflexivisation
leading to ara enl 'one's self arc observable. "hen unless reflexivization
were also recognized as a lexical rule to prohibit forms likei
49 tr.rao1 omjfrannlkan '"knowing only matters relating to another's
self' (where elomirsn 'another person' is substituted for erd 'person' of
are yd 'one'a self'),
it will be difficult to aooount for the similarities in the internal
structures of the VP's of such derived nominala and other VP's that occur
elsewhere in the Yoruha language. moreover, since one has to state the
selectional restriction and transform?tional possibilities in ""'s only
once (i.e. only in the appropriate component) when a failure to do so will
imply an unnecessary repetition of information, one must allow the x -*• Vf
rule to operate where its occurrence will not necessitate an unnecessary
repetition of information. But so fr, if there is an autonomous level,
the I + Yi- rule mu3t be triply represented in the lexicon for the derivation
of nouns like 'love', in the categorial subcomponent of the base where
the selectlonal restriction of the VP's in forma like ifywor<piku of
46(iii) are stated, and then in the transformational subcomponent where the
relevant information about the reflexive transformation in the ,T of
Imotameninlkan is available. The burden of proof that this triplication
of rule representation is the ideal now rests on those who maintain that
the level of syntactic deep structure is the only one where all lexical
insertion must take place.
5.22J k NQMI8ALI2AYI0* BbRIVATIOB IHXM IOUIS
Idle only nominalization derivation from nouns discussed no far was the
indefinitizing and pejorative norainalisation by duplication of 5*2215 above.
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It is very productive like the present one which can simply be stated as
isL + ?! (where on^ • ynl ti d ni 'one who has'). This is the usual
analysis of this nominali?ation and Gaye and Beecrcft, bard, Abraham, and
Bangbose agree that the nominalization indicates the 'possessor of' or
•one who has'.*
The rule for this nominalisation can be stated asi
50 H., « /oni/ +
and can be supplemented with the following context-sensitive phonological
adjustment rule:
51 (i) /onf/ -i onl I (i)C...
whereT « LO on any tone, or generally Vw « vowel on any tone.
(ii) /onif * YWjlV^ / JW^C...
condition Vw. £ Li] »
(iii) Vw1Vw1 * Vwx
aule 50 and the phonological adjustment rule 31 will be used to derive
nouns liket
52 (i) onfrib^ 'one who bribes*.
(ii) onlsu 'one who has yams, a jam seller',
(iii) oni,gbagb<^ 'one who believes,, a Christian',
(iv) aldta 'one who has pepper. a pepper seller*,
<v) el<^s^ 'one who has sins, a sinner*,
(vi) old.1d.i6 (dialectal) 'one who has sickness, a sick person',
(vii) oldkobd^ (dialectal) '& liar*
(viii) oloVibdn 'one who has wisdom:, a wise person'
respectively fro® other nouns likei
1. (Jaye and beecroft (1925* 70-2)t ,ard (1952: 181), Abr&iiaa (lppSi 475)»
and Ba&gbose (1966: 104)•
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55 (i) llui< 'bribes', (ii) 'yam', ^iil) Ivbfa. ;^<i 'belief
(iv) feta 'pepper', i,v) 'sin' (vi) o.id.io 'sickness'
(vii) ...uitb 'lies' Vvi.ii) ..... 'wisdom'.
aula 51 Ota W> Oftlderec as ordered* It states t;~-ra remains
unchanged when it precedes a word that starts with i_ like iru in 55(H)
or a consonant like rlba in 53(1) giving us oniou r : . ..Irlbl* respectively,
hula 5i(lii) reduces onii^u w ■<, . is saat is true of oni -V ■ ■ ,-bo —->
- > u*l.{ba,.,u? in ,/ ij. /or initial vowels that are
di..rerant irorr i., rule 5l(ii) applies changing oni to a la in front of ta
to in front of jgp, (59*)» t- ^ in front of cgo.g etc. .on,
'"•2.1 „ixxi i,. U.,, -i6-> t-. ... f ... .atged to t.i 'ta»
| I. old.io.id ... respectively. Xote that rule 51 is stated here Just to
show how 52 is derived from 55♦ It ought to occur as a rule of the phono¬
logical component.
it seems the expansion of oni as era ti o ni 'one who has' - .aye nd
beecroft (1952: 7'J), and Bamgbose ,1366: 104), or owner - vru (1352s 1<-1),
or 'possessor of - Abraham (155<3* 475) is actually a rule of thumb. hile
in atujy canes, possession can be established as the relationship between the
person and the object of reference, this is not always the case. ..t ■ eo.;.a
yd 1:1 o nl is really a variant of a : .ore abstract underlying f jxn
mi ti o xix nh&n se ;.<|lu 'one who is closely connected with' since it
indicates close connection betwe m the Kg and of 5° rather than a
possession relationship* hence, while the possession relationship is
possible for some of the examples above, we find that only the close connection
relationship ie possible for many others. And moreover, this clone
connection relationship is also possible for all the forms for which tlx©
possession relationship is possible e*g* voxsu, jr, eicd;, 1 mi 0-13 Vn:
in 52. an interpretation of oniric;, .bfot i.e. yd ti 6 nl IlKxi.bon (person
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who he has troubles) as 'one who has troubles' i.e. 'a troubled person' is
.front; since ox/jen,xhn is not the sufferer 'a troubled person', but the
caua© of tho suffering, or the cause of the troubles 'a troublesome person'.
similarly, onisai;<.:o 'Jango worshipper' is one who is closely connected with
lango rather than 'one who has ango' j elewon 'prisoner' is one who is
closely connected with prisons as an inmate rather than 'one who has prisons'
i.e. 'the government'; elemu is one closely connected with palm-wine, and
this refers to both the seller of palm-wine and a drunkard etc.
5.23 TYPKS 04' ftOMJLNALIaATION UULSS
From 3*22 above, we have observed three types of nominalisation rules.
First, we noted those that refer specifically to AOX in the expansion of the
VP. And we saw that in such rules, e.g. 27 (or 33), 36 and 44, the
conditions and restrictions that apply to the VP's u«ed for deriving nouns
inserted at are also requisite for the derivation of nominals after the
lexical items thut constitute parts of these nominals have been inserted at
F^. Furthermore, in 33 at least, we saw that these rules can be stated in
the form of norun1 syntactic transformations with SI'a and C's meeting the
Boolean conditions of analyzability. Moreover, most of these nouns,
especially the /a/ + VP types of 27 have full 1»P paraphrases as demonstrated
in tiie discussion leading to the representation 33* It appears that this
class of nominal!zntione would only create difficulties for any one who
maintains that some derived nouns or nominala should be listed in the lexicon
while others which use precisely the oaise rules should be accounted for in
the transformational subcomponent. The lexical list will complicate the
•baoe' as expected, but it will not remove any complication from the trans¬
formational aubcor ponent since the rules will still bo repeated there anyway.
a better suggestion would have been to recognize that a duplication of rules
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ia essential in both the lexicon and the transformational subcomponents.
At least, this will account for the fact that it is the same rule (i.e.
/a/ + VP which derives the complex arjftenlaywif of 3*222l(29vi)) that derives
Abraham'3 stsi '0trainer'* However, it is this type of duplication that we
argued against in chapters I and II, and it is preferable to a lexicalist
analysis of derived nouns. Note that while a lexicalist approach will
involve the denial of a generalization that /a/ + VP operates both before
and after P^, a duplication of the /a/ + VP rule in both the lexicon and the
transformational subcomponent of a deep structure grammar does not deny this
generalization.
Secondly, we noticed that within the noadnalizations that are based on
VP's, the normal seleotion&l restrictions and cutegorial and subcate.iOrization
rules of the ealogorial subcomponent of the syntactic component of an
aoects grammar actually operate even when the derivational rules themselves
cannot be expressed in the form of 331 the 1 + VP rule. The possibility
of Imytaraynin-tkan of 5»2223(4G) vis-a-vis the inadmissibility of
♦imy tara^1bairannlkan of 3»2223(49) suggests that a lexicalist treatment of
suoh nominal® cannot but be tantamount to a rejection of explicitneos in
grammatical description in favour of convenience for almost inexplicable
reasons.
Finally, we discussed the noainalizatlons that are not seriously
affected by selectional restriction possibilities in their inner structures
e.g. the /oni/ + K nominalistation, the indeflnitiling and pejorative
duplication nominallzation Kg - + /k{/ * H^, and the occupational
nominalioatlon N • W. But at least, the first two of these are very
productive, and it seems there is nothing to suggest that a lexical list
could in any way be half as profitable as their statement as rules. After
all, most Yoruba nouns that are more than two syllables long are derived
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through such rules. Hardly anything .is gained y rejecting their statement
« s general rules when new nominalismtlons that have not yet occurred can even
he based on them.
5.3 QUE YOrtUUA FKKLUiAIi EAME idiitlHaTIuS rtUJuE
The main reason for bringing in the Yorubu personal name derivational
processes into this work is to show how Yoruba personal name derivations
supplement the point we have already made in 5.2. Otherwise, it will not
be necessary to discuss the personal name oer se since it is not yet certain
whether personal none derivations could be allowed to operate within the
normal syntactic processes of languages.
For Yoruba, one can say that most personal names are either sentences
or noun phrases like the noun phrases of the personifying nominaliaation
section in 3*2221 above. There are some exceptions to this generalization,
/or instance, the names given to children bora in unusual circumstances which
ore not freely generated can bo listed in the lexicon; but these names,
about twenty in number, are so few, fixed, and unproductive tliat we cannot
let them destroy the generalization. As Chomsky has already noted, "the
general rules of a grammar are not Invalidated by the existence of
exceptions."'' Hence, those exceptions (which are also not monosyllabic)
do not invalidate the generalization that Yoruba personal names (YPN)2 can be
generated through two rule-a Na i© ? 3 and Hams —^ HP, and that
theoe rules are very productive.
1. Chousky 1963s 213 footnote 23.
2. An 'snects type grammar of Yorubn personal names was presented as a
dissertation by the present writer in Leeds in 1967. later develop¬
ment from the grammar is the treatment of the Yoruha personal name as a
finite limguage in the roamiscript "The Grammar of a Finite Language"
bibl.
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We shall handle both th« llem —^ :> end the T?ame ;p rales
together although our emphasis later will be on the Nam® - > Hp rale
since we are here dealIn,; with the syntax of the SFP. Perhaps underlying
performatives can be suggested for the Pame —^ S rule. All we shall
say about the flame —> 3 rule here is that ita statement sa rule is
referable to a lexical list. We take this stand because the system of
Tortiba personal noses is productive. "'bus, on the basis of existing
names (which will be the analogue of the primary linguistic data for
linguistic description), more new names which have never occurred can be
constructed. thus, given the names:
54(g) Syttoyo • Ceyl to ayp]
^ 'this is enough joy*
(b) oiaiji - Lola di mejij , 'honour is doubled'
(c) Osakua » fbr\aa ku \wa 1 , 'oriaa (the idol) in really cultured*
wo can derive tho following by merely changing the subject HP of the under¬
lying {sentence for the names in 54»
55(a) Iletayp » [ile to ayo] 'the home is enough joy'
(b) Oaodimejl ■ J.oso di nejl] (child becomes two)
(c) Olukue « [plu leu iwa J 'the Lord is really cultured'.J
The names in 55 are new, and it does not appear they have ever occurred.
c\,tctu.nt r
Only a derivation by rule can mwawtrtm* their occurrence in cose they come
up in future, and their coming up cannot be ruled out since they do not
Violate the condition of naming i-n Yoruba which ia stated ae
lie ni a xnib kl a to so omo loruktf - 'the condition of the home determines
a child's name'.
Secondly, when we consider the sentence names, one fin.de that the three
Yoruba mood aysteas: interrogative, declarative, and imperative have
representatives within the Yoruba ereonal names. For instance, we have
the following Yoruba names:
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56(a) 0/gun,1ultigbe - £ogun ko ju lu ."be3 *Ag»m cannot be chested'
(b) Farber.i ~ [_1 fa 'be ml J ' I fa favours me'
(°) "f:tunml * [l*9* tan rr.{] 'You, do not deceive ne*
(<*) Tanln^wo - [ta ni mo on wo J ^ ♦ ;ho can protect him/her?'
(e) Adekannbi - £ade kan rnjf bfj 'la It my turn to reign?'
In 56, the (a) suit! (b) structures like the structures in 54 and 55 earlier
are in the declarative, the (c) structure is in the imperative, and both
the (d) and (e) nar.es are in the interrogative moods.
A third point deals with the question of salectional restrictions,
c need derivation by rule because dencribable selections! restrictions
occur within the elements used in personal name construction, nd it is a
derivation by rule rather than a lexical list that can enable us to explain
selectional restriction possibilities. For instance, in the new names in
55 above, we cannot substitute ^)kut» 'stone' for Olii in 55 c since for
the VP ku lw& 'is really cultured' only animate or functionally animate
subjects are possible. A functionally animate noun is one like Olu 'the
^ord,> Olfaw 'dod* or 'tin5 idol' to which the qualities - hu«sn and
aniisate - are attributed by the Yoruba.
The fourth point in favour of derivation by rule is connected with
the possibility of segmenting parts of personal names for syntactic
operations like questioning or emphasis e.g. both the question k{ ni 6 tun de?
'what comes again?', and the clef ting emphatic structure aylp nx 6 tun
•it is joy that comes again' are possible operations on the Yjruba personal
name Ayytunde 'joy has come again*.
A fifth point is that a derivational fuialysls prevents the incongruity
that will arise if the sane syntactic operations (e.g. those dealing with
cate.gorial and selecttonal restriction miles) found with the nomine ligations
of 5.2 are also possible for personal mimes} but while for nominal!zation®
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they are representable so derivational processes, for names on the other
hand, they are inaccessible since names enter the lexicon merely ao a
lexical list*
Perhaps the final point, which will deal mlnly wit!) sentence names,
is that verba normally select nouns as subjects and objects, but they do
not normally select sentences for ouch purposes although nanny names and
many Yoxuba sentences are really not phonologically distinct* For
instance, a sentence name isi
57 'invent * oln ye ai (honour befits ae)
and a normal Yoruba sentence ist
5Q(n) Olayerd feran ido •Olayesd loves dances'
but re do not haves
50(b) *'~ia ve ?i forh\ i.i6 (*hosnour befits me loves; dances).
The iraplio tion of the above discussion is that it will be jrofitable
to allor two category symbols 3 and KP to replace John in the 'branching'
diagram (21) of Aspects'', (represented as 59 here), thus violating condition
1 in 3*1 above. Otherwise a denial that generalities exist becomes
inevitable.
59 - (21) of Chomsky 1965t
Common
boy dog
1* Chomsky 1^5* 8J
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flthough we did not Hrcuss the fame «—-> rule, this conclusi-.ri
follows since the Iff concerned actually has representations siailar to
those of 35 and 34 in 3.2221 above. Rule 33 of 3.2221 can be stated cmce,
one! it will generate both personal names find personifying noEiirializationa.
Ilo reduction of complication in the transformational subcomponent of
gmmruor could he achieved by listing all the names using the K: rule in
the lexicon just because they are names since rule 35 will still be in the
grassier anyway. Kotc that we cpm have N? names corresponding to /a/ + VP
noednaligaticms e.g. in 60 and 61 below where the examples in 60 represent
the names while those in 61 stssnd for the nominal!antiono. In 60 and 6i,
a hyphen is used to separate the lexical items corresponding to
N - RM - HP - VP (i.e. 1, 2, 3» and 4+5+6) in the ctructure index of
33 above.
60(a) t - very « eni - ti - 6 - tun rye ro 'one who repel re the • erld*
(b) hdnloju * erd - t£ - 6 - du ni' oju 'one who is dark of the face'
(c) '.fclaym « eni - ti - o - n fl pia yan 'one who strides honour- bly'
(d) 'boredo * eni - ti - o - ba ose de 'one who arrives on unary'
61(a) rrr.iyrn = eni - ti - o - pc enlynn *r urderer* - (3.?22l(?9ii))
(b) aeimore • cni - ti - o-r' -se wfcrfe d person*
(c) kii; » eni - t( - 6 - ki ni apd 'one who h.-:B thick muscles'
(d) -ccwo » eni - ti - o - h ow6 *s courtesan' - (3.2?2l(29iii))
Thus, the fact that fc&rne i> HP is a rule to be recognised in
Yorub© is inescapable. ";."hen we consider other manifestations of the
l.asse ■> HP rule e.g. in structures like:
62 E&ilolobo « eni ti o lo ni 6 bo 'the .•-arson who left is the
■i*""1 ♦ * •
ceroe back'
where there is a relative structure (see 6.1 below), and the relative even
appears in the surface structure representation thereby confirming and
justifying ill© possibility of underlying relatives like those proposed
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for the names in CD and their corresponding nominals in 61, we find it
difficult to ignore the Name —^ i.T rule* A non recognition of the
fact does not reduce the burden of any of the components of grammar. And
a recognition of the fact brings to the surface the probleria of derivational
circularity through a violation of the condition of ultimate non self
dominance in rewriting systems* This problem will now be examined in 3*4*
3*4 J»utt i*&Li imiM&CM mi YuhUaA mum
In 3«? and 3*3 above, we noticed that the renuireirteait that there should
be a level of syntactic deep structure where all lexical items must be
inserted implies either the repetition of certain Yoruba nominalization
rules in different subcomponents of grammar or the denial that generalities
exist* In this section, we intend to look at the implications that the
nominali20tion rules described earlier have on the rewriting condition of
ultimate non self dominance which was stated in Postal 1964 as*
63 "If A is expanded into B in some context, there are no contexts such
that 3 is expanded into A or into anything which is expanded into anything
which is expanded into A etc."'*'
By 63» A cannot ultimately dominate Itself i.e.
A —* B —> C —» A is impossible, hence 63 is the condition of
ultimate non self dominance (HJfTg)), and it was proposed by Postal purposely
to prevent base permutation through the use of queer rules like:
"B6 Noun —+ Modal in Modal** and "H7 Modal Noun in Modal **^
In our discussion of 63 or UHSD, the main interest here is not the old
problems of base permutation but the problems of derivational circularity.
1. Postal 1964* 19
2. ioatal 1964* 19
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Derivational circularity implies going in a circle repeatedly from a
category symbol back to itself. '"his is possible if ultimate non self
dominance were violated and pursued to its logical conclusion or if
immediate non self dominance were violated giving respectively:
64 a -—* 3 —^ C —-*• k —■-» ... —» A for a UNSP violation or
65 A > A ... ^ A for a violation of immediate non self
dominance. Immediate non self dominance (INSD) is the condition that a
symbol is not rewritten as itself.
Observe that the condition of UH53D has actually been relaxed since the
tine of Asnoots when generalised transformations were aboliobed and recursion
on the right of the rewriting arrow was introduced (Chomsky 1965: 137)* '>0,
rules like HP —^ HP S3 or S ——> f> and 5, or n ^ HP VP where
T'P ——TT D'PT 0 ore now permitted although they were prohibited at the
time of Constituent structure. To recognise that tflfSD in its strongest
form is no .longer a oroblem of rewriting systems, but some of its corollaries
(e.g. the prohibition of base permutation) are still upheld. Thus,
ultimate non salf dominance ie still a relevant condition in linguistic
theory.
It is the violation of 1J8SD and not that of IN3D that is poscible if
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one wore. to tnbe r'Ivors to e of the errbi-niity of the rewri tin • "rrow in
in order to have odd reprooentotionc like*
rr " ' —> *' —^ L *"J H-Corr '< ;nj > [_< Anirante] —> Lf TTuswin] —>
T'ote toot only the first;* in 66 refers to branching or fli^sa structure
"ules, r.r * all the other arrows except the lost introduce ? ecified syntactic
"
•" tsi^n, 66 tells the deriv. ticvml h.lrtora of :>eroonnl nr.yen sMMEEttB
'■ 01? or; like n - ■■ • ■■ -■ j ifefijMiWl*wiVI*iri'iwi1'ym.uiHrhut one oono<y-innce f
the . hinjoup u«e of the arrow is that one is able to ignore the fact that
• 1 i 1r rooo-"- tten "o the "j.:"*) tract in 64 <s not orilv the [+''n- WJ on its
* ft, '-,,4 -n the f'»-*nre crm? exes J[+H -Co*rm -K'.nira to -■"•i; v-rQ i.e.
ersonnl ??ame.
However, by condition 1 of 3-1 Cwhich was set up in Chomsky 1965)» 4)6
is not ermisoible since the rightmost NP, a category symbol, cannot be
introduced from complex symbols, 66 is not allowable ,iust because Chomsky
set up a condition to prohibit it, but this does not moan that it is
impossible. '"ho only serious objection to 66 is that it mislead* one Into
assuming that vhat is rewritten us the rightmost hp is just one feature
1. The rewriting arrow in Aspects is anbipiously used for representing
oranohintj rule* and 8ttbcut«gorisu±tioda. rules, in ubwcw. acts, brunc^inc
and subcatejorization rules are introduced as rewriting rulesi
"all rewriting rules are of the iorw
(60) A —? Z / X W
The branching rules are those of the i'ora (bo) in which neither . nor h
involves any complex symbols. A subcatoyorisation rule, on the other
iumd, introduces syntactic isutures, and thus forus or a*bonus conflux
synbola." Chomsky 1965' 112. But earlier, when Chomsky wanted to
introduce aube&tegorination rules using the lecture notation to i..c ie
problems, of cross classification, he stated* "But if the subcutc :ori-
-*4AWf ^4* iB iiAYW "U the other will be unrentable
in the natural way." Chomsky 1965' 79-80 (italics supplied). It is
certain iron the two different uses of 'rewriting rules' on . 112
end 79-80 that 'rewritin rule* is heist" used ambiguously, otherm?-e
one is likely to say that the nrrow normally used for 'rearritin, culms'
in (60) of Chomsky 1965 is meaningless, or assume that it can be
misused freely a,® in the representation 66 here.
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rather than a complex of features* In order to moke this discussion &„vly
generally to all nominal!zationa, we shall add one other rule which clearly
violates UJfSD although it does not violate 3*1(1)»
67 ^
Jince no complex symbol appears in any part of 6j, the rule there,
which is not even our rule, cannot be prohibited by 3.l(l)> and so, it is
lass objectionable than 66. Suppose the leftmost NP in 67 is what appears
on the surface as the aodniran. •murderer' of apanlvan nl 6 (murderer is you)
•you arc murderer*. «e find that this .-an is also a 8 (noun) since
rales like HP * . exist everywhere. In a lexical!ot framework, tida
N can only be developed into a complex symbol. Thus, the lexicalist can
never «;o beyond V, although the , .V;v ,
derived through the ;rocesaee described in 3.2271 fro ; a IP that is expanded
us li J for orii 11 0 il pa enl-on 'one who kills people'. from our
discussions in 3.2 and 3*3, it seems this H actually comes from an under¬
lying „;P so that ' .v" •). '.murderer• is never inserted at any level
but is derived through the normal syntactic processes of the Yoruba lan ua. ,e
from basic lexical iteras lik< ^ 'kill' mid onl_.^n 'pnrson'. But it one
still insists on the existence of a level P. where all lexical insertion
must take place, one cannot escape having a rule like 67 in order to show
the relationship of surface apanly&n to eni ti 0 n pa enlvnn*
The representation 67 is one which most clearly violates 63, and it
seems the violation must be allowed if we do not want to deny that
generalities exist while retaining Pj. For instance, apart from the points
already given in 3*2 in favour of the derivation of forma like
from underlying HP structures containing embedded sentences, more evidence
of a difforent sort is available.
Thus, we noted that AUX was delated in the expansion of VP in
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3.2221(27 'Jid 33)- One can use the AUX deletion to account for the
surface ■ li .ulty of derived nouns like ■ y litt' For instancet aowxlyan
could he»
i) yii ti o N. lr£n 'one who constantly kills people| «
rofeasitnr.l ;ocasein* which is synonymous '-it* panipanl 'professional
murderer* derived through the occupational notainaliaation rule 9 of
3.2212 from ■ ;a » , ynl (kill person,. In 68(i), the br&oketted AOX
fa] '-ing* is deleted in a structure charge which looks like 3.2221(33)
i ■ vc. •• i'"- '■MSrlxi cot.ld . till im*
6fl(ii) yai tf o m sniytbi 'one who kills once, but who is not a professional
assassin* (without the AUX) or
U*-} ■ V ■ ■ ■ ■ 'can i.: li
(where ca&a 'going to' is deleted through the use of rule 33)* The three
different interpretations of jygjH&Jcfcil It 68 are respectively observable in
contexts lik©»
69(i) apaniyen yen tun ti se is© owo re (murderer that again have do v.ork
hand his) ' thnt murderer he.® struck again'
69(ii) ajNN&yaa na ko pa enikeni rf (murderer the riot kill anybody before)
•the nurderer has never murdered before', so, he is not a professional
assassin,
6y(iii) Bx o b& kdriru eni keji re, (.,onlyan ni o (if you happen i te orson
second your, nurierer is you) 'ii' you hate your neighbour, than you are a
Eiurderer *.
In 69(iii)» no killing or murdering has ever taken place although apanVvan
'nrurderer* ie used. This usage is ooazaon in Yoruba where
70 kn ni o 'you are a Murderer'
nay even be said as a joke to s trickster who has never murdered anybody.
It is the type of derivation suggested in 3*2221(33) that can account
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for the three senses of which are discussed in the ^receding
barograph since the differences in aeaning are accounted for through the
deletion of different auxiliaries in underlying representation. One can
note that only the personifying nosdnallsatione that have the attributive
r ther than the agentive interpretation e. . .hala:-..l. .uulo'iu. aduanadan
. • I ',A, r oh ... ;,l) 1 .c the typo iotioction
characteristic of the first and second senses of aj^g^SESSL in 68(1) and (ii)
respectively. Hoi.ce, the type of surface ambiguity mentioned her® is not
unique to ' ''.a. it is found, in almost all other - derivations
that are Interpretable ae agentive. iience, uyiooic 61(b) is 'one who
behaved tiadly only once* or 'one who is always mad*, or 'one who has never
run ouui, cut cuo u? 3 00 raisbeh-.ved that he was referred to ua 1 .id peruon* j
/.folnyan 60(o) is 'one who continues to stride or march around with honour1
or 'one who is expected to march around with honour although he has never
done so, nd he : ay even refuse to do so'. Jn the other hi id, boae.0
60(d) is not so ambiguous since the person concerned could only be bom
once (i.e. on Sunday for 60(d)), and no on® is born repeatedly. Bote that
the person who is born is not an agent in this case.
do, from the above discussion, rule 6? must be recognised in Yoruba
syntactic structui-e when the level P. is defined as in Chooeky 1971 • Its
recognition however has no tiling to do with the tunbigui ty of tha rewriting
arrow mentioned earlier since L was never rewritten as the fe [ ]
before it was rewritten as MP. Thus, derivational circularity is
inevitable since G^ justifiably violates the condition of ultimate non self
dominance.
In a standard, theory framework, it aeatao there are three plausible
methods, of meeting the challenge posed by both 66 and 6'/« 'The first method
which will be considered as the first proposed solution to the problems is
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one which suggests that category symbols like J and Bp could reappear
dtar complex symbols nave been developed thereby violating' condition 1.
'i'ius solution has already been saenticned in our discussion of the personal
paw where b and ;. could replace John in tree diagram (21) of Aspacta.
As there is no formal way of stopping reintroduced category symbols from
developing into complex symbols fro « ieh category symbols could rec-.erpe,
this solution will soon com© to difficulties. And besides, it will call
the relationship between category symbols raid complex symbols into aeation
since the distinction will now appear unjustifiable il one could move from
category symbols to complex :-y.tbols to other category symbols to other
complex symbols etc. Hence, this first solution cannot b- perfected
without some redefinition of relationships wituin the stand,- ru theory.
f'he second prop -sed solution wide-; we have aroo observed o- riier is
the repetition of rules whioh appear elsewhere e.g. categorial rules like
> ion J or true syntactic transformations like delation and
adjunction in the lexicon (i.e. before the level P. of the syntactic
structure ^ - (^,,,.,^,...,4 J of the standard theory),
out earlier, a failure to repeat ouch rules in the lexicon involves a
denial that generalities exist. But the fact that repetition of
information is inevitable suggests that the framework itself may have
sometiring to contribute to this inevitable untidiness in description.
'faun, if rules that are normally recogidxed after P. also occur in precisely
the same foxne before ?., and if, on independent grounds, the reality of
the existence of P. lias been called to question, the exletenco of may
have something to do with the untidiness created by syntactic rule repetition
in the lexicon. Thus, this second solution exposes the weak points of the
autonomous level P. of syntactic deep structure.
The third proposed solution will be one which destroys the distinction
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between enteyory symbols and syntactic feoturea -nd re.tarda all symbols
"
- t ■ ■ c—"'error ^ "*■■? rr ~hr •-'-■• in t,Jv lo-Mo list
■•r ?»s 1"o mi'dst just an well eliuimte the distinction cf feature end
oetoyory, end re,yard nil eyehole of rrveavmr an oomolaxes of fe-tures."*
■'Mb solution looks like an answer to the problem of the relationship
V tween cnteyer" ryrcbols and complex symbol3 for features) rained by the
first solution. The artificiality of V. •; distinction between ceteyory
end feature was recognised by Chomsky as n legacy "from itruetumllrt
oct; tactic theories, which regarded « pmrwr ae a aye ten of cl -noes of
2
elements derived by analytic orooeduree of seriontation end ol^oaificat n."
"Me 'M - tune of the structuralist legacy with the feature s-'ctc- led to a-me
obvious repetition of information In ' eoaets through the inter-retatt on of
lexical cnte'oriea "both -a c teyorlea of Tie bone (", IT, etc.) and na
features of the lexicon (+Wf +7, etc.)."'
The third pronosed solution appears to be the beat and least nrbltr.ry
within the standard theory framework not only because of the oilMnotion
of the notion of category "even for the base",* but also because the types
of elements occurring within the lexicon (i.e. between P, and ;■.) ere also
the types occurring outside it (between P. and P ) via. "sets of features'.
3o, if rightly developed, the third oreones1 •will also solve the robl ?r»e
of the second one by renewing ?i altogether thereby bequeathing to •>,« a
variant of the basic theory of generative grammar that Is not encumbered
with the problem of defending the status of the autonomous level of
1. Chomsky 1970 J 208
2. Choasky 1970s 208
5. Chomsky 19?0» 208
4. Chomsky 1970s 208
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syntactics deep structure, However, Chomsky .merely ado, is the notion that
all the symbols of jwuawar are sets of features, but he never abandoned
rc that this third solution h- a been deprived of its ability to solve the
problem discussed in this section.
It may be suggested, that both categories and features should occur
only before P so that the elimination of the distinction between them
vail have nothing to do with the status of f^# One effect of this
suggestion will be the acceptance of the inevitability of rule repetition
both before and after P^, and em admission of the impossibility of ai^y
solution to the problems observed from 3.2 to 3.4 within a standard theory
framework. And the only advantage of tho elimination of the distinction
between oate&ory end feature will be e reduction of triplication of rule
representation in the oatejorlal subcomponent, the lexicon, and the
transformational subcomponent for the i ■+ TP rule etc. as noted during
the discussion of the derivation of 14 •love•, If^woror^ku •dying
peacefully' and Im^taraeninlRan 'selfishness' for the affirmative abstract
noun nominal!zntion in 3,2f23 above. bince only the distinction between
c tegory and feature is destroyed, the categorlal subcomponent and the
lexicon become one and we now have a mere duplication of rule representation
before and after P^,
However, it la believed that the third proposal oould lead towards on
acceptable solution if the f^ barrier were removed, and that is why we have
adopted a feature solution for the description of the Yorub°. determiner
system in chapter VI below. ince the P. barrier remains for the third
solution, and since it implies a duplication of rule representation in
different subcomponents of grammar, wo shall no® abandon the position of
this third solution in favour of one in which the level remains
undefined. e have already looked at the new proposal in 1.5 and 2.4 above,
tmd we wish to apply it to Yoruba noainalizatlona in 3.5 below.
5.5 Gh-OEKLYIlfG MKSTLJfTIAL GhRIVATlUN FOB HOUHS
In this chapter, we made a distinction between basic and derived nouns.
The basic nouns are defined negatively as nouns that ere not derived from
other lexical item or those whose derivational histories are obscure.
The derived nouns are those in which some of the noadnalisation rules in
Yoruba have already operated.* So far, ©aphasia has been placed on derived
nouns which feature prominently in our discussions fro® 3.2 to 3.4 above.
low, we wish to consider both the basic and derived nouns together. And
wo intend to start this examination by recalling a proposal which Bach has
2
already made for all common noune.
Bach made a case for deriving all cordon nouns (basic and derived)
from relative clauses, raid indicated that such derivations sake for
simplicity and descriptive adequacy. He decided "to postulate that all
nouns (at least common noune) are derived in one way, namely from structures
of roughly the form
(71) (i) I!et + one + S
where S is farther developed into a sentence of the form
(71)(ii) Set + one + Aux + be +■ Predicate nominal."'
The numbers (71)(i) and (7l)(li) are mine. Proa 71# one could derive
structures likes
1. In thin work, we merely concentrate on productive noainalizations.
There are some apparent norninaliKatione and noun derivational processes
that are totally unproductive e.g. many of the derivations in Gays and
Beacroft 1923s 7% A treatment of such apparent derivations syntacti¬
cally seems inadvisable.
2. Bach in moU and ..arms lp6u
3. Bach 1966s 92
- !<,<£ —
|k t OhS + tiva marker7 + aUS + MS + X X'Stlioate iiOXhUUxX
the &,«*.* w*v us the illative vantttUao < . * oX £•♦(!>) wtt® derived iram
1-4
Ai-6 0A' wwll*** Thus, suppose the predicate nominal in 71(1)
sere to dominate a lexical item like 'anthropologist' ultimately, the hP,
1 cue anthropologist', will be derived from an analogue oX "(2 which looks
llket
73 the one who iu an an thropolo,,,i a t
assuming that the mapping oi 71 onto 12 had ulx-eady takes, place* uo,
iroiu Bach's proposal, common uoun structures will have underlying structures
that look like 71 uuu J2» Thus, the surface xoxus:
74(u) the man, (b) the teacher, ^c; the cruithclc0i*t, \.d) the school,
(e) the pen, (f) the idea*..*
could be uerivwh respectively xroai
73va; the due who is a man
(b> uie one who is a teaoner
(o) the one woo is an oxtuthoio^iat
(dj the one which is a school
ve> the one which is a pen
(X) Uie one which is an idea etc*
The general Xora oi bach's argument cannot be discussed here* The
Xoct that it can oe criticised is not denied and in fact bougherty's
adverse criticism oi' each'a proposal is discussed below in ciinptex V*
«uen Bach's proposal is adopted Xor i'oruba, thexo will be a common
underlying treatment for botn basic and derived nouns* note that at least
two oi the na&iiah nouns in 74 arid 73 are derived. Thus, 'u teacher'
could be 'one who teacnes' while 'an ornithologist' could ut, 'one *ua is
closely connected with oralchology'• but in the representation /3» there
is no distinction in the unuexuying xw>preeentation oi derived nouns like
* teacher* nnd basic ones like 'nan', Hence, if Bach's proposal - ere used
for Yoruba, v?e would have representations likes
76(a) eyi t{ 6 j& eniyrh (the-one wh- he is person) 'the one who is a
person'
(b) eyf ti 0" je okunrin * the one who is s man'
(c) eyi ti o je akqwe 'the one who is a clerk/writer'
(d) eyi ti d ,jc agbejdro 'the one who ie a lawyer'
t "
(e) eyf ti 6 je' apaniyan 'the one who is a murderer'
(f) eyf ti o' je lid 'the one which is a house'
In the representation 76, no distinction is made between basic and
derived nouns. In order to show the difference between derived and basic
nouns, the derived nouns after *£ 'to be* could be represented with their
proposed underlying forms in the representation 76 e.g.
77(^5 eyi ti 0 jc cni ti 0 n ko iW (the one wh- he Is person wh- be ing
write book) 'the one that is a person who writes books*
(b) eyi tl o je eni ti 0' n pa erxiyan (the one wh- he is person wh- he
-ing kill people) 'the one that is & person who kills people'
for 76(c) and 76(e) respectively.
If the type of representation in 77 were used for derived nouns while
basic nouns have only the type of representation in 76, it will be possible
to have underlying sentential representation for all Yoruba cosson nouns
while still Maintaining the distinction between basic and derived nouns.
First, the basic nouns will be those that are introduced directly by the
verb 'to be' from structure (7l)(ii) while the derived nouns will be those
fox-med from the HP representations that are introduced by the verb 'to be'.
In other words, for the basic nouns, the verb 'to be' directly introduces
lexical items which are nouns, whereas for the non basic or derived group,
it is the KP structure (or Predicate hcminal) from which these derived nouns
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arc uerive.. ta t is introduced by the verb 'to ug'.
beccnuly, when the hr structures that stand for ncrived nouns In
ladderlying representations are expanded, there are sooe verbal eluueato
(e..> verba or • predicative adjectives') which occur uirectiy in the final
•aii.y.\. a,;,.;... v.,. '..hi In u.r....l;,>»n h.urw-rcr' 1^ hausc' in
'writer| clerk', 'be bi^ch' in >,u^o.iU 'one who is dark oii the
face' etc* The verb ' to be* on the other hand does not occur in the final
foriua of the nouns that have it in unuerdyijig representation® e*0* the nouns
that follow 'to be' in each of the representations in 76. Thus, one
aifferenoe uetweea derived una basic nouns illustrates by the represents tiona
7b and 77 la that basic nouns are cocaibonly introduced in underlying repre¬
sentations by 'the one' plus the verb 1 wo be* both of which disappear
in the final forw of the lexical itess, whereas In aduxtion to this, the
derived nouns also nave tneir internal a true *ures represented there* -ni
pwrticui^1, iioune and nouin&la that are derived iroo. verse and verb piu-ases
have the verbal elements that later occur xa tneix surface forsia represeiitad
as verbs in uu orlying represen u. tlons.
in oruex to ouo this second observation general, no»inali;sa lions that
do not Cw.au directly frost V« 'a woula have to be given representations that
have internal structures e.g. the use of
70 ir o in nkan so sniu f? - 'one who is closely connected, with I.'
(where & is & noun) - for the onl t h construction - as suggested In the
final paragraph of p«225 or representations like*
VJ ehlyau ti hi> jo enlykn - £eniyankeniyea^ « (person eh- not reaet'fble
person) 'a person who does not look like a real person' i.e. ♦ a useless
person *
or any appropriate representation for the pejorative sense of nosdnalizalions
using ruie 11 of p.2211 via kg « + /kf/ + etc.
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For the negative abstract/guxnnidive noudauliautiou oi p.2*<-<-» one
could propose forme that look like;
30 hyit pe ki u ^borin - ^Jagboranj » ;state ixidicuUi^ th^t
don't ouey, 'disobedience'.
For the affirmative obstruct noun rule of 2*222} and the gerundive
x: ...iualiai tion by duplication rule of 3.2211, it is likely that a common
underlying structure could be proposed since both noiuinulis<.tions are
negated bp the negative abstxtao^'^erunuive nomiiialis; tiou that has repre¬
sentations like 80 above. A possible representation 1st
81 aye pe ki a gboraa - f 'obeuience', AbL-cbprdn 'obeying' ^ -
(state indicating that we continue-to obey).
For other nominalir tions, plausible underlying representations could
be proposed, and for different noainaliaations that are likely to have
coaaon underlying fonts e.g. those represented by 81, says of making minute
distinctions could oe found when necessary. But it is not always necessary
to make such distinctions. lor instance, in one of their senses, nouns
derived through the /&/ + »i noaiualizutione (3*2221(27) and (33>} could
be synonymous with occupational nominal!s&tioris by duplication (3.2212(5))
e.g. the occupational sense of auanlvan in p.4(6bi) above. bote that it
is when abanlyan 'murderer• has the occupational sense of 6b(l) that it can
really be replaced with its occupational nominal!station counterpart
suftipani or okilyah»aal./&n 'professional killer'* A similar proposal can
be made for .laKUn.ia>ata 'professional soldier' derived through 5.2212(9)
and , .in...an 'one who fights battles' derived through 5.2221(27) and (33).
It seems a :K>re detailed analysis of all nomiu&lisationc along these lines
could be undertaken in syntactic descriptions that ore wholly devoted to
Xiominalixa tions.
ao, we find tout common nouns ooulu be sententially uerived as suggested
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by Bach. Ve I30 saw that this onn oven he done without losing sight of
the distinction that exists between Yoruba nouns that are derived through
very productive syntactic processes and those that are basic. It seems
the same suggestion could be made for Yoruba proper nouns, and we may
direct our attention only to the Yoruba personal names discussed in 3.3«
For nanes which are derived through HP's, we can have representations
similar to those of 77 while one that looks like 75 con be proposed for
the few exceptions which are given to children bom in unusual circumstances
(e.g. Jayj - the name given to a child born face downwards)• entence
names can also come from representations that look like 77 such that the
surface sentences have already been dominated by KP*s at certain stages in
derivation.
Xt may be noted however, that some place names are also derived e.g.
02(f) A-gunryl * ^gur re mi (O.-un comforts ne) 'Pyrun cohorts me*
(b) *3cunflayp ■» Kkun di ayp (sorrow becomes joy) 'sorrow is turned into joy'
(°) Aklnvele « aki'n ye ile (bravery befits home) 'bravery befits the ho e'
(d) bagjml » wa sirs! (come rest) 'come and rest'
and *JP names liket
83(a) Xbadan » eb? odan (vicinity savana) 'the vicinity of the sr.vona'
(b) Abeoknta * she okuta (underneath stone) 'the underneath of the rock' -
the oity under the Olumo Hock
(e) Tlesa » lie orisa (home idol) 'the home of the gods'
(d) Ogbomoso ■ ogborfe1enoao (of. the <j> corollary of the /a/ 4 VP
noninallssatlon of %?221 above) « eni t£ 0 gbe orf "lleraeso (person who he
carry head Eletaeso) *the carrier of the head of Hlenosq*.
Some of the town names were personal names originally e.g. 80(a), vb), (c),
and 81(d). The town names which are identical with sentence personal n.. y.o
etill remain as personal names. Nevertheless, it appears that Bach's
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proposal for oovx on nouns can also be suggested for town names although we
refrain from discussing- town names here. Thus, the town names which are
KP's can have representations that look like 77 while those that are
sentences could have had the sentences dominated by MP's at earlier stages
in derivation. For town names that are neither KP'a nor sentences e.g.
'
o-'Lagos *, one could propose underlying representations that re analogues
of 76.
It is possible to suggest from the similarity of many place names to
personal names as indicated in the representations 02 and 03 that no
distinction should be made between personal names and other proper nouns
in description, but it appears that in use (or on the performance level)
Yoruba people sake certain noticeable distinctions between the®. For
instance, all truly abbreviated Yorubn personal names ore disyllabic e.g.
Tund4 'coses again', •arrive home', •build house looks
for me at home grati tude, tlumks ', ToyIn * is praiseworthy', Ay^
•joy' etc., whereas place names are not abbreviated even when they are
identical with personal names. Thus, O^unr^ad - personal name • can be
abbreviated as CVrun or Heal. but when it is a town name as in 82(a), it is
never abbreviated. Jfote that what appear to be trisyllabic abbreviated
personal names e.g. PelucKy for Adelua^ 'royalty unites', Fqlahan for
Clufplahan 'Cod displays His honours' etc. are not really regarded as
abbreviations since such abbreviated forms (if they can be so called) are
often regarded as full names. Thus, Folahan as a full nam© will mean
'display your honours' while Kayyde will imply 'bring joy hone' rather than
Clukayode 'Cod brings joy home' etc.
Another distinction between personal names and town n- es is that the
former refers to objects specified in an ^sreota type grammar as JjLuroanJ
whereas this specification does not apply to place names. hence, there
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jnny be renaons for discussing* personal brims nri place wnce se»;o*o.tGlyt
especially with reyerd to the selection of classifiers*
At this sta.ee, we can examine the types of underlying distinctions
elrondy ode for Tombs norms. All norms are introduced in underlying
reprerentetinnr by oleeslfiers *!.w e classifier system can be defined 3;
VA "The system of notm-el ass- i fieetion for the purpose of enurn< ration and
indivldu*tion.
As pointed out by Lyons, "sore of the class-* fiers are very general and may
be regarded as scrantically empty. Others are spec! flc to certain classes
2
of nouns, and they may even be used themselves elsewhere as nouns.*'" Lyons
illustrated the arecifle olaasiflers hy sup eating the possibility of usiny
ibvrllsh word? Ilk® thine, person. tree etc. the way classifiers are used in
many lan#uayes of south east Asia.
The distinction between rererel and specific classifiers is actually
present In the representations above. Tor instance, only cyf 'the one1
in 76 has been used »s a general classifier for all co rdon nouns so far.
Tota that the e rj in 76 is used for all classes of common nouns a. -. hur.in,
non-hu an, abstract etc.. Hence, to some extent, it Bfty be rararded as
beiny semantic-ally empty, and it -ay even be replaced with 'co- on noun'
if this flyetoo of representation were to be generalized. On the other
hand, enl 'person* and ip& 'position' (in Z.J and 2,%) are specific. 'bile
erd can only be used for 'human beings' or objects regarded as ' persons',
> 3
ipo can only be used for 'positions*. hit while it will be interesting
1. Lyons lpbQi 238
2. Lyons 19661 280
J, "**e use of 100 'position* as an example here will be clear later in
chapter V where we suggest that all Yoruba numerals are nouns In under¬
lying representation.
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to explore the uiotinotloris between general end specific classifiers and
the way they crni be utilised in any syntactic analysis like this one, it
will be enough merely to suggest for further speculation the opinion that
clacsifiers might have been 'inserted' at an earlier stage in derivation
than the final lexical iteaa they introduce in structures like 76 and 77
^rbove. Thus, it is possible that classifiers actually exist in the
underlying representations of all languages (and the senses and syntactic
contents of these classifiers are fairly equivalent to the sets of specified
syntactic features e.g. E^iuiuan] , [.-Abstract] etc. found in an .issects
type deep structure analysis). However, the further development of the
classifier system within a universal syntactic framework can only be left
for speculation since the discussion here can only bo suggestive. It
cannot be conclusive.
Before we close this chapter, we may summarise the types of classifier
conscious underlying representations observed for nouns in Yoruba syntax,
for all common nouns, we had structures that use a general classifier
hi 'the one' and the verb 'to be'. Let us represent the verb 'to be' as
COP (copula) in this summary. Then all common nouns have one or two
representations t
65 eyf ...GOP H or
66 eyi ... CO? HP
where 65 introduces basic nouns while 66 introduces derived nouns and the
BP in 66 is further developed in one of the possible ways for the nominali-
actions of 3.2. For instance, for those that refer to human beings, the
HP could start with enl 'person' for the /a/ + VP nominalizations of
3.2221(33) giving representations likei
67 eyi ... COP eni ... V ...
67 can se generalised as*
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38 0C ... COP iX ... V ...
where OC » 'general clrasifier', bC « 'specific classifier* and ¥ oould be
a verb oi a 'predicative adjective*.
The generaliz tion in S3 is necec.;aarp a lace representations Use 70, 79,
30 and 1 actually ahov that specific olasoifiers amy vary a lot. for
00 '1, e : .« t:.t si i .itr V ,1 ht, te' , far Yd, U.te .-,,1 .
no ia .lization, only yni 'person* was used.
however, in structures like 79, there aay even be no common classifying
element apart fro® general tarsus Hue 'noun' since almost any cotiaoa noun
rc ' . V -i.v a be index *...it;Uua. ..enoo, since fcue
second classifier in structures like 08 ^vis-a-vis structures like 55 wnioii
1: ve no second classifies) also show that we deai. with derived nouns, we
my then decide that the second classifier should be called the aaved
ro.q4i:.1 ficr - -r.C, -aid modify 00 to*
89 GC ... COP DiiC ... V ... where 0C my be non distinct from U«C.
T'.e ".k'C if: then any classifier that introduces any derived noun, «nd it my
bo identic; 1 rith the general classifier.
when 89 is stated in the nonaal form for transformational grammar,
variables will be used instead, of and &y am be combined with 85
in a general rule for the underlying derivation of nouns viz.
50 to 0 COP {J!c X V J]w
where GO and bWC are ss defined earlier, and U, Y, and Z arc variables (see
1.52).
The say surface HP's are derived frora structures like 90 or Bach's
representations like 71 i® not examined here although it will involve
series of deletion and other transformational operations. bince this wotk
merely deals with underlying representations, the oomaenta we make about
131
surface structure realizations are actually incidental rather than
deliberate or essential*
a&riiar, it was suggested, that the GC an-1 rNC of both 39 and «0 may
be lion distinct. Ahat constitutes a I4IC for some classes of common nouns
nay be a GG for proper nouns* For instance, all place names can have
iM.• place' aa their general classifier (GC) while all personal names could
O-*"-C p i'evi <w» I'j CKpp U c In.
have ynl 'person' as their GC since all personal names wwrfigm to 'persons'
(even if these names are later applied to dogs, cats, horses or places),
faus, personal names may even have underlying representations in which two
en! forms occur if the first were interpreted as the GC and the second as
the mi»C in the manner of 39 and 90*
moreover, when other relevant information enters into the underlying
representations, it is possible to have more abstraot representations than
90 suggests. For instance, if the information that the condition of the
home determines a child's name were to be integrated into the underlying
representation of personal names at a stage earlier than the one we deal
with here, it is possible to have more abstract underlying IIP representations
likes
91 fni ti itan ile re fihaa p« oun ^4 ^ni ti 6 n fi ola yan (person who
etory heme his shows that he is person who he -ing use honour stride) 'one
whose home condition shows that he ie a person who marches about with
honour' for Afplayan in 60(c) above.
liote that the two mL representations already suspected for personal names
earlier actually occur in 9l» and it is even possible to substitute 91 for
60(c) in many linguistic environments. Although it may be profitable to
examine what further developments in underlying representation® are still
possible, we intend to end the speculation here with the observation that
Bach'a proposal for common nouns can in fact be developed in conjunction
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eith an Integrated classifier system, and applied to all clashes of nouns
and nominaliaations In the foruba language.
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CHAPTER If
THE NUMERAL IN THE YOHUflA NOUN PHRASE
4.1 SENTENTIAL DERIVATION FOR THE NUMERALS.
It is almost impossible to find complete Yoruba gwueasra from which
the Yoruba numeral is completely omitted. Oaye and Be©croft* devoted
almost ten pages to it and treated it under titles like •cardinals*,
•ordinals', 'distributives', •adverbial numerals* etc. Ida "Yard, who
stated that her book "does not pretend to be a complete study of Yoruba"
2
but only "a tentative sketch to be of immediate use to the learner..." ,
and whore main interest was in "a brief sketch of Yoruba number formation"'*
discussed some aspects of the numeral although the only class of numeral
she named wae the ordinal, Abraham devoted a whole section of his
introduction to the Yoruba numeral system, and he seems to have done even
wore than most grammarians in providing useful, clear, detailed and
explicit (though 'taxonomic♦) accounts of the Yoruba numeral system as
far as practicable.^ Baagbos# not only recognized that the numeral is
one of the eequence-d.etersd.ned secondary elements of structure operating
within the Yoruba •nominal group* (i.e. the HP)but also classified
7
numerals into four subclasses, and gave many useful examples of numeral
8
representations in his exemplification of nomi &1 group structures.
1. Geye and Beeoroft 19251 19-27
2. lard 1952« I
3. VSard 1952t 155
4. ward 19521 156
5* Abraham 19561 xxxii-xli
6, B&stgboae 19661 99
7. Bamgboee I9661 113-4
a, Baagboee I9661 124-5
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Thus, the importance of the numeral in the Yorub® noun phr se has often
been recognised, and so, this Is not the first tise that it has been
handled in Yorubn syntactic structure.
v© ore going to discuss the Yoruba numeral here, not just because it
Is conventional to do so in actual syntactic analyses of the Yoruba
language, but also for four other reasons* First, we intend t show that
the type of sentential derivation proposed for th© underlying representation
of nouns in the preceding chapter can b® aug ;eated for other elements that
occur within the Yoruba tinun phrase e. ;. the minerals.
Secondly, we want to demonstrate that a uniform underlying treatment
con bo riven to subclasses of numerals in Yoruba if numerals are senten¬
tial ly derived. The differences between subclasses of numerals e.g.
cardinals, ordinals, distributives etc. will then be only a difference in
the olaesifier selected for th© sentential derivation of c oh class of
numerals.
Thirdly, there are difficult problems of surface stricture represen¬
tation for numerals which have often been avoided by Yoruba grammarians,
but which are anally solved when underlying sentential derivations which
use classifiers are employed. For instance, there is usually an m- k-
sltem&tlon used to distinguish cardinals from ordinals in surface
stricture representations. Thus, we havei
1. omo met® (child three) 'three children'
2. oao keta (child third) 'the third child'
3. oao iserlnl® (child fourteen) 'fourteen children*
4. omo kerinl^ (child fourteenth) 'the fourteenth child'
5. oao oewa (child ten) 'ten children*
6. omo kew& (child tenth) 'the tenth child'
i ' I
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But the possibility of usin- this alternation to distinguish o rdinals
fro® ordinals in limited sine® the «1tarnation does not exist for numerals
which are rsultiples of ton (excluding ton - of. 5 and 6 above), and it
does not exist for numerals that are higher than (184). For multiples of
ton, there are no a*- and k- prefixes at all. o we have only ogun ♦twenty*
p hon 'thirty' etc. To distinguish 'the twentieth child' from 'twenty
children', we need representations llket^
7. o,jun o»o (twenty child) 'twenty children' and
8. omo o Tin (child twenty) 'the twentieth child'.
For numerals that are higher than (104)» the surface k« ordinal form
doee not exist. Hence, we hover
5. oao erlnlclogosfen (child (164)) '104 children'
10. omo crlnlelp osnn (child (104th)) 'the 184th child' and
11. oao :• •osan 6 le marun (child (180) it increases by (5)) '135 children'
But there is no analogous representation for the ordinal indicating the
'185th' position since 1?, 15 end 14 are Impossible representations for
•the 185th child'.
12. *oao kpgoaan o le marun
1J. *orao pgosan o le karun
14. #o,?08an 6 le nrun omo. (Rote that the surface structure representation
for the cardinal in 11 Is eisiilar to that of the crdinel in 8. This shows
the unreliability of surface structure representations. There is another
1. In this work, the numbers of examples are not represented within
parenthesis. Hence, in this section where we shall have two types of
numbering, the parenthesised items or those included within single
quotation marks will refer to numerals while the others (or the plain
ones) will refer to examples. xi.g. (4J or *4' refers to the numeral
'four', while 4 is example 4 i.e. orgy ■ crinlrf' 'the fourteenth child'.
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surface representation for 11 where the noun modified by the numeral Is
inserted between the main pert of the numeral like o,'6san 'ISO*, end the
addition (or ^subtraction) on it like? o le marun 'it increases by (5)
giving representations like oyoEar. os;y o le m*run (180 child it plus 5)
'185 children*. It is this letter for® that is usually encountered from
1 •-!>*, *200* upwards, and so, it will be discussed Inter,)
However, the impossibility of a surface form for the * 185th* position
similar to the *184th' position does not imply that the Tombs cannot
conceptualise the '185th' position or positions using higher numerals.
ctually, the Yoruha speaker has an alternative way of representing all
numeral?- i.e. positions, amounta, distributives etc. For this alternative
representation, numerals have sentential repreaentailone similar to the onee
proposed for nouns In chapter III above. The underlying form for 'three'
for instance will contain the basic numeral form ^ta * three'* which becomes
the cardinal raeta 'three* whan we employ the classifier for cardinals
2. ■ I
(e.g. lye 'amount' in JEM above), or third' if we employ the
ol&asifier for ordinals, or matameta groups of threes* if we employ the
classifier for distributive* ©to. for lower numerale (i.e. numerals below
•184').
On the other hand, for most of the numerals that are higher than (104},
it is only this alternative sentential representation that is possible in
the surface structure representations of subclause of the numeral like
ordinals. But for lower numerals, the »- V- types are else possible
1. ^ee Abraham 1956 j xxxii for the distinction between the numeral fora
Sta 'three' and cardinal forms like nets, 'three*.
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Just because the Yoruba generally use lower numerals oore frequently than
higher ones,* and the frequency of use (a performance phenomenon) can he
the main factor for the possibility of occurrence of numeral forsse of the
usual sort, In -which cardinals and ordinale are distinguished through the
».<Hi tion of the m- ->ni k- prefixes to base numeral for.-.® r. *• )tr- •throe*
for rteta 'three' and k^ta 'the third' in 1 and 2 "bove. 71 sia, one reason
for our discussion of the numeral at length here is that we intend to solve
one of the 'mysteries' in the Yoruba vigesimal numeral system which most
Yoruba, grammarians might have recognised, but which everyone of them either
ignored or avoided.
If we examine previous Yoruba grammatical undertakings on Yoreba
numerals, we will find that those who care to discuss the ordinals at all
find difficulties in making surface representations beyond certain Unite.
For instance, Gaye and Bancroft produced pairs of cardinals and ordinals
2
to seventyi put an etc. under the ordinal representing the '70th' position,
and then continued with cardinals alone after that. By this practice,
the authors have implicitly assumed that cardinal® and ordinals con be put
1. It la likely that human beings generally use lower nuueraia more
frequently than higher ones especially in d« y tc clay activities like
shopping, selection of channela on the television set, the paying oi
prices for concert shows, donees, and theatrical ••erforoanees,
discussions involving the numbers oi objects often used like books,
pin ten, cups, knives, pencils etc. Is will make no assumptions about
other linguistic coo&uiiitieo, but it appears this observation ie true
of the Yorube corasunity where the habit of bargaining still exists in
local shopping centres. curing bargaining, the usual habit is the
pricing down of the choppers prices for articles, md this implies the
uae of lower and lower numerals. Lven in very exceptional oirouaeiaiieas,
e.g. in bazaars, where pricing is upwards, there are still upper Units
oeyene which sane people stop pricing upwards. henoe, a cultural
phenomenon appears to influence certain syntactic realisations in the
foruba language,
2. Gays and Bancroft 1923» 16-20
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into a one to one correspondence, "but they never examined the difficulties
this implication involves. Thus, they left unanswered the impossibility oft
15# ♦okO; 03rtnlrlninrun - * the 105th position' vis-a-vis o.-ormn 6 le •nrnn
*185* (of. 11 above), or
16. ♦^kedegbe.lo 'the 1500th position* vis-a-vis ydygbVlq '1500'.
Abraham 195® on the other hand tided the pairing of card in. Is -.nd
ordinals till he reached the point where the male® uoed previously for
genera tin;; ordinals will start producing ungraaor.tical sequences. Then
he too applied the popular etc. face-saving device, and abandoned the
ordinals at that stags. 01 ce, he neither stated the reason why he
stopped reducing ordinals nor admitted that he had stopped generating
ordinals after the '194th', one can say that he too has refused to handle
the problem of the ungromssatioelity of '105th' as
*ek -t onoflfrn o Ic aarun « »^V.q ;os&nlen;!-.run like other qprw- mnri^ns.
Unfortunately, Inter iTejaajf.rians adroitly (and perhaps prudently)
avoided the problem. ham, ;bose (1966) concentrated on the head non-head
relationships of elements in the Noun Phrase, and he was more concerned with
2
a morphological 4 - typo classification of Yoruba numerals than an
1. Abraham 19581 xxxv - under Section £ - Numerals 45-164. His final
example was "ajakerinidlogooeon the 184th cog." The transcription is
Abraham's.
2. One way infer the position taken by Bam ;bose (1966) from hi® lists.
Although w© indicate that he did not provide an answer to tho problem
Abraham encountered while describing the Yoruba ordinals, there is
evidence that he accepts that there is no limit to the productivity of
the form ordinal*. For instance, while treating 'elided consonant
initial' items (p. 100), he suggested that his taxonomy there waa the
complete or 'full list', end ended the list with ".tcini 'first*,
•ke.ji 'second', .ke.ta 'third', etc.". If what ho gives is a full
list, then technically one should not have an etc. there since that
suggests that the reader can complete the list without further assiatanos.
Bowsver, the occurrence of 'etc.' in his list shows that all the yk- or
k- ordinal forms are possible "^ko^oaaalcaarun etc.). But this
is not correct as we have already observed.
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examination of the limits of productivity.* Jince the emphasis cf Ida
ward's description is cn the phonetic and tonal aspects, one cannot expect
her to explore this problem. J'.oreover, bard's book appears pedagogical
so that her sain interests in the section on numerals are what the European
learner would not find "difficult to remember and use ... in the early
2
stages." Hence, she did not exceed the number ten in her ordinal forms.
Afolayan's work ia mainly concerned with contrastive analysis so that his
statements on numerals are not actually relevant to his work, and hence he
could not have been expected to solve Abraham's problem adequately. Thus,
only Baagbose could have solved the problem Abraham encountered before he
stopped producing ordinals, but Bamgbose merely directed the reader to
Abraham's work for the most comprehensive account of the Yoruba numeral.'
Hence, it is unlikely that any other Yoruba grammarian would examine the
problem since Abraham's acoount has generally been taken as the most
complete descriptive work on the numeral.
The fourth reason for the examineticn of the numeral is that we intend
to eliminate the numeral as a category of the underlying representation of
the Yoruba noon phrase later. fta use 'category' in its non technical
sense here so that it is not identical with tho category symbols that
Chomsky eliminated from the base in the lexioaliat paper.^ He wish to
suggest that Yoruba numerals are subclasses of nouns in underlying
representations, and that the different subclasses of numerals like
cardinals, ordinals etc. are surface manifestations of what we oall the
1« Baagboae 19661 115-4
2. ward 19521 155
3. Bajngbose 19661 113
4. he© 3.4 above,
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"c mav. 1 oun (B<bt). s detailed account of a cetegory that will be
eliminated from underlying representations is not unreasonable.
At this stags, it is worth noting that there is a form of the numeral
from which the others are derived, and that this form has always been
recognized as a noun by those Yoruba grammarians who are not afraid to
i
take risks. This form is used for counting. of. Bamgboses
it is only the noun form of the numerals timt exists in underlying
representations if .uaerals like nouns are sencentrally derivable.
1. everal Yoruba grammarians never state the part of speech of the base
numeral noun. Ida ward U952) appears to be the moat cautious since
p.he completely avoided terms like •noun', •adjective1, etc. in her
discussion of the numeral. neace, sue merely called tne oaae numeral
noun - 'for counting' - p. 155* and for the cardinal form which Abraham
aisouaaed uauer 'useu as Adjectives1, Ida arc merely suggested tnat. it
is c numeral form that is 'used after the noun' - p. 155. nly the
ordinal is called oy name in ..ard's description. but note that tne term
ordinal is never used for indicating p rts of speech.
?, Bsiagbose 1%6i 115 fn« 72. The transcription in the quotation is
ikuagbase's. ilia transcription for the long forms of the numeral
(*•■'?• 66k<^n) shows one of the difficulties that detailed tonal represen¬
tations on Yoruba lexical items create. Usually, the tone on the
initial two vowels of Bersgbowe's reoreeentf felons should be *"ici plus
hi,:n not hi,:h plus high. Thus, it should a© ou-von instead of 66..pa
etc. (we do riot disetise other transcription problems like the use
of 20, for in this time,).
It seems Basagbcse's representation for those numeral form is rarely
found in ordinary parlance. It is only used for teaching children to
read probably because it sounds musical. It actually offends against
one significant phonological rule in the Yoruba language since no
Yoruba polysyllabic word own start with an oral vowel on. a high tone.
This has generally been recognized, and it is one of the reasons why
the formative indicatin continuity fjhJ or Hi 1 '-in#' (though not
an oral vowel) ia now generally written separately from the word it
goes with since it is a high tone vowel, and by joining it to any other
word, one will be suggesting erroneously that that wort, startB with a
vowel on a high tone. ®e do not know why this restriction fails to
apply to n-isal vowels where one could have hia [.a I aJ 'big' etc.
Perhaps the exception for naaal voxels shows that the oral/nasal
dieho ton^y is psychologically real in Yoruba.
"The series of itecs for naming the figures 1, ,2t 5,
eto. and for counting e.g. ookon •l'} ee.ll • i2• f
/ / / v \
noma*
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One may lust note at this stage that Yoruba numerals are so similar
to Yoruba notms that they overs share * formation' (or norpholo . leal) rules.
wor Instance, Abraham discussed a formation nroeese for numerals Indicating
"-rrouoa of bo and no many".* #hen tho numeral has no »- cardinal form
e.g. for multiples of tan (excluding ten). and when re bar® the numeral
one, he stated that one should double the word for the numeral, eliding
2
the second vowel and doubling the third vowel. From this statement, his
ogoogun '?0 by 20' was derived from o.nin *20' etc. But this gam rule ie
used for derivations in the noun e.g.
(c)(1) The system of formation mentioned above is
applicable to all nouns when doubled, not merely to
double numerals ... a "be ... ^baaybte. okunrin middle
aged sen, ... aba ... a i) nj a^aa^ we're
removing it (x rubber) in lovers. Abraham 19b-J xli.
"bus, facts that could be used in the replacement of the numeral by the noun
in the underlying representations of the Yombe noun phrase have even been
provided by scholars like Abraham. We ©hell return to this discussion
below in chapter V.
How, we intend to set out the Yoruba vigesimal numeral system that
will bo discussed in later subsections not only because this will help one
to understand the complexity of the numeral system we shall soon eliminate
from the underlying representation, but also because the morphol© Heal
proceases Involved can be accounted for syntactically if the type of
sentential derivation advocated here were to be used. For s full
description of the Yoruba mineral system, Abraham's treatment appsaro
fairly satisfactory but for the inadequacies w© have already observed which
are actually characteristic of ether grammatical analyses.
1. Abraham 19^3t xli
2. Abraham 19b6» xli
4.2 THE YORUBA VIG£blML SUM: HAL SYSTEM
4.21 HUMkML CLASSES
As & detailed taxonoaic account of the Yoruba numeral system is found
in Abraham's dictionary, we will not give detailed taxonoxaic descriptions
of the numeral system here. In 4.22, we shall merely state the principle
of computation in the numeral system while in 4*3* *e shall look at the
position of the numeral in the i»P structure of the Yoruba language,
detailed information on the subdivision of the numeral into cardinal,
ordinal, distributives etc. can be obtained from Abraham 1958' xxxii - xli.
In 4*4, we shall provide an integrated account of the numeral operators
and discuss some principles of structural representation.
In the section on computational principles in 4.22, we shall concen¬
trate mainly on the main form of the numeral, the base miners! noun (BM).
One may just note that the cardinal is usually formed by prefixing ta- to
the ffifi while the ordinal is sometimes formed by prefixing k« or Ik- or
fog.-. The n- for® of the cardinal can be used as the principal element
in a noun phrase, and it is this use that Abraham interpreted as its use
&s s noun.* for the ordinal, the k_- form can only modify other elements
of structure. It cannot be the •head' or principal element in any noun
phrase. If one wants an ordinal as the 'head' of the BP, the k~ form of
the ordinal will he nominal!wed through the I + VP abstract noun rule of
3.2223(44) above, giving Iketa 'the third' from keta 'third'. This rule
has no exceptions when numerals which have the £- forsa of the ordinal are
1. Abraham 195®» xxscli - "When a numeral is used as a noun to denote
"now many" (but not in a series contrasted with other numerals) then
the forms from Column 3 are employed. Thusi- mo r£ I ea* two."
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used. The prefix ol tne nominal for® of the ordinal has sue variant
q and £ (which are dependent on vowel harmony). Thus,
ifcfta » fkete • the third', 1 torun ■» ^aarun * the fifth', out i^atA - hi*iL
•the second'.
The distributive is formed by doubling the cardinal proviaeu it starts
with the prefix m- e.g. from Lnfe.il 'two' we derive gife.ilae.il 'two «• ch, groups
of two's'. According to Abrahaa, when the numeral has no m- prefix, tne
distributive is iorsied through the doubling of the word for the numeral,
the elision of the second vowel, and the doubling of the third vowel such
that Abraham's o^oorun '20 by 20' is derived from o/tun. orooo/rbfei tram
ygbon, «>0' etc. The derivational proeens for ogooqun will then bes
togun + ogun) -«—■* (ogun ogun) -—«> (og ogun; —(ogoogun).
Aorahaa'e rule can oe quoted asi
17• "where there is no wu> for®, we double the word for the numeral,
eliding the 2nd vowel and doubling the 3rd vowel.
however, Abraham's derivational process its difficult to follow, and
it is not as general as he suggests. For instance, no distributive is
formed from '200', '400', and odd multiples of '100'. Thus, there ere
no distributive forms»
Id, *edeedegbeta from edegbota '^OG'
19. "odoodunrun from ydttorun '500'
20. "edeedegbej© from edegbeie '1,300'
21. *igbligba from irba '200'
22. *irlnrinwo from j r{nw6 '400'
although the numerals In 10-22 have no »- or 'ma-' foras.
1. Abraham I9581 xli
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moreover, the formation process fox numerals without forms in
Abraham is divided, into three pa to. i1rett one should double the numeral
e.g. obtain or.un o^dtt froa oxun '20't then elide (or delete) the second
vowel £n c>ivia. or;Un. and finally double the third voael to derive
o,. oo ,:(xa « oncogen. but one cat note that after the second operation,
the elision of what was formerly the third vowel (which is the first
vowel of the second oruni has now become the second vowel* hence( if cue
were to follow his directions strictly, one would have derived ago /unun
/
since u£ is now the third vowel*
furthermore, the formation process merely accounts for phonetic facto -
tue lengthening of oi*e vowel in the derivation. hut this lengthening is
really not significant since the two consecutive £*a of Abraham's oroof.un
arc not necessarily phonetically longer than the single initial £ in the
some lexical item.
.. simpler method of stating the derivation will but
2>* 1-cubic tno initial two syllables of the numeral, and assimilate the
second vowel into tne third.*
Anua, given o»-i:un. double it to o.runogua (since it is disyllabic), and
assimilate un into £ giving either oao -un (when the lengthening is
immaterial) ox Of.oorun (when the lengthening is accounted for). Jr, 11
we were given enbet& '600', double the initial two syllables to e.'b^ e^b^ta.
assimilate £ into £ giving either eKbe«b«jta or eg'o^<^:b^ta in the phonetic
realization. oince phonetic criteria are not considered ea solid founda¬
tions for Yoruba orthographic principles ere,^ we shell discard the
phonetic variation between long and short vowels in the appropriate places
1. bee BttflAawefr ippendix II
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in this derivation* After all, it i® not true to say that all Yoruba
speakers apeak so slowly that they have to drag on the second syllable of
a;„:b^,b£tfe and similar derivations. Besides, the tone on the deleted (or
assimilated) vowel has no effect on the remaining vowel. do, for our
derivestion, we can modify 23 to:
24. "Double the initial two syllables of the numeral, and delete he second
vowel."
24 can be written in rule form ae»
25. LVw.C-Vw0.,.l u [Vw-C.Yw.C.Yw-.•.1 1M . .1 1 2 Muaeral(6Hn) 7 '-11112 J bistrxuuiuive
nule 25 applies to numerals which nave no m forms because they all begin
with vowels. ihe distributive would have gone through an intermediate
stage via. toe doubling of the initial two syllables of the humeral so that
it eiiouia nave been represented ass
Evw^C.Vw^Vw-C.VWg..»3 oelore the first /Wg was ueieted.
rrost 24 anu 25, our derivation will look lime:
2o. oguzi »2Q' —^ oguaogun —ogogun '2o by 20' or groups of 20*.
t(% egberun •1.000* ——} egbikegbfcrun egbegberuln 'groups oi l,oC0'
, i ' I 4 I 1 » »
although we took some pains to discuss Abraham's formation rule for the
sistrioutiv«3, we will not discuss distributives in the sections that follow.
1'Oe proposal made for cardinals and ordinals will be adequate for ell other
classes oi the numeral since the only difference between one numeral class
and the other is that different classifiers are ohosen for them in the
1. The arrow in 26 and 27 is not the rewriting arrow, and it is not a
transformational arrow since there are no dominating category symbols
in the representation. For sneolfioness in representation, another
symbol nay have to be used. But what wo discuss leading to the
representations 26 and 27 i® actually not directly related, to under¬
lying representations. II*11*® $ee- pp- ^ts - s-3"/ fx.- if ,-cJ«.i3
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appropriate pieces ta underlying representations. ueace, the fact that
there are no surface diatrlbutives l'or '200*, M-D', tuict odd multiples of
•l-JO' as demonstrated in lb - 22 above does not taply that such distribu¬
tives fail to exist in Yoruba syntactic structure. They are only absent
iii surface structure representations fur reasons *e do not really knowj
hut, like the ordinals for higher numerals, they can be conceptual!zed
by the Yoruba speaker-nearer of his language. .his point rarely needs
to be made since the possibility of distributives for numerals that are
higher than '200', '400* and several odd multiples of '100' e.g. that for
'1000' in 27 above shows that toe surface structure absence of distributives
like those in 13 - 22 is accidental.
..o, only the cardinal arid the ordinal will be used in later discussions.
• general formula for representing any other subclass of tne numeral in
underlying representations could be the use of the word or technical term
inciic- ting the subclass itself us the classifier in underlying representa¬
tions. h.g. we can just say that want exists in the underlying represen¬
tation is paraphraeabie est
2b (i) the cardinal which is
(ii) the ordinal which i®
(ill) toe distributive which i
(iv) toe noun whioh is ______
(v) the adjective whiob is etc.
If we want to state 28 in a form that is covered by rule 90 of %!>, we can
have representations likei
29 (i) the numeral that is a cardinal which is ____________
(ii) the noun that is a personal narae which is ____________ etc.
'ViUtn toe elimination of the mineral from underlying representations takes
place (as we shall soon note in chapter V below), 'the numeral' in 29(i)
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can to channel to ' the noun*.
i*iiu if acre detailed ana store abstract underlying repreaontatiune
analogous to the ones used in 3»S>(91) were to be incorporated into
representations like 2d at stages earlier than the ones we are dealing
with in this work, it is possible to replace with a veryabstract
underlying lor® p&rttphraaable aa i
30* ' the noun that ia a personal ma® which refers to the person whose
home condition shows that he is a person who marches about with honour'•
V.e shall not discuss representations like JO any furtiter. The main
interest now is the haraonisation of the distinct 'sequence-determined
secondary elements' of surface structure in the unueriyin* representation.
hut first of all, we shall account for the computational processes of the
foruha vigesimal numeral system.
4.22 KUMERAL COMPQfAflOiAh PH0CJB3SES
The basio numeral forsB arei
The numbers from 'one to ten' represented in the long and short forme
thus I
1. ookan ox frkan/anlT 'one', ed.il or 'two•, edta or 'three♦,
eftrln or yrin 'four', a&run. or arun 'five', ^fa or ^fa 'sis', colic or die
'seven', <^9 or 'eight', ggaan or feean '.nine', or &^£ 'ten', and
2. the nu»beraj ot.'Szi 'twenty', foibfei 'thirty i£ba •two hundred',
^uunrun 'three hundred', irlowp 'four hundred* and bk® 'twenty thousand'.
The numbers in 1 and 2 will be referred to as the basic numerals
since they are not constructed froa other numerals.
next, we consider smltiples of o,;un '20', l,gba '200',
OKba * egbowa « ipb® mewa (200 x 10) •2.000'. and •20,000. The
multiples of these items are used for the derivation of other numerals like
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odd multiples of tea ©to, in Yorate.. henoe, in order to derive 'oj', om
would first atari from the next higher multiple of 'twenty' above 'o?'
pi'oviued that '37' is gx-e&tcr tiian the next lower multiple of '20' by '5'
and above. This multiple is ft.yrun » q...o. ^rut; (20 x j) '130*. rrora
it, as aorive (layrim (the frdla of y.,'<5run) » '90' where, for the .somen t,
ed£r> i3 interpreted m * that which ie subtracted from', and iron ' 0' we
derivei
3. ^tadfrUunyrua « (ftta (3) - din (less) - n£ aadrun (from '3d')) - '37'.
similarly, in order to derive *499'• we start from the next higher
multiple of i te '200' -
4» ©hb£to « f,>.te ..eta (200 x 3) *600'.
from e»,u^ta. through a process to be discussed below, we derive
3, &n^.-.be m ifvia of aabeta'j '500', and from 3 its aerives
6. ynfrv.u^ts d -ah inn (300 it minus sor less; l) '499*•
derivations for numbers wiUiin multiples of '200* is not fixe that for
numbers within multiples of '20'. usually, between multiples of '200'
e.g. between irinwd '400' una ©xb<j»ta '000', te4:beUv '300' is rarely used
fox the derivation of intermediate numerals. >.e usually f.ina that
^u^o^ta is used only for numbers, that are very close to it e.g.
yufoiteta q a in -j^ta (300 - 3) • '497'• otherwise, from '400' to '600',
the multiples of '20' arei
7(a) oholdniHV.wo » (oko (20) le (exceed) n£ (on top of) irinmo (400)) «
•420';
(b) o.iller.rri'nr.'o «• '44Q• (where d li is the abbreviated form of ■:> ,o;;l '40');
(c) ytn 1Uii-ii•x;»w0 » '460' (ota represents 9, - '6C*)|
(<*) c;?.*£.£.£?£ " '430' (-..here forln is the proponed version of
(e) fcfebdta » '500' (600 - 100)|
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(f) ^-L'tdl'-;Ie:/beta » «$20» (600 - 80) |
c«) *>tad6dfrbjta - '540' (600 - 60);
(h) b.lWnlyrb^ta - *560' (600 - 40)1 and
(J) ?»:beta 6 din o .un - '5S0* (600 - 20).
Multiples of 0,'Un 'SO1, 1,-iba '200' etc. like the ygbfeta. • 6GOt 0f
4 above are even multiples of '10*. They are the Bjost significant
Y'orube numerals after the basic numerals from which they are constructed
since they arc necessary for the Yoruba vigesimal system. hence, we shall
call them the principal vkreaiaala.
Then, the principal vigesimls together with the odd multiples of 'lO1
derived from the© can be mapped onto a decimal system like that of the
English numerals. Since thle mapping is possible, wo shall call all the
multiples of '10* the decimals.
The above will constitute the terminology employed in this section.
hO, the principal vi .eaimls are eve;, multiples of '10', the decisis are
all multiples of '10' while the basic numerals ere those in 1 and 2 which
are not constructed from other numeral©• hots that some basic numerals
like '20 '» Ms. *200' andH '20,000' are also principal vigesiaale
while all principal vlgesimls are decimals. The terminology adopted here
is not exclusive, but it will be useful for reference purposes later.
4.221 8GMKKAL OPERATORS
There are three numeral operators which can be indicated as hkt -
the subtraction formative, the addition formative (or that which is
added; and $nk - the multiplication formative. Only the above three
numeral operators are needed for the derivation of any Yoruba nuiaeral from
the basic ones. We shall first illustrate numeral derivation with the
multiplication formative 'tlaes*.
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4.2211 TKK fcOLTIPHCATIOK FOitHATIVE
There are three possible processes for numerals constructed through
the use of the multiplication formative forA and the three processes pre
Illustrated ln»
1(a) ocun bna nerin (•20' times *4*) '80'*
(b) ogixn serin (*20' *4' i.e. 'four twenties') '80'
(o) ^yorln '80*
At the first stave, frnk 'times' appears in the surface structure representa¬
tion. Wot some numerals as we shall see later, this is the only type of
representation possible. Mote that (») - (o) aire alternative surface forma
although (e) is preferred to the other two.
At the second stage (represented by 1(b)), this (ma la deleted leering
us with two surface numerals - the multiplicand (orun) and its multiplier
(a^rln). If the multiplier wore a multiple of ten (excluding torn, it
would precede the multiplicand in surface structure representations c.>
in t
2. ad^ta bk4 - (50 bsge) or (50 x 20,000) - '1 million'.
Otherwise the multiplier follows its multiplicand in surface structure
representations a® in 1(b) above.
At the third stare, we have « contraction involving both the ssultiplier
end the multiplicand as in 1(e). Some of the examples where contraction
takes place include:
5(a) orun bnk mejo •» Offun tiejo - (20 x 0) • osqjy - '160*
1. If cardinal forcss like a^rin '4' ware to be excluded in tinderlying
representations, 1(a) would occur as o/:txn yna edrln. This will bo
sinilar in representation to p.; run 6nA aaota ('2C times '130') where
there is no a- form for the multiplier. But we shall not insist
on any particular fora of representfition here.
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5(b) igbu qnu sarin • igba merln - (200 at 4) - „ t®GQ»
(o) igb& ank meje » igba taeje - (200 x 7) « saba/l^ . «1,400*
(d) ittba ona mv& « igba mewa - (200 x 10) - ycbfun/flfrf - *2,000'1
(«) igba && fiw^Wniagutt - Igba tsejldlalogun - (200 x 10) - s*bs.iidinlax«t
» *5,600*»
(f) igba 6n& mafuadialagbon » igba swrundinl^boa » (200 x 25) -
(g) egba ana fiufjo • egba stejo - (2,000 x 0) » wtbha.ip • '16,000*
(h) egos ana mows » egba sewa, « (2,000 x 10) • yarb4a«a » *20,000*.
in 5> *• find that the three processes take place for the derivation
of mny primary vigeaiiaale (i.e. even mltipiaB of *10* )• The decimals
(i.e. odd multiples of *10' e.g. adyta *50') are derived from the primary
vigosiuuls tthrough a process that will be aisouaaed under the aubtraotion
formative in 4.2212 below. bote that primary vigesimal* wniob are alao
basic numerals e.g. maui '20', 200', irlnwo *400' are exceptions to
this observation.
hot all classes of minerals can go through the three multiplication
processes since not all numerals can be in the primary vigesimal set
consisting of members of the infinite sett [20, 40, 60...$ * home
1. In the numeral asw for *2,000*, the last vowel ends in a low-high tone.
But all the multiples of $&* have low mid tunes in the aaae place.
Following our decision cm tone representations in chapter II - where
vowel doubling oould be undertaken only when there is a compounding
of the »dd tone with the other tones, and where this vowel doubling-
should be adopted 'for indicating existing significant minimal contrast®
between lexical ite&s" and nothing else, will have the single vowel -
& and it® multiples will have the double vowels - Aa - • aince
e,-b& is not the same lexical item &» any of its multiples, there is
nothing wrong with this representation.
2. Alternative representations involving hrundinlfebon *2!?* which i3 also
foldgbbn '25* and tWndinfdgun *15* whioh is also 6d&agv *lt>* are
mentioned in 4*2212 below.
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nuiaerdla oO thar ugh two of the processes. here, we shall mention
(ha*;;. Jincc a bag of cowries contains 20,000 cowries, vck£ (bag) is £0i
alternative realization of egbhawa '20,000' in 3(h) above. ~jo, for
numerals that go through, two multiplication processes, we haves
4(a) bind btil. aefa « 0k6 aefa » (20,000 r 6. • '120,000',
(b) bk4 bw. aaota » adbta Oke » (20,000 x 50} • '1,000,000' of. 2 above.
Then, for numxaXu that go through the first process only, we use
UiUitiplea of '2.;,000' (the synonym of yk<| *20,000') via.
bta) egbaawa bus. aefa (20,000 times 6; '120,000*
(b) egbaawa ona adota (20,000 times 50) '1 cdLllioa'
^s from '20,000', the computation of Xoruba numerals is actually done
with oke 'beg' instead of agb&awa since the former could be treated us the
noun ' oug' qualified by a numeral.*
however, when the items in 4 are used to qualify a noun there axe come
interesting piieuoaumu. If tlio multiplier of were on© of the numerals
which could have the £- oardinui prefix (e.g. nan multiples of ten., then
9hn neieUan sill be impossible. hut when« Is multiplied by multiples
of ten, feh deletion is possible. Hence, we must expects
6. bW aja' dudu ona (20,00'; do;; black fcimeo six) * 1 ,'X)0 black -.ogis',
7. egb&awa aja duuu bnb nef& '120,000 black dogs'
d. adota bke aja dudu (50 x 20,000 dog blaok) '1,000,000 black dogs'.
1. Perhaps the greater frequency of 6k^ than ft,~baaw& in numeral conput; tion
is responsible for the reduction possibilities observable in 4 shere
§nh could be deleted whereas egbaawd which is less frequently used for
computing higher numerals does not have such, reduction possibilities
for its multiples. bote that this point is similar to the one made
earlier in 4.1 where the greater frequency of use makes the lower
numerals possess a m- it- distinguishing feature for cardinals and
ordinals whereas higher numerals frou: '184' upwards do not have ouch
diatingulahing ch&raoteristics.
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9« dkc ajfif dtuiu oiua adota (20,000 dog black times 50) *1 ailliou black
dogs*
10, egb&awa aja dudu dna addta (20,000 dog black tines t>0) '1 million
black dogs' (i.e. Q aad 9 above)
but we do not have»
11, *oke iaeia aja dudu (for 6 above)
12, *egtiaaw& uefa aja dudu ^for 7 above;
13, *adota egbaaws aja dudu (for 0, 9 or 10 above;.
kxamples like 11 to 13 are impossible first because 9x1a deletion is
impossible for multiples of g&bkawa and secondly because the «- forms of
tiie numeral do not precede the nouns they qualify in surface structure
representations. hot® that the numerals in 6, 7» 9 and 10 are dis¬
continuous. These discontinuous numerals will be discussed in 4,32 oeiow,
4.2212 THII SUBTHACflOS FOHMfcTIVB
The subtraction formative is Ma (that whiGh is subtracted from/
of. din 'be leas by'. The addition formative that will be discussed in
4.2213 below ia &1^ (that whioh is added toj cf. 'to exceed by'. Two
of the three numeral operators - the multiplication and subtraction forrns-
tives have three possible surface structure forms. In 4*2211, the three
possibilities for the multiplication formaUvea were examined. Hers, and
in 4.2213 below, the three possibilities for the subtraction formative
will be considered. In 4.2213, one will note that the addition formative
shares two of the three possibilities with the subtraction formative.
The subtraction formative could be given sentential representation,
or ba proposed, or it oould be both proposed and contracted. The proposed
and contracted formative will be referred to as It has no
counterpart. The one that is aiarefy proposed will be frdin^. and the
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cue given sentential represent®tior will be Both ^-"urL • ni feujuu
hve §±£ counterparts. The numbering of the three oiin foxmtives based
©« surface structure representations is influenced, by the significance- of
each of thera for the numeral system as a whole. For instance, ^dxn^ iu
the most important of thera since it ie used for the derivation of odd
multiples of ten, hundred, and one thousand respectively from the even
multiples of ten, hundred trad one thousand. Thus, an adin^ operation is
needed to convert the Yoruba vigesimal system into a decimal system.
Moreover, %din^ lias different interpretations for the different classes of
the numeral. The different classes aret
Class I - multiples of tan (excluding ten. below '40*
i.e. o/ron and oubbn '30',
Class II - multiples of twenty (froa '60' to'ldO'), '40' is excluded.
Class III - multiples of two hundred (excluding '400') from '600' to
•2,000', and
Class IY - multiples of two thousands froa '^OOO1 to '20, > 0'.
For eluss I, edjnu means •-5'* for class II, it mesne '-10', for class III,
it means '-100', and for class IV, it means •-1,000*.^
The exclusion of MOO1 froa class III ia accidental since irjnwo *400'
is a basic numeral and it is not computed through the use of the numeral
operators froa Ifba '200' as other multiples like yibeta. - ixbu acta
(200 x 3) '600' etc. ere computed.
Similarly* the exclusion of •200' fro® class II is accidental since
200* is e basic numeral and it ie not computed through the use of the
numeral operators form cum '20* like yyfoen » QT»n meean (20 r 9) 'ISO*.
1# bee Gay© and Beecroft 1925 J 24 for the polysemy of our edin^.
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But the exclusion of '40* fro© class II is inexplicable since o. o.il '4C
is computed like o. <£ta '6 » from a,;un '20'.
The above observation can be illustrated with examples of ftd£n^
operations fro® the four numeral claesas, Thus no have:
14(a) ClaaB I - edcfeun - (£0 - 5) - '15'I fdfbon - (JO - 5) - '25».
The two class I numerals have V.llja counterparts -
apfodfnl&tun - '15' and aruadfnlo .bon - '25*.1
14(b) Class II - tdfa - (60 - 10) « 'JO'} ado.ie - (140 - 10) - 'lJO'j
atiotun » (100 - 10) « '170'. UOM »*»♦ is excluded fro® class II, '190'
is derived fro® it through the use of the sentential Wfiu representations
e.jj. i,.bfe 6 a.,in a<p*t - (200 - 10) * '190'.
. o, Gaye and Beecroft are wrong for including 'ln0' among the "odd multiples
of 10" in which "ad ... means 10 less." There is no or »ad£.:ba for
'190' - (200 - 10).2
14;o) Class 1.11 - 0-ieVbcta - (600 - 100) - 'JCO'i ede.:beio . ..1,6 0 - 100)
« '1,500'} odegbewa « (2,000 - 100) - '1,900'.
14(d) Class IV - edfobaata - (6,000 - 1,000) - '5,000'
Sdytbaaio - (16,000 - 1,000) • '15,000'.
1. The possibility °f ^din. counterparts for class I Mil numerals shows
the significance of subtraction in numeral computation. hence, for
any series of ten consecutive numerals in the appropriate places (e.g.
fro® '1J' to '24* or '25'), numbers are computed nai (20 - 5, 20 - 4,
20 - J, 20 - 2, 20 - 1, 20, 20 + 1, 20 + 2, 20 + J, 20 4 4, 50 - 5 eta.).
There is no (20 + 5) or (JO + 5). uo there is no arunldl4--,un (for 25)
or "r>wlcl6 6to (for 65;, but only -Tmindlnlndorin (70 - 5). The
greater significance of ^dfn (the subtraction formative} over die (that
which exceeds)(i.e. the addition foraytlye; will be observed in table 13
In 4.2215 below where there is no el£ counterpart for iHfou . and where
for every £1^ foro, there is always n corresponding fedfn counter- .rt.
The appropriate places referred to in the preceding paragraph are those
placet? where we can have or 4dfn^ but not bdfn since there is
little res riotion on addition or subtraction rules for $dfo,.
2. Qeye and Beeoroft 1925» 24.
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XU6 iUH:X maries cease operatic fro* y^bW«& '20,000' since computation
in •200000' starts i'roai tiiat stags* and there is neither «. kk
contraction nor an kk preposing on •20,000' sinoe k£ is primarily
& co&aon noun referring to 'a cog', and it does not lose its noun dentures
wuen used as a numeral. Consequently, although mere is ydeKba«.w& for
'IptOoO', the?*e is no "yuyky sinoe there is no kk contract i on on common
nouns*
The fuin^ prooees of preparing alone is comsaon to both feci in (the
subtraction formative) and hi (the addition foraativo). oreover, the
prooess of sentential representation is common to both bain and sli*
hence we snail treat the two routining processes together under the sub¬
traction and auditton feraetives in 4*2213. furthermore, for convenience,
the terms bdae and *dH5 will be used to indicate both kk and Ik
counterparts of the o&me operation (i.e. proposing or sentential represen¬
tation hence, for the opera don cf prepoaing alone, refers to
proposed kk and prepoeea ik foraatives, and for sentential representa¬
tion, Odin, will refer to both and Ik forms.
4.221? 1PM SUBTRACTION ABB ADDITION KMttUTlVBS
The proposing process is found in the following derivations. The
sentential for?;s of the numerals (i.e. the kkj counterparts} will also
be given!
15(«0 <pi.':-unlogun I.e. ogun. 6 din serin • (20 it less 4) « »16»
(b) ^taieloicun i.e. ogun 6 14 neta • (20 it plus 3) - *23*
(cj arundlnlogyta i.e. ogota 6 din max-un « (60 it less 5. * '33'
(d,) <ptinlolr»dota i.e. Idota 6 le aerin » (30 it plus 4) » * 34«
(«; ykanlely^osaa i.e. og6*&sx 6 le phan - (180 it plus 1) * '161'
(f) e-iiainladysan i.e. adosan o din isejl ■ (170 it leea 2) * '168'...
177
16(a) oiirtinnirip»n i,«. iri'nwo o dial (og)oj\ » (400 it less 40) « '360'
* 2
(b) o.iii.eius:hu i.e. igba 6 ie ^Qg)oji » \200 it plus 40; » 12401~
(#) yriuAUuri«t«o i.e. ir£nwo J ie ^og)orin » i^ol it plus ob; « Moo1
>,d; j.u. <7 xin , J^/orin » voUH - ji; « •>2..'.
la 1> and 16, examples involving the proposing of beta jfrufn .n Tif
are provided. Numerals from *16* to '104' can be derived through the uao
•"• i'or the uerivulions of odu auitiyiaa of 'l J' like ao roan '1' ' 11
from the relevant even multiples, ant through the use of edin., for the
derivations of interaediate figures that are not multiples of •10' e...
ytWlvaihhyta. (>0-3; '47'. Note that both daxn^ and ddln^ operate in
examples 15(6} and l>(f). Thus, an ^din^ operation 1b needed for the
derivation of -uiysuu '170' froa q-t^san '190* while an &ilh„ operation loter
leads to the derivation of e.ildfnlau<foan •166* from auoaan »!/
Une notes from 16 that only multiples of *20' from '2u* to '00' tore
propoeed to multiples of '200'. Hence, there is noi
17« *erinalniegbetn for ygoytu 0' dxxi mygin (600 it less 4; '.
Thus one can infer from the aooeptaole and unacceptable represoauuion- in
17 that any time it is impossible for one to use either cdfn^ or b>an ..
one has to use ^ufn. which is the sentential representation. it is only
that is poosiuie tor derivative xike ftgbev- o din urerin 1 :>Vo» i.-. if
above. One should also note that the &thg> operation on rail tiples of ' 2 >0'
in 16 exclude odd multiples of '100' from their domain of operation. Hence,
there ie no $■&&*,, derivation on edeMb&ta *500' (thereby excluding
*6.lidi'nlodogbeta for yd^byta 6 Airi ogp.il (>00 - 40) or ^thleniy/uwo
1. The abbreviation® 6,11. 9til. «nd ^rin for a .d'.fi '46'» g yu. '60' and
QfT^rin ' JO* respectively are used when these multiples of '20* are
proposed tc multiples of *200' in the derivation of numerals. If
'20* were to be proposed (e.g. for the derivation of '220'), one would
iu-vo to use oko. ho '220* is oh61<$l&rba rather than ^..itucltl c...
2. There is an abbreviation of fr.lflelugba as ojllwcba '240*. This
abbreviation cannot oe generalised.
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(40J + 60) '460* • <»« snail recall tills observation later when we discuss
the un^erlyin^ i.viuUi.u-1 re^ret'unUti..-ua foj surface jcij: .or. .a in 4* ■* -(7)
and 4*42(8) below.
We can now give the general character? sties of the subtraction and
addition foraativea in tabular lona. ^xuiapies of uutoersia will be
numbered a, b, c, ... in id such that a nuuaaxal nuiaoerad 'a* in the table
will have the interpretation 'a* in 19*
18.
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igba 6 din m^wa (h)
irfnwo 6 d{,» mews (j)
ogberun 6 din ogiin (k)






igba 6 lei ::6v& (p)
iririwo 6 le . cwa (q)
eguerun 6 Id o^un i,r)
egb^ai'un o 1c; pg6run (s)
There is no axutile corresponding to the arundln of 10iv(f). ote that
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there ir. also no definite up: er limit for preposing f<.l though we
indicate that the upper limit is '1,000* in row (iii) of the lifn. column
in 10. However, all §(i{n~ forms have ^dfru counterparts so that ••hcrevor
there i® «ny doubt about ^dln, possibilities, the hlin.. couaterp -?rt csn
be used.
The translations of examples (a) to (a) in 13(iv) are ;iven
respectively as (a) to (a) in 19»
19(a) (70 - 5) '15* (b) (60 - 10) *50*
(c) (600 - 100) '500' (d) (6,000 - 1,000) *5,000'
(•) (20 « 4) '16' (f) (30 - 5) '451
(*) (600 - 40) '560* 00 (200 it less 10) '190'
(j) (400 it less 10) *390' (k) (1,000 it less 20) *980'
(1) (10,000 it less 100) '9,900' (a) (20 + 4) *24'
(n) (30 + 3) '531 (o) (600 + 40) '640'
(p) (200 it plus 10) '210' (h) (400 it plus 10) '410'
(r) (1,000 it plus 20) '1,020' (a (10,000 it plus 100) '10,100'
In 18, we have a table which can be considered as a summary of the
characteristics of the addition and subtraction formatlves. Actually,
only the addition, aubtraction arid multiplication formatives (i.e. the
numeral operators) described in this chapter ere needed for the construction
of all Yoruba numerals from the numerals * 1• to '10' and fro© multiples of
'20'. jffote that many multiples of '20' are also derived through the
operation of the multiplication formative on '20' itself. o, one can
now state a generalisation that all non basic Yoruba numerals are derived
through the application of numeral operators on the basic numerals of 4.??.
There are no exceptions to the above generalization since those
multiples of '20' which -re not computed directly from ■:> .m. '20* are b- slc
numerals e.g. ydunrun '300', irinwo *400' and yk<f '79,000' while others
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can be computed fron multiples of *20' juat at qxh^rh. '1,20C' ic. derived
fro® 1 fca '200'.
.'.loo, the rurabcrs o. oal/ '11' to erl-fa" '14' era not exc©; tions to tbs
£ci.. rail:.. tioris since they are derived fro.-., the nuabsrs .n * 1 • t crin
'4*. i»o derivational sources have been suggested for ♦11* to '14'•
Thus, fee can either have:
Fro® 11 to 15 (exclusive) the mwerals are obtained
by adding Is, a for® of nle, large or greatj thus,
okanla mane 1 great after 10. Gaye and Beecroft
19251 2}.
humerala 11 • 14* The Long r or precedes the word
lia: this »ord 1M ia a contraction of leSe-shfs which
... loses its -w- 1 l6iwaa is derived from Id bw&i
'is additional to 10*. Abraham 195S« xxxiii.
bote th' t Itfcraha;;. treats '11' - '14' : s nuncrsl3 using the cly yj v,.'-'
rule whereas Gsye and Beecroft's suggestion can only lead to confusion since
the inclusion of 'If yd do tin or A run... fr.l S".ur; sfclfth hp.s no l£ Torn and their
use of the word 'exclusive' are inexplicable. Abrah at'a suggestion ia
preferable to Gaye and. Beecroft's. However, the significant fret about the
above quotations is that ther® is agreement on the fact that '11' to *14'
ere derived so that they do not belong to the class of basic numerals in
this work.1
Before m leave numeral computation, we my give sore examples of
1. Strictly speaking, some basic numerals like the numbers '1' to '5'
have a greater functional load for the derivation of other numerals
than other basic numerals like '6' to '10'. The latter numbers ore
significant only for multiplication purposes and for ferifn . represen¬
tations. They do not pattern at all in representations.
Moreover, some basic nuaerulo like 0 4bn '30*"and ff.iunrdn '500' ore
never multiplied for the derivation of higher numerals. But they
are still useful for the derivation of numerals like a.uuiui^, oun
(30 - 2) '28' or ^v-unrun 6 14 a^ta (300 it plus 3) 'JOp' etc.
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constructed numerals from the Yoruha vigesimal system:
20(a) egbeta o din ohanlelogbon (600 it less 31) *569*
(b) egbetu o din bkandlnlogbon (600 it lesa 2$) *371 *
(c) ede^betr 6 din okan. (5CX it less 1) *47)*
(d) e&agbeta o le pkan (500 it plus 1) '501'
21(a)(1) SdfrAealf i.e. agbaajl (4,000) + bdi^ (4,000 - 1,00 ) '3,000'
(li) eabydo.;un i.e. ifibu medogun (200 x 15) *5,000'
(b)(1) Sdfert&nta i.e. agbaata (6,000) + edii^ (6,000 - 1,000) '5,0o0*
(li) e. bedo bon i.e. igba m&dogbon (200 x 25) *5,000'
tt(&) egbajldinlolgun o din ogorun (5,600 it lose 100; '5,3 k'
(b) egbejidinlogm i.e. i-rba Kejldinlorun (200 x 18) '3,600*
(c) fgboksutdinlogun 6 din ogorun (3,800 it less 100) *3,700'
(d) egbolcRndlnlogun i.e. i ;ba mkfmdinlogun (200 x 19) '3,8kO*
(•) egbe&jl o din ogoinin (4,000 It less 100) '5,900*
(f) egbuaji i.e. e be :..ejl (2,0-a. x 2) '4,000'
(g) ydorbauta or ^bpdftkbfrn *5,000' (see 21(b) above).
(h) egba;.tt; i.e. egba me to (2,-000 x 3) *6,000'
(j) ©gboata o le okan (6,000 it plus 1) '6,001'
(k) egba,!ita 6 le e*a (6,000 it plus 10) *6,010*
25 edegb&nwn o le bjxdinlegbeto o din bkan (20,000 minus 1,000) it
increases by ((600 - 40) it decreuses by 1)) i.e. (19,OCX) + (560 - 1))
*19,559*.
To obtain 2}, we start from the thousand series. The nearest primary
vigeeisaal from which '19,000' can be obtained is '20,000' - ycbaawa.
by applying edin^ tc '20,000' we derive edyp:bfex.wa '19,000'. The rest
of the numeral will then be aententially represented as o je a (it plus
a) where • represents the rest of the numeral. To analyze or
'559* -ia this case, we start from the prisafury vigeeiaal from which it
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can be obtained (which is and then we use yiin„ to derive
) x. ,: ; ■' ;'V t- • *560' fllPop. a. beta ' '• The rest of the derivation is
son ten tidily represented. o, ftamlly arrive at ^d^/rbaawa o 16
bAtC iJ bhti 6 din o,ajt «V:, 9:'.
lixaaplec of recursive numerals like ?3 not covered by .tbrahaa's
analysis bee use they are complex. A recursive numeral is one ^like 23)
in which the sentential representation of a numeral form is completely
u <bedded in another sentential representation. The system of rao:. sting
in the literal ^loss of 23 above shows that the sentence 'it decreases
by 1» is completely embedded in the one which starts with 'it increases
by ...«. If we label the sentences as h and S , the embedding processX rnf
can be clearly represented as;
24(a) edegbaawa r 0 Xe ojidinlerbota ° diri 9kanJ « J a
*x ' sy y *
(19,000 it plus (600 • 40) ** mdnua * )










The principle /^ovemirvT recursion in the numeral system is that
.recursion is possible only in ^djfn.. representations since y iin . is the only
one that is represented as a sentence both in underlying structures and on
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the surface. A later proposal in 4.42 will siaxe tnie principle
insignificant.
One fact worth observing about the Yoruba nuaeral aystea is that it
presents a lot of difficulties to those who ure not very good in sub¬
traction work and multiplication exorcise®. It is to bring about this
fact that we have provided example 23 where there are three subtraction
exercises (20,000 - 1,000), (600 - 40) and (560 - 1) and two multiplication
exercises (2,000 x 10) for fe;ba or ^xbaava and (200 x 3.; for oeta
or »rbeta to only one addition exercise: (19,000 + 559)*
Another observation that can be made is that certain high numerals
«•£• '3.000* and '5.0GG* in 21 have dual representations. The duality
of the representation ia caused by the freedou of to have multipliers
that exceed the number '10' in contractions of multiples of '200'.
Usually, in the vigesimal system, the multiplier never exceeds '10*.
For instance, the .highest nuaeral multiple derivable from x.un '20* is
q.:<§'aki\ (20 x 9) '100', the highest from eicba •2,000* ia en.:ba^wa i.e.
e»:ba mewa (2,000 x 10) '20,000'• In neither oase does the multiplier
of the primary vigesimal exceed *10*• iiut for U&t ' 200', we do not have
this restriction since it is possible to have the multiplier an edd-.uh * 1 '>*
ill 21 ^a) ox fold-ebon '25' in 21 v b, above. <e can continue increasing the
multiplier of i^cba e.g. in:
23 <a/tbeiidinladd-i^ i.e. jgba me.lidinl/lqy.io (200 x 148) *29.600* and
26 ytbirinlelfoysfa i.e. igba mdHnlelodoean (200 x 184) *36,800*.
23 and 26 can be considered ss 'competence determined' derivations since
in actual praclice (or in 'perforsaanoe') people rarely derive such high
numerals. however, the rules of numeral computation allow both derivations.
The only restriction on the free use of multipliers on i;;ba '200' is that
tiie multiplier must nave an ja- form of the nuaeral. Hence, all multiples
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of '10' (excluding *10*, I.e. plural decimals) arc excluded as multipliers
of Igba '200'. Bote now that multiples of *10* excluding '10' seen to
share many characteristic features ,1ust because they have no m- form of
the numeral.
A third point that can be made now is that some of the surface
characteristics of the nusieral are determined by certain basic requirements
of linguistic communication like the avoidance of ambiguity or equivocation.
For instance, we noticed from 4.2212(14) that edin, contraction ceases from
operating from egbaawa '20,000', and we aleo observed fro® 4*2213(17) that
only multiples of *20' are used in jdfn^ proposing an multiples of '200' so
that while we have orlndfnl^gbetft ,520* we do not have *er* r.dlnlegbhta
(for egheta o din merin *596')• w® can exclude the *erlndjr.14 bdta of
2213(17) eo the ground that drin '4', a unit, is not in the fedin.-, orbit
of e.rbeta *600' which is a eniltlple of igba '200*. However, when we
consider higher numerals like adota 6k4 *1,000,000', we find that edin.
proposing is completely absent there partly because if it were present,
we shall consistently have ambiguous representations e.g.
27. aja dudu mejldfnladota 6k4 (dog black 2-off-50 20,OCK))3"
• < «
In 27, ae.lld/nlad^ta dk4 cm be interpreted as
(2 off 50) x 20,000 i.e. (48 x 20,000) '960,000' or
2 off (50 x 20,000} i.e. (1,000,000 - 2) *999,998
Thus, the free use of ^dfn„ beyond the ten multiple of '200* will cause an
ambiguity of bracketing in higher numerals. Hence, the ways to express
the two senses of 27 ares
1. The ambiguity can also be illustrated when the preposed item if? a
multiple of '20' e.g. brir,dfnlerhct?» ok<» in cither {00 off 600} x ? ,000
i.e. (920 x. 20,000) '10,400,000' or 00 off (600 x 20,000) '11,999,920'.
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28(a) «ja dudu one oke inejldiiilachjta (dog black times bag 40; or
(b) oke aja dudu ona iaejidinladota. (bag dog black tinea 48)
both 28(a) and (b) « *560,000 black dogs* and
29. ad^ta ike aja dudu b d£n nejl (50 bog dog black it less 2)
•999,990 black dogs'.
In the literal gloss of 26 toid 29, we uae 'bag* for pk<f '20,000*
because we want to bring out another type of ambiguity usually avoided in
surface structure representations. Thus, in the surface structure, when
there is only one 'beg* of 'dogs' (for 'bag' «■ *20,000'), we normally have*
50. ogba&wa ajb dudu (20,000 dog black) '20,000 black dors' rather than
31. oke uja dudu - either •20,000 black dogs' or 'a bag of black (Jogs'
(if it were possible to enumerate does in beaeJ.
For numerals that are higher or lower than '20,000', this ambiguity does not
always arise because one of the three numeral operators is often present in
the surface structure representation. i.e. ce, we may use frk^ in*
32. oke aju dudu b kan (bag dog black it plus 1) '20,001 bleck dogs'
35. ike aja dudu foaa aejl (bag dog black times 2) '40,000 black dogs' and
34* oke' aja dudu o ti£n ogorun (bag dog black it less 100) '19,900 black
dogs*.
(bote that the three Xoruba numeral operators are underlined in 52 to 34*)
Thus, it is only in oases where numeral operators are not used that it
Is possible to confusem'ordinary beg or saok' withm '20,000, and this
makes Yoruba people prefer using the numeral operators even when it is
possible to dispense with them us int
35(a) dke aja dudu (50 bag dog black; '1,000,000 black dogs'
(b) ogun oke ajb" dudu (20 bag dog black) '400,000 black dogs'
(c) egberun ok© aja dudu (1,000 bag dog black) '20,000,COO black dogs'.
For the etructuree in 35» one often finds forms like*
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J6(e) oke Mr ludu qnk nlotn (bar Ho# black ttmos 5") * 3c(p)
(b) bk.4 ;',1r ib/iu bnh crnn (».-• - •1c M c1-- ti-or * rv'■■■•'■ - :
(c) bkc Ma duly av e bcrun (be do.- b! ck tines 1,00V « ''pic'-.
« i ♦ | i
e, when the multiplier of hktf is a multiple of *10l or plural
decimal), there is a tendency to confuse okc- *hr>,~* with yk^ *20,000' since
no numeral operators appear In the surface structure representations. 'n&
the neel to dlsamfeiTttfite yke makes forms like 36 anpear although the;- arc
not really distinct from numeral representations like 55• c o'txll
return to the numeral operators later in 4*4. Now, we want to consider
the position of the numeral in the Tornbo * P.
4*3 'iitu XiUiudiAL ill ihn 'XOiiUiirt HOUH HiliAUS,
4.31 TOE CLASSIFICATION OF HUKE8ALS IK oTBTAX
In this section we give com syntactic reasons lor the subclaeuificaticn
oi' Yoruba numerals into orainnis, cardinals, distributives etc. heaoe,
although we stated earlier in 4*21 that we shall concentrate oni;, on
cardinals and ordinals in further discussion, m can allow an e.x„c. tic. to
that statement of policy in our present discussion.
the subclaesifioation of numerals into ordinals etc. has so i r aen
assumed in the m»r of many previous Yoruba grammarians, and it seems the
only types of justification ever explicitly mode for oubol- sh ific tion re
principally morphological,A wliiie the sacjoa nctity of the division into
classes is assumed.
•■•e shall first consider possible syntactic raasons for subcles^ifyinr;
cardinals seswupately from distributives and Inter we aimll consider syntactic
1. Bauvjboae 1966 s 11J.
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reasons for classifying cardinals and ordinal-- oepar .-tely.
It ir» possible for the numeral (irrespective of subclass) to be the
oniy element in a surface Yoruba *.'?• ho, a numeral can constitute a
Ycruba of only one element (i.e. the heod^" of Baagboae'c .•••omin.nl byoup') t
1. a^tf kit lesekese (three die iomediately) 'three died immediately'
2, iketa ku k£ Ikerin to &4 (ihe-thir-' -Ho before the-?rurtk oral arrive)
'the third died before the fourth appeared*
5* sitaiaeta ni k£ f lo (three-each is that y«M o 'you should go in
groups of threes'
(where we used the cardinal three' in 1, the noninal for® of the
ordinals i.e. Iketa 'the third* end l..;,rln *the fourth* in 2 ..mi the
distributive g^tameta 'three each* or * threes' in 3»)
In 1, it is the sane surface form that occurs in 'head' or 'modifying'
positions for cardinals. In 2, only the nominal forrt Ike to 'the third*
can occur in the head position, the modifier form beta 'third' cannot ccur
in such places. In 3, the distributive can only occur* as an e; phatic
element, and it mint be followed by the emphatic particle 'in* (which
is not distinct fro® the Yoruba copulative verb ^ '.is'}. >o far, it neens
that the differences among the® may be considered as dnor since they are
all dominated in a tree dia&ra.. by the symbol hi'.
However, observe the following!
4. ho nf k£ won lo rd netasiota *1 ash the® to ro In throes*
p. *: o id id won lo id acta '*1 ask them to go in three'.
The distributive but not the cardinal can be the only up in u re. oition
phxs.se. "This preposition n£ 'In/on' ohould not be confused with the
1. baagbcaa lybos >Q
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in 1.33 which wxts called the transformtlonaI formative ('frf;. The Trf
is sometimes used to separate two surface objects in VP's e.g.
Qluwa fun mi ni ayy (God give m Trf joy) 'Go<l given ne joy1, 6 i nf oxi
(he break ae Trf head) 'he break3 ry head' etc. In examples like these,
it is possible to have n£ + Cardinal e.g. o 1'xm. ml ni ncta (he give .-,e Trf
three) 'he gave ne three', but the ni + Cardinal construction there is not
a preposition phrase.
The cardinal can bo the direct object of a verb, but the distributive
can only be an object of verbs of saying or quoting. ho while 6 is
ambiguous (because of the two meanings of there\ 7 i« not. -enco:
6. no ni io^ta » (i) 'I have three' and (ii) 'I say "three"', but
7. mo ni netaneta. 'I say ".groups of threes"' is unambiguous.
The usual forn of the distributive in the VP position is often that of
4 where it is the complement of a preposition. In 7, one can hardly say
that the distributive is in its natural syntactic environment since almost
anything that is quoted could be the complement of a verb of saying. /or
instance, a quoted verb can bo the complement of nj( 'nay' in$
8. mo ni "lo" *1 say "go"'
although l£ 'go* is not a MP*
: oreover, in 3 above, we say that the distributive must be followed
by the emphatic particle 'is' (or its negation 'not/not is') e.g. ins
9. meteuaota kd (threes not) 'it is not rroupa of threes'.
This is the only way in which it can occur initially in surface sentence
structure since it can never be the subject of a verb though the c rdinal
can bo. Thus, we havec
10. met® ku los^keab 'i.e. 1 above' but not
11. '*5uots-:-^ta ku l^aekeee (threes die immediately) 'groups of three© die
immediately'.
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. «.:h: vb* the adverbial Iqofo.cc^ 'immediately* s:-ay contribute to the
ungratetioality of 11. . 0, ;>e .:.ay exclude the adverbial and obtains
12, taaeta ku (threes die) 'groups of threes die',
.0 note that 12 is etiil unjrauoat'"oal, .ie it seetas that or
the distributive cannot be the subject of a real Yoruba verb. In ardor
to express the idea in 12, we need a representation likes
l>. .*uu .-.-a at ;..«fU*.^/Ui (the;- die in three*) *HM| died in gtw&a f u .roes'
• .here --no.he viftt; 1 he,;1 actually functions as tue a r,j- ah .f ' ie*.
before ../t . .y t& %or any distributive; can oocur initially in ••;•. vonoe
s-.ruetore, it suat not precede a verb directly as in 12, but it mat be
emphasised like 3 above where it occurred before the emphatic .article ni,
'is', and another nominal j, 'you' preceded the verb ^ 'go' there, lor
the distributive in 13 to scaur initially, we n>u»t !:?'ve the representation
ass
14. sjetaaeta ni won ku (threes is they die; 'it was in groups of tiirees
* '
that they died'.
koto that the aubject of 'die' in 13 (i.e. won 'they') -'till
robins as the subject of |gu in 14 although "rV-yt* now occurs initially.
In general, the distributive (like some examples involving adverbs and
proposition phrases in 'haphatio sentence atruetuxes' in 1.33 above) can
only be the subject of mi eraphatio particle like ni 'is* or 'not is'.
Jhis restriction doea not apply to oardin is and ordirrda ef. J. .a.: :• above;,
.^oae syntactic evidence can be used for classifying cardinals and
ordinals separately. It is possible to use the type of modification in
which botli ite.ic participate or the typo of item® the„ oan be ncwers to as
criteria for classifying them separately. Jemantic reasons can also be
found for the classification, but no details will be given of any of theae
processes here, hence, we shall just provide a brief account of the
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syntactic differences between cardinals and ordinals.
First, re shall consider the types of questions which cardinals and
ordinals answer. hen the interrogative item is definite as in hvo 'which*
or 'which one', the cardinal cannot be used as an answer, but the ordinal
can be e.g.
19. Swo ni? 'which one la it?'
(a) *nota ni (three la) ♦they are three*
(b) *okunrin seta ni (nan three is) 'they arc three men*
16. 'wo ni? 'which one is it?*
(a) Iketa ni (the-third ia) 'it is the third one'
(b) okunrin keta ni (san third is) 'it is the third *'
But when the question word ia indefinite e.g. in M 'how :mny', the position
is reversed since the cardinal is now allowable while the ordinal is excluded
e.g.
17* HIo ni? 'how ,iany are they?*
(a) nets ni (three is) 'they are three*
(b) bkan ni (one is) 'it is one' and
(o) okunrin slta ni (man three is) 'they are three men*.
16. dl<£ ni? 'how many ar© they?'
(a) *iket& ni (the-third ia) 'it ia the third one'
(b) ni (the-first is) 'it is the first one* and
(c) "okunrin keta ni (ann third ia) 'it is the third aan*.
The interpretation of ni varies in different contexts. in a buying*
celling situation, it is used to ask for the price of articles e.g.
how much is it?*, but in its reply, the ordinal is still excluded
since the price of an article cannot be ;^nun k^ta 'the third pound' but
oonun a?;ta 'three pounds'. ->o, this restriction still applies ,'riven the
other interpretation of
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Other type® of question examples can be used for this discussion but
*e have already excluded detailed discussions of specific points* So, we
my briefly examine the types of modifications in which cardinals ond
ordinals pattern.
The rciinal can follow the cardinal in surface structure representations,
but not vice versa. Hence, while we have:
19(a) uwpn ile eta kejl ti'm ko (plur house three second which I build;
•the second set of tiiree houses which I built'
we do not havet
(b) *tition il4 keta t{ etc ko (plur house third two which I build)
' * '.he two third houses which 1 built'.
This point is siailar to, but not identical with bas^bose' g distributional
st: tenent that '''Type 4 (i*e. the ordinal) ••• can occur after ai^y of the
ether three subclasses"* eince it does not occur after his type 2 numeral
(cf. 50 and 51 below)*
he cardinal can occur alone with the plurality marker awon in &
surface K? but when the ordinal is used the noun which the plurality forma¬
tive limits in underlying representations is not deleted on the surface,
bo, while we havei
20(a) kwon kan (plur one) 'a certain group of people'
(b) awon hnlyhn kan (plur people one) *» certain group of people'
(c) (?)awon billyan kln£ (plur people first) ' (?) the first people'
we do not havsi
(d) *awon kiix£ (plur first) for 20(c).2
1, Bo.pi-bone l%6t 113 (italics supplied)
2* Sons people will accept 20(d) with the interpretation 'the first set',
but 1 will not accept or produce it for any interpretation.
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A cardinal can be inserted between hwpn md k&u in 2Gia) to show the
number of people in the group, but an ordinal cannot be inserted there.
Thus we havei
21. hwcn saeta loan e de lis lana (plur three one seek you to house
yesterday) 'a certain group of three people looked for you at home yesterday*.
Observe that the cardinal s<£t& in 21 cannot be replaced with the ordinal
Rota. bo, we do not hares
22. *uwon keta kan vd e de ile lana (plur third one seek you to house
yesterday) >*a certain ctoup of third looked for you at home yesterday'.
Generally, ordinals specify single objects or sets of objects identified
as unitary or singular. Hence, one of the reasons for the mxgrurim&tic&lity
of 22 lity be connected with the plurality of bmon since the cardinal which
occurs before awon and kan in 21 suet also be plural. Hence, we do not
hove t
2). *awon kan kan wa e &<» 11^ l&uii (plur one one seek you tc house
yesterday) *»a certain axoue of one t-oraon looked for you at home yesterday*.
->o, it ia difficult to ©ay whether the restriction in modification
possibilities between cardinals and ordinals is entirely syntactic or whether
it is both syntactic arid eeuiantic (if the distinction between syntax and
Ee.oantieu still exists). This observation bring© us to the next point
dealing with the semantic considerations for eubcl&esification. e shall
ouy very little about it.
It seems an ordinal implies the existence of other members of the
ordinal class. Hence, we do snot hove k^fa 'the sixth house' unless we
are sure of the existence of lie klni 'the first house' to ile/ K~run 'the
fifth house*• do, given a sentence:
24* mo fe ko Uif Wt (I want build house sixth) *i want to build the ,,ixth
house'.
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one assumes T have already built five houses or that five houses have already
beer built or are about to be built though not necessarily by me. However,
the use of a cardinal in. syntactic structure has no presuppositions about
the existence of other members of the nominal class that the cardinal modifies.
Thus, given a sentencei
?5. mo fe ko lie mefa (I want build house six) 'I want to build six houses'
there is nothing to surest that I have ever built a single house or that
any house has ever been "built anywhere. There is also nothing to suggest
thot I have not yet built more than six houses. So, from 23, I eould have
built hundreds of houses or none, but when ?& is nroduced, it is wrong to
assume that no house has so far been built either by me or by someone else
sine© ordinals imply ordered series, and in an ordered, set, we do not reach
non initial members of such sets until w© have gone through preceding members
of the set.
He have considered semantic reasons for classification here just because
it is not always possible to separate syntactic reasons from semantic con¬
siderations as we have already discovered in our discussion of 19 to 2J
earlier.
At this stage, it seems obvious that the traditional classification of
Yoruba numerals into cardinals, ordinals, distributives, end Bamgbose's
Type 2 numeral*" have some syntactic functions. e do not discuss the type 2
numeral (e.g. acteta 'all the three', mewewa 'all the ten') here because it
2
is an unproductive set. "This series is limited to 2 - 10". Nevertheless,
1. Baagbose 19661 113
2. Bar4gb0.se 1966i 113. Although we agree with Bangbose thrt hio Type 2
numeral is unproductive, we are/convinced that it is limited to 2 - 10
since many Yoruba speakers accept nctctnle 'all the thirteen' and
several other examples from us.
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wo do not deny Its syntactic significance. For instance, since totality
or -illness is implied in the type 2 numeral (as^t^ta 'all the three1), it
does not enter into partitive constructions. Thus, we can have:
26, isdta nitvi, wa gba £ye (three among us receive honour) 'three of us* « 1
(i.e. from the midst of us) are honoured* but neither
2?. •BH^tete n£nu wa gba «y$ (sll-three anoa? ua receive honour) "hall the
three from the midst of us are honoured* I.e. with some left overj nor
23. %bogbo n£nu wa gba eye (all among ua receive honour) **all frcr the
rddst of us are honoured'.
however, it is enough to show that the criteria for classifying numerals are
not just morphological as one might feel on studying the criteria of
classification In Bamgboae, nor only functional or utilitarian ns implied
2
by «ard*s classification into 'for counting', 'tised after the noun' etc.,
but they en also be syntactic. We took the sacrosanct!ty of this
classifying process for granted in our earlier discussion, but we decide
to justify it now since we use classifiers not only for the derivation of
nouns but also for that of the numeral.
In preceding paragraphs of this section, we observed that the main
criteria for classifying Yoruba numerals in the works of Boagbose and other
grammarians are morphological. However, although the main criterion for
classifying numerals in Saragbose is morphological, he also stated that
types 1-5 are mutually exclusive and that type 4 (i.e. the ordinal can
occur after any of the other three subclasses.' One may say that this is
a distributional statement, but the statement may sometimes mislead one.
1. bringbose 19$bt 115
2. bard 1992t 155
5# Bamgbose 1966i 115
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or Instance, if -.7© have*
?9» He ke,j\ (house tiro-each second)
where the distributive Is fallowed by th© ordinal, the ordinal does not
modify (or qualify) the distributive (although it follows it). 29 is not
»the seoorr two each houses hut the second "rout; of the groups r'f two honnoo
i.e. hemees are grouped In twos, and the second of this group is referred to.
So, it aq ears there .are instances of surface deletion in 29 which are not
immediately apparent* And what the ordinal Modifies is actually deleted
on the surface. ('s Baangbose worked with a syntactic theory t \t has no
deep-surface dichotomy (i.e. the theory of "alliday 1961), thia inadequacy
is inevitable.)
However, as we heve already observed, the ordinal cannot follow his
type ? numeral all th© three*. o, we do not haves
3r>. «ile gi^teta k^ta ni mo lo (house all-three third is I go) '*1 went to
the third all the three houses' or
31. * ketfe ninn wa bye (all-three third amort# us receive honour)
**th© third all the three of us were honoured.* *
On the other hand, if we were to aocept the idea of one type of numeral
following another on the surface ©e a sufficient bests for settin.; up clauses
(or subclasses), we would be compelled to .group the two cardinals that follow
each other in 21 - ^wyn m^ta ken *a certain group of people* ae two
different numeral clasaera. fter all, we have 21 hut not kan ,;4ta.
1. It will be an error to think that the only problem with hJievjb ..a*a
distributional statement ie the absence of a deep-surface distinction
in the syntactic framework he used. Actually, Afolay&n who benefited
from the incorporation of a deep /grammar into Halliday's systemic
grammar aleo used example© line 29 to suggest that nuaeiala are recursive.
. ence, Afolayaa'e grammar will generate the un#rai*aatic«l structures in
30 and 51 although it is not & surface graiswar.
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21* we do so, we would be beset with innumerable difficulties since the
construction in 21 is only possible when &wyn ia present on the surface.
If any noun unaccompanied by Wyn were used, the construction, e.g.
?il<£ kan will not be readily acceptable. "o, we can say that the
Biorpholc ;ioal statement is correct for classification purposes, but
syntactically, the distributional statement (of Biuajbose 19661 113) oan
be misleading.
4*32 Lmman aid piseonTiiiuifx i» sTfiuu^iaua. imummfknum>
4*321 mfc FAILuas OF A LWL&a Fi*AkLAOHK li» ftlfciiAL fifiSCRimi*
Although this work deals with voiderlying representations, we cannot
escape discussing souse surface structure phenomena since underlying repre¬
sentations ultimately lead to surface structure representations. so, we
want to examine two concepts in numeral representations in the Yoruba noun
phrase. The two concepts - linearity and discontinuity - will be discussed
simultaneously. Later, we shall use underlying sentential representations
to solve not only the problems of discontinuity in the surface representa¬
tions of noun phrases using oertain categories of numerals but also the
morphological problems that relets to the contraction and proposing phenomena
of the numeral operators already discussed in A,? above.
In chapter II above, we saw that Baagbose had some sequence determined
secondary elements of structure in his 'qualifier* system which contained
the strictly ordered elementsi
26. n, J, 1, k, d, t
shore the symbols respectively stand for the nominal, adjective, numeral,
rnnkshlfted, deictic and post-deictic qualifiers.* Also we noticed that
1. Bem'bose 1966i 99
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the incorrectness of this linear orderin would have "been recognised by
Bamgbose if he hfd considered more examples than hie oral text could provide,*
and we /pave examples of discontinuous numerals in which whole noun phrases
could be inserted between two parts of a sin -le numeral e.g. in
2J, e::i^y-'a aja dudu o le kan (800 dog felaok it plus 1) *001 black dogs*
where the norm phrase a.la dudu (dog black) "black dog' is inserted between
the two parts of the underlined numeral in 2?. There we saw that in
Bamgboss's analysis, 27 would have been analysed an h« n. 1. k (where h ■
"head") and the other symbols are as interpreted in 26 since what occurs
2
initially in surface KP structure for Basagbose is au fcoaatically the •head1•
Then, for Afolnyan, a likely analysis of 27 will be in. h. u k (modifier,
head, adjective qualifier, rankshiftod qualifier) since Afolayan recognised
that the "head" of the Yoruba noun phrase can be pre-stodified in surface
structure representations. In neither case was there the suggestion that
there is a numeral in 27. And so, both analyses are not adequate.
For the Yoruba numeral, the inadequacy of Ban rbose♦a framework
represented as 26 above is twofold. First, on the theoretical side, the
"category" numeral is determined only by sequence In structure® like 26 so
1. It seems itauagbo?e"a analysis tells us more than we can obtain from ids
oral text since we have already noticed from his exemplification of
Nominal Group structures (l>66i 124-5) that he could not fill more than
four places of structure in his seven place nominal group columns.
It appears none of the examples in the text on which uis gru«.asar was
baaed (Baasgboae 1966 s xi) contained lexical items for the seven ooltu.ns
of table S14 on pages 124-5• Otherwise, he would have used such
examples to justify 26 here and the ordering in his "St4. The conclusion
one can drew from K14 is that recorded texts are inadequate data for
grammatical analyses since Bamgbose actually had to use his own native
speaker's intuition wherever the recorded text failed to give the
necessary information e.g. in his ordering of adjectives before numerals
in £14 and also in Bangboss 1966< 99*
2, bee some comments on this phenomenon in 2.1 above.
th t it obligatorily follows the adjective and obligatorily precedes the
relative (which was a p>. rt of the •rankshifted qualifier1). Consequently,
when we have a discontinuous numeral in 27, it io impossible to identify
the numeral as numeral since one part of the numeral (i*e« eybcrln 'COO1)
precede • *r adjective (i.e. the adjective - dudu •black1) while the
remaining part of the numeral (o le knn *lt increases by 1') follows the
same adjective. Hence, the linearity of structural element determination,
•:here by only linear structure deter-ia-ig t: ' ne itc -net he • active
while the ether one ;.-»uBt be o numeral, makes certain Yoruba n i: rale
indescribable, and ho, a structural framework like 26 cannot cover the
available data and -must fail all known condition* of adequacy, rote that
the mechanises for handling discontinuities in Halliday's syet©r> have
limited value for aecuence clctgye.lned categories.
•econdly, on the practical eide, us one can observe from Bamyboso's
own analysis of examples, 26 is inexplicit. For instance aa we have
already observed, the numerals Baagbo^e theoretically reco pulsed re almost
always treated in his monojrnph us one of j - (adjective qualifier), or h -
(head).* Tt appears that the only tine this inconsistency in description
was rooognized was when he gave the forty examples listed wider 14 3
"Kxemplification of Nominal Group ".tructureo", since it is necessary for
him to have lexical items in the ^ (or numeral) column there. 8ut even
there, what h© treated as type 3 numeral on p. 113 became an adjective in
the tables. Thus, the example of a type 3 numeral on p. 113 is
in lycwo ,e.U me.11 'two wives each', but in lip ' 'run raarun 'every five ays'
on p. 124, the numeral ".•run martin Is an adjective. Psrhapn the meaning
1. The syntactic and phonological similarity of Yoruba numerals ' nd
quantifiers to adjectives is examined below in %? and %3«
of the translated version influenced this decision. Besides, o un
•twenty1, a 'non reduplicated form', was treated as head in Q--un odun
•twenty years', o;?ml oxln 'twenty hyians', and. then as an adjective in
orin cyan Hi 'the twentieth hymn' on p. 114. One can say that by giving
different structural descriptions tc orun nrin '20 hvBins' and orin cntn
'the 20th hymn*, Baagbose has recognized the distinction between cardinals
and ordinal®. However, one wonders why orin v?un should be Hj (head,
adjective) and not HI (heed, numeral) if oyun is considered as a numeral
and not as un adjective on p. 113. Then, in the other example where
ogun is treated a® 'heed*, the implication will be that o^noi rin 'twenty
hymns' is unrelated to orin mfoWlinlojran 'nineteen hymns'.
mcx>id i » c "t en
o, the in treatment is not restricted to so called
'type 3 numerals'. Perhaps and JL, (the adjective and the numeral) could
be in complementary distribution in Baagbone 1966 so that they would actually
constitute 'one element of structure'. From his examples, one can say that
numerals and adjectives are one although the conditions of oneness can only
be conjectured. One can note that in hio examples of adjectives on n. 112,
quantifiers like oupy 'many* and 'few' are included. If we have any
quantifier under Jl in 26, it is impossible for us to have any numeral
immediately after it. There is no *lle qupo . -eta (house .many throe)
**three many houses' in Yoruba. bo, wo find that quantifiers which were
treated ao adjectives cannot be followed by numerals, tm& this makes one
feel that quantifiers may be variants of the numeral or thGt numerals and
adjectives are indistinguishable. The feeling that numerals and '/jactives
are members of an underlying super category is reconsidered -:t length in
chapter V below.
.'•e may just end this section by remarking that Baagbose'ss analysis
(which we found to be inadequate above) seems preferable to Afolayan's on
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numerals since Mmgbose Botuallj recognized the structural and semantic
difference between ordinal and cardinal multiples of ten whereas Afolayan
L ✓ ✓ X
suggested thatftle ogota* which he flossed m 'sixty bourses' is tmgran&atleal,
Kote that this mistaken auggeation on gramsatieality is caused by a failure
to recognize that og^ta in iW ogota (house sixty) 'the eixtleth house* is
an ordinal and not a cardinal as his glossing suggests.
4.522 * maavATioHAL iibin ma biacomsaoua BuuimLs
We noticed in 4.321(27) that a whole noun phrase e.g. fade idu •black
dog' can be Inserted between the two parts of the Yoruba discontinuous
numeral. The discontinuous numeral itself consists of two parte, the
second of which is a sentence e.g. o le kan in 4.321(27). The first port
of the numeral can be regarded as a HP since multiples of '10' e.g. cgberln
i.e. i,:ba morin (2QO x 4) or (four igba'c.) '000' have the internal structure
of IP*s (see 4.4 below), S'e therefore have the discontinuous numeral as
MP S. And in order to derive 4.321(27) from e^berln o le kan '801' and
a.1a ludttt 'black dog', we need a rule like 4.322(28)1
28, Sit £*P JjiP
1 2
SCi 2 1
(conditions 2 and 3 constitute on© nmaeral;.
There we certain restrictions on the MP's occurring within discontinuous
numerals e.g. they cannot h»v» determiners. For inetanoe, ve oawei
2'j. awon aja dudu latft* wanyen (plur dog black three those) * tnose three
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treated as one EST (soe 6.2 below). 3ut we do not haves
3 *ir.{nwd Won aja dudu *baym Q 1: kan (400 plur dog black those it
plus 1) for *401 black dogs'.
To express the idea in JO, one will have a periphrastic forts which looks
like the ty -q of underlying sentential representations we would have for
the idea via.
Jl. &won aj'i dudu »dn en, ti lye won je irinw6 0 le kaa (plux dog black
• . * t
those, which aura their Is 400 it plus l) 'those black dogs, the sum of
which is 401'.
Ti.e phenomenon just observed nay be used as additional evidence for
the suggestion that underlying sentential representations which use
classifiers are needed for Yoruba numerals since the determiners that cannot
occur in 30 can be expressed only as sentential forms which us# classifiers
e.g. 31 above.
4.4 I»TEGHATIuH OF NUMERAL 0FEEAT0M3
IN UHEikKLYIRO HiiFKhnaWTAflOBi)
4.41 THE UiTKiiiATIOK OF JTOMSRAL OPERATORS - FIRdT -TEF
In 4,??12, we suggested that the numbering of the numeral operators
(«•£• as and ^dXn.- etc.) depends on the significance of each subclass
of the operator for the vigesimal system. hence, ^dfn^ is the most
important of ther,, since without it, we cannot vet the odd multiples of '10'
•100' and '1,000' which are derived from their respective even multiples
uad which are needed before intermediate figures like etkdinl^'aotfc (30 - I)
'47* are derived from odd multiples of '10' like ;).ddt& 'JO', In other
words, without an ^d£n^ operation, the Yoruba vigesimal system is not
reducible to a decimal one.
how, without contradicting the principle of fdin numbering above, we
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intend to auggwt that only Mutanti ' '{a -Me :"ozffl 9K&.9% la
underlying representations. There will be no contradiction if, at this
stsge, we recognise three categories of underlying sentential forms such
that the first category (corresponding to edin^) ultimately undergoes both
contraction and proposing on the surface, while the second category under¬
goes only proposing, and the third category remains as a sentence in
surface structure representations. This new development is helped by the
fact that any hdin^ or khz at all can have a sentential hdin- counterpart
hut not vice versa. Thus, the fcdin, numerals in 1 and the £d£_, numeralsJ. 1 d£
in 2 below > ve the associated sentential fedXn, counterparts, but the
numerals in 5 have no bdfn. or ddin,, counterparts!JL *
1(a) edo^un - ogun 6 din marun (2C it minus 5)'1;'
(b) adoJo - ogdjo o' din aewa (160 it ninue 10) '130'
(c) idea, byran - egberun o din ogixua (1,000 it sinus 100) *900'
(d) cdecbaa.-jp - egbaajo o din egrun (16,000 it minus 1,000) ' 1>,000'
2(a) atadinlo. bon - ojbon 6 din seta ^>0 it minus Jj *27*
(b) crluXeladofa - auofa 6 1© serin (110 it plus 4) '114*
(c) arunulnlo. yarn - ogoaan 6 din sa&run (100 it stinus 9) '175*
(d) yrinuinlc. acta - egbitu 6 din ogo'rin (600 it minus 80) '520'
ee 4.2215 (lb and 16) for sore examples of the types of numerals in 2.
5(a) pdunrun o din Kan (J00 it minus 1) '2 9'
(b) eaberun o 1c ,:-,o»a (1,000 it plus 10) '1,010'
(c) adota yky o din r.e.li ((50 x 20,000) it minus 2) '999»998'
(d) !.-iota ok© o le ogun ((50 x 20,000) it plus 20) '1,000,020'
if'row 1 to 3» we find that the contracted ^din^ and the proposed feairi„
numeral forms of 1 and 2 could be provided with sentential bdln, counter¬
parts. Wote that the sentential representations in 1 and 2 have the same
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structures aa those of 3.^ In spite of the similarity In the structures
of the sentential forme representing the three forrantivea in 1 to 3»
we .may index the underlying sentences such that underlying and 0^
in numeral representations respectively lead to surface &<l{n^and
.. his indexing will help us In the discussion of the operations on
the sentences till the level of surface structure. low, if we want to
add the indexed sentences to tree structures like the of 2.4(4)#
would get the tree diagram 4»
4. IfKHKAL
where ^ and respectively represent the underlying Hontencen
containing end edin^. The classifiers for numerals will
appear in the appropriate places iwhere we have CL) in 4«
»6 cwi now give some representations that are bused on 4 ouch that all
three ~'s -ire represented. meanwhile, we shall use a blank or a horizontal
line to indicate where any of the ^din* s is absent but this does not mean
X. &aoh of the sentential representations can be realized as MP d
descending from a humeral hi node. noCawley 1968bt 246-247 supported
an argument of u&koff and reters that rules of the form * —> ot A or
A —^ Aa i.e. Iff —> MP i,or MP —^ find BP ere actually needed
in the grammar of Knglleh. So# rules like HP —f hf S are not
idiosyncratic. In fact such rules are commonly used nowadays in PG.
A rule ehieh ie similarly used like that is that for coordinate
structures e.g. i> —^ and U . Such rules are favoured by L&kolT rid
Peters, end they are often used in hose 1967*
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that there are blanks In underlying representations. he just want the
representations to show what the choice of on© of the U's could imply for
morphology. >9 shall use labelled round brackets for edln sentences and
desist fro® labelling any other brackets in $•
Suppose we use the classifier 1,00 'position' for the ordinals, then
the positions* '601at, 610th, 590th, 640th, 643rd, 500th and 499th' can
respectively be represented est
5(a) ipo ti o je [igba acta ( L ( )„ (0 le kanJ^J] '601'12 5
(b) ipo ti o je £igb& acta ( ) . ( ),, (o le »«**)„ 1 M1J '610'• ^ Oj ar
(e) ipo ti o jf [igba neta ( h ( ).. (o din ""•VIkp '590'
12 5
(d) ipo ti o Je [igba mete ( ) (o le ogoji). ( ) H *640'
(e) ipo ti o j© &gba aeta ( ) (0 le ogoji),, (0 le a?ta)J „„ '643'' *<—•* pit
(Ij ipo ti o jo [igba seta (o din ogorun)^ t ( ) ? «p '530'12 3
(«) ipo ti o je [igba seta (o din ogorun),, ( )„ (o din kan)r. 3 '499'
12 3
where the final forms of the minerals following Ipo ti o" .1^ 'the position
whloh is* in 5(») - (f) respectively*
6(a) egbeta 0 le kan (600 it plus 1) ♦601'
(b) egbfta o le mewa (600 it plus 10) *610'
(0) egbeta o din aewa (600 it minus 10) '590*
(d) o^ilelegbeta (40 + 600) '640'
(e) ojilelegbeta o le neta (640 it plus 3) '6431
(f) ede^beta (600 - 100) *500*
(g) edegbeta o din fcan (500 it minus 1) '499'
In % the contraction and preposing of ^din^ occurs? only in (f) and (g)
since those are the only structures where there are representations for
operations; fedln,-. preposing occurs only in (d) and (e) for those are
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tbe only structures having underlying representationsj and we have
the surface numeral sentential representations in (b), (c), (e),
(gj for their respective bj counterparts in 5* The representations
in 5 can then bo used to dictate the laorpboXo.iical processes that take
pl.ee in .•serai structures and predict the criteria for numeral discontinuity
in surface structure representations. dote that discontinuity occurs only
if dj is chosen in underlying representations since both underlying and
^2 structures end up cither as contractions or as surface prefixes (i.e.
ireposed forme).
however, before the tree structure in 4 can handle discontinuities,
aone changes have to 'be made. since is the only one that occurs as
discontinuous on the surface, it is necessary to exclude the ^ and ^
of 4 fro© the operation of T-rule 4.522(23) above. There are two ways of
doing this. i'irst of all, it is possible to attach and to MP by an
obligatory transformation before T-rule 4*522(23; applies to hp and uy
But the fact that aa obligatory rule is always needed suggests that tree
structure 4 itself may be inadequate. ->o, the second way of excluding . ^
and h2 froa the T-rule is by reformulating 4 so that the obligatory rule is
no longer needed. This can Bo done by expandiiig the MP dominated by the
KUMBI2B NP in 4 into MP b again as in 7* we shall index the MP's in 7
merely for convenience so that reference can easily be made to particular
MP1 a. ho, the indexing of HP's in 7 has no resemblance to the indexing of
sentences there. The only indices that have any significance in 7 are those






Actually, the indexing of frdin sentences as ti? and Ux in not
required If we state the rewriting rules which lead to a tree diagrewn like
7. In this subsection, we leave the indices on the U*e of 7 although w©
wish to get rid of the indices later. Mow that we have got 7» we can write
the Z and 3 of the structure index of T-rule 4.322(28) as tha MP, and S, of1 3
7 respectively. 7 can now solve the problem of 4 since no obligatory
transformation is required.
However, no we indicated in the oreoedlng paragraph, the occurrence of
indices on 7 ffl&kea it inadequate. Thus, we have to get rid of the indices,
but before that can be possible, it will be necessary for us to consider the
possibility of sentential representations for the multiplication formative.
© did not consider sentential representation for it earlier, because, unlike
the addition and subtraction formatives which have actual sentences a®
surface structure representations (e.g. 6 ie kan 'it increases by 1*), the
multiplication forum live is not represented as a complete sentence on the
surface. Ail we h»ve on the surface for the raultinilcation formative is
qn-a *tinea' followed by the multiplier, but not preceded by any verb. fate
trial i£ 'exceed* and din 'be lees by' are actually verbal for&atives, arid
this contracts with bah ' tiit.es' which is nominal. In 4*42, *0 consider




4.42 ru.. l;'?;.GuATIC» OF HS&LHAL OPiiiUTOJiS - FM/a SSKP.
At the end of 4.41, we obtained a tree representation for numerals
union we still consider Inadequate because it is burdened with S»e that
here Indices* However, we noted there that we were inhibited by the fact
that wo had sentential representations only for addition and subtraction
foras&tives, but not for the multiplication formative. In this subsection,
we suggest a sentential origin for the sailtiplication formative. Then,
we suggest a technique of handling $din^ *•»elv&nm-y.urtiuz*.
rrvCU.rv
we propose that there is only one/rewriting rale MP -—4 HP S for Yoruba
numerals. We shell then draw a final derivational tree which uses the
rule HP —4 BP 3 mainly for the recursive numeral in 4.2215(24). In
the proposed final tree structure, only basic numerals will occur aa
terminals.
Apart fro® the simplicity in representation whiok a common sentential
origin for the addition, subtraction and multiplication forantives will give
us, there are at least four other reasons why the multiplication formative
shotild be aententially derived. First, from 4,2211(6, 8, 9» and 10) above,
we note that the numeral discontinuity condition also applies to the multiple
aeries. ..-iii.ee the of 4*41(7) actually implies obligatory discontinuity,
and the multiple series which have surface representation® for the c.ulti-
plic&tion formative ^na • times* fire also obligatorily discontinuous, we can
develop the multipliers of 4.2211(6, 8, 'j and 10) into '8^' types of
sentences e.g.
1. 6 je dnk mefh (it is times six) 'it is in six places'
for 4.2211(6) above. And the only difference between the bah. find
forms in the u, of 4.41(7) will be that the full sentence of the <|rtxfu for®
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appears on the surface whereas only the NP that follows the copula ,1e in 1
will appear on the surface for the multiple series. cf.
2. ^b^.av.ra aja dndu ona a^fa •120,000 black dogs' ■ 4*2211(7) above.
e can then go a step further and suggest that all multipliers are
given an underlying sentential representation so that we do not need the
index on We then have just one 0, and for any multiple, the multiplier
is sententially represented in the underlying structure. Hie differences
observable e.g. among the three possible alternative (surface) representations
of '80' as o;nln dnk u^rin. o/.run mftrin. and o.vffrin in 4.2211(1) will then
reflect various stages on the way from underlying representations to surface
structure. The underlying form for 4*2211(1) will then be:
3* ogun o je bna merin (20 it is times 4) '80'.
Representations like 1 and 3 make the statement of generalities easy
since the three numeral operators can now be uniformly treated in the
underlying structure, and one may now dispense with the indices on the
underlying o's of 4.41(7) - (see 9 below).
The second reason in favour of a sentential origin for the multiplication
formative yn& 'times' is that only the form with surface ona is possible for
certain classes of numerals. For instance, if we use egbh«w§ '20,000*
instead of cj»k6 '20,000' for the derivation of multiples of *20,000', the
bna representation is obligatory as we have already observed during the
discussion of examples 6 to 13 in 4*2211 above. lience, whenever we have
multiples of ^gbeawa '20,000', we can always expect an underlyin . and surface
representation similar to 3 above.
Thirdly, only a few multiples of frk^ '20,000' have the alternative
representation with the multiplier preceding And this happens just
when the multiplier of q>ke is a multiple of '10' excluding '1 ' e.g.
auotfe 6ke (50 oke) '1 million'. Others have multipliers following e.g.
(oke 4) '00,000', and these other ones can easily be represented
as ol-e ona ,,,erin (20,000 times 4) eto., and finally in the form of 5« But
surface forme like ad(j$ta 6k^' can also be given a sentential representation
e.g.
4, oke o je ona adota (20,000 it ie times 50) '1,000,000'
since representations like 4 are possible for all multiples of the fact
that wc iiave some surface forma like adpta ok^ '1 million' in which the
multiplication formative 6xih 'times* is absent is of no significance any
longer.
The fourth point is that the observation that the multipliers of ^kft
which are multiples of '10' can precede 6k^ on the surface giving represen¬
tations like ad<5ta fykd (50 oke) vis-a-vis 6k^ m<pin (oke 4) is not general.
Thus, when the multiple of ^k^ is another 6kd. we do not have:
5* *oke Qke aja dudu for '400 million black dogs'
but only the form with a surface ona representation1
6, oke aj£ dudu ond 6ke kan (20,000 dog black times 20,000 x 1}
'400 million black dogs'.
Thus, we now have sentential representations for the addition,
subtraction, and multiplication formatives for Yoruba numerals within the
Yoruba hp. In the representation that will be used later, the sentential
forms of the operators will be abbreviated for the addition, subtraction,
and multiplication formatives respectively os it + hp* it - id' and it x h*
where other numerals will descend from NP.
..e now turn to the question of ^din^ polysemy. In 4,2212, we discussed
four classes of numerals for which surface (i»e* $dln contraction) has
a different meaning, Jince we know which numeral must be subtracted from
the relevant vigesimal in ^diuij, (contractions), we can just have the actual
numeral in underlying representations and these different underlying forms
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will ultimately ieau to the same surface representations. ror instance,
we can restate the iniorotation auout the four numeral classes in 4.2112 as
7 below, .e first give a general rule (- 7)» and, in a taxonomic .nnnner,
we represent information about ^din polysemy as conuitions on the rules
7^a; oil [a [o' urn
, , l\^l
bc» p p am i
S^rr,(2
(where^phonological rules are later used to state that /edj changes to /ad/
before /o/ or /o/ and /£d/ before /©/). The phonological rule y^o; u
Eierely stated here for convenience. It is obligatory however.
Conditions* (i) B - *5* if A » •20' or '20'
(ii) B - '10' if A • '60', '8Q», ..., '16G'
(iii) 3 - *100' if A - *600', »600«, ..., *2,000« and
(iv) 2 - '1,000' if A - '4,000', '6,000', ... '20,000'.
from 7, w® will derive (a) eao. un * A >' from o^un o dfn uirua (20 it - ;>),
(b) dupta '!>Q* fro® ygota o din mywa (60 it - 10), (c) gde,,,^ in . rou
e,rofeta d din o.<^run (600 it - 100), and (d / spayfbaata ">,0uj' from
ycrbaata d din e ? berun (6,000 it - 1,000) using conditions (i), (ii„, (ill),
and (iv) respectively. The minus sign is used in the literal gloss of the
derived numerals above. Note that ail the numerals that constitute a in 7
begin with vo»els on the raid tone. This is reflected in the way the phono¬
logical rule 7(b) is stated.
Although the representation of the conditions on 7 is taxonoaic, the
significant point about it is that it can be stated at all. Once it io
stated like this, there is no longer any motivation for the j. representations
of 4.41(7).
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In a similar manner, we can destroy all motivations for the
representations of 4*41(7). ince S0 involves proposing (although wo
have a phonological change in the form of the proposed item if it is '20'
or its multiples), we can surest the following .representations
0. Sit [c Jo rt- L- l^aj Ji> h.'J
2 3 4
MP
SCt 4 p 3+ idi 1
^where the necessary phonological adjustments take place in the relevant
places in structure ©#g* the dropping of m before when Ofriiii o a in ;r.e.il
becomes? e.iidinldgup 'IB*, or the contraction of omo.il to o.ii when
e.mbeta o din omoil (600 it - 40) becomes frildrnl^gbeta *560',
Conditional (i) D - '1' to '4' if C - '20', '30', '100'
(ii) D • •5* when Q of condition (i) applies and 3 p \£
(iii) D m *20', '40*» '60», '80' if C « »400«, '600',
♦800', ... , *2,000'
(iv) b of condition (iii) applies wnen C « '200' if and
only if 3 p din
The above conditions adequately cover the Sg representations in earlier
sections# There may be ways of improving 8, but for the moment, it is
adequate for our purposes the way it is stated.
once we have got 8, the motivation for the 3g representation in
4*41(7) is lost and we now have just one n representation. We can now
examine how numerals are derived once 7 and 8 take over the functions of
former 3. and representations. Our final tree representation lor
jidekbfto.wa 6 Id ojidlnle/rhfeta <f din kan '12,339' will now be ti.o tree
representation 9. Tree 9 how replaces the UTiVBToR NP^ part of '1.41(7), and
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In 9» the numeial that each hi represents is included in brackets
beside the HP. Thus, the next to the topmost HP in 9 represents ' 19,00-0' ,
hence we write it as NP(l9»G00), the next lower i.P to its left represents
'20,000', and it is written as HP(20,000) etc. The tree representation
actually reflects the type of bracketting involved in an arithmetical
computation of the numeral. Compare the tree representation with the
bracketted representation of the same numeral in 3. The bracketted
representation is obtained by deleting all it's from the terminals on the
tree. Note that all the terminal numeral representations consist of basic
numerals only. 9 is an example of the final form in which the computational
or morphological forma of numerals will appear in underlying representations.
V.e have already observed what the full form will look like when classifiers
are used to distinguish subclasses of numerals in our discussions in 2.4,
3.5, and 4*1 above.
..e cannot list all the advantages of 9* But one of its advantages is
that we need to have only the few basic numerals listed as 4*22(1 and 2} and
pure syntactic rules like UP HP 13, or NP y N, or b ^ lip V HP
for the derivation of all Yoruba numerals to 'infinity'. Thus, one of the
advantages of sentential representations is that it makes it possible for ua
to use purely syntactic rules like JSP 4 HP £J to describe even Yoruba
mathematical processes like numeral computation economically, e did not
derive the full advantage of economy in statements until we have extended
sentential derivation to all the three numeral operators.
We now make one final observation about Yoru a numeral representations.
fhis relates to the application of transformational rules like T-rule
4.322(2*3) to recursive numerals. Consider the following numerals.
10(a) euegbaaw£ rf id kan '19»Q0l'« »
(b) djldinl^gb&ta o dfn kan '559
i '
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If v,e use T-rule 4.322(23) to insert the HP a.i^ dudu (doc black) 'black
dog' into the numerals in 10, we would haves
11(a) edegbkaw& aja dudu 6 le am '19*001 black dogs' and
(d) djldfnlegbeta aja dudu' o din kan '099 black dogs'.
Nevertheless, despite the grammaticality of both 11(a) and (b), we can
only have 12(a) for '19»559 black dogs' and not 12(b,s
12(a) ^degba aja dudu o le ojldfnlegbeta o' din kan
(b) *eu^gbaawa o le ojrhinlegbeta aja diuiu o din kon.
But note that the whole of the grammatical 11(b) occurs as the lest six items
in the ungraaaatical 12(b). The point we want to illustrate through this
observation is that 11(b) is completely embedded in 12(b), or n.ore precisely,
the numeral in 11(b) is completely embedded in the numeral in 12(b), and that
any T-rule that applies to any recursive numeral cannot apply to any numeral
that is completely embedded in it. Thus, T-rule 4*322(23) which inserts
NT's into 'discontinuous' numeral representations applies only to the iirst
expansion of the NUMBBR NT. Using tree representation 9 UB an example, the
T-rule 4.322(28) can only apply to the first expansion of 1.3(19,399) into
HP(19,0Q0) 8 and not to any other KP in 9* So, one condition for
grammaticality in recursive numerals (or in numeral representations generally)
is that main T-rules never apply to numerals that are completely embedded in
higher numerals. Iiote the similarity of this condition to Hose's Complex
HP constraint which states thati
Ho element contained in a sentence dominated by a
noun phrase with a lexical head noun may be moved
out of that noun phrase by a transformation.
hOSS 1967 » 127•
Thus, the hP(539) of 9 is contained in a sentence dominated by a noun
phrase (i.e. bP(19»559)) with a lexical head noun ed<^'bv-T.'a 'l.y'T . '.
is not significant that ed^rbaawa itself is complex or ultimately dominated
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by JiP(l9»0Q0) at this stage. But since the HP(559) of 9 satisfies Ross's
specification of the environment in which the complex BP constraint holds,
the constraint loo a;•plies to it. Consequently, when id (559) is expanded
into i;p(56C) ^ (i.e. fr.udinlg, o;v 6 din kan). neither RP(560) nor o, nor
fjiy of the symbols that descend frora ther, can be moved out of ITP(559) by any
transformation for the derivation of the ungranm&tical 12(b). ence, T-rule
4.522(28) which moves one HP out of an HP dordnated BP S structure and
replaces it with an HP from outside cannot apply to the HP(559) in 9 since
(559) is "an element contained in a sentence dominated by a noun phrase
with a lexical head noun." In general, we can therefore say that any
syntactic transformation that applies to the whole of tree structure 9
operates only on the topmost expansion of HP into HP 0.
There are actually other similarities between the structures of Yoruba
numerals and full Yoruba HP's e.g. the possibility of relativization and
pronominalization transformations for numerals in 2.4(6a and b) above.
While there are also some differences of details when we compare numeral
structures with full IP structures, we may just suggest that the similarities
in the underlying representations, transformational possibilities, and
restrictive conditions between Yoruba nuiaerals and full Yoruba 's show that
a detailed study of the numeral in Yoruba syntactic structure may ultimately
lead to the conclusion that most of the distinctions 'universally made among
forms like numerals, nouns, adjectives, verbs, etc. fire surface manifestations
of a single abstract underlying category. The reduction of category
distinctions is discussed later in chapter V.
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CHAPTER V
5.1 THE WOK PROLIFERATION OF STRUCTURAL CATEGORIES
5.11 TOWARDS THE UNDERLYING FORMS OF SURFACE CATEGORIES
In this chapter, we suggest a sentential derivation for adjectives and
propose that some of the different surface categories (e.g. those found in
Bnagbose's "sequence determined secondary elements of structure" like the
noun, the adjective, rnd the numeral are surface manifestations of the same
abstract underlying category. The underlying category in this onse is the
hyperconstituent 'contentive' of Baoh 1968. Bach's proposal was attacked
in Dougherty 1970, and Dougherty's attack on Bach will be examined in 5.52
below.
he begin this study, in 5*2, by exatdning the question of multiple class
membership for some categories like quantifiers. Then, in 5«5» we give
reasons for the common treatment and sentential derivation of elements like
quantifiers, numerals, nouns, and adjectives. Also, in 5»5» state what
advantages there are in deriving quantifiers, numerals, nouns, and adjectives
from a single super-category. In 5»4» we go one step forward in our non
proliferation proposal by suggesting that numerals are represented aa a sub¬
class of nouns in underlying representations. In 5»5, we discuss Yoruba
nouns and adjectives following a suggestion made by Ida ' ard that "there is
often no dividing line between a noun and an adjective."* Bo, similarities
and differences between nouns end adjectives are examined in 5»51 while Bach's
notion of the hyperconstituent 'contentive' is adopted as a Yoruba underlying
category in 5.52. Then in the epilegomena to the non proliferation of
Structural categories in 5.6, we conclude the discussion started in 5*5 and
make some final remarks on the non proliferation of structural categories.
1. Ward 1952i 75
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5.12 A EOTH ON SENTENTIAL REPHSSSNTATIONS
ill this chapter we shall not examine haragboae'e rankehilted, ueictic,
and post-deictic qualifiers. At present, it seems a discussion of the rank-
shifted qualifier (or the embedded sentence structure in MP's) is superfluous
since the sentential derivation of other categories like the noun, the
adjective and the numeral makes them occur in forms of 'rankshifted' clauses
In underlying representations. Hence, a numeral, for instance, may have an
underlying representation in which a 'rankahifted' clause (or a relative
clause) 'qualifies' (i.e. follows)^ the classifier for numerals (cf. 2.4 and
4.1 above). The relative clause that follows the classifiers l'or common or
proper nouns in 3*5 oan also be interpreted as rarikshifted 'qualification' of
underlying classifiers so that nouns too are derived from underlying rank-
shifted clauses.
Ae have not yet discussed the adjective per se. In 5»5» we shall state
that most adjectives have predicative counterparts. However, the primacy of
a 'rankshifted' origin for Yoruba descriptive adjectives is nowhere more
positively stated than in Ward's observation!
1. "'Where no adjective corresponding to the verb exists, the relative clause
making use of the verb takes its place: indeed, this form is often preferred
to the descriptive adjective when there is one." - ard 1952: 72 (italics
supplied.)
Hence, all the various elements being disousoed in this chapter may have
a similar underlying representation consisting of the relevant classifiers,
the determiner, and the appropriate sentences.
We do not anticipate the points made on the advantages of deriving
1. The term 'qualify' ig used in its technioal sense whenever it is enclosed
within quotation marks. iJut what this simply means is that the item
follows the head noun, and whenever an Item nrecedca its head noun, the
llallidayan technical term is 'modify'. fee Hal11day 1961, and the
exposition of Halliday 1961 in Baagbose 1966: 14-26.
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numerals, adjectives and nouns from a super-category in 5*3 to 5*5 below.
But it is possible to suggest at this stage that the Yoruba numerals,
adjectives aid nouns which are discussed from 5.3 to 5*5 p-re similar because
each of them can be derived from underlying structures of the forum
2. N DiiT KM 3
where U (noun) represents the 'classifier* and EM - relative marker.
Hole that 2 is not the deepest representation since we say in chapter II
above that a structure like 2 which is similar to the P. . of 2,11$) would
1-4
be derived from a structure like the in 2.2/(4) •
Then the underlying differences between numerals, adjectives, and nouns
will be principally differences in the classifier (represented as H in 2) and
the underlying sentence (the 3 in 2). When such differences are minor, it
is possible to collapse two categories and treat them as one. This iB
partly what happens in 5*4 with the numeral and the noun. The principal
difference between the noun and the numeral is found in the classifier (the
K of 2)j end they have similar sentential sources generally of the form
pronoun Copula X where (a) - 'X' is a variable representing the noun and
numeral (cf. Chpts II - IV), (b) - Pronoun is realized as £ 'he/she/it', and
(c) - Copula is ^ 'is'.
On the other hand, the differences between nouns and adjectives are found
not only in the classifiers used but also in the structures of the sentential
sources since the copula is generally absent in the underlying sentential
sources of adjectives whereas it is always present in the sentences under¬
lying both nouns and numerals (cf. 3*3(50) and 2.2.(4)). This is partly why
I
wo examine similarities and differences between nouns and adjectives in 5*51*
But in apite of the differences observable between Yorubn nouns and adjectives,
there are still very good syntactic reasons why thej should have a common
sentential origin and be distinguished only by features.
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5.2 MULTIPLE CLASS MEMBERSHIP FOE QUANTIFIERS IN YOHUBA
c now examine a set of quantifying items which Ida < ar<l referred to as
'chief adjectives of quantity'. These iteas are Yoruba quantifiers
(exciuuing numerals) e.g. pupp 'many*, and aie 'few'. ><u discuss these
items because multiple class membership has already been suggested for them,
note that the fact that Yoruba quantifiers have been treated us members of
the class 'noun' and the class 'adjective'" may be used as indirect evidence
for the presence of an underlying super-category to which nouns and adjectives
belong. In this section, we merely examine the multiple class treatment of
quantifiers and we postpone suggestions about the super-category to later
sections.
quantifiers have often been treated as adjectives in Yoruba syntactic
structure. tinly the two quantifiers mentioned in the preceding paragraph -
, . y 2
uupp ana di^ are entered under 'm6 The adjective' by Baagbose, but Ida »ard
has a longer list, and she discusses quantifiers under 'Indefinite Adjectives
and Pronouns,v. In ..ard's list however, it is difficult to distinguish what
she called 'the chief adjectives of quantity' from 'what may be corresponding
pronouns' in the section on Indefinite Adjectives and Pronouns since she
gave no criteria whereby one can distinguish her indefinite 'adjectives'
Iron the indefinite 'pronouns'.^ >orae of card's indefinite adjectives or
1. ..brahai:; 130, 1)3, 357.
2. Bamgbose 1966: 112 fn. 76, Bnmgbose suggested that "the item gbogbo is
an adjective when it precedes the rankshifted qiialifier." d© may use
this footnote information to suggest that gbogbo 'all' is also treated as
an adjeotive by datagbose.
5. Ward 1952: 75
4. It is difficult to find what were supposed to be •corresponding pronouns'
for ard's ptfpp 'many', much (very)', 'several', df^ 'some, a few'
n/ran 'other, another' onfrurd 'various' leflmoye 'numberless'. Also, it
is not easy to find the corresponding adjectives for her eyikeyi 'any,
anyone', Igbaktfgba 'always, every tire' enikdnl 'anyone'. The adjectival,
quantifier or pronoun status of some of her examples is even doubtful.
Then «»ard did not state whether the same item can both be an adjective or
a pronoun.
The only modification to Vvard's transcription in her examples in this
work is the substitution of e and o for her t and o respectively.
•adjectives of quantity' urej
£bet ■uo 'fail', PUP(j? 'i^&ny, much', ypoloo^ 'several' are 'soma, a few* ,
mi ran 'other, another', onfruru 'various' ,1
Although ..arci nad no overt ciaea of quantifiers, she uued the title
•chief adjectives of quantity* for the examplea in 1, ana one may infer
tnat she regards the iterns in 1 aa quantifiers as well as adjectives or
more precisely, as a sub-class of adjectives# Thus, we can interpret her
•adjectives of quantity' as adjectives which qusmtify or quantifiers which
qualify. And so, we can say that she recognized them as quantifiers
although she also called them adjectives.
To p certain extent, .ard's nomenclature, 'adjectives of quantity' (or
quantifiers which qualify; also points towards the problem of multiple class
membership for quantifiers since numerals too can be described as 'nouns'of
2
quantity' when they function as fcir 'heads' or as 'adjectives of quantity'
at other tiiaea. Abraham's analysis demonstrates this problem most clearly.
We shall limit our investigation to the universal quantifier gbogbo 'all'
ana the most important pair from the other quantifiersi M& 'few' and
Pup^ 'many'. These three quantifiers are compared with the quantifiers of
the predicate calculus in Appendix III. At present, we shall merely look
at the problem of structural description quantifiers could create for those
who believe that nouns and adjectives cannot belong to a super category in
underlying representations.
Just as Bamgbose recognized a class of numerals formally distinguished
from the class of adjectives, but cannot escape describing some numerals as
adjectives (cf. 4.321), so Abraham had some quantifying items to which he
gave no common structural label similar to the one he gave the numerals,
1. Ward 19i?21 75
2. Baxagbose 1966» 98
??1 -
but which can belong to entirely different syntactic parts of speech at
different times# First, we have dfe 'notme, few' which was analyzed as a
1 2
•noun', aa 'an adjective' ana as 'an auverb'. Thus, die ie a member of
three entirely different syntactic parts of speech. ior uuuij 'many',
however, it was only (a) 'used as an adjective', (b) 'used as a noun', and
3
(c) 'used as an adverb'.
'i'hus, while there is hardly ?«)y purely syntactic reason to suggest
that pupb 'many', and di& 'few' should be treated differently in underlying
representations, the latter, die, was given multiple class membership,
whereas the former, for hardly any justifiable syntactic rear,on, was only
used as a member of different parts of speuoh at different times.
bo, there are now two alternative decisions, only one of whici. must be
taken in a consistent grammatical framework although Abraham took both.
Vhe first is whether the same item can belong' to entirely different syntactic
parts of speech oecause it is used in certain ways, and the second is whether
we have just one item which is sometimes used in the same way as members of
one particular part of speech arid at other times like members of another
part of speech.
Abraham's adoption of different techniques for the description of djfe
«
and puuo involves a confusion of how words function in syntactic structure
with any notional classification that can be proposed for them. Thus, we
nave a set of quantifying elements like dx^« pupfr and the numerals which can
1. Abraham 1958» 130
2. Abraham 1958» 139
J, Abraham 1958« 557
4* The only possible difference is morphological since r/i^6 is r-e.itantioally
and morphologically related to a 'predieator' 'to be many' whereas
there is no 'predic'tor' to which dfe can be related. hence can only
occur after the copula (.1^ 'is', j^e 'becomes* etc.) in predicative
positions whereas the predicator requires no copula. but if puoo
itself were used in a predicative position, the copula (for examples like
so rsupfr 'becomes numerous') would be obligatory.
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operate as the most important element in a KP (i.e. ae 'head* or Abraham's
'noun'), or as & subsidiary element in tue A? (thereby qualifying the 'head.'
i.e. as Abraham's'adjective'), or us a subsidiary element in the VP (now
qualifying the verb i.e. ae Abraham's 'adverb'). The question of multiple
class membership for Yoruba quantifiers and numerals"'' therefore relates to
the distinction between the way items function in structure and what their
notional classification may be (cf. 5*51 for a discussion of this point In
relation to Yoruba nouns and adjectives). The problems of determining class
aiesbership and the labelling of the classes also led to inconsistencies and
2
confusion in structural class assignment to Yoruba quantifiers by Abraham.
Observe that the universal quantifier g'boftbo 'all' was given a different
treatment from others by Abraham. In the case of ghoscbo 'all', Abraham
suggested that it is a 'noun'"> like die 'few', end indicated that it can be
used 68 ad.ieotlve like pup^> 'many'. Then, he suggested that whenever it is
A
bo used, it precedes its noun. Observe now that Abraham actually varied
his techniques of structural class assignment for the three quantifiers
since no two quantifiere are now treated identically. Thus, did is a noun,
an adjective, and an adverb) pupd is only used as a noun, used as an
1. Ae have already observed how Bamgbose established a class of 'numerals'
that contrasts with the class of 'adjectives', hut analysed several
numeral examples as 'adjectives'. Abraham also had a similar problem
with Yoruba numerals.
2. So, the criticism which Lyons made concerning the way traditional
grammarians confused two different questions - the question of class
membership) and the labelling of the classes "(as 'nouns', 'verbs',
•adjectives', etc.)" - Lyons 1966i 210 - actually applies to Abraham on
the question of Yoruba quantifiers. Moreover, the same observation can
be made on hie analysis of Yoruba numerals whore he had Columns One and
Two for "these numerals when used as a noun" (p. xxxii), while Column
Three "gives the forms of these numerals when used adjectivally i.e.
when they qualify a noun." (p. xxxii). Later, on the aume page, he
suggested that the f d.ieotival forms of the numerals (i.e. the cardinals)
are also used as nouns.
3. Abraham 1952' 246
4. Abraham 1953' 246
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adjective, and used as an adverb} while gbo^bo is a noun, but it is only
used as an adjective* do, Abraham not only suggested multiple class
membership zor quantifiers, but also failed to do so consistently even for
a limited set of quantifiers. Bote that the same problem is observable in
his treatment of the numeral, but since the numeral has been named as
numeral, the problem is less acute there. The problem is serious with
quantifiers because they are not named or recognized as quantifiers or as
adjectives of quantity by Abraham.
Actually, Abraham is not alone in suggesting multiple structural class
membership for quantifiers. BaiugbOBO had a similar proposal for the
universal quantifier nbo,;bo 'all' which he first theoretically recognized as
1 2
e post-deictic qualifier, and then a an adjective, but which he later
analyzed as a head noun in examples likes
V V 3
2. "gbogbo nnkon .wonyen 'all those things'"^ and
3. "iibacboo won 'all of them'"^
Although Baagbose never called .-ibo.-;bo a noun, he analyzed it as the head
of a hp in 2 and 3 above, and. defined nouns thuss
ouinalo which may take qualifiers when operating as head are nouns."
It may be objected that gbafbo was not specifically described as a nominal,
but by the definition of the nominal, we know that "words operating' at n
and ii in nominal group structure are nominals." Since ^boabo operates at
H JUa 2 and 3 above, it is a nominal} and it is also a noun in the two examples
1. Baiaqbose 19£>6t 114
2. b&mgbose 19661 114 footnote 76
3. Bamgbose 1966: 125 - example 39
4. Baogbose 1966: 121
3. Bamgboee 1966: 102
6. Baagbose I366: 102
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since it (obligatorily) takes qualifiers when operating as head.
The only test we shall use to reject the analysis of , 00,,be as a noun
in both Abraham's and Bamgbose10 models will be their own criteria for
determining noun membership, hot to prolong the argue,exit, we shall res trio t
ourselves only to narngboee'e definitions.
Thus, the definition of the nominal quoted in preceding paragraph
d
is three way ambiguous. It could mean (i) "words operating at n are nominals",
(ii) "words operating at H are nooinals", or (iii) "only words that could
operate at both n and H can be nominals," It is in the third sense that
/-.boabo may escape being implicitly treated as a nominal since the only other
examples of , -bo bo given in the section on the .Nominal Group are the adjective
and the post-deictic qualifiers.'1' However, .granted that mbogbo does not
operate at n, by the definition of the 'head' too, it cannot operate there
since the head is "that element which oan operate in a nominal group of only
2
one element." In none of the examples in Abraham, .yard, and Baragbose aid
we find "bo,;bo operating "in a nominal group of only one element", and it is
in fact impossible for -cbogbo to operate in a nominal group of only one
3
element in Yoruba syntactic structure. Thus we cannot have 4 and 9 although
we have 2, 3, fuid 61
4. *gbogbc o bo lola (all -lng come tomorrow) for 'all are coming tomorrow'
5. *okunrin na mo gbogbo (man the know all) for 'the man known all'
1. Baagbose I9661 114 - footnote (6
2. Bamgbose 1966s 98
3. The Yoruba item gbox .bo 'all' is different from its English counterpart
although it is translated as all. This point is made irx Appendix III.
Gbo,;bo. like the elements called post-deictic qualifiers in the Yoruba HP,
ie a bound item, It cannot occur alone whether on the surface or in the
underlying representations. lience, the Yoruba equivalent of All must die
is not *,<bof bo n/ lati ».u vail have to die;, but gbo/,bo frda/Snlyhn id ldti
nu (all creatures/people have to die). A failure to note the bound form
characteristics of Kbo,~bo made Abraham call it a noun, and this also made
Bamgbose call it the 'head' of the 'nominal group' in tho relevant places.
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6* gbogbo slangba ni o dobale, a ko bio eyi' ti iau n run (all lizard is it
prostrate, we not know one which stomach -ing trouble) 'all lizards lie on
their stomachs, but we do not know whioh oi' them suffers from stomach
troubles.' i.e. 'appearances are deceptive.'
6 is admissible while 4 and 5 are not allowable since it is only in 6
that »Tbo;:bo is not treated as the element "operating in a nominal group of
only one element•"
bo, the treatment of gbo^bo as the 'head' of a Yoruba nominal group in
Bamgbose's analysis, or as a 'noun' in Abraham's description is not correct.
Actually, the inadequacy in the description of gbogbo is not caused by
working within the level of surface structure only. The main defect is
merely one relating to wrong analyses of examples, and this is not a fault
of the model used. (cf. Appendix III for a disoussion of Kbo.rbo 'all'.)
The question of the other quantifiers is different since Abraham's
proposal of multiple class membership for those quantifiers at least indicutes,
although vaguely, that some of the major structural parts of speech like nouns
and adjectives may be related in some ways at least in underlying representations.
5.5 F OLEGOIOTA TO THE NO!f PHOLIFEBATION OF STRUCTURAL
CATgGOdlhb Hi m UHbbRLYINCi iiSPhjibhMT«TIQSS OF ZB£
YORUBA NOUN PHRASE
5.51 SKHTEK'IUL bmrtlVaTlOh FOR ARJEUTIVES
-e have already discussed sentential derivations for nouns in chapter III
and numerals in chapter IV. Here, we give reasons why Yorubn adjectives
should be sententially derived. Then in 5*52, we state the advantages of
deriving Yoruba adjectives, nouns, numerals and quantifiers from a super-
category.
We now give four reasons for the sentential derivation of adjectives in
the Yoruba noun phrase.
First, certain characteristics of the adjective are difficult to state
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unless the adjectives themselves ore sententially represented. For instance,
it is difficult to state that adjectives occur in partitive constructions
since we have tmgrammatioal structures likei
1. *s£ga ninu hwqn mdjila na ni o ni eko' lie (tali within plur twelve the
is he has training home) '? the tall of the twelve has some home training',
2. *pupa ninu kvon cdjlla n& ni o ni eko ile (red within plur twelve the
is he has training home) '? the light skinned of the twelve has some home
training',
3. *pupa nind nwon oblnrin giga na ni kb ni oko (red within plur women tall
the is not have husband).
But when adjectives are sententially represented on the surface, we find
that they actually occur in partitives. Hence, instead of 1 to 3, we normally
have:
4. &won ti 6 ga ninu awon mejll^ na ni o ni ekd ild' (plur who he tall within
plur twelve the is he have training home) 'only the tall ones among the twelve
people have any home training'.
5. bwon tf <5" pupa ninu awon xaejlla na ni o n( eko ild (plur who he red* • i 1
within plur twelve the is he have training home) 'only the light conplexioned
ones among the twelve people have any home training'
gfgo-
6. awon ti' 6 pupa ninu awon oblnrin ,;a ni ko ni oko (plur who he/she red
■fccxit
within plur womanathe is not have husband) 'only the light coaplexioned ones
of the tall women are spinsters'.
We may also have 4 to 6 in the singular e.g. if we substitute e.yi tf 6 ga
'the one who is tall' for bwyn ti 6 ea 'the ones who are tall' in 4 etc.
Perhaps the inability to distinguish between singular and plural without a
sentential representation is partly responsible for the ungraramaticality of
1 to 3. Tlius, the impossibility of grammatical forms for 1 to 3 unless we
have sentential representations favours sentential derivation for Yoruba
adjectives. no, adjectives have underlying sentential representations in
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partitives which they retain in surface structure representations. Unless
we recognize that adjectives are sententially derivable and representable,
we shall be forced to state erroneously on the basis of 1 to J that adjectives
do not occur in partitives. but they do. Only they retain underlying
sentential fonts in surface structure representations.
Secondly, adjectival comparison in Yoruba is only sentontially represen¬
tsble. do, in Yoruba, attributive adjectives are never compared, but predi¬
cative adjectives may be.1 Thus, we have 7 but not 0:
7(a) oorim gbdua ju 6eup& lo (sua hot exceed moon beyond) 'the sun is uotter
than the moon'
(b) Ibadan tobi ju ilko lo (ibadan big exceed Lagos beyond) 'Ibadan is bigger
than Linos'
(c) Lukuluku lawu ju pujapaja lo (small-pox is-dangeroua exceed cramp beyond)
•small pox is more dangerous than cramp'
(d) Ibadan ni ilu ti o tobi julo nJ' Algeria (Ibadan is town which it big
tiost in Nigeria) 'Ibadan is the largest city in Nigeria'
(®) o £6 sao arun t£ 6 buru julo n£ aye (l want know disease which it bad
most in world) 'I want to know the worst disease on earth'
G(a) *o6rdn gbigboni ju (for 'the hotter sun')
(b) *ild titobi julo (for 'the largest city')
(c) *ohunrin s^sanra julo (for 'the fattest man')
Instead of the ungrammatical superlative forms 8(b) and (c), one would have the
sentential representations:
9(a) ilu ti o tobi julo (town which it big most) 'the biggest city' and
(b) okunrin xi o aanra julo ( an who he fat most) 'the fattest an'.
1, ;jelano 19&5' 125-4,
2. nee 1.54(59-49) for a discussion of the degree adjective foimatives .iu
and lg.
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Thus, Yoruba adjectives nay bo compared, but only whon sententially represented.
If adjectives are not sentontially derived, 8 will snake ue state an erroneous
(generalisation that it i3 impossible to compare Yoruba. adjectives. This is
a big problem for contractive studies since in Afolayan 1968 which was devoted
to eliciting the linguistic problems of Yoruba learners and users of English,
there was no indication that adjectival comparison constitutes a special
problem area for Yoruba learners and users of English. However, this problem
does not arise when adjectives are sententially derived since the observ tion
tiiat compared adjectives are sentential only affects rule ordering. The rule
for the reduction of sentential adjectival forms to single attributive words
must not precede the rule for adjectival comparison. In this way, there is
no problem at all. The only problem we have relates to a failure to recognise
the sentential origin of Yoruba (attributive) adjectives.
Thirdly, the sentential forte of the adjective is actually the preferred
form in Yoruba and when several adjectives qualify a Yoruba noun, most of them
are usually sententially represented. E.g. one would ex-pect a representation
like 10 but not one like 111
10. aja' 6 tobi, tf 6 yara, t£ o dudu, tjf o lagbara y^n da? (dog which it
big, which it quick, which it black, which it strong that y/'.) 'where is that
dog, which is big, quick, black, and strong?'
11. *aja alagbara dudu t£tobi yiydra yen da? (dog strong-one black big
being-quick that gw?).
In 10, there are four relative clause representations, and we can have an
indefirdte number of adjectives modifying nouns if they are all sententially
represented as in 10. .hen adjectives are reduced to attributive forms as
in 11, structures with more than two or three reduced attributive forms are
not generally acceptable. Thus, the fact that the Yoruba speaker can qualify
a noun with as many adjectives as he likes is only statable when adjectives are
sententially represented. And this fact supports our proposal that the
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sentential representation of adjectives takes precedence over the attributive
variety so that Yoruba attributive adjectives could, be sententially derived.
bote that the point on the Yoruba preference of the sentential represen¬
tation of adjectives to their attributive use was stated in . ard 1952/ 72,
and quoted as 5*12(1) above.
L fourth point in favour of sentential derivation for Yoruba adjectives
is the absence (or oddity) of single attributive adjective words for some
sententially reprecentable predicative adjective forms. For instance, there
are no single attributive adjectives for the relative structures using the
predicative adjectives in 12»
12(a) okunrin ti 6 aanra (man who he fat) 'fat man*
(b) aso tr cf vron (cloth which it dear) 'expensive cloth'
Thus, wo do not use sisaura 'being fat' and wiwfa 'being dear* as attributive
adjectives but only as verbal nouns as we point out in 5.52 below.
he /nay then set up the schema for the underlying representations of
adjectives and suggest a way of deriving surface attributives from underlying
sentential forms. We may suggest that the preferred sentential form of
Yoruba adjectives occurs earlier in representation for all adjectives, and the
reduced attributive form is a variant of the sentential form. The attributive
form will be derived from the sentential form through some deletion rules.
For instance, since the nominalization rule 3.2211(5) i.e.
H - jf[c^Vw(G^Yw...) J y also derives attributive adjectives from their
predicative counterparts, we can suggest that lip's that have attributive
adjectives e.g.
13. ile g£ga (house tall) 'tall building'
are derived from id's that have predicative adjectives e.g.
14. ile" ti 6 ga (house which it tall) '(the) house which is tall/high'
However, since attributive adjective forms that use rule 3*2211(5) are also
gerundive nominal!zation forms, both processes can be combined if we Lave an
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intermediate stage where the gerundive form occurs (like nouns) after a
copula e.g. in the form oft
15* ?iltf tx < 19 fig* (house whictx it io being-tall;.
Then, 13 is derived from 15 through a deletion of the relative marker jlx 'wh-1,
the pronoun <£ (he/she/it), and the copula provided the copula is ^ 'is', and
it is in a narrative tense.* This derivation can be stated as a transforma¬
tional' rule:
16. sit [» [™ mm COP HP J
1 2 5 4 5
wCl 1 0 1> 5
condition! 5 is attributive and 4 » 'is1.
,»h«n lb is applied to 15, we uorive 13 lid' „£:a 'tall building'. dule 16
will se obligatory for some attributive adjective fonas like dirau^rs. 'good'
which are not preceded by }£. 'is' on the surface although they my be preceded
by other copulative verbs like ^ 'become*. .,ooe other adjectives my be
preceded ey other copulative verba like r£ 'seem' etc.
The intermediate stage between 13 and 14 which is represented by 15 not
only enables us to insert fonts like SM& *** sentential representations, out
also makes it possible for us to have sentential representations for the
attributive adjectives which have no predicative counterparts e.g. njcf 'big',
roboto 'round', and rere 'good' (cf. «erd 1952t 72) since their predicative
representation will resemble 13.
ioreover, there are soae foruba perjorative phoneysthetic adjectives
which have no specific meanings e.0, idkou.'tibfba. rdaerthie. ruauxudu.
betiboti. bu. These phonaesthetic pejorative adjectives all contain
four syllables each, and each has Hie tone pattern - high - raid - low - mid .
1. See 7.2 below for our oomoent on the narrative taaso. ..e accept the
narrative tense of bach 1968.
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v.ken suck adjectives occur ia predict; live positions the/ auct be preceded by
a copulative verb. uaucc, we can have ivuxi re ri .iati.nHi^ (hair his seem
oisueveiled./ 'his ii-uira «a-e dishevelled', but not *irun r& .iati.'iati from where
tne copulative vero has been omitted. (note that this ia the form in which
nouns also occur in predicative positions (i.e. nouns in Vr's arc preceded by
predrcators inoluoina copulative verbs.}) Thus, the predicative representation
of such adjectives will be an analogue of the intermediate st ve (represented
by 13) which we suggested between 13 and 14 earlier. ~o, for many adjectives,
tnis intermediate stage ia obligatory if they are pre&icativaly represented,
we may then make this intermediate stage necessary for all attributive adjectives
at an earlier stage in derivation. And we can then suggest the following
derivation tor surface attributive adjectives.
/or the derivational history of attributive adjectives, one may now start
from stage a, the predicative forms like 14 when they exist, noiainalise the
predicative adjective through rule 3.2fll(i>j and introduce a copulative verb
before it in a sentential representation for stage B (e.g. 15)# and apply
T-rule 16 for toe attributive adjective stage C (i.e. 13). Thus, in atagt A,
we nave representations likei
17(a) omo if o d&ra (child whioh it good) 'good child'
1. That these pejorative adjectives have no specific meanings can be seen from
the way Abraham glossed mftnrsuafynra as 'nonsense' and then added the following
a& synonyms« "« b^robhro ■ bdrnbArtt - "bhtib&ti • b^tihbti ® bdtoblto
* r^dnruda « r^derHide = rddtrfedt « rdntun-rpniun = raurAu « rifibar.Ab.-,
* hAiakhjft m bAsabAsa » bdtabhta - kAsak&sa - kdtik&ti«" Abraham l/j<3» 42?.
Abraham's gloss of the above as 'nonsense* la significant for it supports
any contention that these pejorative adjectives are basically nouns,
however, any pejorative meaning apart from 'nonsense' can fit into the
description. Thus, the Mti.i&ti and kbotun-kbn:un of Abraham p. 341
(glossed ae 'feckless') can also be used for 'nonsense' or 'nonsensical'
instead of any of the above phonaeathetic forms. when some phonaesthetio
adjectives become specialized in use with certain lexical Items they no<ulre
specific meanings as a result of their association. That ie how .h'ti.'iatl
acquires the meaning 'dishevelled' through its regular association >ith
iron 'nair'. But it still has other pejorative senses like Abraham's
•feckless' when applied to human beings. Similarly, .idla.iala is associated
with clothes, so it acquires the meaning1 'tattered'.
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17(b) orao ti 6 pupa (child which it red) 'light complexioned child'
(c) i&i ti o ga (tree which it tall) 'high tree'
(d) orfje ti o won (food which it dear) 'expensive food'
(e) ise tf o' airo (work whioh it difficult) 'difficult job'.
For stage B, we can regard what follows jb 'is' as a nominal since it
will be ultimately dominated in tree structure by lit, hence, daradara and
dfdara are nominals in 18(a), Thus, stage 3 is the intermediate nominal
representation stage where we have representations likes
18(a) ?oiuo ti o je daradara/dfdbra (child which it is good/being-good}
(b) ?omo ti o je pupa/pipupa (child whioh it ia red/being red)
(c) oro ti o je katikati (word whioh it ia being-nonsensical) 'nonsensical
topic *
(d) ohun ti o je nld (thing which it is big) 'big thing'
(e) agogo tf o'' j^ roboto (clock which it is round) 'round clock'
(f) Tilts' ti o je giga (house whioh it is being-tall)*
(g) ?onje ti' o je wiwoii (food which it ic being-dear)
(h) ?ise' ti a je uxsiro gwork whioh it is being-difficult)
The forma in 18 which are not odd e#g, 18(c) - (e) have no counterpjirto
in 17, but they have attributive adjective forms as demonstrated in 19 below
so that a representation like 18 is needed at least for attributive adjectives
like M 'big', rcre 'good', roboto 'round' etc, whioh have no predicative or
verbal counterparts. In this derivation, only 4*' is' shall be used as our
copulative verb since it will enable us to use the structure index of rule 16
for other items whioh are normally preoeoed by i£ <u> in the Yoruba UP e.g.
nouns, numerals, and Borne quantifiers (cf. some tree diagrams in 7*1 and 7,2
1, Some stage B representations in 18 are odd probably because, as suggested
in Lyons 1968* 322-3, the copulative verb to be "is not itself a constituent
of deep structure, but a seaantically-empty 'dummy verb'." But we still
need the stage B representations at least for attributive adjectives
without predioative counterparts.
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below). ..e may then make rule 16 obligatory for the representations that
are odd in 18 and optional for 18(c) to (e). Thus, rule 16 is optional for
the stage _ representations of attributive adjectives which have no predicative
counterparts.
At the final stage of adjectival derivation, w© have the attributive
adjective representations in 19 which re derived from 16 through rule 16:
1|(«) «• d&odrfra (child good) chili'
(b) omo pupu (child red) 'light complex!oned child'
(c; br6 L.'n..x .1 (til If IfflnfTlitlHl 'non; ,-k!
(d) ohun iil£ (thing bi,j) 'bi^ thing'
(e) agogo roboto (clock rounds 'rourid clock'
(f) ile'giga (house tall) 'tall or high building'
an«re arc no stage C derivations for U{g) and since ivr.v<ffn ' be in,- dear'
and ^iu&ro 'being difficult' are not used attributively.1 co, the condition
on 16 that the 9 of the structure index is attributive excludes 18(g) and (h,.
rerhaps we may just mention at this point that some Yoruba attributive
adjectives are ordered relative to one another in surface structure represen¬
tations whereas when they are aententially represented, they occur in any order,
lor instance, we havei
20. &j£ dudu darauara yen da? (dog black good that w) 'where is that good
black dog?'.
However, all my informants (and I) rejects
21. *aj£ d&rad&ra dudu yen da? (aog good black, that j»).
1, Here, we agree with ard in ard 1952s 72 that wxwon is only a verbal noun,
but disagree with her suggestion there that qiefrro is an attributive adjec¬
tive. Those 1 consulted on its acceptability would prefer ise ti o scro
(17(e)) to sfsbro which several people will reject outright. The
some observation was made on the attributive uses of yiyira 'being quick',
sioanra 'being fat', Ald^ra 'being good', kikere 'being small', kfkilru
'being short' and several other derivations from rule 3*2211(5).
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It is possible for someone who does not favour the sentential derivation of
adjectives to suggest that the fact that the occasional ordering of adjectives
is noticeable only on the surface indicates that certain facts about adjectives
are known only when not sententially represented. This is not a strong point
against our proposal since the surface structure orderiiig of elements can be
determined from underlying structures. Thus, a condition for the reduction
of underlying sentential adjective representations to surface attributive
adjectives could be that colour adjectives (like dudu 'black') precede
evaluative ones (like ddpadara 'good1) when reduced on the surface. . ad this
surface structure orderin,J can be done through an obligatory transformation.
Having examined the sentential proposal for adjectives (thereby bringing
the adjectives in line with the nouns in chapter III and the numerals in
chapter IV), we now examine the real motivation for the nor. proliferation of
structural categories in the Yoruba NP.
5.J2 TOWARDS THE ESTABLISHKEFT OP A SUFHR-CATECORY FOR FOURS,
kDJdCTlViM, HUMLaALii, ARD nUARTIPliidi 1R Xh* IUKURA RObR PMHASE.
We shall first suggest that the main difference between numerals and
quantifiers is statable as a difference between absolute quantifiers (i.e.
numerals) and relative quantifiers so that the feature that will be used to
distinguish one from the other is Jj+absolutej . For instance, t?yin marun
•five eggs' will have the same semantic interpretation'' to those who can
Count whereas ijtvin d£^ 'few eggs' would be interpreted differently by many
people. hen relative quenti.fi eation ie undertaken with items like cli^ 'few'
and pupd 'many' the number of eggs varies relative to several factors like the
total number of eggs, what constitutes 'many' or 'few' to various people, and
1. 'semantic interpretation' is used in its non technical sense here.
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several other factors. 80, we shall later suggest the feature [^-quantifying]
for both numerals and quantifiers and distinguish them through the feature
l^+abeolutej . Meanwhile, we use 'numerals' and 'quantifiers' for the two
sets of elements.
If elements like numerals, nouns, adjectives, and quantifiers are
aontentially derived from the hyperconatltuent 'contentive' of Bach 1968,
then certain apparent differences between them will be seen &s no difference
at all in underlying representations, but only as differences in the surface
realization of members of a auper-categoiy•
Thus, if we do not recognise the sentential origin of nouns, adjectives,
numerals, and quantifiers, we may conclude from the following examples of
partitives that nouns and adjectives are radically different from numerals
and quantifiers.
1. *h1aso nlnu kwon onioowd na ni 6re mi (cloth-seller among plur trader
the is friend cy) for 'the cloth-seller among the traders is ay friend'.
2. *roboto ninu hwtpn agogo pupa na ni thud (round among plur clook red the
is mine) for 'the round one among the red clocks is mine'.
3. meta n£nui awon okunrin mewa na ti (three among plur nan ten the have
come) 'three of the ten men have come'.
4. die nfnu hmon eyin pupo na ni o s 1 baj^ (few among plur egg raany the is
it happen spoil) 'only a few of the many eggs are spoilt*.
Mrom 1 to 4i it appear# that nouns and adjectives do not appear as
partitive elements whereas numerals and quantifiers do. But all four elements
actually occur as partitive elements. Both nouns and adjectives occur in
their underlying sentential forma on the surface when used as partitives e.g.
5. iyi' ti 6 je alaso ninii hwon onisowd ni ni dre mi (the-one who he is
cloth-seller among plur trader the is friend rry) 'the cloth-seller among the
traders is my friend',
6. eyi' ti o je roboto niW hxton agogo pupa ni ni teal (the-one which it is
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round among plur clock red the is mine) ' the round one amoiio re<* clocks
is aiine' •
On the other hand, numerals and quantifiers do not occur in their under¬
lying sentential forms in partitives on the surface but get reduced as in 5
and 4« ho to that ivi.cn ..u aatahiisii cue numeral us u saber.-.ns -f nouns in
y«4» this characteristic of the numeral in partitives may be used to
distinguish the numeral from other nouns# hut one nay point cut that v.hat
we later label the 'base nuneral noun1 (unlike the cardinal in 5) still
uehaves like nouns since we do not replace -.^ta *y in j with jj££a or \jin '3',
l.'o te also that numerals and quantifiers are still sententially representable
e.g. in;
7# li<ou ti 6 pi vthe-oneo wuicb it many; 'those tuut .re many'
0. iye ti o je" mar&i (sum which it is five) ' tne sum which is five'.
Thus, the .aain difference with partitives is that different restrictions
operate on underlying sentential forms for surface structure realization,
see p.6 below for a statement of such restrictions. One may observe that
rule 3,31(16; optionally applies to the sentential representation of nouns
and adjectives in partitives on condition that inn 'stomach, inside' is
substituted for nxnu 'among' and the 1 of the structure index of 3*31(16)
contains eyj" 'the one' or uwqn 'the ones' for sorr.e colloquial expressions.
Thus, colloquially, we have:
9* ey£ alaao inu won ni (the-one cloth-seller inside them is) 'it is the
* * I
cloth-seller among them'.
10. eyf' giga inu vron ko' ni (the-one tall insider them not is) 'it is not the
< i
tall one among them'.
9 and 10 are colloquial because it is only in colloquialisms that inu 'stomch,
inside' is substituted for nxnu 'among, within' or ni" Inu 'at stomach' in
partitives. If the statementsof generalizations are not based on underlying
sentential representations, one effect of the possibility of colloquial
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expressions like 9 and 10 is that one will first state that adjectives and
nouns do not occur as partitive elements on the basis of 1 and 2, and later
contradict the statements on the basis of 9 and 10. Or one may decide to
ignore 9 and 10 hoping that colloquialisms will not be used to test general
statements. But when we have underlying sentential representations like
those in 5 and 6, we can distinguish between 1 and ? on one hand and 9 and
10 on the other through the type of transformational operations they undergo
on the way to surface structure. »e shall not go into any details on such
operations.
'he now find that the apparent differences between nouns and adjectives
on one hand and numerals and quantifiers on the other are differences in the
surface realization of underlying sentential forms. If nouns, numerals,
adjectives and quantifiers are members of a higher class, their behaviour in
partitives may be handled together as suggested in 5.6 below.
Another apparent difference deals with the question of mutual excluslve-
ness. Consider these examplesi
11. *mo padl awon qkunrin m^ta ptip^ nx Ilewo (I meet plur man three many n
llewo) **I came aoross three man:; men in Ilewo',
12. *mo nf alupupu merin nl Ijebu Igbo (I have motorcycle four few in
Ijebu Igbo) '*! have four few motorcycles in Ijebu Igbo',
13. mo n{ He zista myta nlT Abeokuta (I have house tall three in Abeokuta)
5 have three tall buildings in Abeokuta',
14. awon daxadara die ni ao xi, (plur good few is I see) 'I saw only a few
good ones there'.
On the basis of 11 to 14, one may infer that numerals find quantifiers
are members of a higher class from which the adjective is excluded. This
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is true to same extent.* But the point cannot be stressed too far since the
quantifier dif^ 'few, a little' is also used as a numeral substitute when one
is not certain about the actual number of items being com puted t.g. ini
15. h-won enly&n t{ mo rr je ogun o le die (plur people who I see is twenty
it plus a-few) 'the people 1 saw are a little over twenty'.
The ejt^iossivn - .fn f -'.lo la similar to oJ.Ll ntsntial representations in
chapter IV. So, when we have sentential representations, the point on
mutual exclusiveness, which was based on examples 11 to 14» is difficult to
make since someone may point out that numerals and quantifiers are not mutually
exclusive in lp. But the real point is that we should have sentential repre¬
sentations throughout and base all arguments on the underlying sentences rather
than on the surface manifestations of underlying sentences in 11 to 14 with the
fear of eventual contradiction on 15.
One point that can be made from examples 11 and 12 is that nouns are not
simultaneously quantified relatively and absolutely. This is a different
point from saying that relative and absolute quantifiers are uituelly exclusive,
bo, nouns are either quantified absolutely (if we use numerals/ or relativi "y
vif m-' UijG relative quantifiers,-. in the e no af o, ,un o iC or its
surface variant c;~un ati die (twenty and few), whst we have is not both
relative and absolute quantification, but absolute quantifiertion only since
idQ 'few' is used ns a numeral substitute in that structure. But we would
have been unable to make this point clearly if we have not yet had examples
of the sententially representable numerals of chapter IV at our disposal.
1. To some extent, quantifiers and numerals may be considered as members of a
super class which contains only numerals and quantifiers such that only the
feature [^absolute] that we mentioned earlier is used to distinguish one
from the other. But quantifiers, numerals, Rdjectives, and nouns belong
to a higher class together, and we ignore any minute sub,grouping into
classes and subclasses in this exercise.
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In o.TUn o 1'/ di£. the numeral that dib 'few1 refers to must be less than
' ~un 'twenty' itself since one restriction which was not positively stated
in chapter IV is that whenever we have the addition or subtraction numeral
operators, what is added to, or subtracted from, a numeral must be less than
the numeral. o, the d£b 'few' in lp, like numerals, is subject to this
restriction, although it has no ouch restriction in its ordinary use as a
relative quantifier. We can therefore sap it is used as a numeral substitute
there. Consequently, 15 does not violate the condition that Ycruba nouns are
not simultaneously quantified relatively and absolutely.
Koto that when we have sentential representations e.g.
15' awon agbejoro Adio $4 os4jif ®on ti po ju fun un (plur lawyer Adio is
forty, they hove many exceed for him) 'Adio has forty lawyers, they are too
many for him',
we still do not have simultaneous relative and absolute quantification, but
a comment on the absolute quantification in one part of the sentence. 15'
is similar to the type of com.aen.tary that constitutes 15"t
15" ogojl agbejorb ti pb ju fun enikeni (forty lawyer have many exceed for
anybody) 'forty lawyers are too many for anybody'.
Points similar to preceding ones oan also be made on conjoining and
disjoining. We shall make only the point on conjoining. Thus, if wo ignore
the sentential representations of elements like quantifiers, numerals, nouns,
and adjectives, we are likely to conclude that the only possibilities in
conjoining are adjective + adjective, noun + noun, and numeral > numeral,
while the quantifier is excluded. Consider:
16. *awon bnlyan tf mo rf je die ati pupo (plur people who I see is few and
many) '*the people 1 saw are few and many'
17. Awon tf mo rf je ako Aiti abo (the-ones which I see are nale and fc: ale.
'those I saw are male and female'
18. aso pupa ati funfun nikan ni o nf (cloth red and white alone is he has)
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'he lias only red and white clothes'
19, hwQto enly&n ti mo rf je ogifn ati m^ta (plur people who I see is twenty
and throe) 'the people I saw are twenty three*.
From 16 to 19, one is likely to conclude that the quantifier is never
conjoined. However, one will soon come into difficulties with expressions
like 0;;un ^.ti di& which is a surface structure variant of the underlying
sentential oyiln 6 le df^ 'a little over twenty' of 15 above. 00, unless
the statements of generalizations are restricted to underlying sentential
forms, one cannot escape self contradiction on the conjoining of quantifiers
since one will first say that quantifiers are never conjoined on the basis of
16, but one will later have to say that they are conjoined on the basis of
o/'.un 6 id die or o^run ati df^ 'a little over twenty'. Thus, one of the
advantages of sentential derivation for conjoining is that self contradiction
in syntactic statements is forestalled.
Another point on conjoining is that we are not restricted to pairs like
noun + noun, adjective + adjective etc,, but we also have adjective + numeral,
quantifier + adjective etc. However, it is only when they are sententially
represented that the second type of pairing is possible. Hence, we do not
have 20 and 21, but the senses of 20 and 21 are only expressible in the forms
of 22 and 2J respectively!
20, on &niykn tf rao rf je ogun ati gig® (plur people who I see is twenty
and tall) '*the people I saw are tall and twenty*
21, *Awon dniyan tf 00 rf je giga ati pupo (plur people who I see is tall and
many) '?the people I saw are tall and many'
22, Awon bnlyan tf mo rf je ogifn, won si ga (plur people who I see is twenty,
they and tall) 'the peo le I saw are twenty, and they are tall'
23, awon fcnlyan tf mo rf ga, w6n s\ pb (plur people who I see tall, they and
many) 'the people I saw are tall, and they are many'
Thus, the fact that inter-class conjoining is possible (if numerals,
adjectives etc., are regarded as classes for this purpose) is not statable
unless HP elements like adjectives are sententially represented, to, all
these IIP elements (or contontives) can be conjoined in underlying sentential
representations. Those that have identical features (with very few
exceptions) can be reduced to the forms we had in 17 to 19, but those which
are distinguished from others by some features e.g. the numeral is [■; quantified
while the adjective is ]- quantifier] (cf. >52l) retain their underlying
conjoined sentential forms in surface structure representations.
ho far, we have discussed apparent syntactic differences which do not
constitute differences at all when certain elements within the Yoruba Hp are
sententially represented. How, we consider points of similarity where the
recognition of a super-category to which adjectives, nouns, numerals and
quantifiers belong will enable us to economize our statement of syntactic
characteristics, rules, or restrictions. Uince we cannot state the required
restrictions until we discuss the hyperconstituent 'ccntentive' in %5» only
the examples on points of similarity where economy of statement can be made
will occur here. The main argument will occur in 5*6 below.
The first set of examples relates to the negation of the HP elements
discussed here. There are three principal ways* of negating nouns. e may
use 'not', kl { se 'it isn't* or kl { ae 'it is not the case that',
•objectives, numerals, and relative quantifiers are negated the same way.
v.e shall just give the example of negation for the four groups of items:
?4» di& k<$ ni mo (few not ia I see) 'it is not a few that I saw'
2% rn^ta k<5 ni mo ri (three not is I see) 'it is not three that 1 saw'
26. pupa ni mo ri (red not is I see) 'it is not a red one that 1 saw'
1. Vie say 'principal' ways because the specification of null sets (see
kb b{ 'not exist' in Appendix ill) may be considered a way of negating
e.g. in kb sf eniyhn nlbfe (not exist person there) 'there is nobody
there'•
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27. ckunrin k$ ni ."no r{ (man not is I see) 'it is not a man that I saw'.
I°r a kl ^ oe end a ki f se re negation, the negative item precedes the
negated expression in surfrce structure representations e.g. in:
2S* ^ se dfd ni (it isn't few is) 'it isn't a few* and
^ se dg pupa ni fit isn't that red is) 'it is not the case that it
is a red one'.
We postpone the discussion on examples 24 to 29 till he low. e also
postpone further discussion on the syntactic advantages of a common derivation
for the SP elements discussed here. But meanwhile we .mention some deriva¬
tional reasons for the recognition of a super-category.*
Kouns, adjectives, and numerals share derivational rules. For instance,
the rule used for the derivation of distributives from other numerals in
4.21(17# 23, and 25) is also used for deriving nouns froia other nouns (cf.
quotation from Abraham 1958s xli in the penultimate paragraph of 4.1 above).
If numerals and nouns belong to a super-category, rules that are common to them
can be stated once for the super-category, and other members of this super
class which do not share the rules can be excluded when we state conditions
on such miles as we did in 4.42(7 and 8) above.
Moreover, the nominalization rule 3.2211(5) used for deriving verbal
nouns from verbs and predicative adjectives also derives attributive adjectives
from their predicative counterparts. If verbs, adjectives, and nouns belong
to the same super-category, this rule need not be stated separately for nouns
and attributive adjectives but once for the super-category.
Besides, unless we regard 3*2211(5) as a rule used for deriving members
of a super class vfhich share a feature e.g. j-predicatorj (i.e. non verbal
1* Henceforth, we use 'derivational' as a replacement for 'morphological'
since we have been using rules of the grammar (i.e. pure syntactic rules
and transformations) for the derivation of single words from chapter 11
above.
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elements) from those which have the feature [vpredioatorj , thereby grouping
verbs and predicative adjectives together for the purpose of deriving nouns
and, attributive adjectives through rule 3.2211(5), we will have to decide
whether 3.2211(5) is a nominalization and adjectivisation rule or only a
nominalizntion rule. Evidence actually points towards regarding 3•2211(h)
merely as a nominalization rule.
Thus, there are five reasons for suggesting that rule 3.2211(5 > is a
nominalization rather than en adjectivization rule. First, all attributive
adjective forms using the rule are also gerundive nominal forms (e.g. giga
•tall' and 'being tall' derived through 5.2211(5) ftwwn ££§. 'be tall'). Thus,
gika is an attributive adjective in 3>r' but a verbal noun in 31*
30, enlynn ylyra ni (person tall is) 'he is a tall person'
31. bawo ni gira rh se tcf (how is being-tall his up-to) 'how tall is he";'
Secondly, the negation of rule 3.2211(5) which wan stated as the \ * VP
rule of 3*2222(36) derives only nominal?, and never adjectives. hence, from
the predicative adjectives in 32 and the verbs in 33♦ only the verbal nouns of
34 are derivable through the negative abstract/gerundive nordual iz« tion rule
3.2222(36)1
52. ,'Tun 'be long*, ga 'be tall', 'be crooked', cboW 'be hot'.
33. lu 'beat', jm 'kill', rim 'sew', tiro 'walk on tip toe', ta 'sell'.
54(a) ulg&n 'not being long', ajga 'not being tall', a100 'not being crooked',
higbon^ 'not being hot'.
(b) (dlu 'not beating', alna 'not killing', airsn 'not sewing',
a^iiro 'not walking on tip toe', >life 'not selling*.
If 3.2211(5) io both a nominal!nation and adjectivization rule, its
negation will be expected to behave similarly in some cases at least, but when
the negation, i.e. 3.2222(36) is applied to orodicetive adjectives, only
negative verbal nouns are derivable, and this suggests that 3.2211(5) may not
be an adjectivization rule.
Thirdly, there are some attributive adjectives which are not derived
through rule 3.2211(5) or through any known productive process from their
predicative counterparts, but rule 3*2211(5) is still used for the derivation
of gerundive nonunals fro© the predicative oounterp&rts of these adjectives,
i'or instance, the attributive counterparts of here 'be small', ' 'be short*,
(Ir'ra 'be good' (cf. 5*31(18*)), l-a.ru 'be bad' are respectively kukere 'small',
~' ' t's ^--awara 'Oood', and bubuiu 'bad',
3.2211(5) applies to the predicative adjectives here, we derive .1 -.fie 'being
! 11', kfkuru ' being short', ciidiaa 'being good' and la burn ' being bud', d
we can have theia in examples like J
35* ki'kere ti o kere ni o damu mi (being-small which it small is it worry a®)
'it is its being small which worried me'.
fourthly, some predicative adjectives have no attributive counterparts,
and yet rule 3*2211(5) still applies to them but now it derives only verbal
nouns. Thus, although there are no attributive adjective counterparts of
toh 'be dear', 6*3ro 'be difficult', bon 'be wise', we still derive wiwon
' being dour', o^. ;ro 'being difficult', , -.\j( :bon * being wise' through rule
3*2211(5). be have such gerundive derivations in:
36, wiWoh t£ o won ni eni kb se rh. a (being-dear which it dear is I not
happen buy it) 'it is its being expensive that prevented ae from buying it'.
The fifth point deals with attributive adjectives which have the same
forms as their predicative counterparts e.g. colour adjectives like pupa 'red'
and ..'uph 'he red' (cf. 5*31(18b))* Rule 3*2211(5) still applies to this class
of adjectives and derives verbal nouns from thera. Hence, we have derivations
1 ike \ 1 'being red', 'being black' in examples like:
37* P^pupa r| ni h n w{ (being-red its is we -ing say) 'it is its
that we are discussing'.
Tlris point covers pairs like tutu 'cold' and tutu 'be cold' although the tone
pattern on the attributive and predicative forms differ. ;iule 3*2211(5) still
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derives iltutu 'beixxg cola' from the predicative tutu ' .e cold'. If
5*2211(5) had been an adjectivization rule, it would have been difficult to
explain shy some predicative adjectives have nc attributive counterparts
ultho .gh 5.2211(5) applies to them. similarly, one can haruly explain why
the rule should apply at all in cases where attributive and predicative
adjectives are physically identical on the surface. Thus, all evidence
points to the conclusion that 5.2211(5} is a nominalisation rather than tux
adject!vination rule. uenee, we are correct in stating „.2211(5) only as a
nominaliaation rule in chapter III.
but we now have a situation where some Yoruba attributive adjectives are
obtained through & noaiinaliaation rule which also derives gerundive nominals
from the same set of items ;i.e. prcdic tive adjectives,. thus, just as
numerals and nouns share derivational rules in 4*21(17, 25 and 25), so have
we now found adjectives and nouns sharing derivational rules. The points on
the shared rules can be stated economically once for these items if they are
treated as members of a super-category. Thus, rule 5.2211(5) would have been
stated once for the super class to which adjectives and nouns belong, rather
than separately for gerundive nosinals and attributive adjectives in the face
of evidence which points to the conclusion that 5*2211(5) is a nominalization
rather than an adjectivisation rule.
Before we propose that nouns, numerals, and adjectives are- members of the
hyperoonetituent 'contentive', we shall suggest that Yoruba numerals are nouns
in underlying representations. The discussion of numerals and nouns follows
in 5*4» while the suggestions concerning Bach's hyperconstituent 'content!ve'
follows ixi 5*5 below,
5*4 TUB HOUK Afii> TUB NBkURAL
5.41 THE ia-JLATIONBfllF B&WEM KOUKo Alii) KULUHALB
The main suggestion in this section is that Numerals are represented as
Nouns in underlying representation to that numerals need not exist as an
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independent category of the underlying representation. e shall not have to
ive detailed syntactic points for this suggestion sine© there exists a class
of numerals, the ones which Ida ' ard labelled as 'for countin-"'\ which
2 3
Abraham had in columns 1 and 2, and which Bangbooe referred to as 'nouns'
which have almost all the characteristics of nouns, and from which other forms
of the numeral can be derived. Actually, these forms of the numeral re nouns
as suggested by Bamgbose and they are the underlying forms.
Jince (with the probable exception of Ida 7,ard who did not call forms of
the numeral 'nouns' or 'adjectives'), all other Yoruba grammarians generally
u^ree that the numerals in nbrehara's columns 1 and 2 are nouns, our task here
is not a very difficult one.^ iiexice, we only need to state the similarity
of the characteristics of the numerals in Abraham's columns 1 and 2 to those
of nouns. observe our co< out .n Lhot the difference in the behaviour
of nouns and numerals in partitives can be used to distinguish oiie from the
1. .ard 1952: 155
2. Abraham 1958: xxxii
3* Batagbose 1966: 113 footnote 72.
4. Ida .tarn did not assign forms ox numerals to different structural parts of
speech because she was probably aware of the difficulties of multiple
membership which Abraham and iiamgbose could not escape. abrnlu-m for
instance, said that Sri column 3, we have "the fnr-in these r.'.r^r-1 ^ vdion
used adjectivally i.e. when they qualify a noun" p. xxxii (italics supplied),
but one becomes nonnlussed when, referring to the seme 'forms of ...
numerals' he adds: "v. hen a numeral ia asect as a noun, to denote 'how many'
(but not in a series contrasted with other numerals as in (ii), (iii) above,
then the forms from column 5 are employed." p. xxxii (italics supplied)
Thus, the forma in column 3, i.e. the cardinals are defined e.s numerals
'used adjectivally', but they ere also 'used as a noun'. Actually, the
confusion ia caused by the lack of a deep-surface structural distinction
in syntactic theory when Abraham deeorioed Yoruba numerals, and probrbly,
it waa in order to escape the type of equivocation that was characteristic
of Abraham on cardinals etc. that Ida ard avoided using terms like 'nouns'
and 'adjectives' when describing the Yoruba numerals.
However, Abraham's questionable syntactic commitment on the parts of
speech of numerals in use ia preferable to ..ard's clever silence on the
issue for the only distinction the latter could make between nominal and
modifying forms of the ordinal in ard 1952: 156 is phonological.
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other. Thus, there are minor differences between nouns and numerals. But
if we examine Yoruba nouns and numerals closely, we find that the forms of
the numerals 'used for counting' (except multiples of ten which have the same
surface form for most subclasses of numerals) do not occur in the place of
cardinals in the examples used in %32. Thus, the form 'used for counting'
still behaves like nouns there. Besides, that form rarely occurs in struc¬
tures since it is mainly 'used for counting'.
"e shall call the forms of numerals 'used for counting' in Abraham's
columns 1 and 2 - the base numeral nouns (abbreviated as BHN). The BHK'o
have all the general characteristics of nouns in Yoruba. For instance,
unless BNK's occur as genitives, they can never be used for modification
purposes. Hence, we do not have:
1(a) *iwe e<f-a (book ten) or *lwe ewa (book ten) for
(b) Iwe meWa (book ten) 'ten books'.
There is an apparent counter example to 1 in iru onbm (locust-bean one)
taken from the accompanying song for one Yoruba folk tale, but the ot$kan in
that example is a contraction from - • (money one) 'one cowry', and so
o' not 'one locust-bean' but 'the locust-bean which costs one cov-ry1.
Hence, there is no real exception to 1 above.
How, any NP element that is rarely used for the modification of another
element within the some KP will usually function as the 'head' in the HP.
Only nouns (e.g. proper nouns) have such characteristics. Since BNK'e can
hardly function as modifying elements in HP's because they are usually 'heads',
their status as nouns is hardly controvertible.
However, we suggested that there might be an exception when these BNK
forms are in the genitive since genitival forms are usually considered as
modifying elements. It seems that most nouns that cat; hardly be used for
modification purposes (e.g. proper names) can have the genitival realisation
so that this exception applies also to all nouns and does notweaken the
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hypothesis that BNN's are nouns. An example of the genltival use of BHN'a iss
2, baba og(m ni ogbon (father of-twenty is thirty) 'thirty is the father of
twenty' - implying that ' Lxty is greater (or mightier) than twenty.
, 'iwt.tiy' the ;;enitiv*vl ror-liv.; li n and is con r-. ..entZy .ot the
'head' of the NP baba ogun 'the father of twenty'.
be do not need to develop points to show that the genitive is not the head
in HP's since it is obvious that the nominal in the genitive is not the most
significant one for verb selections! purposes. In below, selectional
restriction is used for the definition of the analogue of 'head* in Baragbose
1966. How we shall mention the general characteristics of Yoruba base numeral
nouns.
5.42 THE MSB NUMERAL NOUNS
In this section we shall merely state the characteristics of the base
numeral nouns. It seems there will be little or no discussion since there
is very little to discuss. The characteristics of the BNN will be numbered
to make reference to any of them easy. The characteristics will be stated
as 1 thus;
1(a) The most fundamental or underlying forms of the numerals that can be
wivea tug' phonological interpretation are Abraham's 'short* formsj
pr~ or ^uui 'one', 'two', feta 'three' ..., and his 'long' forms:
'one', 'two', t^uta 'three' etc.} and these are all nouns (BM).1
The real £M'e are the short forms since it is from them that the long
forms as well as other forms of the numerals are constructed. Abraham
suggested that "the long forma were devised for counting cowries and contain
the word owo 'money'. The -w- has dropped out, so owoo kon, by loss of
2 / /
becomes o'kon ..." (of. discussion of i^..( go..:.;, in 5*41 above.. Abraham
1. Abraham 1993' xxxii
2, AbrahaiB 1998« xxxii
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derived other Ion,; forms by compounding owd^ with the short form and eliding
-w-. Then he derived ordinals from the short forms !•(» eKe.1l 'the second'
was derived from . There are some phonological operations before
the final form is obtained (cf. 4.?1 bovo).
The cardinal can also be derived fro;;, the' 3hort form Kil.. 1 though
»' ' 5*0'... did ,.ct derive cardinals, ard sug jested the derivation e.g.
"In the form used with a noiui, the prefix ££ (m£) is high." The use of
the term 'prefix' suggests that there is a root from which; the cardinal is
derived. The regularity of the derivation is observed in ard's cor. <ent on
the cardinals and ordinals when she stated!
It will be seen that these forms follov. e definite attern
made up of (a) prefix, (b) particle and (e) root. The
roots vary as from one number to another, but the r-ticlcs
tend the prefixes are the same in each number, excluding
£2 be* ne, whiol ;. £ ,•r IS form felon. - rd iyy?: 156.
(italics supplied.)
The X'oots in the Ward quotation above ere the BNH'a (i.e. the base numeral
nouns), and they occur in all forms of the numerals. The fact that all "the
prefixes are the same" suggests that the derivational process is regul r, i
it can be described by rules.
(b) The BE-a's are what follow the copulative verb 'is' in the underlyi.
representations for numerals (e.g. the NP^ of 4.4(7) above). . ince 1, ; 's are
nouns, and what follows BE in 4.4(7) are Hp's; end moreover, since ' • (nour )
can be dominated directly in Phrase structure trees by HP, the fact th t r. ie
of the nouns that are dominated by HP's are numerals is of no deep syntactic
significance any longer. What now occurs as the HP of diagram 4.4(7) i»e.
in the 'deep structure' of the Yorube HP is no longer Humeral but class of
Nouns. A proper subset of Yoruba nouns then constitutes the numerals,
fact that some nouns are called numerals is useful to us first because th :r
1. axd 19521 155
form of the numeral e.g. the cardinals and the ordinals car ' e cone true ted
from them, and secondly, because they conetitu! -- an Infinite bomorernous cot
of lexical items within the Yoruba YP.
(c) Only forms, constructed from the BI'Y's (e.g. the cardinals and the
ordinals) can be •used adjectivally' (of. Abraham 1?58), or both nominally
-rd '-M tectl vally'. r P mr»n ;- rr. , rarn] *.,■>* pn nouns, i.e. as 'heads* of
Noun Phrases, and hardly as modifiers of any •head' (except in rare examples
11.'-o t'-e one in '1'~'mr on. other forms of the numerals are derivable
from these base nmeral head nouns, all numerals sunt therefore he noun • In
underlying representstion.
(d) The BPN's ( 'ard's 'roots' - see (a) rbove) occur completely in the
constructions of all other numeral forms since wherever their initial low
vowels are deleted,"'' the tones cf these deleted or elided vow jIs are still
assimilated into the tones of the derived numerala e.g.
(d') ra£ + fc-wa becomes [a £ .waj 'ten'.
The effect of the assimilated low tone (indicted by a full atop before
wf- in (d*) - following 'aragbose 1966: 113) is to lower the pitch of the high
the second high tone is lover than the first one. Note that all numeral
oepreeentnti ns in "angfcof* 1966 'exec *. the BUY's in his footnote 72, and
the multiples of ten from twenty upwards) have this assimilated low tone
indie- tion. The multiples of ten are excluded because, as we noted in 4.1,
they do not have the m- k- cardinal-ordinal distinction, arid sec ndly, their
1* In Barngbose's type 2 numeral, there is only one assimilated low tone
indication instead of two because the initial vowel of the 3Kfl is not
deleted in the last few syllables. There, we have: (i) .ie6.il ' bot; '
(il) m^.t^gta 'all three' etc. dince the last e in (i) and the lost * in
(ii) are not deleted, there oannot be any assimilated low tone there. But
for the cardinal part of (i) and (ii), ::\>J + e.ii becomes g;6.,jl and through
assimilation, the 1, of m6.il later changes to 6 in the environment -
preceding £ji givin Bangbone' s rae. i4.Vii.
t--»:e r.i m so that the oi t,ch en-mir f mt . in ( ' :i
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BBN forms pre used for their crdinnl imd ordinal representstions. "*he fact
that the B!W»s occur completely in all numeral "enreeentationn then justifies
the su"^estion that the Bffl's which are nouns are the only true -representatives
of Yoruba numerals in underlying reproaentr tinns.
(e) The numeral is a unique class of nouns because not all nouns hrve derived
nbonoloricol counterparts that can be 'used adjectivally* i.e. es nodifiers
of other noxma. For most nouns which can be'used adjectivally', the same
phonological form of the noun will be used for the two different syntactic
operations. For numerals, the ehoioe is open as between its use as an
•adjectival* cardinal, an •adjectival' ordinal, a •nosdnal' cardinal, a
'nominal* ordinal, and a pure noun. And theoretically at least, this choice
in the use of numeral nouns is possible from the figure 'one' to 'infinity*.
Thue, we can conclude that the Yoruba numerals must be nouns in the
underlying representation, and the use of numerals 'adjectivally' (que
Abraham) must have taken place at an intermediate stage In derivation on the
road, from underlying representation to surface structure (of. "teges K to C
in I).31(13-19) for adjectives). Moreover, the 'numeral' will now cease to
occur as an independent category in the underlying representations of the
Yoruba noun phrase. Having eliminated the numeral from the underlying
structure of the Yoruba HP, we can now re-examine the relationship between
nouns and adjectives* This re-examination is necessary for two reasons.
First, we have just seen that the distinction between numeral and noun
does not exist in the underlying representation of the Yoruba HP. Perhaps a
similar proposal can be made for nouns and adjectives.
Secondly, «ard's comment that there is often "no dividing line between
a noun and an adjective"* is significant for the points we are making in this
exercise. It will be necessary to examine Ward's comment closely if we intend
1. Ward 1932« 75
to surest that Yorubc. nouna and adjectives belong to a super-oategory.
Ward's statement shall be discussed later.
Before we finish the discussion in this section, we may just comment on
the possibility of developing Bamgbose's 'deictics' also as underlying nouns.
We shall not treat 'deictics' or 'determiners' as nouns in this exercise, but
it is a curious fact that the deictios of Baiagbose 1966» 114 (with the
exoeptlon of nl_ 'that'), and all the 'adjectival' or modifying forms of the
ordinal in Bamgbose 1966: 113 are preceded by the full stop convention
representing the assimilated low tone. The low tone that is assimilated must
have belonged to the vowel that must be prefixed to these 'adjectival' or
modifying forms in order to regain the nominal forms from which the 'adjectival'
forma are allegedly derived. With the exception of nl 'that' which has its
nominal form as erflni 'that one', all the other deictics, and all the
•adjectival* forms of the ordinal need just one initial low vowel prefix
before they become nominals. e.g. Iwfrnyyi 'those (ones)' for wfoxyen 'those'
and M 'this one' for 'this'#
Nevertheless, we shall not consider 'deictios' as underlying nouns for
these reasons. first, we believe that the Yoruba determiner system, which
incorporates Bamgbose's deictic and post deictic elements is better treated
within a feature framework (see 6.2 below). hecandly, if we decide that the
deictics are underlying nouns, it may be difficult to suggest that Yoruba has
any nominallzation rules at all since one will be forced to say that all
syntactic elements are underlying nouns which get 'denominalized' when not
'used as nouns'.
We can use the example of ordinals to show that Yoruba actually has
nominalization processes. First, the ordinals which modify are derived by
prefixing k to the short form of the HM giving forms like klnjf 'first',
k9w& 'tenth' in examples like ilti kini (house first) 'the first house' and
yfflO krw& (child ten) 'the tenth child'.
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Then, as Indicated in chapter IV above, the nominal forms of the ordinal
are formed through the abstract noun nominalisation rule 3*2223(44) that
prefixes i to VP's or Y's giving lkjni 'the first', ik^wd 'the tenth' etc.
for forms of the numeral that have the m- k- alternation. (Note that the
nominsliaation rile in 3*2223(44) refers to TP's or V's suggesting that the
k of the ordinal may be a verbal or adjectival element. This point needs
further investitration.) Since all nominal forms of ordinals which have the
k- alternation can be derived through rile %???3(4/0, it is most unecono¬
mical to reverse the order of derivation and say that the modifying form of
the ordinal is derived from the nominal form through the deletion of the vowel
prefix and the assimilation of its low tone into the remaining elements.
Most Yoruba grammarians favour the reversal of the order of derivation
Just because of a misinterpretation of the nominal 'prefix' in ordinals m
eh « ^rtn 'times'^ (cf. Abraham 1958* xxxil). This misiriteruretation is" f I' " 111
implied in the use of the initial assimilated low tone in all of Bam boss'®
ordinal representations in Bamgbose 1966» 115 and in Ward's 'prefix' for
ordinals in Ward 1952s 156. Actually the e alternative to the prefix for
nominal forms of ordinals is not he 'times' since the latter can also precede
cardinals and question words e.g. eA meta » grin cieta (times three) 'three
times' and pe -elo « &rin me3.6 (times how-many) 'how many times?'.
Moreover, the interpretation of the nominal element in the ordinal as
ee *» crln 'times' is ouite wrong since dke.il mi (the-second my) or lke.il rd
(the-seeond my) 'my second* or 'my partner' is not interpretable as 'my second
time'. Similarly, lke.il rik<ft (the-second whore-is) 'where is the second one '
is not "hvhere is the second time?'.
At tills stage, we can put an end to the discussion of numerals and turn to
the relationship between the noun and the adjective.
1. The doubling of vowels on the same tone e.g. ^ in the example is Abraham*.;,
not ours. As stated air on ^ qoc belou>, we only double vowels for the
compounding of the mid tone with any other tone.
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5.5 THE ADJECTIVE AND THE NOUN
5.5I XHu AlsuilGUDUo xXVE xhu DIVIDING EUhe
In this section, we discuss the relationship between nouns and adjectives.
In 5»51» the ambiguity in the use of the term •adjective' is discussed in
relation to 1&rd's statement that there is no dividing line between the noun
and the adjective. There is an ambiguity in the use of the term 'adjective1
in Ward and in many other Yoruba grammars, and it will be necessary for us to
examine such ambiguities before we discuss the differences and similarities
between nouns and adjectives. In 5*52, Bach's notion of the hyparconstituent
'content!va' is adopted as an underlying category in Yoruba syntactic structure,
and this adoption ie done against the background of Hay Dougherty's severe
oriticism of Bach's framework which we also discuss. We may start by
examining the ambiguous use of the term 'adjective' in Yoruba syntactic
structure.
It appears that the term 'Adjective' in the works of Yoruba grammarians
has often been used in two senses. In its first use, it means something that
modifies a head noun. This is the oense in which Abraham used 'adjectivally'
in his description of certain classes of Yoruba numerals.* It is also in this
sense that Ida Ward used the word 'adjective' in her 'demonstrative adjectives',
2
'possessive adjectives', 'indefinite adjectives', etc. And we find that it
is also in this sense that Bamgbose used (or accidentally used) the term 'j' -
'adjective' when he saidt "For numerals which are multiples of ten from twenty
upwards, the structure Hj is rare.""* This sense of the use of 'adjective' is
actually fairly captured by the term 'qualifier' in B&mgbose 1966, and by the
two surface structure determined terms 'modifier' and 'Qualifier' in Afolayan
1. Abraham 1956* xxxii
2. Ward 1952s 56-75
5. Bamgbose 19661 114
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1968. So, all lexical items that do not function as Baagbose'e 1head' of the
•nominal /Troup' are •adjectives' in this first sense of the term. Such ele¬
ments naturally include nouns, numerals, •deictic1 elements as well as
'adjectives• in the second sense.
•Adjective1 in the second sense refers to what Bamgbose called ' ,j • -
'adjectives'.* Ida Ward also has thio second restricted set of items in what
2
she describes simply as 'Adjectives'. Ward's use of 'adjective' in
Adjectives is therefore really distinot from her use of the same word in her
demonstrative adjeotives, indefinite adjectives etc. While her demonstrative
adjectives etc. constitute merely formal categories (i.e. elements that modify
the 'head' of a noun phrase), her 'Adjectives' refer to the analogues of
Barngbose's •j* or the etative verbs of Awobuluyi in Afolayan (forthcoming).
One can recall from 4.521 that even Bam~bosc who had the terra 'qualifier' (q)
available for the first sense of 'adjective' (which incorporates nouns,
numerals, etc.) still said that numerals oould be *j• (adjeotives) while
maintaining, contemporaneously, that numerals also participate with adjectives
in the "further differentiation of the primary element Q, into oeouenoe-
determined secondary elements of structure."'
In this subsection, the second sense of 'adjectives' will be relevant to
our discussion. The use of 'adjective' in both senses, by those Yoruba
grammarians who used 'adjective' ambiguously involves s confusion of the
functions of words in structure with any division into notional olasses.
In the first sense, words which function as the modifiers of the main lexical
item in the Noun Phrase (the head) arc considered.^ There, the term
1. iiamgboae 1 -66 s 112
2. Ward 1952t 70 - section 155.
j. Baogboae i960: 99
4. Here, modifier, is used in the non technical sense since it is not in
quotation marks. One can recall an earlier decision in 5*12 to put both
quaiiiier, and modifier in quotation marks when they are uaea technically.
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•adjective' is functional (with emphasis placed on formal representation) since
the series of formative© that can modify 'head' nouns in the KF ota be further
subdivided into syntactic classes or subclasses like 'nouns', 'pure adjectives',
•deictics' etc. In the second sense of 'adjective', more emphasis is placed
on division into notional classes ainoe the general concern in this case
centres around a set of lexical items that describe or denote 'qualities',
•states', 'attributes' etc. Some of these items are listed in hard 1952!?0-75«
We stated earlier that re shall later discuss Ward's statement on nouns
end adjectives. The full statement isi
1. A noun can also be used as an adjectivei indeed there is
often no dividing line between a noun and an adjective.
Ward 1952 * 75.
From the discussion above, one finds that the word 'adjective' is being used
in the first sense (i.e. the modifier sense) by "ard in the first part of the
quotation. It can be paraphrased as "a noun can also be used as a modifier."
However, in the second part of the same quotation, "adjective" is definitely
not being used in the first sense since we cannot paraphrase it as* "there is
no dividing line between a noun and a modifier." In 1, qui main interest is
in the second part where 'adjective' might have been used in the sense that we
shall fnalnly be concerned with in this section. However, we can make some
remarks on the use of nouns as modifiers (i.e. on the first part of 1).
WarcPs examples of 1 aret
2(a) "arugbo [ - ] an old person"
(b) "arugbo jkunrin ~ j an raan"
(c) "arugbo obinrin j- -J an old women"
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(d) "or ^kunrin .rugbo £- — j
Three nouns *• |ru .'vo. * -tin and obi.a-iu ire involved in all the examples in
2. If we substitute the term modifier (in its non technical sense) for rd's
•adjective' in the first part of 1, our task here will be to decide which noun
is the modifier in each of 2(b) to 2(d). hince ard did not tell us which one
is the modifier (or which one is used as an adjective), we shall need some
additional examples before we make our inferences. bo, we can add 3, where
two noun®^ 'nothing, emptiness, aero' and 1/tb 'bottle' re used in a
ho,.d - modifier constructions
3(a) bio Igb 'empty bottle'
(b) iub ofo •empty bottle'^
At this point, we shall like to make a terminological revision. irice
d.c tcr.-s 'modifier', 'qualifier', and 'head' have become technical, and since
we lo not make any distinction between a uuaiifier and a odifier in the .ays
the users of the terms in halliday's systemic framewoik .lake such dirtinetirn,
we shall use the terta orinciual (it.) for the 'head' of the noun phrase, nd
ancillary (hhC) for other modifying elements in the noun phrase. (These
exclude conjunctions and prepositions.) Hie two abbreviations will soraeti ses
be combined as 'iK- he relationships'.
1. Ward 1952i 75» The transcription is ard'si the numbering' as 2(a) - ( )
is ours# The tone levels used by ».&rd there [ 1 'low', [-] • . ',
and ["1 'high'. Note that 2(d) is not glossed by" ard because it is a
synonym of 2(b). However, in contexts, there can be . ifferencos in
semantic interpretation between 2(b) and 2(d) especially on points of
presupposition and focus. dor instance, one of my informants and I,
observe that (i) has a different meaning from (ii) below.
(i, obinrin ari%b6 k&n ni 6 f$ (woman old-person one ie he m urry),
(ii) ardgbd obinrin kan ni 0 f<£ (old-person woman one is Vie marry),
although both are interpretable aa 'he married (in old woman'. In (ii),
where arurbo 'old person' precedes obinrin 'woman' on the surface, I in¬
attention of the listener is called only to the fact that the person ; Tried
is old, but in (i), there ie no emphasis on the fact that she is old.
2* Abraham 1956' 452
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rincipai and, Ancillary Defined!
'e shall define the principal as 'the HP element that is the most
significant for verb aelectional restriction purposes.1 This definition is
not a notaticnal variant of Bamgbo^e'n definition of •head*. A 'head1 is
defined by Bamgboae as "that element which can operate in a nominal group
structure of only one element."^ Since 'h* (head) Is obligatory in the
Jlallidayan formula for nominal group structures (m)h(q) on which Bamghose's
grammar is based, Baagbose'a definition of 'head* is an accurate restatement
of Ilalliday's position. To a certain extent the 'principal* here corresponds
to the 'head' in Bamgbooe and Halliday, but there are some significant
differences.
As we shall point out in 6.15 below, there are certain Yoruba formatives
like enl 1 person' which cannot 'operate in a nominal group of only one element,'
but ehich are the elements modified (or qualified) by other items in some hp's,
since they do not satisfy the Bamgbobe !a11idayan definition of 'head', they
are indescribable in a Hallidayan grammar. But these elements are the most
significant for seleetional restriction purposes in the HP's in which other
elements modify them. Hence, they operate as principals, they satisfy our
definition of 'principal', and they are describeble within our framework.
Consequently, our principal/ancillary division is not a notational variant of
the Bam, , boae-ila1 lidayan head-modifier-qual ifier complex.
The 'ancillary' is then defined as 'any HP element, the main celectional
constraint of which is compatibility with an NP principal rather than a verb'.
Thus, *et£ 11# nA dl (ear of-house the block) '*the house's ear ie blocked'
i.e. '*the house is deaf' is ungramatical mainly because of the incompati¬
bility of the principal et{ 'ear' with the ancillary 11# 'house, of house'
1. Bamgbose 1966i 98
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since it ia still possible for the verb d^L 'is blocked' to select the
principal et£ 'ear' as its subject e.g. in etdf mi dti (ear of-me block) *?iqy
ear is blocked' i.e. 'I am deaf',
bo, the terms 'principal' and 'ancillary' are defined in relation to the
underlying syntactic (or semantic) notion of •aelectional restrictions' rather
than the surface structure characteristics of operating as the only element in
single element HP's. As long aa selectional restrictions re.ain as a
grammatical feature, the above definition will be adequate. It does not
matter whether selectional restrictions operate in syntax (qua Chomsky 196$)
or in semantics (qua katz and Postal I964 and MeCawley 1968a). The important
condition is that aelectional restrictions exist at all. It is not even
significant whether it ia the verb that selects the noun subject/object or
vice verea. or whether seleotional restrictions can only be stated as
compatibility relations exicting between verbal elements and nominal elements
without one directly seleoting the other. The important point ia that the
HP element that is the most significant one for the verb participating in the
selectional restriction operation is the principal,
borne apparent synonymies and the dividing Line
How, if one compares 2(b) with 2(d), and 3(a) with 3(b), one will find
that there ia a surface positional change in the lexical items or nouns used
in each pair which does not aetually alter the meaning. In moat oases, the
noun that occurs initially in sentence structure is the principal (or 'head')
while the one that follows it is an anoillary. This is probably the reason
why iii his analysis of the Yoruba Houn Phrase, Bamgboee said that "the simple
nominal group ... consists of a head or a head followed by a Qualifier i.e.
fi, HQ" (italics supplied)v»e say 'in most cases' rather than 'in all cases'
1. Bamgbose 1966j 98
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as Bamgboiie'a analysis presupposes beoause there are exceptions to the
condition e.g. ako pddn 'leap year' (of. 28 below) where the principal is
actually not the initial akcj> 'male1 but odun 'year' etc. (Afolayan 1968
has already pointed out bamgboBe's error in relation to the structure of the
initial element in the SP when he established a mho for Yoruba in place of
Bamgbose'a he.)
how, let us suppose that in 2 and 3, the usual relationship whereby the
principal precedes the ancillary exists. Then, the change of function from
principal to ancillary of the nouns in the constructions there has no semantic
significance. The apparent synonymy* of 2(b) with 2(d) and 3(a) with 3(h)
makes the Ph-AhC relationship existing between the nouns in those constructions
insignificant for purposes of 'semantic interpretation', and it is this
puzzling phenomenon that makes . ard declare that "there is often no dividing
line between a noun and an adjective". But from our discussion, we have seen
that .sard's use of the word 'adjective' Las actually led her into some diffi¬
culties since a failure to distinguish between description of qualities etc.
and modification of the principal hi- element made her suggest that arukbo".
okunrin and obinrin are nouns in some constructions and adjectives in others.
Thus, multiple membership was suggested for Yoruba nouns because the
distinction between functional terms like modifiers, qualifiers or ancillaries
and notional terms like nouns, adjectives, or numerals was not made at that
stage (or theoretically, at any stage; in ..ard's description. Consequently,
the assertion that there is no dividing line between nouns and adjectives is
inadequate if 'adjective' were used in the sense the examples from Ward makes
us believe it is being used (i.e. as 'anoillary'). What her examples actually
1. The synonymy of 2(b) with 2(d) is only apparent as suggested earlier. A
similar comment can be made for the apparent synonymy of 3(a) and 3(b)
since there is a difference in 'focus' when the examples occur in
contexts.
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suggest is that nouns can function as principals or as ancillaries, and this
is correct.
However, ward's statement about the absence of any dividing line between
nouns and adjectives may be correct when 'adjective' is interpreted in the
second sense suggested above but not in the sense preouppoaedly suggested by
ard's own unanalyzed examples. One oan recall that Lyons 1966 recognized
that the only other syntactic universal apart from the noun is the predicator.^
In Lyons' paper, it was suggested that adjectives and verbs should belong to
one syntactic category, and the adverb was even later mule a positional
variant of the adjective in some structures.
Lyons' view may now appear contrary to the suggestion (taken from Ward)
that there is 'no dividing line between a noun and an adjective' in Yoruba.
This is especially the case since Lyons actually rejected the {grouping together
of the noun and adjective in Alexandrine times while distinguishing then
sharply from verbs. ihis Alexandrine grouping was based on the observation
thet adjectives and nouns are Inflected for case and number, and also because
2
adjeotives without accompanying nouns may be used as the subject of a sentence.
If it is recognized that the Yoruba adjective is never Inflected for gender
and number like the Greek and Latin cases on which the points being disputed
by Lyons is baaed, one will realize that the suggestions for the Yoruba cases
now do not contradict Lyons* contention since the points here, like those used
by Lyons to contradict the Alexandrine practice are baaed on the recognition
of the distinction between surface structure and underlying representations.
If they were to be considered as contradictions at all, they would be contra¬
dictions on reasons different from those that were being discussed in Lyons 1966.
1. Lyons J. (1966) "Towards a 'Notional' Theory of Parts of Speech" in JL (2).
209-236. A susciary of the points made in the paper can also be found in
Lyons 1968.
2. Lyons 19661 216
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On the other hand, the grouping together of nouns and adjectives hero
will have to depend partly on an earlier suggestion from chapter III that even
nouns (like adjectives) can be derived from the predicate of a sentence. This
does not yet mean that all nouns are necessarily derived in essentially the
suae ways, or that all derived nouns are similar to adjectives.
however, there are some olaesee of derived nouns (especially the descrip¬
tive nouns using the oni + h derivation rule) which axe not really distinguish¬
able fro® adjectives. »e call the Yoruba nouna derived through the * a
or oni ti 6 ni h nominalization rule of 3.22J(^0) descriptive nouns since most'*'
of them can be "used adjectivally" (qua, Abraham).
descriptive and ftfon descriptive nouns as nnclllarles
The point we want to make here is that descriptive nouns behave generally
like adjectives when they operate as ancillaxies. In 4 to 10 below, we
provide examples of descriptive nouns using the ondf + h nominaliaation rule in
some BP structures. The (a) forma of 4 - 10 will be the descriptive nouns
themselves. In the ^b) forms, each descriptive noun will function as an
ancillary to another Yoruba noun. In some (c) examples, especially 4(0) and
k e_ tk=S e.
5(oj, the surface positions of DM descriptive and non descriptive noune^in (b)
will be reversed. Irrespective of surface positions, it will be seen that the
descriptive noun is still an ancillary of the principal in each of the examples
so that its behaviour is similar to that of the adjective. how consider!
4(a) aiakorf 'a stubborn fellow1 i.e. em t£ £ tu ano ori" (one who at has
tough head) cf. note on 6 below.
(b) okunxin aiakori yen (man stubborn-fellow that) 'that stubborn man'
(c) alakoriC oblnrin (stubborn-fellow woman) 'a stubborn women'
1. When we say 'most of theia', we exclude those onif + h nominal!satlons which
have become proper noun® e.g. Olorun 'hod' from oni1- tyrun (oni + heaven J.
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5(a) onfjangbon 'a troublesome fellow' i.e. superficially cni tl .r nx .hn
(one who he has troubles) 'one olooely connected ■with troubles'
(b) okunrin on£j&hgbon yen (man troublesome-fellow that) 'tint troublesome
mail'
(o) onijangbin oblnrin *a troublesome woman'
6(a) alaritn 'a diseased fellow' (one who is closely connected with bad
diseases)
(b) okunrin alarun yen 'that diseased man'
i *
7(a) onr&Ango 'a ,>&ngo worshipper' (one closely connected with ango)
(b) okimrin oniadngo yen 'that man who is a Gango worshipper'
8(a) elewon (one who is closely connected with ewS'n 'urisonaf') 'a prisoner'
(b) okunrin elewon yen 'that convicted man'
9(a) el&nu (one who is closely connected with emu 'palm wine') - (i)'a palm
wine seller*, (ii) 'a drunkard*
(b) okunrin elemu yen 'that drunken man'
(c) oao elemu yen (child oia pain; wine that) 'that pain wine seller' or
'the son of that palm wine seller'.
ote that Yoruba children are not expected to be drunk, so the omo in 9(c)
cannot refer to 'a drunkard*. 9(c) has the first interpretation when the
demonstrative, yen 'that', is an ancillary of <p;acj> 'child' and. both -po and
1. The close connection relationship suggested for onf + N nominalizations
in 3.223 can be interpreted differently in specific case3. some people
may like to suggest that the close connection relationship allows the
interpretation of al?lrun as 'doctor' or 'nurse', and that the 'possessor
of interpretation handles this specific case better. But, it can also
be argued that the doctor is more closely connected with 'the
manufacturing and dispensing of medicine' than al&run 'the diseased person'
is. Besides, doctors are not always 'on duty' so that they do not always
live with diseases. However, an aldr&n 'a diseased person' is a constant
companion of hi3 diseases. Note that &rtm 'disease' is more pejorative
than (not being well) or (the state of not being well) 'illness',
so that aldio&n is generally used for people suffering from minor ailments.
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elemu are appositive.* It has the second interpretation when ele'rau is in
the genitive.
10(a) olo'w<^ (one who is closely connected with owo 'money') 'a wealthy
person', 'a rich man'
(b) okfcnrin olowo yen 'that wealthy man*.
In some uses, oloW also means 'lord of e.g. in oloW orf 'on® who pays the
tax on behalf of another person (usually a husband)'.
In 4(c) and 5(c) where the surface positions of the descriptive and non
descriptive nouns in the (b) examples are reversed, non descriptive nouns
still remain as principals, not only because this is deducible from their
bnglish translations, but also because the non descriptive nouns are the most
significant for verb selectional restriction purposes. Hence, it is only the
compatibility of obinrin 'woman' or oktmrin 'man' with the VP in 11 and IP
below that makes 11 grammatical and 12 ungramiaatical i
11(a) alakorlf obinrin na ti nf oyun (stubborn-fellow woman the have got
pregnancy) 'the stubborn woman has become impregnated'
(b) obinrin alakorif na ti ni oyun (woman stubborn-fellow the have got
pregnancy) 'the stubborn woman has become impregnated'
12(a) *alakori okunrin na ti ni oyun (stubborn-fellow man the have got
pregnancy) '*the stubborn man has become impregnated'
(b) *okilnrin ulakori na ti nl oyun (man stubborn-fellow the have got
pregnancy) **the stubborn man has become impregnated'
Thus, descriptive nouns function like adjectives since they remain as
ancillaries to non descriptive nouns irrespective of surface structure position.
The only difference between the (a) and (b) forms of 11 and 12 then appears to
be only one of 'focus' since more emphasis is placed on the qualities described
1. It may be necessary to have a distinction between deictic ancillaries (for
determiner elements; and lexical ancillary (for lexical categories;. This
further distinction merits a more serious examination.
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by the descriptive nouns when they precede the noii descriptive in 11(a) end
12(a). The examples in 4 - 12 can be compared with instances when we use
adjectives rather than descriptive nouns.
he can illustrate the comparable adjective examples with 15 and 14s
15(a) ekun keker<£ yen (tiger small that) 'that small tiger'
(b) ke'kere ek\in ode ni i se (small tiger, hunter is -ing do)* 'any tiger,
whether young or old, is a hunter'
14(a) ale dudu yen (thief black that) 'that black rogue'
(b) dudu ole, ole ni) funfun olb, old ni (black thief, thief is; white
thief, thief is) 'any thief is a thief irrespective of the colour of his akin'.
In both the (a) and (b) forms of 15 and 14, the adjectives k&cere 'small'
and dudu 'black' still function as a&cill&ries when used with non descriptive
nouns. As in 11 and 12, only tiger' in 15 and ol^ 'thief* in 14 are
significant for verb aelectional restriction purposes so that descriptive nouns
behave like adjectives whenever they are used with non descriptive nouns in HP's.
A second point of similarity between the descriptive noun and the adjective
is that they are paraphrae&ble as embedded relatives when they are used with
non descriptive nouns, but non descriptive nouns cannot be sententially repre¬
sented in such circumstances. Hence, for alakyri in 4 and kekere" in 15, we
have:
15* okunrin ti 6 je alakorf yen (man who he is stubborn-fellow that) 'that ran
who is a stubborn fellow' i.e. 'that stubborn man'
16(a) ekun ti 6 kdre (tiger which it small) 'the tiger which is small'
(b) Yekirn ti 6 je kekere' yen (tiger which it is small that) roughly 'that
tiger which is a small thing'.
1. 15(b) is a Yoruba proverb warning people against defiance. Just ao any
tiger is a eource of terror to any domestic animal, so is anybody invested
with authority to be feared and respected however young or physically weak
he may appear to be.
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but we do not haves
I?, ♦alakorl' ti 6 ,je okunrin yen (stubborn-fellow who he is man that) '*a
stubborn fellow who is that man' or '?that stubborn fellow who is e man'
lb. *i:ekere t{ o je ekun yen (small which it is tirer that'' •*» small (thin,"')
which is that tiger'.
bo far, we have noticed points of similarity between descriptive nouns and
r jectives when they are used with non descriptive nouns, and we find that
descriptive nouns arid adjectives are usually anoillaries in su< 1 cons true ti oris.
But this should not be misinterpreted as a suggestion that non descriptive
nouns are always principals. They too con function as ancillaries, but only
on other non descriptive nouns. .»e shall compare descriptive + non descriptive
noun constructions with descriptive + descriptive noun constructions end with
non descriptive + non descriptive noun constructions in 19 - 27 below. o
give the examples having descriptive + non descriptive nouns from 19 to 20 as
additional examples to the ones we had in 4 - 10 since we sed only onx -
noiainalizations as descriptive nouns there. In 19 - 20 and 21 - 25, we have
other descriptive nouns which do not ur-e the onf + h rule. .,0, in 19 - 20,
we have descriptive + non descriptive noun constructions, in 21 - 23, we Lave
descriptive + descriptive noun constructions, and in 24 - 27, we have non
descriptive + non descriptive noun constructions»
19(a) arewb. 'a handsome or beautiful person' from ewa 'beauty'
(b) oblnrin arewh (woman beautiful-person) 'a beautiful woman'
»
(c) arewa oblrtrin (beautiful-person woman) 'a beautiful woman'
20(a) asewes' 'prostitute' cf. 3.2221(29(iii))
(b) oblnrin aedW (woman prostitute) 'an adulterous woman'
(c) as<£w6 obinrln (prostitute woman) 'an adulterous woman'
21(a) opuro 'liar' from £a 'make ' ir£ ' lies
(b) agbnlagba opurcf (elderly-person liar) 'a deceitful old en' +
(c) opur<^ agbalagbd (liar elderly-person) 'a deceitful old man'
+iJoth 21(b) and 21(c) are paraphrasable as 'an old deceitful man'.
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Both 21(b) and (c) can be interpreted as 'a deceitful old man' or 'an
old deceitful man' because ^gbalaRbti •elderly-person' is also a descriptive
noun. Hence, both ^bala.-tbA and 6,)uxo can be principals. In order to knov:
the prinoipal from the ancillary in 21, we have to get the full sentence
structure to know what selectional restriction violations can take place.
Thus, irrespective of surface structure position, we can have byurtp and
?• bala/;b& as principals when the selectional rules prohibit respectively the
following sentencesi
22 *agbalagba dvuro yen kd puro" rf (elderly-person liar that not lie before)
•*that deceitful old man had never lied'
23 *agbalagb& bpuro yen kb ju omo odun mewa lo (elderly-person liar that
not exceed child year ten beyond) '"that deceitful old nan is less than ten
years old*
The principals are underlined in 22 and 23» and principalship in this case
is independent of surface structure order. Thus, the descriptive + descriptive
noun constructions in 21 to 23 can be used as additional evidence for the
determination of structural relationships as principals and ancillaries through
underlying seleotional restriction possibilities rather than surface structure
order. Thus, from examples 21 to 23, it now appears that structural relation¬
ships within the Yoruba NP are not even totally independent of the VP.
"•re do not have to discuss 19 and 20 since they are just additional examples
for our earlier discussions of the non descriptive + descriptive noun construc¬
tions in 4 to 12. Now, we turn to non descriptive + non descriptive noun
constructions. examine the following hp's.
24(a) lie' owo' (house of-money) 'a bank'
(b) owd" lie (money of-house) 'house rent'
25(a) ori owo (head of-aioney) 'the head that brings money or luck'
(b) owo ori (money of-head) 'tax, income tax'
26(a) ls^ ovfo (work of-asoney) 'paid jobj 'occupation'
(b) owe' ise' (money of-work) 'wages'
i •
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27(a) onje kulko (food for-period) 'regular meal'
(b) Wiko onje (period for-food) 'time for food'
In 24 to 27, the first surface noun is the principal and the second one
is the ancillary. Unlike the examples in 5*51(2) where 5.51(2b) and 5*51(2d)
are cognitively synonymous, the (a) and (b) forms in 24 to 27 are not synonymous.
.jo, if 5.51(2) had led ard into the observation that there is no dividing line
between nouns and adjectives, a consideration of 24 to 27 here might have led
to a modification of that opinion. The significant point about the above
examples is that the centre of information is the first surface noun. bo,
in 26(a) for instance, ig|_22£L is jLs$ 'work' or 'job' and not owp 'money'
whereas in 26(b) ow6 is£ is ovo 'money' and not ise. 3ince the (a) and (b)
forms are not synonymous, the complete identification of nouns with adjectives
on the basis of 5*51(2) will be too radical a suggestion for syntactic descrip¬
tion. Hence, in this work, while noting syntactic similarities between
Yoruba nouns and adjectives, we will not make them identical as we have done
for nouns and numerals in 5*4* will just follow Bach in suggesting that
Yoruba nouns and adjectives are derived from the hyperconstituont 'contentive'.
But we will not ignore the differences between nouns and adjectives.
iYtylfhey aemayka oq the ilt-hhC ^j.a^onfhipi
e may end this subsection with some further observations on the
principal-ancillary relationships. First, there is nothing to indicate t .at
the principal-ancillary (PH-AKC) relationship exists between co-members of
appositive conatruetione. Each noun which is in apposition to another one
will be equally significant for verb seLacticnal restriction operations, and
each noun must be compatible with the other one. Thus, two appositive nouns
could be principals of a coordinate structure.
Another observation about the FH-A1IC relationship is that the method used
for testing for principalship for certain classes of nouns nay not be workable
for other classes. For instance, during the disoussion of 21 to 25, we used
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the types of selectional restriction violations possible to determine which
of the two surface descriptive nouns is the principal. But this technique
will not work if one of the nouns is non descriptive e.g. considers
28(a) ako odun (tough/male year) 'leap year*
(b) odun ako (year tough/male) 'disastrous year'
e are sure that ydun 'year' is a non descriptive noun. e are not so
sure about the status of ako 'sale*. If we say that ako is non descriptive
while ydun is also non descriptive, then it ought to function like 24 to 27
and akq should operate as the principal In 28(a). And if we say it is
descriptive, it will he difficult to determine its internal derivational source.
(This does not suggest that all descriptive nouns have internal derivational
Bourcea, but most of them do.)* however, from the way aky functions in 28,
it appears that it is descriptive since ydun 'year' still remains as principal
irrespective of surface structure order. Nevertheless, since there is at
leant one non descriptive noun odim in the constructions in 29 below, we cannot
use the type of sentential representations in 22 and 2j> to determine principal-
ship. Thus, we do not use test cases like 29 for determining prinoipalahip
when one of the nouns involved in the PH-AHC relationship is non descriptive:
29(a) *ndim ako na ho ya ako (year tough the not become tough) '*thc
disastrous year is not disastrous'
(b) *odun ako na je osu mdta pure (year tough the is month three only)
•*the disastrous year is only three months long'.
The only significant point that can be made from 29(a) is that aky 'tough,
disastrous' is not an appropriate ancillary for ydun 'year' since they are
Incompatible in that structure. So, the test for descriptive noun prlncipalship
1. The term 'internal derivation' is used to capture the type of distinction
existing between 5*5(85) 5.5(86) above. A noun that has no internal
derivational sources will use 5*5(85) while one that has an internal
derivational source will use 5*5(86).
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is not applicable when one noun is non descriptive. 29(b) represents a
different type of deviation since it will still be ungram. atical even when
ydun is not modified.
Sote however that we havei
30. ako odun na ko ya ako (tough year the not become tough) 'the leap year
is not disastrous',
since ako odun 'leap year' and oduh ako 'disastrous year' are not synonymous,
.hat one can infer from this observation is that the relationship between ako
and odun is fairly, though not significantly, different from the relationship
between non descriptive and descriptive nouns having the PH-AliC relationship
in 4 to 12 because there is hardly any change in meaning when surface position
is reversed in the earlier examples, whereas a reversal of surface position
leads to a change in meaning in 28 to 30.
furthermore, probably if ard had examined non synonymous pairs like
28(a) and (b) rather than fairly synonymous ones like ant; bo oknnrin - 5»5l(2b)
and okunrin arukbo - 3»5l(2d), her conclusions on the relationship between
nouns and adjectives might have been different. It is difficult to know.
V'e say now make a summary of our findings in this last part of the
dincuesion. First, we note that nouns can be divided into descriptive and
non descriptive. The descriptive behave very much like adjectives so that
ward's observation on the absence of a dividing line between nouns and
adjectives is more appropriately referable to descriptive nouns and adjectives,
secondly, when descriptive and non descriptive nouns have the PL- 0 relation¬
ship (i.e. when they are not appositive e.g. in 4 - 12 arid 19 - 20), the non
descriptive noun normally functions as the principal irrespective of surface
structure order. Thirdly, when two non descriptive nouns have the - LC
relationship (e.g. in 24 - 27), the first noun on the surface structure
representation is usually the principal. For such classes of nouns,
Barngbose'e analysis for 'nominal group structures' my be adequate, but
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they do not constitute all classes of nouns. Fourthly, when two descriptive
nouns have the PR-ANC relationship (e. • in 21 - 23), either one could he the
principal irrespective of surface structure order, and principalship con be
determined through the method used for 22 and 23. And finally, the method
used for determining principalohip when two descriptive nouns have the FR-ANC
relationship is not applicable if any of the nouns is non descriptive. If
any of the nouns were non descriptive (e.g. in 28 and 29), the selectional
violation teat of 22 and 23 would only determine compatibility relationships
between the non descriptive principal and the descriptive ancillary.
having observed the similarities of adjectives with nouns, in particular
with the class of nouns called descriptive nouns, we nay now turn to the
argument about underlying representations of nouns and adjectives. Hence,
we now consider Bach's proposed * content!ve' in Yoruba syntactic structure.
5.52 THE YOHUBA HP AND THE HYPilRCOHSTITUKNT •COHTEtfTIVE'
5.521 IKE •CONTEHTIVE' AHD 'FEATURE BUBBLES'
In this section, we suggest Bach's notion of the hyperconstituent
•contentlve' for nouns and adjectives in the Yoruba noun phrase. The relevant
syntactic reasons for this suggestion have already been discussed when we
examined points of similarities and differences between nouns and adjectives
in 5*51. Hence, in order to avoid the repetition of points already made, we
shall merely concentrate on Bach's proposal and Dougherty's criticisms of Bach
here. Consequently, no disoussion of the similarities between Yoruba nouns
and adjectives will appear in this section.
The grouping together of nouns with adjectives has a long history going
back to the Alexandrine times (cf. discussion in Lyons 1966). Recently,
within the generative eeaanticists' school of transformational grammar, the
similarities bet-ween nouns and adjectives have been emphasized to the extent
that Bach 1968 suggested that the three main syntactic categories Roun,
Adjective and Verb are derived from one single syntactic category in underlying
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representation. Bach's suggestion is that T?, A, and V are derived from the
hyperconstituent 'contentive', and their surface structure differences are
introduced by transforraational mechanisms controlled by features.
Chomsky (lOJOt 199) has already criticised the idea that verbs and
adjectives could belong to a category, pradicator. Chomsky's argument isj
Suppose it were true that just verbs and adjectives cross
classify with respect to the feature active-stative. It
would not follow that verbs and adjectives belong to a
single category, predlcator, with the feature [+adjectivalj
distinguishing verbs from adjectives. From the fact that
a feature L+Fj is distinctive in the categories X, Y, it
does not follow that there is a feature C such that X -
[+Gj and Y - f—Oj# and a category Z - [+Gj. tfhat is more
nouns are subdivided in an exactly parallel way (i.e. nouns
also have the L+stativeJ distinction - 3AE)...Again, the
property in question is a property of lexical categoriesj
the fact that noun, verb, and adjective shore this property
does not imply that they belong to a auper-categoiy.
Then, Chomsky added, just to be dismissed, the comment thati
It is quite possible that the categories noun, verb,
adjective are the reflection of a deeper feature structure,
each being a combination of features of a more abstract
sort. In this way, the various relations among these
categories might be expressible. For the moment, however,
tliis is hardly clear enough to be a speculation.
Chomsky 1970« 199-
It seems the above endemic pessimism about ordinary speculation concerning the
possibility of finding a deeper feature structure that could be a super-
category for noun, adjeotive, and verb is inevitable for anyone who believes
in the autonomy of a syntactic level of deep structure where all lexical
insertion must take place in a block. For instance, if the proponents of the
level of 'deep structure' allow super-categories in more abstract underlying
representations than the deterministic level of 'deep structure', the problem
of relating such deeper levels of representations to the deep structure will
arise, and it seems, for the moment, that there is no possible logical solution
to such problems if the present deterministic definition of syntactic 'deep
structure' were to be maintained. Consequently, the objections raised, by
Chomsky about the inability to speculate on the possibility of having M» A, and
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V as the reflection of a deeper feature structure ere not independent of the
maintenance of the autonomous level of syntactic 'deep struoture' (cf. 1.5
end 2.4 ehove).
Dougherty 1970 has also made some serious criticisms of the notion that
f?, A, and V could, belong to a hyneroonntituent 'oontentive'. In & recant
1 2
review of Bach and Harms, Dougherty made grave criticisms of articles by
J-cCawley, Bach and Fillmore. Although Dougherty's review of Bach's article
in particular was devastating he did not deny Baoh's suggestion about the
similarities between S, A, and V. Hie only important criticism of Bach is
that the interpretive model baaed on Chomsky's Aenacts and "Remarks on
Fon&nalizatians* recognises both the similarities and differences that exist
for the main syntactic categories while Bach appeared to have ignored the
differences in underlying representations. Consequently, "Dougherty tried to
show that the fact that "the major categories can be expanded by phrase
structure rules which can he collapsed into a schema follows as a consequence
of the assumptions that nodes are feature complexes and that a given feature...
can be assigned to any of the major categories.
The suggestion that 'nodes' are feature complexes is made in Chomsky 1970.
In the lexicalist caper, Chomsky decided tb»t nil the symbols of grammar ere
A
complexes of features. A little part of Bach's argument is that since certain
features e.g. f+statlve] are common to the three major categories, noun,
adjective, and verb in 'deep structure*, the three major categories may be
derived from a hyperconstituent called 'contentive', and that the recognition
of this hyperccnstituent can lead to simplicity in syntactic description since
1. Dougherty, itay C. (1970) "Recent studies on Language linivex-sals* in
foundations of Language (6) 505-961.
2. Bach and Barms I960.
5. Dougherty 1$70« 556
4. ChoiuBky 1370« 207-3
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nouns and adjectives can then ho derived from embedded relatives (the
predicate nominal). But note that Bach's main arguments, like ours in 5*3»
are in fact syntactic and they are not actually based on points of feature
similarity.
Dougherty's contention it» that the three major syntactic categories
can occur in environmentJ "(q) (ADV)W since his P3K hypothesis*
recognizes the rules:
"(14) S —* (q) S* (ADV)
(15) HP > (q) UP" (AT57)
(16) VP ^ (q) VP (APT)"
which can be collapsed to: "X (q) X (ADV) where X ® major
2
categories: 3, up, VP and n = 2, 3, Because of similarities in the
expansion characteristics of the major categories and the possibilities of
collapsing the rules, the PGH hypothesis is supposed to be capable of dealing
with the problems Bach tried to solve. So, the feature complex, IIP, will be
similar to VP to the extent that both share identioal features e.g.
£+stative] or "(Q) _______ (ADV)".
But one can note that while Bach discussed the notional terns 'noun',
'adjective' and 'verb', Dougherty was discussing category symbols like J,
HP, and VP. Hence, he was actually not providing an exact lexicalist
alternative to Bach's proposal. Moreover, granted that some HP's could be
nouns, and that some VP's could he adjectives or verbs, the fact that
Dougherty himself suggested a 'hyperconstituent' _X shows that he himself has
created an unchristened contentive so that his suggestion is only a disguised
extension of Bach's proposal to cover category symbols like 3 and VP in
addition to tlx© Notional terms N, A, and V.
Bo, from Dougherty's suggestion, e super-category should be found for
1* Dougherty 19701 555
2, Dougherty 1970* 555-6. The numbering of the rules is Dougherty's.
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the throe major syntactic categories BP, and VP, just as Bach has found
one - 'contentives' for the three major syntactic constituents^ noun, adjective,
end verb. Dougherty's suggestion that "a given feature can be assfpied to
any of the major categories" implies that any (given) feature e.g. J+stativeJ
or C-hutaaiO can be assigned to any major category like J (sentence). So,
we have not only hack's stative noun, adjectives, and verbs to consider, but
also, by implication, Dougherty's otative, non abstract, human sentences,
noun phrases and verb phrases to examine.
Perhaps one really misleading aspect of Dougherty's criticism of the
hyperconstituent contentiv® is that in his own alternative formulation, the
ICR hypothesis (p. 556), where he himself created a hyperconatituent ' ' for
the three major syntactic categories D, KP, and VP, he did not realize that
his own 'X' is a hyperccii3ti tuent or super-category. It is difficult to
assume that Dougherty failed to recognise some superficial similarities between
Bach's system arid the PoK hypothesis. dor instance, Dougherty noted, in his
criticism, that Bach even postulated a system involving three fundamental
kinds of entities in the 'deep structure' viz. - entences, Terms arid : redic>tes
or Contentives. Then, terms stand for forms like noun phrases etc. Now,
Bach would derive all his (common) nouns, his adjectives, and verbs from the
third entity of the system - 'Predicates' or 'Contentives'. In .rougherty'c
terminology, Bach's 'contentives' will be represented by VP, Bach's 'terms' by
1. As there is a systematic ambiguity in the use of the term 'category', we
nay like to reserve the term 'category' or 'major category' for terms like
NP, VP and S while 'constituent' will henceforth be used for noun, adjective,
and verb. It appears Dougherty will refer to everything as 'c. tegory'
since Chomsky has already suggested that all the symbols of grammar are
complexes of features# These symbols include major and minor categories
etc. It appears that what w# now oall 'constituents' can be £+st*tlveJ •
But Dougherty will probably like f+stativej etc. to apply to all major
syntactic categories. And yet, he did not give us examples of sentences
that can be jT+stativeJ , [AhmsanJ , j>abetractj etc.
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Dougherty's 'MP', and his 'sentence' "by Dougherty's T>'« 3o, Dotigherty's
real point ia that Bach recognized the three major constituents N, A, and V
as VI5 (or as elements occurring within the VP) which ia correct since Dougherty
himself never broke down the VP into component parts. % not breaking down
the VP into parts, and by recognizing the same VP as a single major syntactic
©ategory, Dougherty has given some support for Bach1a point that Dougherty's
•feature bundles* IT, A, and V are dominated immediately by a single hyper-
constituent to be called 'predicate' or 'oontentive*, or are dominated
ultimately by a category symbol to be called VP.* Bach's N, A, and V are
ultimately dominated by VP since the VP contains some syntactic elements like
AU.X which must precede II, A, V or what immediately dominates these items
e.g. 'contentives' in phrase markers.
However, Dougherty's suggestion that N, V and A are just feature bundles
in the 'deep structure' is very attractive. From the suggestion, two
categories can be considered similar in their 'deep structure' rex>resenbuttons
where they share features, and may differ to the extent that they have different
feature apecifications.
nevertheless, there is the problem of feature grading which has to be
examined or solved before the suggestion can be very useful. For instance,
the possibility of a set of Yoruba (descriptive) nouns sharing more features
numerically with Yoruba adjectives and verbs than with other nouns is not enough
to make people say that they are not nouns. Even if they share only ten percent
of their features with nouns and the remaining ninety percent with adjectives or
verbs, one is unlikely to do more than quote Sard's observation (of. 5*51 above)
that "there is often no dividing line between a noun and an adjective." The
1. See 3*4 above for a discussion of immediate and ultimate (nun) self
dominance.
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descriptive nouns will still "be celled 'nouns'. Biit on the basis of feature
countingf they should not be called 'nouns'. Hence, efforts have to be ar.de
for setting up a feature hlerachy before any general applicability of the
feature complex proposal can be practised.
At present, people have proposed various grades of feature complexes.
V,e have the polarized ones like Qdef j, [+huaan], C+stativeJ, [VabstractJ
which may or may not be syntactic. These polarized feature bundles seem to
have no significant advantages over ilalliday's non polarized systemic features.
We also have some non polarized super categorial feature complexes like K, V,
which can be collapsed to Chomsky's X (or Dougherty's 'X'). Ve even have the
n
uncertain cases like Dougherty's environment " —> („) (AbV) where
n - 3, 4,,,." In the uncertain cases, any symbol to the left of the arro??
must at least be doubled or tripled when it enters the specified contexts in
order to prohibit immediate self dominance if the optional end ,v are not
taken, (cf. 3.4)• Then we also have the contextual restriction feature
£I mework like j~s . j a i r, i„ Iz 4Uti»l|Ul>h tlttlitiVI f*0
intransitive verbs. In the contextual restriction cases, all the contexts
Bust be considered together since a single contextual restriction will usually
be ambiguous. At least f+ hpj alone cannot distinguish between a preposition
and a transitive verb.''
?roa the * receding paragraph, it then appears that at least four different
feature grades exist, and there ia still no way of deciding which feature
1. Actually, the treatment of prepositions us verbs is not rare. 3y failing
to take enough features into account, bangboss 1966 actually described all
Yoruba prepositions no verbs. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note
that Becker and Arms, who used the arguments of generative grammar to
propose that: "prepositions share many basic features with v^rbs end may
be represented at a fairly abstract level of the grammar as predicates"
(italics supplied), al30 warned! "Please, note that we are not saying that
prepositions are verba! our contention is only that verbs and prepositions
may be surface realizations of the same abstract semantic categories."
Becker and Arms 1969* 1 (italics theirs).
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grades should be .iiven precedence over the rest in doterninin, which, .roups
of feature complexes belong to the same super catejory or hyperconstituent.
5.522 ONE NOH SYNTACTIC REASON FOR HOT ELIMINATING THE ABJECTIVE
Ao Aft iiHi/iJOiIIHO CATEGORY
In %4, the numeral was eliminated as an independent category of the
underlying representation, and treated as a subclass of nouns. But in %cl
and 5.521, the adjective was only regarded as one of the three >«Jor consti¬
tuents that constitute the 'contentive'. In this section, we give one non
syntactic reason for not eliminating the adjective the way the numeral was
eliminated in 5.4 as an independent category of the underlying structure.
On the Question of the possible elimination of adjectives in underlying
structures, the position we now arrive at is that adjectives cannot be
eliminated like the numerals. Nouns are used for namine and classifying,
but nouns cannot do all the work of naming. Hence, adjectives assist nouns
in subclass!fyiny, thereby reducing the burden or. the nouns. We find this
process yoin# on in all lenyuayea as knowledge inoreasee. So, the reason
beiny river nor may be oonsidered epistsmolorical. We can yive an example
with the division of the body of knowledge into subparts, and we shall us©
the Tnrliah names of the body of knowledge concerned,
For instance, we can say that all knowledge is •science1 from Latin
sctentia •knowledge*. As soon as knowledge increases, it will be found
necessary to subdivide the body of knowledge to 'sciences', and the sciences
could be yiven names like 'the natural sciences' and the 'humane sciences'.
The 'humane sciences' can be subclsssifled later as the 'linguistic sciences'
and the 'social sciences'. Further subdivisions will take place within the
linguistic and social sciences. Suppose we now concentrate only on the
'natural sciences'. S© find that the natural sciences can be subclossified
throurh the multiplicity of nouns as 'mathematics', 'physic©', 'biology',
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•chemistry', etc*j hut latex, as knowledge increases in each of those fields
and as we have more than one type of 'physics' etc*, the nouns become adjectival
end they will qualify 'science' in the plural as in the 'mathematical, physical,
and biological sciences'* suppose we now take 'physics', we would discover
sooner or l«ter that we might need some adjectives to subclassify it into
•space physics', 'atomic or nuclear physics', 'quantum physics', etc. And
yet, this is not the end of the process of aubolassiiieatioja* >«e onp. need
■ore research in each of the fields to be forced to 'Invent' a new noun for a
relatively new field or use the adjective to modify the old noun from which the
new field has arisen. Usually, the adjective will arise from a relative
clause representation so that 'atomic physics' might have come originally from
•the area of physics that deals with the atorn'.* It seems more natural for
language users to qualify nouns rather than invent new nouns for new subclasses
2
or subspecies based on existing classes and species* Otherwise, new nouns
would be available for 'unmarried actors, philosophers, presidents, prime
ministers, beasts, birds, reptiles etc*' as bachelor arid spinster are available
for ftffl «"* Hmnin respectively.
since the prcdicator cannot be eliminated from underlying representations,
the adjective in the hi, which is usually a reduced predicator having attributive
functions cannot be eliminated from underlying representations like the numerals*
Actually, there are three stages of prediontor reduction* In stage 1,
there is no reduction at all* In stage 2, the predioator becomes an attribute
of the noun in the hP» and in stage 3, both the prediontor and the noun become
fused or reduced to one new noun* The tiiree stages are observable in the
following relativised expressions* As this phenomenon is not restricted to
1* See 1 to 3 below for the three stages that new words that subolassify an
already existing class could have gone through*
2* cf. the discussion of species and subspecies in Lyons 1968 chapter 9»
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Yoruba, or to any sin;le language, we can use English examples e.g. for
stage 1 -
1(a) men who have faithful wives,
00 men who love their wives - (Not Reduced : Stage 1)
2(a) men who are tall » tall men,
00 men who are married « married men - (Reduced to Ad.1 + Nt Stage 2)
3(a) men who are very tall *» giants,
00 men who are not married - bachelors,
(c) men who have lost their wives » widowers,
(*) men who have unfaithful wives » cuckolds - (^rsedi Stage 3).
cf. 4 .2211(la- some Yoruba
examples of stages 1-3.
Rote the similarities in the unreduced relative clause representations in
1 to 3. And yet, while 1 does not go beyond stage 1, 2 was able to reach stage
2, and only 3 completes the lexicalization process by providing single words
for the senses of nouns plus predlcators. Since it is impossible for all noun
plus predicator complexes to get reduced to single words as in 3, we must accept
the reality of 2 where the predicator assumes attributive functions in the under¬
lying representations of noun phrases. Consequently, the attributive predicator
or the adjective cannot be incorporated into nouns the way numerals were
incorporated in %4 above.
V«'e do not ignore the similarities of our observation here to others that
have occurred in the linguistic literature, in particular, those within generative
semantics, e.g. in Postal 1970b and LoCawley 1968c. For instance,
observation to the above was made by . .cCawley 19 8c when he observed that 'cause
to become not alive' can be lexicalized to 'kill' in English whereas many other
similar English expressions e.g. 'cause to become not obnoxious', 'cause to
become not loquacious', 'cause to become not important' etc., are not represen¬
ted by any English lexioal formative. Besides, while the complete lexicaliza-
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tion process wna found in expressions like pork from p!-t meat, beef from cor
re?t. and other types of meat like mutton, venison, etc., there nre no lexical
items for the moat from turkeys. ducks. snakes, monkeys. owla. etc.
Thus, lexicali2ation is not always complete, and so, not all possible
actions ore lexlcnlized into verbs like 'kill' just as the expressions that
reach stage 1 hove do not necessarily reach the complete lexicalization stage
which is stage 3. If we realise that adjectives assist nouns In. eubclassifl¬
ea tion, thereby reducing the burden of nouns and perpetuating the incompleteness
of lexicalization, we shall note the inadvisability of eliminating the adjective
from the underlying represent.?, tion since subclassi fication never ends.
e now set up a. feature network representing the way the elements already
discussed can appear in the underlying representation of the Yoruba noun phrase.
Representation in tree form is difficult to control for reasons that will noon
become obvious. Hence, we shall first net up the tree structure 4 and then
discard tree representation in favour of representations merely an lists of
features. Our use of features 1n in line with Bach's proposal that ??, A, and
V are derived from the hynerconstituent 'contentive' while their surface
differences are introduced by transformational mechanisms controlled by features.
In spite of our use of the polarized feature system in tree 4. (and in
%
chapter 71 below), we still note that the problems of feature representation
remain. In particular, we still find it difficult to consider that ooc.e non
polarised super cate.portal feature complexes like X and 3ome polarised atomic
or molecular feature bundles like |j-abatractJ , and some context-sensitive
(environmental) configurations like "(p.) (ADV)" arc equally referred to as
•complexes of features'. In this work, we shall consistently use feature
representations with polarity signs, and we shall adopt this system until
feature complexes can be uniformly represented. We shall omit olarity si jxs








$umer«ls Eel Qtf if-j
'tr®®'
•few'
The representation in 4 is beset with problems of cross cl ssification
because the feature: used are not altogether hieraohically organised, for
instance, most descriptive nouns are common nouns, but we h ve couon occuj lng
only in the ^-descriptive] section of the tree. A tree representation oes
not .iequately handle the problems of cross classification. Hence, >;e think
a tree representation is inadequate for the representations here. l.ote that
it la very difficult to find a pl.cs ior the jgrstutive] distlucticn la
since the only place ..here it is irrelevant is in the quantifier section.
e can therefore have all those features represented as choices ob .ainable
fro., a set of unordered features. Xhen, descriptive common nouns can select
+descriptive and [+common| , although on the tree, common nouns occur as
-descriptive . Moreover, the adjective will now be able to select j+d®8orlptlv*j
without necessarily having to select Jj-nounJ etc. .Ve may then end this section
by giviig, a list of the possible features that can be used in the subcl&esifica-
tion of the contentive in the Yoruba PP.
5. £mourij, ^descriptive] , j~jKJO®manJ , ^Vquantifierj , J^+absolutej , |~£abstructj ,
Jjdiu;:.anJ , jj_ani«kitej , j^+count], Jjhstative] , j^pradicator]•
Some of the features in 5 are hierachieally structured in relation to some other
ones e.g. the relationship of jjhbumanj to ^animate) or j+absolutej to
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£ ^quantifier], but not all features have such relationships with one another.
5.6 EPILEGOMOTA TC THE HON PKOLIfhHATIOH
Here, we dlscuse the motivation for the non proliferation of structural
categories, and we make a brief comment on the limits to which non proliferation
exercises can go. As soon aa several syntactic elements that have many similar
syntactic characteristics are treated as members of one hynercor stituent,
certain syntactic statements have to be stated only once for all members of the
hynereonstituent or super-category. Then, the differences between members can
also be easily stated in terms of the features that distinguish one member of
the surer-category from the others.
The first advantage of deriving the elements discussed in this chapter
eententially from the hynerconstituent contentive is that a statement on the
possibility of negation (especially constituent negation) for all contentives
is made only once. b'or instance, we observed in %3? that there are three ways
negation can be practised on nouns e.g. negation with ktf' 'not', kl { se 'it isn't*t
r-n(* ki f !"e r-4 'it is not the case that'. Also, from examples 5.32(24 tc .27),
we noted that the three negation processes apply to numerals, adjectives, and
quantifiers. If numerals, relative quantifiers, adjectives and nouns cannot be
handled together as members of a super-category, it is impossible to make any
general statement on the applicability of the three negation processes. But
when these elements are treated as members of the hyperconstituent ccntentive,
general statements can be made on all the restrictions and rules that apply to
the members of the super-class. Moreover, when these items are sententially
derived, the negation process in VP's and the one affecting contentives in HP's
can be handled together. Then, we can suggest that there is only one HBJG
formative which is realised as kj3 'not' for contentives that are narked an
[+predicetorl (e.g. verbs and predicative adjeotives^, but as ko 'not',
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kl ( se 'it ifn't' ■ nd 1:1 { e ic *it is not the cnoe that' for contentives
" l"11' ' f J L II .1 y "I T II ■■
that are marked as ["-prediontor) i.e. for those discussed in this chapter.
One should point out that the three negation processes for j+contentive ,
-predicatorj, items are different. hilo ko and hi ( are used for consti¬
tuent negation processes, ki i se og negates whole propositions (cf. Appendix
III fcr further comments on kl i so pcf 'it i3 not the case that'). And
members of the hyperccnatituent contentive are negated the same way by the
constituent negation format!ves and the proposition negation formstive.
However, the significant point about negation here is thnt it is a common
process for members of the class of contentiveo, find when this hyperconstituent
is recognized, repetition of information is avoided 3ince our statement on
negation for contertivea in general appears only once in the grammar.
A second statement that will have to be made once concerns the feature
[%stativej . It is already recognized by transformational grammarians that the
f+zt&tivej feature belongs to nouns, adjectives and verbs (cf. quotati n from
Chomsky 1970i 199 in 9.921 above). The point on the J+etstlveJ distinction
will have to be stated once for all members of the class of contentives, and
wherever there are exceptions, the distinguishing features listed in 5o?i?(5)
will be used to exclude members of the class of contentives that constitute
exceptions from general statements. For instance, it appears that absolute
and relative quantifiers do not have the F+stativeJ distinction since every one
of their members will be narked Jj-stativej. But absolute and relative
quantifiers share many of their features with other contentives as already
observed in our discussion in sections 9*2 to 9*4 above. Hence, it is
uneconomical to drop them from the class of contentives and repeat all the
features they share with other members of the class of contentives elsewhere
just because they appear to lack the Putative] distinction. ./e may therefore
state that the [Rotative] distinction applies to categories that ares
jjfeontentive, -quantifier] .
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Nevertheless, if Chomsky's remark that the |+utativej distinction "is
.1
a
^X'operty of lexical categories" ..ere correct, then, Yorubs. nut-nereis must have
the distinction since they have the general characteristics of one class of
'lexical categories' known &s 'nouns' (cf. 5«4 above), and we may be sp? red
Hm effort of apMifylag fcttt rtmwln Of applicability of the jV-.t- ' ive]
distinction as |+oontentive, -quantifier] . 3ut so far, Yoruba absolute and
relative quantifiers do not show signs of having [-stativej members, and we
can state as a general rule the fact that the tative} distinction applies
to items that are j+contoxitive, -quantifier] .
There are still many other areas where general statements can be cr--.de.
Tor example, points on economy of statements can be based on the fact that
couLealives ere dssoribable as 'open' seta of elements as opposed to deter¬
miners which can be considered as 'closed' sets, or that those content!ves
that are iikxked [[-predicttorj can be- the principal element in K 's, and that
Lse^ can function ub six^le surface element JQ ' o, or the fact that elements
that axe j+contentive, -prediontor] e.g. those discussed i. t . chapter,
must be pxeceuea by copulas in verb pnraae represent-: ticnr, but copul; s :o
not [o-svw.ii/w, ivruuic -tsrj ik- ;i.w. v..,.;. -s 11 . p.*
predicative aujecLives like darn 'be good'). ote that '.tier ite .s like- verbs
can prvicwue -^euicaterj ile...s i -e j ■ .. - i...
three, want three', but this is not relevant to our present point since
1» Chomsky 1970* 199. If 'lexical categories' actually have oOKfflion featur-ee
or properties, then, one may say that they beloiq, to the super class
called 'lexical categories'. But a single common feature is not enough
for grouping categories together as members of a super class or super-
category.
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verbs can uleo ^recede verbs, but copulas do not precede verbs in the same
4 c to 1expansion oi »i«
Joints like the preceding will not be repeatedly stated at different
titles in „ramiutio&l description if the iyperoonstituerit contentive ere
reOwfeiu.«uU since a u^io fee vU*-o o.«. |+predicatorJ can always be used to
excluue uuoora of the clues of content!ves that are not covered by t-neral
U Let *
cue ixxti abatement that can be nt-.de once for all [Vcon tun live, -prediontorj
item© is that they are not compared. since Yoruba attributive adjectives are
n» vo*. ^•>k<i'/ sad 16) » nil eoMpared LtSM ... Yoruba sont be marked
[_roojiwentiv«, +predicator] • 8o» the statement on eooparison occurs only oi oa
aw- <-ii n-n, ..-A u-v, ruia vivu quun hi*iox© u„..ri . i\ v-. t-
we uo not have nfc ,iu w xo (l three exceed you beyond) ' *1 more three than
you* etc*
one other advantage of the treatment of the elements discussed here as
oau ten uvea xs tu-t «.xi w»w ^-oiaow of ©yn lactic oiuil&xily and differences
wuiwi^i —^wwva.w-, -wA-yAvw (WfttUiCMi tbeelute quintlfls f - nouns «n
even owtauie in ihe forn oi general constraints* fhis will ......ae it
unnecessary to repeat points of ainilaritj which ai0ht nave led to cross
uiMtfiiiontion oa hue treatment oi the sane iten as maimers of entirely
oifferent syntactic parts of w^uecn if such elements have been treated
separately v.ei. the discussion of Abraham's treatment of quantifiers in ...
aeove/. insteeu of stating painis of siuilarity and differences, we may state
x* me copula© that preoeue j+oontewtxve, -preuicutorj items in V; *s need
not be the same item. For instance, before the piionaesthetio adjectives
.i^aba.i^oa and .iaiajaia yox j»jl above; different copulative verbs are
possible e./;* ri 'seem' for the former, and di 'become* for the latter,
and generally, before relative quantifiers, we have ^e a.,", y se sift 'it
is just a little' or di. in o di pup9 'it becomes many', ana rarely jo 'is*
which is used before absolute quantifiers. hut the important point is
that they must be preceded by copulative verbs whereas verbs are not
precede© by copulative verb©.
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one general constraint concerning the possibility of finding all [ocontentive,
-predic tor] items occurring in partitive constructions. Then, we may state
all the restrictions on how e-"cv subclass of the contentivo operates in
partitives as conditions after it. Thus, we may state 1 as a general
constraint and supplement it with the conditions that occur as ? below:
1. FP « FP^(contentive) njnu IIP, ,(cor tentive) , where nini!i «= 'among,
within, in', and KP(contentive) is J-predlcntorj.
2(i) "hen !TP^ and NP^ are j+qurntifier, +abeolute|, RP^ < NP^
(ii) "Ion is [-noun, -H-'eccriptive} or J+noun}, underlying expansion
rrlo NP^ !"? is not subject to Mtafttim transform? ti -n ' li "lorv'1.
(iii) ten ?:? is j+qunntifigr, -absolute] , underlying expansion rule
^ * FP F, is subject to reduction transformation (obligatory).
Constraint 1 nt&feM that contcntives oan occur as p-rtilives on ooat ivea.
Condition 2(i) states the syntactic and semantic restrictions on numerals when
one occurs as a p, rtitive on the other. Fence, by 2(i), we exclude deviant
structures like * ;,£.1c nfnd oblnrin -e.ie na... * seven of the seven vqmmu»»*«
i.v.poooiFlr ctruclu: es like "-.cjc .a:ru y:.a, p'ourl; - 'run n5'... ' * .• .even of
the five men...'. ince NP. is not less than IT, in the examples above,
JL 4*
condition 2(i) is violated, and we h? ve ungrarrntical structures. But the
unjrammnti call ty of these structures does not imply that numerals will not
occur in ;artitives. They occur in partitives subject to the restrictions we
have st> ted, and the fact that they occur in partitives is adequately h ndlcd
by 1.
Condition 2(ii) is the reverse of condition 2(iii). By condition 2(.ii),
when adjectives or nouns occur as the first element in partitives, they retain
underlying sentential representation on the surface. This fact is stoted for
adjectives in %J1 where it is possible to have 5.31(4) - ,xv:on ti 6 ga ninu
Iwon meiila na... < and where awyn til 6 ; a (those who he tall) 'those who are
tall' has the structure NP KM G on the surface, but it is impossible for us
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to reduce %3l(4) to %5l("0 - *■ <■- (r.\\ Won r.cjj.l' r **the tall of the
twelve'. On the other hand, we have quantifiers In the reduced form no
d^e nfr.Q x"-ri or 'few of the twelve people1, hut not in the unreduced
form as »>Tron tf o ninu jggfi (those who he few wlthla/aaonff
those twelve the). ho, conditions 2(li) • .id 2(iii) are converses.
Note that only the part of condition ?(it) that refers to adjectives was
exemplified in 5*31 • ' ® had our noun examples in %32(l and 4) •
additional examples aret
3. awon ti' 6 je omcde' nfr.u awon onfjcf nfi (those who he 3s child <: on,': plur
dancer the) 'those who are children among the dancers',
4. ey{ \{ c je omode"' nlnu awon on-Cjo na (the-one who he is child anon;; >lur
dancer the) 'the child among the dancers',
end as observed earlier (of. 5»32(17))» w® would not express 4 *8*
3. *o;:iOd«f nfnu awon onl jo na (child among plur dancer the) for 'the child
among the dancers'.
So, the restrictions on the occurrence of nouns and adjectives in
partitive constructions merely show that there are certain constraints on
surface structure representation and this is the exact opposite of what happens
when relative quantifiers are used. But nouns, adjectives, relative quantifiers
and absolute quantifiers (of. 5»32) still occur in partitive constructions
since they are contentives.
Now, if we examine all the conditions stated us 2, we find that 2(i) is the
moot significant since it represents a syntactic as well as a semantic con¬
straint. Besides, fro® condition 2{i), we can predict that when relative
quantifiers occur in partitive constructions on other relative quantifiers,
some relative quantifiers like dfe 'few' will operate as partitives on relative
quantifiers like ,;u:io 'many' But not ver.-r.. Hence, while we have
die ..iriu ay/on eyin ouco na 'few of the many eggs' in %32(4;» ;ve do not h-ve
*pupy nfnu awpn eyin h ^ n& '?raany of the few eggs' in Yoruba at least.
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Observe that relative quantifiers are not covered "by ?(i) the way it is
stated# But only the deletion of [vabaolute] is necessary if we want to
include relative quantifiers. And, ao far, there is no motivation for that.
Moreover, we can use condition 2 to predict what cannot be violsted even
by the most grammatically unconscious user of the Yoruba language. It is
possible to suggest that the reactions of informants will vary to violations
of conditions 2(ii) and 2(ili). dome degree of violation may be tolerated
since one condition is the converse of another one. But it seems that every
Yoruba speaker will react the same way to any violation of condition 2(i)
since we do not have 'seven out of five men'. The sane unanimity in reaction
to violations cannot be guaranteed for the other conditions.
Thus, we find that condition 2(ii) and condition 2(iii) are merely
constraints on the surface struoture representation of sententially derived
underlying categories. .hile 2(ii) states that underlying NP 3 must remain
as UP 3 on the surface, 2(iii) states the reverse, that is, underlying
BP S oust not occur as NP S on the surfaoe in partitives. Note that
relative quantifiers still have surface sentential representations e.g. the
^wyn tf o p5 'those who are many' of 5»52(7)} but they are excluded in
partitives since we do not have *awon ti o oo n£nu awon onl.id na ♦*those who
are many among the dancers' although we havei puuo nlnu /won on!.id na 'many
of the dancers'• Thus, by recognising the super-category or hyperconstituent
contentive, we are able to state syntactic constraints economically and
distinguish those that tore really important and fundamental from those that
are accidental and surface. We may now give two more examples of the way
restrictions are stated economically.
First, we observed from examples 5.52(11 and 12) that nouns are not
simultaneously quantified absolutely and relatively. But we can generalize
this point and say that oontontives are not simultaneously quantified
relatively arid absolutely since other items apart from nouns can occur as
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principals in HP's, and whenever any principal ie quantified absolutely, it
is not simultaneously quantified relatively. Suppose we represent principal
with £jr, and ancillary with Ac. Then we may state the restriction ass
6. For any Ac^ that is [otabsolutej in any surface syntactic structure
|Pr, Ae^l..#fAca^j such that [pr, Ao^,...,AcaJ « HP, there is no Ac^ for
j f i in Ao^,..»,Aoa which is Q» oc absoluteJ - where of® •+' or a =
and Pr, Ac^, Ac^ are contentives. Condition! Pr does not necessarily
precede all Ac's in structure.
Restriction 6 refers to what we observed on the quantification of nouns
in %32(11 and 12) where we do not have ♦c^kanrin meta u&pb '*three many men'.
And this restriction is stated only once for all contentives that operate as
principals. Hence, when any other contontive e.g. the adjective pupa 'red*
or the numeral meter-eta ' groups of threes' operates as principal, it is not
simultaneously quantified relatively and absolutely. Thus, we can expect!
7(a) pupa did (red few) 'a few red ones'
(b) metamfta die (groups-of-threes few) 'few groups of threes'
(c) pupa mojrin (red four) 'four red ones' and
(d) metameta rnerin (groups-of-threes four) 'four groups of threes'
but none ofi
3(a) *pupa die serin '"four few red ones'
(b) "mataaeta morin die '*few four groups of threes'
(c) *sidtaaeta die merin '*few four groups of threes' or '"four few groups
of threes *•
Thus, the restrictions on quantification is stated once for examples like 7
and 8 as well as those of 5•32(11 and 12) above.
The seoond example of economy in the statement of restrictions deals with
the obsei'vation that numerals (i.e. absolute quantifiers) do not modify items
that are specified as [-count]. donee we do not have "oial rn^ta (water three)
'♦three waters'. The statement of the restriction will resemble that of 6
above.
9* For any Pr that is [kcountj in a FT structure [Vr, Ac^,. • • »AcJ ,
there is no Ao^ for 1 i n which is oC oountj - where ct ■ t+# or
(x: « , and Pr, Ac^,...,Ac^ are contentives. Conditiont Pr does not
necessarily precede all Ac's in structure.
Restriction 9 states the point that ancill.ories and principals agree on
the feature f+countj. Thus, the principal need not necessarily be a common
noun for the *orJ. m<?ta **three waters* above. It ctay be an attributive
adjective, a verbal noun, a proper noun, a relative quantifier or even a
numeral. Kote that the principal end ancillary can both be numerals e.g.
Irjnwd" rn^ta (400 three) 'three 400*s' i.e. '1,200' or in the oguh r.i<frin
(twenty four) 'four twenties' i.e. 'eighty* of 4»??ll(lb), or in 7(d) above.
Restriction 9 also applies even when it is difficult to decide whether an
ancillary item is an adjective or a quantifier e.g. rlao.ve 'infinite, infinity'
Through 9, *nu:.oye orrA 'infinite water* is excluded since oai 'water' is
-count . But it seems that aimoye. derived through the + V? rule of
3.2222(36) frora mo lye 'know the number' quantifies only what can be numbered
aa one of the format!ves used in its construction lye 'number, sua, amount'
suggests. Observe that iye is our classifier for cardinals, and that axmoye
is ilso one of the derived nouns that are 'used adjectivally' following
-braham's terminology. bo, we find that the statement on agreement in the
feature [+oountj (i.e. 9) Is stated once for all members of the class of
contentives whether they operate as principals or as ancillaries.
The similarity of 6 to 9 may make one feel that such restrictions might
be generalized further if \otf'] (where F « feature) were substituted for either
fo( absolute] or 'a count], but no such generalisation is valid for some nouns
are specified aa +noun, -descriptive while adjectives are specified as
-noun, ^descriptive , but adjectives still modify non descriptive nouns
although they are oppositely specified for the features £+noun] and
j^descriptivej.
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There are other areas where economy of statement is possible. For
instance, we observed in 5*32 that the nominalization rule 3*2211(5) derives
gerundive nominals from verbs, and it appears that the same rule derives
attributive adjectives from predioative adjectives. It was shown in 5.32
that the rule is basically a nominalization rule. But we would have been
saved the efforts of proving that rule 3.2211(5) mainly derives nouns rather
than adjectives if we had recognised both adjectives and nouns as contentivea.
The only necessary statement would have been that rule 3*2211(5) derives
[Vcontentive, -predicator) items from J+contentive, +predicatorJ items.
And this single statement will cover the morphologic?1 derivations from both
predioative adjectives and verbs. Moreover, a similar statement can easily
be made on the negative abstract/gerundive rule afr + VI' of 3*2222(t6), and the
distributive numeral derivation rule 4*2l(?4 and 25) since the latter Is -'Iso
a noun derivation rule (cf. 4*1 above). And so, the common treatment of the
items discussed here as contentive is advantageous not only for pure syntactic
statements but also for statements about derivational processes.
So far, we have seen the way the non proliferation of structural
categories lead3 to economy in the statement of syntactic restrictions. e
have also observed that such economies even apply to derivational processes.
The non proliferation of structural categories or the recognition of the
hyperccnotituent contentive also has phonological advantages. For instance,
all [+contentive, -prcdicatorj items in Yoruba are polysyllabic. Once we
recognize the contentive and 3ome of its features like [+predicator], we only
have to state the fact about polysyllabioity once in the grammar e.g.
^ -t-contentive*
-predioator
i.e. no contentive marked jypredicatcrj is monosyllabic.
f /(rCVvi*! where represents 'word boundary1.
But if we do not have the hyper constituent oontentive at our dispose!,
we must state this fact separately for nouns, attributive adjectives, numerals
and relative quantifiers.
bote that 10 even constitutes a statement of competence since any new
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noun or [i-conteritiva, -predlcator] item that is constructed or borrowed by
the Yoruba must be subject to rule 10. Hence, even when Yoruba personal
names are abbreviated, they are never monosyllabic. And when foreign mono¬
syllabic names and nouns are borrovred by the Yoruba, or when the abbreviated
versions of borrowed names occur aa monosyllables (as we pointed out in
5.21 above), the names are obligatorily supplied with tone glides. The
obligatory tone glide may then be interpreted as sympathetic polysyllabicity
since such tone glides e.g. in examples like jlo, [j^6"| for Joseph and Ge
[g£6] for Gabriel is needed to distinguish names (which are nouns) from
[-t-contentive, -predicatorj items like verba and predicative adjectives since
the latter can be monosyllabic.
What appears as the only exception to 10 is kan 'a* or •one' which is also
an indefinite article. Hut there are three other formativesi enif. ook .n.
and foari which refer to the numeral 'one'. so, kaa is not a serious
exception since it is riot uniquely a numeral. Thus, the non proliferation of
structural categories in this chapter has syntactic, derivational as well as
phonological merits. s may then end this chapter by raising a point of
interest in relation to the non proliferation of categories in general.
Gxcrcises in the non proliferation of structural categories raise a
question concerning the point at which we stop treating structural categories
as members of a super-category• In this chapter, we have provided at least
one answer to the question. Our main answer relates to what could be
accomplished through the common treatment of certain NP elements aa contentives.
e note that the repetition of syntactic Information e.g. the possibility of
negation (especially constituent negation) etc. for each of the different
members of the contentive is avoided through a common treatment since such
statements can be represented in the form of general restrictions once for all
contentivesj and exceptions to general characteristics can be stated
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•conozdcally as supplementary conditions on the general restrictions. But
if a potential member of a super-category appears to "be an exception every
time such restrictions are stated - (e. . the universal quantifier Abo bo
'all1 is an exception to moot of the points of similarity among members of
the contentive - see Appendix III) - then we know that there is no justification




6.0 THE RELATIVE MARKER AND THE DETERMINER
In 5.12, when we suggested the rule 5.12(2) - "H BET RM S" for the
ohd not
underlying derivation of most of the elements in the Yoruba HP, we indicate
that Bamgbose's deiotio and post-deictic elements, which come within the
Yoruba determiner system, would be given a feature treatment. The determiner
system will be discussed in 6.2, but in 6.1 here, we discuss one of the four
elements in rule 5.12(2), the HM or relative marker. Both the relative
marker and determiner are constants in 5.12 because we suggested there that
the principal differences between numerals, adjectives, and noun3 are
differences in the classifier (represented as N in 5.12(2)) and the under¬
lying sentence (the b in 5.12(2)). Thus, LET and KM remain unchanged
whether what we derive are nouns, adjectives, relative quantifiers, or
absolute quantifiers (i.e. numerals). We now discuss the constant IiM and
SET in this chapter.
6.1 THE RELATIVE MARKER
6.11 RELATIVIZATIQH CONDITIONS IN THE YORUBA NOUN PHRASE
.,e are not discussing the whole of the relative here. Our aain
concern is with the relative marker wMoh was introduced through adjunction
by I-rule 2*Zi6&) to tree structure 2«3\4) for the derivation of the phrase
shirker 2.2(5). Thus, what we discuss in this chapter is dictated mainly by
the structures we have already obtained, and consequently, this is not a
comprehensive description of the relatives.
In our discussion of the relative marker, we shall concentrate on
relativiaatlon conditions in 6.11. The discussion of relativization
conditions is necessary because only one such condition was overtly stated
in 2.4s the condition of NF identity. But the condition of NP identity
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itself is not as simple as it appeared in the earlier representations because
a reference to a prrt of a NP (e.g. a gen.itive.1 reference) is a sufficient
condition for relativization as we shall oee later. Foreover, there is so
far, no agreement on what the Yoruba relative marker is, and we would like
to be unequivocal on what we meant by KM (relative marker) in 2.% above and
elsewhere. In 6.12, we take over one observation from the discussion of
relotivizration conditions in 6.11. The observation is that the relative
marker t£ *wh-' which we sometimes gloss as who or which is infinitely
productive although not everything introduced by it satisfies Yoruba relati-
vizetion conditions. And finally, in 6.13, we discuss the distinction
between restrictive and non restrictive relatives, and decide on which of
the two types of relatives can be used for the underlying representations
of oontentlves and other HP elements.
Uncertainty about what constitutes the relative marker is clearly
illustrated in Afolayan's labelling of k£ 'let, so that, that" in
1. "d ye ki gbogbo wa !o* (it fits that all we go) 'it in necessary for
us to go'
as & 'relative pronominal binder'. One Yoruba relativization condition
which was satisfied by the P-an rker 2.3M.4) and which was stated in the
T-rule 2.|j(6a), but which is not satisfied by in 1 is that of UP identity.
It is actually difficult to suggest that the embedded sentence gbc~bo wa lp
'we all go* in 1 modifies any lexical item before kf which is coreferential
with an HP in the embedded sentence the way the embedded sentence after the
relative marker tjf modifies eni 'person' ini
1. Afolayan 1968: 250. There are plenty of arguments on the formative kl.
Appendix I of Bauvgbose 1966 was entirely devoted to it (of. Appendix I
•A Note on k£' - Bamgbose 1966j 149-150). Afplayan 1968 rightly
criticized Bamgboee for glossing ki as 'let' throughout. But Afplayan's
treatment of went to the other extreme of recognizing more distinctions
than necessary e.g. in his labelling of ki M a 'relative pronominal
binder.'
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2. eni ti o n pa dniykn (person who he -ing kill person) 'one who
murders' i.e. 'a murderer'•
Note that o 'he' from the embedded sentence 6 pa eniyAn 'he murders' is
ooreferential with eni 'person' in 2, Puoh coreferential relationships'•
cannot be established for 1.
Moreover, kf is just one of the formatives that introduce embedded
sentence structures, but this does not necessarily make whatever it intro¬
duces a relative. Apart from k£, we also have re 'that'. Both k£ and s£
often introduce what was traditionally known as 'subordinate noun clauses'
whereas the relative marker t£ generally introduces the traditional 'sub¬
ordinate adjective clauses'. Henoe, while the principal-ancillary relation¬
ship of 9*91 generally holds between the 3 introduced by the KM tiT and the
N or NP preceding it, this relationship cannot be suggested for the 3 that
follows k{ in 1 and any preceding NP since kf actually follows a verb there.
Furthermore, k£ and the sentence that follows it generally constitute
the complement of a verb. Hence, must be preceded directly by a verb
e.g. ye 'fit, be befitting' in 1, hut a relative is not the complement of a
verb, end so the KM %£ (e.g. in 2) is not preceded directly by a verb.
Besides, the NP or N to the left of the tiki and the 3 to its right
must be dominated directly by the same MP node (of. ?.2-(4) to 2.£(6) above).
When this happens, the S will be in an ancillary relationship to the N or
NP before the relative marker. But this condition does not hold for non
relatives. And from the previous paragraph, we find that a verb actually
separates any NP to the left of k£ from the S to its right. Consequently,
the S to the right of ki_ end the 3? or KP to its left oannot be sisters or
direct descendants from the same NP node. And therefore, ki in no way
qualifies as a Yoruba relative marker. 1*hus, Afolayan's labelling of ki'
as a 'relative pronominal binder* must have been based on a different inter¬
pretation of the term 'relative', and his 'relative pronominal binder' ie
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not isomorphic to our 'relative marker'.
The Yoruba relative marker is then 'who, which, that'. It intro¬
duces relatives (or sentential ancillariee) in the surface structure
representation of Yoruba RP's. But it appears to have other functions
apart from the indication of what constitutes relativized structures since
it also combines vritb the time and place format!ves l. ba 'time' and ibi
'place' for the formation of the time and place adverbi&lo 1,-rba tjf (time
which) 'when' and Ibi tf (place which) 'where' respectively. And it eeeass
that when these time and place adverbiala introduce sentences, relativisation
conditions like coreference or EP identity are not always satisfied. But
see 7*2 below for a proposal that makes time and plaoe expressions satisfy
the relutlviz&tiori condition of coreferezice. Tims, a study of relativization
coziditions in Yoruba will not only clarify the status of the relative marker
of 2.4(6a), but it will also help us to decide whether an expression introduced
by the BM should be considered as a relative or not. We shall begin this
discussion with the interpretation of 'EP identity' for relativization purposes.
6.111 THE INTERPRETATION OF 'HP IDENTITY' FOR RELATIVISATION
The aim in this section and in 6.112 is to suggest that one or more under¬
lying EP's, or at least a purt of one underlying BP, in the embedded sentence
introduced by the relative marker Jbf must be non distinct referentially from
the KP that is modified by the embedded sentence before we have a relative
structure. Thus, non distinctness rather than total identity is on adequate
criterion, and besides, a part reference to the EP modified by the sentence
will also be considered adequate for relativisation purposes. moreover,
the possibility of surface KM is also relevant at this stage since we would
like to exclude non relatives like the in 6.11(1) from the relativization
domain. In 1 here, v?e set up a typical tree representation for relatives
which is similar to above.
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The tree structure In 1 Is almost identical with 2.$/5) where re have
COP (copula) instead of the V(verb) in 1. Hence, 1 is also a derived
structure like 2.2.(5) since 2.2/6a ^nd 6b) had applied to 2.2.(4) before
2.2,(5) derived. In 1 here, the equivalent of the pronominal!nation
rule 2.Z(6b) has not ,yet applied. The bracket surrounding HP, in 1 shows
that it is optional. 'Then there is no UP., V is intransitive, but when an
HP. occurs, V is transitive. However, the transitivity of V does not prevent
object deletion which nay cause ambiguity in the surface structure represen¬
tations of some Yoruba relatives e.g. in?
2. &.won obinrln ti 6 br6 fe (plur woman who he/she happen like)
(i) 'the women who like', (ii) 'the women who^ he likes'.
The ambiguity of 2 depends on what constitute the NP^ and RP_ equivalents
of 1 in the underlying structure for 2. For the first interpretation of 2,
assuming tree structure 1, RP^ « RP^, but neither JfP^ nor RPg is identical
with NP, which is deleted on the stir face. For the second interpretation of
2. NP^ « HP , and neither is identical with NP^ which occurs as the pronoun
£ 'he, she, it' on the surface. 2 is ambiguous because HP- is deleted on
the surface for two different underlying structures that could have been
represented respectively ss»
3. by/on o'blnrin^ t{ hmn obiririn^ be fe RP^
4. awon obinrin^ tf RP^ ba £6 awon oblnrln^
3ince HPg (• ^won cbltnrln for 3) occurs as a pronoun 6_ on the surface structure
representation of both 3 and 4 (cf. 2), and since HP (® hwon obinrln for 4)
is deleted on the surface structure representation of both 3 '"-od 4 (i.e. in 2),
we have the ambiguous surface representation 2. But the object deletion
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operation in the surface forms of both 3 and 4 does not affect the transi¬
tivity or intransitivity of the verb.
The ambiguity f 2 above is accounted for through the different identity-
patterns for the HP*s in tree structures like 1. There are actually three
possible situations when we have tree structures like 1. (Te exclude
preposition phrases in VP's in this discussion.) Thus, we have ?;P^ «
—for 5» « HPj for 4, and we can have NP^ » for 5*
5. awyn oblnrin^ t£ kwon ofclnrin^ 1x1 feran awon obinrin^
(olur woKtan^ who a lux happen love slur wonan^)
which becomesi
(b) av.yi oblnrin w<fo ba feran era w<pn (plur woman who they happen love
self their) 'the women who happen to love themselves'.
The sain observation here is that one NP (e. in 3 and 4) or more than
one NP (e.g. in 5) must be coreferential with KP^. When only one NP is
identical with NP, , this ooreferential NP can be pronosinalized (like the
i?P2 in 3) or deleted (like the HP, in 4). But when HP^ - NP2 - NPy one
of the coreferential HP's is pronominal!zed (e.g. - wfo 'they' in 5(b)),
and the other one is reflex!vized (e.g. WP^ ■> ara won 'themselves' also in
5(b)). Thus, coreferentiality with KF^ seems to be the important point.
And so, if NPg « HP,, but neither is coreferential with HP^, we cannot have
a relativized structure e.g. in:
6. oxo pe ki a ma feran ara wa (talk that so-that we not love self cur)
•the fact that we do not love ourselves (or one another)*^
although in the underlying representation, e.g. the analogue of 5(a), the
X* We do not disouss reflexives here. But it is worth pointing out that
the Yoruba expression for reflexives is ambiguous. Thus, won kb fdr&n
ara wyn (they not love self their) is either 'they do not love themselves'
where each person hates himself, or 'they do not love one another' where
e&oh person hates another person or all the others but still loves himself.
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HP,, and KPa of 6 are coreforential (i.e. NP0 • HP,). So, HP identity here
*■ j *■ ?
is interpretable us 'identical with the tu^ oi 1' or 'not distinct from the
HP. of 1'. There is no HP in gbogbo wa lo (all ws go) 'we all go' which is
X 1 "'™Tl" irrir 1 1 nirJ
oorcfsrential with the KP^ o_ 'it' in the example quoted as 6.11(1) above, and
so, 6.11(1) fails us a foruba relative structure.
6*112 Th6 vtUESTIGii OP FiaTU juueWcutGju
In 6.111, we suggested that at least a part of one unueriying id in the
embedded sentence introduced on the surface by the relative marker ti must
be non distinct from the HP modified by the embedded sentence. e shall
illustrate what we mean by 'a part of one underlying «r' here. hence, the
point being discueaed here is that of 'part reference' rather than 'total
reference' to the of 6.111(1).
In the examples in 6.111, hp identity implies total identity so that
we have NP^ « H'P^ or J?P^ « KP^ etc. Then, if HF^ is a principal, the HP
2
that is coreferential with it is also a principal. ' For part reference,
it la the principalship in the status of the HP which is coreferential with
the HP^ of 6.111 that ie in doubt.
Consider the following structure:
1. endj. ti s>ango bet ti o.1u rb wo ile i ueraon who oafveo happen through eve
his enter ground) 'the person through whose eyes .>ango enters the Touna'
i.e. 'anyone struck dead by Sango, the god of lightning'.
In 1, HPj » eni 'person', NPg » oango, and is» o.iu re 'his eyes' referring
1. It appears that reflexivization must be ordered to precede the pronominali-
z&tion of one HP when HP- » HPp •» HP- since the HP that initiates the
reflexivization operation will no longer be available for the reflexivi¬
zation process if pronoainalization precedes reflexiviation. This point
is not really crucial to what is being discussed here.
2. See the definition of 'principal' and 'ancillary' in 5*!31 above.
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back to <»ni - ITP^ and not to ">nn.?o - although the pronoun re 'his* can
also refer to Sango. Note that NP^ f* but there is a reference back
to NP^ in TIP,, and this part reference is adequate for the identity condi¬
tion on Ycruba relativiaation structures.
We can summarise our observations on 1 thus: The use of the relative
marker in 1 suggests that it can be a relative structure. But 1 does not
become a relative unless the anaphoric reference from Np^ - o.iu r^ 'his
eyes* goes back to HP, - c?ni 'person* rather than - ■■anto as we indica¬
ted while discussing 6.111(6). Thus, 1 is unambiguous because the relati¬
vistion condition requires coreference with NP^ rather than NP^ although
o.iu r^ could have easily referred back to ^ango - KP^.
,e can now be more specific on what is meant by 'part reference'.
Using 1 again, we find that o.iu r^ would have had an underlying form in
which the equivalent of is in the genitive. If we use the type of
representations we had for 6.111(3 and 4)* we can provide a less surface or
more fundamental representation of 1 ass
2. eni^ ti' .jango b& ti oju eni^ wo lie (neraon^ who Jango happen throiigh
eye person^ enter ground) -
where the first eni^ 'the person' is a principal and the second eni^ 'of the
person' is the ancillary of o.1u 'eye' in 1<T^ - 'o.iu eni^ 'the eye of eni^').
It is in casoc like 2 where KP identity is not totally but partly satisfied
through the ancillary status of the identical UP in the relevant embedded
sentence that we say there is a part reference to IIP,. This part reference
could go through a series of Tip's e.g. in the underlined UP'e ini
3. eni tx 0x19 r6 bd bu baba re ni o.iu re fi am r^ fun osi ta
(person who child his happen insult father his in i'ace Ms leaves self hie
for wretchedness fiddle) 'any person who allows his child to insult his own
father in his presence is wretched'.
The suggestion of UP part identity for total Identity, which is illua-
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trated with 1 to 3 fill not he stated as a relativization condition,
although this condition, i.e. 4» will he incorporated into one main
relativizntion condition that is stated as 6.1131(9) below,
d. 'For relativizntion in Yoruba, tho coreference condition is
adequately satisfied by at least any part reference to the FT that is
modified by the embedded sentence*.
6.113 THE RELATIVE PARKER
6.1131 RELATIVE MARKER DELETION
So far, we have assumed that the relative marker occurs in surface
relativized structures. And we have not yet eliminated the physical
occurrence of the relative marker as a condition for relativisotion. But
if we recall that the relative marker itself is transformationally derived
(of, 2.£{6a) above), our relativization conditions must be independent of
it. Hence, in 6.1131 here, we look at some surface structure relatives
which do not have the relative marker. Then, we state which relativization
conditions such surface structures must Sieve satisfied before they qualify
for relativization transformational operations.
Consider the following structures:
1. eni oe rere, o se e fun ara re (person do good, he do it for self his)
'anybody who does good works, does so for himself* i.e. 'virtue is its own
reward *.
2. eni ba da omi siwaju, a te ile tutu (person happen pour water forward,
shall step ground oold) 'anyone who pours water ahead will walk on wet and
comfortable soil' i.e. 'one good turn deserves another'.
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% eni pa, tf Sango kb pa, kf 6 maa dupe*
(person rain kill, who ' anyo not kill, let he continue give-thanks)
in pidgin - 'person whe rain kill, who Sanyo no kill, make him thank God'
i.e. 'anyone whose sole calamity Is that he is drenched, but who is so
fortun te that he is not struck dead by lightning, must be grateful• OS
'thank God for it could have been worse'.
4. ey'6 wun a wf, t'Oldwa l'kse (the-one-it pleases we say, of-the-Lord
is-law) 'whatever we say is wishful thinking, only what God says is
mandatory' i.e. 'man proposes, but God disposes'.
(Soto that the apostrophes in 4 represent contractions e.g. \*A 'the one'
* §L k/cf. ti 'of' + Qluwa tOluwa 'of the Lord', and ni 'is' +
hr»e 'law' -e lase 'is law'. Bamgbose 1065 does not favour the use of
the apostrophe in orthographic representations.)
One common observation about 1 - 4 is the deletion of ■ M t£ after the
first surface structure item. 4 is different from others since re also
have the assimilation of the pronoun 6 'it' that often follow? the GM t{
into hi •the one' which is the first IIP of 4«
since we are mainly concerned with underlying represent-tions, we
shall concentrate on the deeper forms for surface forms like 1-4. Such
deeper forms would have contained, expressions in which the relative marker
was not deleted. Thus, we intend to suggest the forms in which 1-4
could have occurred at an early stage in derivation and state the conditions
2..2Ch«J
1 to 4 satisfy which make rule applicable to them while this rule
1. In 3, there is a play on words. Although pm means 'kill', when it
is uaed in certain contexts, it has different meanings. Thus, to in
U) * Pa A - roughly 'rain is killing me' is 'pour' so that Ti)
actually means 'I am getting wet'. Also, (ii) - ehi n y rf 'hunger
-ing kill me) is 'I am hungry'• The pun is based on the word oa which
is worse for ito victim if the agent of the ction tb Is Gango 'the god
of lightning' rather than blh 'rain' or a&riqi 'sun'.
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does not apply to Afoiayaa's example quoted ae Ci.ll(l) or the example we
uaed in 6.111(6).
For a more fundamental representation of the relevant p^rta of 1 to 4
we would havei
5» eni ti o b« rere (person who he do good) *anybody who does good works'
6. eni ti o ba da ooi aiwaju (person who he happen pour water forward)
'anyone who .ours water ahead'
7. oni ti ojo pa, ti .ango ko pa (person who rain kill, who ango not
kill) 'one who is drenched by the rain, but not struck dead by lightning'
G. eyi ti o wun ki a wi (the-or.e which it pleases that wo say) 'whatever
we my say'.
5 to 3 are not the deepest forte of 1 to 4 since T rule 2.4(6) has already
applied to the underlying structure of 5 to 8.
If we compare 5 to 3 with 1 to 4» w® find that the surface occurrence
of the relative marker is not obligatory for relativised structures since
the !&t ia abaent in the relativized structures in 1 to 4. But certain
conditions mst be satisfied before M is deletable. for instance, for
the formative WL ' person* in 1 to 3 (and 5 to 7)» it is possible to delete
not only the KM, but also the IP that refere back to ml from the embedded
relative. Hence, both H 'who' end £ 'he' from 5 and 6 arc deleted in 1
end 2, This double deletion is possible mainly because Ml 4 person* cannot
constitute a Yoruba HP of only one element. The formative eni isust qualify
h principal, or if it is a principal, it must be qualified in a Yoruba HP,
(This fact is discussed in 6.1J below.) Consequently, eni so rare in 1
cannot represent a Yoruba sentence. It can only be a HP ainoe an unquali¬
fied eni precedes the VP ae rera (do good), and therefore the VP se rare is
only a part of «hat qualifies eni 'person'.
for formatIves which can constitute single element HP's, the double
deletion of the MM and a coralerential HP does not take place. Hence, in
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4, where the ':!& is deleted, the NP that is corefcrontial with fc'f 'the one'
i.e. £ 'it' is not deleted. The significant point about 1 to 3 is that
the surface occurrence of the RM is not mandatory for relativized structures.
Iience, we shall drop the occurrence of the KM from the relativization
conditions of Yoruba,
Prom our earlier discussion, we can now summarize the relativization
conditions of Yoruba. There are two main conditions. If we call the 3
that occurs to the right of the relative marker in surface structure repre¬
sentations 'the relative sentence', and the HP on the loft of the RM - 'the
modified HP', we can state the first condition as:
9. "One HP in the relative sentence is ooreferential or partly coreferen-
tial with the modified HP" (where 'the modified NP' is the HP that is
modified by the 'relative sentence').
The second condition is stated as:
10. "The modified HP and the relative sentence are immediately dominated
by a single HP node."
9 and 10 apply simultaneously, and both are independent of Til!. The
part reference clause in 9 ie reminiscent of 6.112(4) above. The coreferen-
tial condition itself blocks structures involving verbal complements like
6.11(1) from the operation of relativization transformational rules. It
also blocks structures like 6.111(6) in which all coreferential HP's are
v.'ithin the embedded sentence, but where no NP is eoreferential with the
modified UP. The simultaneity in the application of 9 and 10 also blocks
6.111(6) where it can be argued that condition 10 is satisfied since the
embedded sentence in 6.111(6) is not the complement of any preceding verb.
Bote that the embedded sentence in 6.111(6) is not even preceded by a verb.
However, both the relativized structures in examples like 1 to 8 above,
end non relatives like 6.111(6) can be represented as UP 3 since determiners
can occur in the NP part for both structures. They are then distinguished
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mainly toy relativization conditions like 9 above.
The simultaneity of 9 and 10 actually blocks as relatives some interes¬
ting: examples likei
11, gkunrln nth jew6 pe oiin^ ko ni ogbon (man the^ confess that hc^ not
have wisdom) 'the man confesses that he is unwise*.
Thus, although 11 satisfies the ooreferential condition 9, it fails 10 since
the embedded sentence, being the complement of a verb, is dominated by VP
and not by the TIP which dominates the modified PP.
6.11)2 THE RELATIVE MARKER IS *S0B RELATIVES'
Te stated e>rlier in 6.11 that not everything introduced by the
relative marker is a relative. In 6,11)1, we discussed the absence of the
V:M in relative structures. Now, we discuss the presence of the relative
marker In non relatives.
The object of this discussion is to suggest that the mere surface
occurrence of the relative marker is not a sufficient condition for
relativization in Yoruba unless condition 6,11)1(9) were met. Thus, we
find that Yoruba time and place adverbs which use EM t£, but which fail the
coreferential condition are not relatives. Ho ever, apart from structures
containing time and place adverbs, we find that wherever 1* tf occurs and
the coreferential condition is not satisfied, we obtain ungramaatical
sentences e.g. in:
1. *okbnrin %( mo kbko ri Hodupe (man who I ori.in&lly see/saw iodupo)
**the ran whom I first saw Hodupe*
2. *okunrln tx mo gbb irohin ijb fain lie nwon Payan (man who I hear BMR
» * *
fight interior house plur Spaniards) **the man vrbo I heard the news of the
Spanish Civil War*.
If we replace the initial nominala in 1 and 2 with Lobti 'time', both
expressions will be grammatical only because everything happens in time.
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And the fact still remains that the preferential condition 6.1131(9) is
not satisfied, and thus, we have no relatives in 3 and 4»
3. igb& ti mo koko rf Modupe (time which 1 originally see Modupe)
♦when I first saw Modupe'
4. Igba ti mo gbo xrbhln ija arfn ile awon Payan (time which I hear news
fight interior house plur Spaniards} 'when I heard news about the Spanish
Civil War'.
Actually, both time and place adverbials make use of the relative
marker t£ in grammatical expressions which fail the preferential condition
6.1131(9)• Hence, we can give more examples involving both the place word
ibl 'place' and time words like 'time' or od<S 'day'i
3. nf ibl tf ^ni mdJl tabi mfta bA ti k6 ara won jo ...
(at alaoe which person two or three happen have collected self their together)
•where two or throe are gathered together ...1
The underlined expressions in 5 respectively represent analogues of 1;P^,
KPg, and HP^ in tree structure 6.111(1). Although the reflexivization of
IJP^ to ara w<p 'themselves' shows that HPg " no ^fP ooreferential
with Hence, 5 i® »ot a relative structure. Also consider 6»
6. ni cji.io ti ^ do ilfr ^wcjrn ..^anvin (at day which I arrive ground plur
Ghanaians) 'on the day when I arrived in Ghana'
where the underlined expressions in 6 are analogues of KP^, JJPg and Kl'y but
H?a / HPg f KP .
From 3 to 6, there is no grammatical requirement that any UP in the
sentence that follows the time and place expressions must refer to place and
time since everything happens in time and apace, and usually, it is a whole
sentence, rather than a single HP that refers to the time or place word.
Hence, 3 to 6 provide us only with examples of sentential adverbs Instead of
relatives, and the mere occurrence of the relative marker (e.g. in time
and place adverbiuls) ia not a sufficient condition for relativization.
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However, if there is a !i? (or pronoun) that is ©©referential with the
time or place word preceding t£ on the surface, the coreferential condition
6.1131(9) is satisfied, and ?e have e relative structure as in 7 to 9 below.
In 7 to 9» the coreferential expressions are underlined!
7. ibi t{ £ dfira julo n{ llu wa ... (place which it good most in town our)
•the place which is the most beautiful In our town ...• i.e. 'the most
beautiful place ih our town
8. x.ba ti £ tutu julo nfnu odim ni igba oye (time which it, cold aost in
year is time hnrmattan) •the harmatt&n is the coldest period in the year'
9. os& £ wun m£ julo ni osh. Erena (month which it, pleases me most is
month Parch) •the month I like most is March1
From the relativization conditions 6,1131 (9 and 10), 7 to 9 qualify
as Yoruba relative structures while 3 to 6 fail to qualify since they fail
the coreferential condition 6.1131(9)♦ However, time and place words as
ell as the relative marker occur in both sets of examples. Thus, the
occurrence of time and place words does not preclude the possibility of
having relative structures (ef. 7 to 9), and the occurrence of the relative
marker tf does not necessarily imply that we have got a relative structure
(of. 3 to 6). Consequently, only the coreferential condition 6.1131(9)
and the immediate dominance condition 6.1131(19) are needed for Yoruba
relatives.
6.114 SOME EMBEDDING^ IN RELATIVE STRUCTURES
In this section, we distinguish between two types of embedded relatives,
e have relativized structures involving recursive use of tree structure
6.111(1) in 1 below, and one involving the conjoining of relatives that
modify u single noun in 2.
1, ey£ ni okitarln ti 6 lu oblnrin, oblnrin ti 0 ta aja, aja ti 6 le
kolbkbio, koibkblb tx 6 pa akuko, hkuko ti 6 je agbado, agbado ti Bisi ra.
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rough translation - 'this is the man who heat the wonan, the woman who sold
the dog, the dog which chased the fox, the fox which killed the cock, the
cock which ate the corn, the coirs which Bisi bought'.
i.e. 'this is the man that beat the woman that sold the dog that chased the
fox th t killed the cock that ate the corn that Bisi bought'
&y{ ni o!' v rin ti 6 lu oblnrin, tf o ta aja, tf o lb kolbkolo, tf b
iiko, tf 6 si je hgbbdo tf Bisi rh.*
rough translation - 'this is the man who beat the woman, who sold the dog,
who chased the fox, who killed the cock, and who ate the corn that Bisi bought'
i.e. 'this is the man that beat the woman, (that) sold the dog, (that) chased
the fox, (that) killed the cock, and ate the corn that Bisi bought'.
The Yoruba translation of the famous 'the house that Jack built' will
look like 1. The difference between 1 and 2 is that qkunrln 'nan' performed
all the actions except the last (i.e. 'buying') in 2 so that the relatives
in 2 axe conjoined whereas his only action in 1 is the beating of the woman.
1 and 2 then constitute different structures, and while the two can be given
the same surface structure representation in iiiglish and distinguished only
through intonation features, their underlying differences are well illustrated
in the surface representations in Yoruba without the necessary assistance of
intonation features.
The significant point here concerns the interpretation of immediate
dominance for the modified UP and the relative sentence in the relativization
condition 6.1131(10) above. For 1, there is no problem of interpretation
since each modified IIP is repeated in the relevant (surface) relative
structure (see the repetition of s 'woman', . / 'dog', 3 'fox',
uifg-y 'cock' vs. v., V 'com' in 1 above). However, for 2, each of the
1. For si 'and', see discussion of 'Compound dentenoe' in l.pl, and cf.
example 1.31(3) above.
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conjoined relatives is e relative sentence modifying ykunrin 'man'. Hence,
1th .,:h there ■ re four relativized sentences between okunrin and t{ 6 si
.jo h. bhdo 'and who ate the com', the latter is still an ancillary of the
former. It ie also a relativized structure although it now appears to
have viol ted the immediate dominance condition 6.1131(10). But we cannot
discard condition 6.1131(10) since we need the condition to exclude at
least 6.11(1) and other verbal complements from the domain of operation of
Yoruba relativization transformational rules.
There are two alternative methods of approaching the problem created
by 2, First, we can have series of conjoined K?*t like 3'
3. okhr.rin^ t{ 6 lu ohinrin, okunriiu ti 6 ta aja, okhnrln^ tf o le
kolokblo, <pkforrrin^ tif 6 pa akuko ... 'the mawho beat the woman, the oun^
who sold the dog, the man^ who chased the fox, the man^ who killed the cock...'
such that all qkunrin representations except the first are deleted since the
common Index shows that they are coreferential. 3 will then have a structure
using rules likes
4. HP * UP and HP and NP ...
where each HP is further expanded aat
5. UP * HP 3.
There will be no problem of reinterpreting 'immediate dominance' for
the modified NP and the relative 3 since each of the conjoined Hi 'b in 4
will directly dominate a modified HP and a relative 3.
The second method is for us to have just one application of rule 5 so
that HP « ok^nrin 'man*. Then the 3 in rule 5 will be developed into a
series of conjoined sentences using rule 6:
6. S -—$ 3 and 3 and S ...
Bach of the conjoined 3's on the right of the arrow in 6 will then be
realized as hlf 3 where PJJ => tj( 'who, which, that' giving the aeriesi
7. ... ti 6 lu oblnrin, t{ o ta aja, tl o le kblbkblb, tf d pa akukp ...
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And when 7 is combined with 5» add okhnrln to the left of 7*
The problem with $his second method is that whit dominates each of the
conjoined sentences in tree structure is not the HP that dominates the
modified HP - qkimrin 'man', but the 3 to the left of the rewriting arrow
in 6. Hence, the criterion on immediate dominance for relativization
appears to have been violated. But this second method has the advantage
that the relativization transformation 2,2(6a) can be applied only once to
the 5 in 5 so that the relative m rker t£ is just copied for each of the
conjoined sentences in 6, On the other hand, if we use the first method,
the T-rule 2,Z[6a) will have to apply to e&ch of the HP 3 configurations
that produces 3, Consequently, eoonomy in the statement of T-rule 2.2(6a)
is not practicable for the first method although it is free from the diffi¬
culties of interpretation for the immediate dominance condition 6.1131(10).
Note however, that the two methods are valid, and use will be made of their
validity below.
Since there are advantages in the economical statement of rules, we
shall use the second method here and modify the immediate dominance condition
6.1131(10) tot
8. "The modified KP and the relative sentence are immediately dominated
by a single KP node. But when there are conjoined relative sentences, the
modified HP and the 3 that dominates all the conjoined relative sentences art
Immediately dominated by the same KP category."
V.e havw now stated Yoxuba relativization conditions entirely in terms
of coreferentiality and category dominance so that the presence or absence
of the relative marker is a secondary phenomenon in relativized structures.
The phrase marker 2«2_(4) which provides the structure index for the relativi¬
zation rule 2.2(6) above satisfies the relatlvizaticn conditions stated here,
and when we derive elements within the Yoruba KP from underlying sentential
representations, these underlying structures must satisfy the relativization
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conditions in 6.115. "eferenee will be made to the two different struc¬
tures in 5 and 7 above when 5 is suggested for conjoined non restrictive
relatives and 7 for conjoined restrictive relatives in the Conclusion in
7.1 below.
6,12 THE PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OP THE RELATIVE MARKER
Apart from the possibility of repeated embedding# as noted earlier in
the discussion of examples similar to 'the house that Jack built' (see
6.114(1 and 2)), it is still possible in Yoruba to use the fact thot the
relative marker t£ appears in tin® and place expressions to provide indefi¬
nitely long HP structures. Observe that in 6.1132(3 - 9)i we saw that it
is possible for time and place words to appear in relatives (e.g. in 7 - 9)»
where direct reference to the HP's standing for the time and place words is
made vis-a-vis 3-6 where there is no satisfaction of the coreferantial
condition on relativiaation although the relative marker tX is used. The
possibility of the use of tX in the two forms enables tX to be infinitely
productive since the expressions or sentences it introduces need not always
necessarily be relative. lots that the coreferential condition together
with the immediate dominance condition must be satisfied before wo have a
relative (see 6.1131(9) end 6.114(d) which constitute the ain relatlvization
conditions of the Yoruba language).
As we do not have any new points to make in this 3ub3ection, we shall
just provide an example that proven the point we have already made that the
relative marker in Yoruba is infinitely productive. Eo, we can just
examine example 1 here. In 1, both the opening and closing brackets for
dominated categories will be labelled}
1. awon oraode' £ no mu lo sX ibi t£, &won 9rf wa
A kX Co, a ce dtii sX nx Igba ^ a lo rX won nX il'~ tX won sksfc
ko nX tosx ild Jjx i-jj Ojo fe \>t6 lule nX igba tX ^w9n ii ^ ° a
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36 iff oju ?n^] ] C ?6 la titl t£ [ 10 ij?"bn 15:1 P*nu lati 1Q" '
A»X ' >«>XW
,?bogbo il4 tf r D' V dib£ f,Xn egbe won J ^3 uioJ ^"J j7 J„D ^Lj-WV
Lv? & irtyt t3l2 *uuu 6wauo ±£ Lal5 [ol4 a r£] sl4 ii C315 a 0A
*£ ***4 C^x6 * w<?n3 1© Je oto xu tori j& Csl7 "9n
ti oa data jjx [^lQ o b£ *<^.3 ^18 «i<* * to ro nu j>£ C^q y«#
^321 *** ^ w?u A<?J 321^320^319^ 317^312^HP^fP^SI
whore the relative marker tjf and the subordinators _££ '>xid k£ are underlined
in 1* The main time and place words which introduce embedded sentences are
irhh 'time' and ibi 'place', but they are not underlined in 1. There are
other place words in 1 e.g. IM 'town', t£tl 'road' ate., but whenever they
satisfy the relativiaation conditions of 6.113, we have relative structures.
As a word for word translation of 1 will be vory difficult to follow,
we have represented it here as a rough translation.
2. All the children whom 1 took to the place where our friends advised
that we convert to our rendezvous when we went to see them in thair recently
built house near the house (which) Ojo wanted to demolish when those who are
now working on the roads (i.e. road contractors; wanted to construct the
road (whioh) the government promised to build in all the towns from which
votes were oaat for members of their political party did not care whether
all that we said and decided to tell them could be true because they lied
quarrelled with their father before we thought it neoessary for me to take
them there.
Kote that it is still possible to continue the embedding process in
the first NP if the last word in that IfP is reduced with tf + 3 -
those who + 3' etc.
A word for word gloss of 1 is difficult to oax.e, but we shall attempt
it here. The only category symbols that will be indicated in this gloss
ere the ~'s. The beginning of a u structure will be indicated as
and the end as ' )S'. As in our representation in 1, the subscripts of
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sentences "re not written as subscripts but as ordinary figures -following
3. "The underlined item in 3 has been deleted before 1 was obtained.
3. 31( plur child who S2( I take go to place^ which 33( plur friend
us say that that 34( we do arrangement to rlace^ at time which S5( we go
sec them in house which 36( they recently build in neighbourhood house
which 37( 3jo wants break to-ground at time which SO(those who 39( he
-ing do work free road )S9 want construct rood which S10( government hne
promised to construct at all town which 311( it happen vote for party
their )S11 )S10 )38 )37 )s6 )S5 )34 )SJ )52 /// ?TP — // — VP /// not car#
whether S12( thin all which 31j( 314( we see)314 which 315( we and aay
that th?t 316( we aay to them )cl6 )315 )s13 can be truth for reason
that 317( they have with father who 318( he begot f em ^ ^10 quarrel
before 319( we before ponder mind that S?0( it fits that 321( I take
them go )321 )320 )5l9 )S17 )S12 )S1.
In 3, when a discontinuous item cannot be given separate glossing for
its parte as In kf ... to 'before* in 317 where the other part of the dis¬
continuous item occurs in 319, we use the full gloss for each part. The
actual translation of 3 is 2.
3s suggested earlier, 1 can still be extended further, and it seems
there is no limit to the use that can be rc.de of the relative marker for
producing indefinitely long Tombs !TP structures.
Thus, we find that the relative m-rker in Yoruba is a very productive
mechanism so that its ccurrencc at certain stages in underlying represen¬
tations is not merely a methodological device, but a reflection of its
contribution to the creativity of the Yoruba language.
6.13 RESTRICTIVE AMD MOM RESTRICTIVE :i3LATIVEi
JLh UMbakuYIMH uTxtUCxUiu^j
here, we examine the relevance of the distinction between restrictive
una non restrictive relatives to underlying representations in tiae Yoruba
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noun phrase. From 6.1? above, and from Bfengbose's exarples,^ re saw that
the Yorubr relative is extremely productive. The relative is however not
isosorrhic to Frmgbose's rankohifted qualifiers since Bora-hose's 'rankshifted* v I * <
qualifier' includes preposition phrases which he called 'the rankshifted
2
verbal "roup'.
We first rrovide a method of recognizing restrictive and ron restrictive
nodification in Yoruba and then examine the already proposed NP structure
on the basis of the distinction between restrictive and non restrictive
modifiertlon.
In general, no article occurs between a noun modified by a relative
and the relative if the latter is restrictive. For instance, 1 to 3
cannot be restrictive relatives since seme articles occur between the main
nouns and their relatives whereas in restrictive^, the main articles usually
occur after the relatives. Thus, considers
1. $ni kan, ti 6 ro p4 bun gbon, kb mo btun yet6 of bsl (person a, who
he think he wise, not know right different from lert) 'a certain person,
who considers himself wise, cannot distinguish between right and left'.
2. enl yen, ti a n so brb r& (person that, who we -ing speak word his)
'that man, about whom we talk'
3. okunrin yi, t£ o n pa iro (man this, who he -ing make lies) 'thin man,
who tells lies'.
In contrast to 1 to 3, we have the restriutives in 4 and 5 where the
article does not precede the relative!
4. eni t{ a n so bro rh yen (person who we -ins speak word his th-t)
'that Eian we talk about'
1. Baaagbose 19661 115-119
2. riaingbose 1966» 120, section nlO.2
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% okbnrin 6 n pa ir<? yf (man who he -ing make lies this) 'this
deceitful man*
The article can precede the surface forms of rion restrictive relatives
mainlv because Yoruba nor. restrictive relatives can be replaced with apposi-
tive HP'e whereas the restrictive cannot be so replaced# Thus, examine
the following pairs. The (a) for® of e«ch of the NF structures from 6 to
8 ie restrictive whereas the (b) form is non restrictive, and In 3, ve
substitute appoeitive HP*a for the non restrictive relatives that ke up
the (b) forms of 6 to 8t
6(a) ofdmrin t{ ko feran awon one rh yen (man who not love plur child his
that) 'that man who does not love his children'
(b) okhnrin yen, t£ kb ferae '-"won otno re (man that, who not love plur
child his) 'that roan, who does not love his children' or 'that man, who
happens not to love his children'.
7(a) awon oluko agfea t£ 6 n jljadu ipb wonyen (plur teacher elder who he
-ing struggle position those) 'those lecturers who are obsessed with
promotion•
(b) awpn olhko' agba wbnyen, t£ won n jijaflu ipb (plur teacher elder those,
who they -ing struggle position) 'those lecturers, who happen to be obsessed
with promo tion'
8(a) lie t£ mo k$ (house which I build) 'the house I built'
(b) lie ken, tf mo kb (house one which I build) 'one house which 1 built'
The (b) forma of 6 to 8 are non restrictive. Each of the non restric¬
tive relatives can be replaced with a ??P especially one starting with b.vi t£
'the one which' in the singular definite, form t£ 'one which' in the singular
indefinite, or H-in t£ 'the ones which' in the plural definite (where yv,ja ti
is alternatively interpreted as 'those which'). Thus, the (b) forms of
6 to 8 can respectively be realized as*
9(a) okbnrin yen, eyf tf ko fdran awon oreo re 'that man, the one who does
i * » « » • . /
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not love his children'
(b) ^won olilko kgba wbnyen, awon tf w6n £ jljndu ipo 'those lecturers,
the ones who are obsessed with promotion'
(c) il£ kan, okan tf mo k€? *a certain house, one which 1 built*
Prom 6 to 8, we observe that when we have non restrictive relatives,
the pronoun which follows the relative marker (KM) and which is
ooreferential with the modified noun must agree in number with the latter.
But this requirement does not hold for restrictive relatives. Thus, in
7(a), we can have the relative as either ti 6 n .ildadu loo or ti won n
ll.ladd jpo« but in 7(h), only the latter ti won n .11.iadu Ipo is grammatical,
the former is not. But if the non restrictive is replaced with a NP as
in 9» since the plural form <W<gn tl 'those who/which' is used instead of
the singular form nvf tf (e.g. in 9(h)), the coreferential pronoun which
follows the RM Xi could be either singular or plural since number agreement
has already been satisfied through the employment of kwyn t{ in that struc¬
ture. The fact that number agreement is obligatory for non restrictive
relatives shows that the non restrictive relative actually specifies an
appositive construction rather than the modification of the noun supposed
to be modified by the relative. bince a restrictive relative and the noun
it modifies are dependent on each other, number is shown in the principal
element modified by the relative whereas for non restrictive relatives,
the independence of the relative from the noun shows that it ia a separate
detachable construction, and explicitnesa in number is expected in such
constructions In case detacliment takes pl^ce.
bo, one really significant point about 9 Is that non restrictive
relatives could be considered as versions of appositive clauses which must
normally bo in concord with the nouns they are in apposition to whereas
restrictive relatives and the nouns they modify are integral parts of a
single noun phrase.
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Fow, we suggest which of the relatives is needed for underlying
representations. First, we examine some Yoruba defective nouns. Houns
like ynl 1-person*, ohun ♦thing*, and ibl •place' are defeotive because
they do not normally function as single element HP's in Yoruba. For
instance, there are no Yoruba sentencest
10(a) "ofcun wun mi' gan (thing please me exceedingly) *"thing pleases me
exceedingly'
(b) *®o ri ohun ni lie' (I see thing at home) **I see thing at home*
(c) *ohun ni (thing is) **it is thing*
11(a) *eni ferfln wa (person love us) **person loves us*
(b) "mo ri eni (I see person) **I see person*
(c) *eni ni (person is) **it is person*
12. *mo de ibi (I reach place) '*1 re?ch place' etc.
10(a) and 11(a) are ungrammtical when interpreted as sentences with
either tjnl or ohun functioning as a single element HP. But they are
grammatical when the whole structure is regarded as a !<P with ohun and ynl
representing nouns which are modified by relatives. Usually, we have
grammatical sentences when Yoruba nouns are followed directly by VP*s.
When we use yni as the principal element in a HP however, the VP that
follows it directly on the surface is usually a reduced relative (cf.
examples 1 to 5 in 6.1131 above). Hence, 11(a) is grammatical only when
it is interpreted as the IIP yni f^ran wa or eni ti o fdran wa (person who
he love us) 'the person who loves us', but not as a sentence.
One observation from the above characteristic of (pnl 'person* is that
any relative that follows it directly on the surface con only be restrictive,
.ince yni hardly stands alone in Yoruba HP's, any relative that follows it
directly cannot be detached or replaced with an appositive HP as we did for
the (b) examples of 6 to 0 above. Hence, where we use yni as a classifier
followed by a relative in our structural representations here, we expect
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the relative to be restrictive.
Moreover, in certain derivations ehere re have enl (e. . in the
/a/ 4- VP and the onj- + H nominal!stations of chanter ITl), since the
relatives in those derivations follow qri directly, they are restrictive.
Oenerally, for our classifiers, the relative introduced by the classifier
is not detachable end it is not representable as an annositive HP. Thus,
we can state as a general requirement that only restrictive relatives are
introduced by classifiers in the underlying ^enrcsentations of Yoruba MP's.
We shall end this section by makiny three brief comments. Pirst, we
consider the defectiveness of pni 'person'. The only environment where
Yorube defective nouns appear to function as single element HP's is between
two verbal elements (or Ansre's verbids) in the VP. Thus, enl and ohun
appear to be single element HP's in 15 and 14:
15. so rf enl kf (I see person pet) 'T have found someone to pet'
14. mo rf" ohun fun Olu (I see thing give the-Lord) 'T have found some thirty
to yive to the Lord'
Since idf eni ke" is a VP and eni is the only nominal in the VP, it
eppears that we have r> single element HP in 13. However, the only surface
difference between 13 and the unyraraaatical 11(b) is that the second verbal
element of 13 is absent in 11(b). If enl could be ? single element "P in
c grammatical sentence as 13 suggests, it will bo difficult to explain the
unyrammaticality of 11(b).
Nevertheless, the eni 'pomeone to net' in 13 is paraphrasable as a
relative structure similar to 6.1131(1-3) from where the relative marker
and a coreferential pronoun are deleted.*" Thus, a paraphrase of 15 is 15»
1, Although whet appears to be an Infinitive in 13 is parephrassble as a
relative in the environment of defective nouns.;, this ic. not generally
the case for infinitives in other environments. However, the prra-
phraoability of infinitives as relatives is significant only for
defective nouns like mi 'person'.
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15* mo eni ti mo ke (l see person that I pet) 'I found someone that
1 *
I pet'.
Thus, the paraphrosability of the second verbal element in 13 as a
reduced relative may explain the ungrammaticali ty of 11(b) since nothing
in 11(b) is interpretable as a restrictive relative on eni. One may then
say that we still have ^ni plus an underlying relative functioning together
as a UP in 13. bo, it seems that 13 does not constitute a real exception,
and eni still remains there as a defective noun.
neoondly, if eni its a defective noun, we would like to know how it is
represented in HP diagrams. From our suggestions so far, eni descends
from a NP node. The HP is first rewritten as N before we later obtain
eni 'person'. dince there are selectional restrictions in transformational
grammar, the selectional power of the grammar takes care of the defective¬
ness of «^rti so that it is not selected as the only HP element before a VI'
in underlying representations. Hence, if we consider 6.1131(1-3) where
yii is followed by a surface VP, what we actually have in underlying struc¬
tures is a HP followed by a 3 -nod both HP and 3 satisfy the relativist ion
conditions of 6.1131(9) and 6.114(8) above.
Thirdly, we comment on the representation of classifiers when we have
thern in surface HP's. For our general classifier for nouns in 3*5, we
suggested ki 'the one'. We can use it as a general classifier always,
mo, in tree representations for the derivation of surface HP's which consist
mainly of other classifiers e.g. (yni kan 'a person') we may have feyf as
the first classifier. duppoae that meanwhile, we have yni. ohun. ibi.
!,ba as specific classifiers for nouns and lye and iso as specific classi¬
fiers for numerals. Then, our classifiers in expressions like yni kan
'a person', ohun kan 'a tiling', and ibi kan 'a place', x..ba kan 'a time',
iye kan 'a sum', ipo kan 'a position' will all be sententially derivable
from e:/i ti 6 n .id eni kan 'the one who is a person' etc. (cf. for
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our suggestions on the selection of classifiers in general). And the only
classifier that will constitute a problem for sentential derivation will b«
hi itself. In order to make sentential derivation uniform, we may have
an underlying representation for hy{ which is odd because it is a tautology
e.g. ?h£jL± ri .1^ evl *?the one which is this one' or '?the one which la
the one'. 3o, for this odd representation, the transformation necessary
for Burfaoe structure realization will be obligatory. Thus, it is possible
to derive all surface yrnfFWWV^rtTTr»wtaw Yoruba HP's sententially. See J»2
below for more comments on less complex MP structures.
6,2 THE ARTICLE
6.21 THE ARTICLE CATEGORY IH THE UNDERLYING STRTJCTUIiE
Our main suggestion in this seotion is that the determiner system must
be excluded from the type of underlying sentential treatment proposed for
contentives in chapter V. "e shall use the terra article for all determiner
elements in this work. do, we shall make no distinction between 'determiner'
and'article' since all the items discussed in this section are recognized as
•articles'.
The items to be treated as articles will include those that were called
•the deictic' and 'post-deiotio' qualifiers in Bamgbose 1966 viz.
1. the deictics - 'Vyi" 'this', .wfrrarf 'these', .ven 'that', .wyxv^n 'those',
ni 'that', .w<j>nnl 'those', .wo 'which'",* and
2, the poat-deiotics - that very', ^rynon 'exactly} even', oaaaaa
•too', nlkyn 'alone', g^SlSiSL 'a^ even'."
The items quoted constitute the 'full list' in bamgbose'e analysis,
and they are determined by the surface structure phenomenon of occurring
as the last set of elements in surface Yoruba HP's. Thus, the criteria of
1. Baagbose 1966s 114
2. Bamgbose 1966s 114
1
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determination are surface. The criteria we shall us© for separating the
two classes i.e. Bamgbose•s deictics and post-deictics here are the presence
of a nyntactic feature described in 6.2222 below as [VintensiveJ for poat-
deictica but not for deictics, and the norainalizability of deictice. Thus,
the items that can be nominal!zed turn up on the surface as Bamgbose's
deictic qualifiers whereas those that cannot be norainnlized turn up on the
surface an hie post-deictic qualifiers. For instance, the nominal counter¬
parts of his deictic qualifiers are respectively:
3. eyf 'this one, the one, this'? iw&nyf 'these ones, these'? Ivyn
'that one, thst'j Iwfayen 'those ones, those'; fryilnl 'that one, that'?*
and Iwonrl 'those ones, those*.
Kone of the items that turn up on the surface as post-deicticr. is nominali-
zable. Hence, nominallzabi11ty is an adequate criterion for the determi¬
nation of surface deictic and post-deictic distinctions.
We will however suggest that the full lists in 1 and 2 constitute
just a part of the Yoruba determiner system since other deictic categories
like that of person for the personal pronouns (of. Lyons I960: 276-8) are
not considered as deictics in Bsungbose's analysis, and that there are
determiner features like specificness which are not accounted for in
Burngboae' s system because they are not represented by forraatlves in surface
structure representations. Besides, personal names are generally definite,
but they are rarely followed by the definite article on the surface. Thus,
no adequate treatment of the Yoruba determiner or article system can be
carried out on the surface.
In this section, we have another task apart from discovering the
1. The nominal form feyilru 'that one' appears to be different in construction
from the others, but the significant point is that it is the nominal form
of 'that'. Probably it is a compounding of ioi 'the one' with
•that', but that point is immaterial here.
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underlying features that dictate surface structure ordering. 7/e intend
to handle the Yoruba determiner system within a transformational generative
framework, and we wish to use a feature analysis similar to the on© proposed
by Postal in 196?* Postal's article was first published in the Georgetown
Ponograph series in 1967. The references here are to the edition in
Jacobs and Hosenbaum 1970. So, we refer to it as Postal 1970a* We shall
now discuss the (Yoruba) article.
At least four positions have been taken in TG in the description of
articles. The first position, which is that of Chonsky (1957) and Lees
(I960), makes articles occur as the terminal symbols in grammar. In
Chomsky's framework, articles were handled like other lexical items except
that they are & closed set while others constitute an open set. Sut in
Chomsky 1965» where articles were still treated the same way eg other
lexical iteraa, another step was taken. The step was that of matching
features of terminal nodes of articles (e.g. those of agreement) with thooe
of other lexical items. Thus, if N is specified as [oc Number, Gender,
IT CaseJ , where each of <\ ,^ , end T could be an integer, the article
is similarly specified. One should note also that articles are still
treated as other lexical items in Chomsky 1970 and 1971 although all the
symbols of grammar (including the articles) are now regarded as 'complexes
1
of features', and we now have the idea of the second lexical lookup.
The second position which is diametrically opposed to the preceding
is that of Annear, Bobbins arid Vendler who have contended that all
instances of the definite article the are transformationally derived.
There were some criticisms of transformationally derived articles in
Jtookwell I960. otockwell and others suggested that the major problem
with this proposal is that transformations "would have to be permitted on
1. Chomsky 1970s 207-8.
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domains 1. rger than a single sentence."* They referred to olfe and Jhopen
who have "shown that antecedents relevant to definitization are sometimes
2
not only non-locatable hut also linguistically non-existent." In order
to evade this problem, Anne&r 1967 assumedthat the definite article niuct
come from the second part of a conjunction, the first part of which may
he deleted at the discretion of the speaker 30 that we have an anaphoric
semi-sentence. Vendler (I960) on the other hand allows all definite
articles to arise during the operation of relativization transformations,
but he gave no formal explanation of the fact that some relative clauses
do not end up as definite (cf. example 12 below which is indefinite in
spite of the relative clause there).
Thus, the suggestion about a transformstional derivation for articles
(especially definite articles) is beset with innumerable difficulties.
Here, we shall not follow those who derive articles transformationally
from deleted sentences (whether those sentences constitute the first part
of a conjunction, or whether it is a relative clause) because we find, no
motivation for it. Although we supported a sentential derivation for
contentives in chapter V, we find no point that can be used for supporting
a similar sentential derivation for articles. Kote our comment about the
point where we stop non proliferation exercises in 5*6 above. Yoruba
articles are not contentives since they do not have features of contentives
like the possibility of constituent negation, or the possibility of
Ptstative "1 distinction, or a possibility of occurrence an the partitive
of other items. Yoruba articles are not conjoined like contentives.
There is no rule ART —*■ All? end APT which is similar to NP —NP and
IP, or 3 —> 3 and 3, Thus, only nominal forms of articles can bo
conjoined e.g. .Yuri ir.i n£ evf At! Iron (give me Trf this-one and that-one)
1. dtockwell et al (ed) 1968j 97
2. btockwell I9681 97
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•jive me this and that'. But we do not h»ve Tbrt ml ni yj ^ti yen for
'give m this and that'. Thus, what are conjoined as eyjf ' this one* and
lyen 'that one' are actually nominalb rather than articles. Hence, there
is no justification for using the proposal adopted for members of the
contentlve in chapter V for articles.
Finally, a sentential derivation for articles will lead to the type
of infinite derivational circularity that we discussed in 3«4« For instanoe,
the underlying sentential representations for articles will still have to
include articles. The type of sentential derivation examined now is
different fro® those mentioned in preceding paragraphs. The one in 4 below
for instance is similar to underlying sentential forms for oontentives.
Thus, if for the definite article, we have the sentential substitute}
4. hy{ ti 6 d^ju (the-one which it definite) 'the one which is definite'
or 'that which is definite',
the first item in the proposed underlying sentence, eyi 'the one', still
contains the equivalent of the definite article as the English gloss even
suggests. Actually only what is definite can be referred to as eyi 'the
one, this one, this'. Kow, in the underlying representation of the definite
article portion of &yf. the whole of 4 will be repeated, we shall get another
ovi". and the whole process will be repeated ad infinitum. So, one of the
implications of sentential derivation for articles is infinite derivational
circularity. Hence, apart from the points already made about the syntactic
differences between contentives and articles, a sentential derivation for
articles, similar to the one we had for contentives in chapter V will lead
to infinite derivational circularity.
We have not yet mentioned the other two positions that have been
taken in TO in the description of articles. The third position is that
of Postal which we follow here. Postal's system is based on one suggestion
of hisi
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The fact that an element is present in the ourface forn
does not mean it was present in the deep structure and,
conversely, ahoen.ce from the surface form does not
necessarily entail absence from the deeper aspect of
grammatical structure. - Postal 1970aI 5$ (see 1.54
above)•
Bonce, In Postal's framework, there is no such category as ART in the phrase
structure. The article (with the pronouns as a proper subset) are repre¬
sented in the underlying structure as syntactic features on the head nouni
In the deepest structures they (articles - BAh) are,
not present segmentally but are represented as syntactic
features of nouns, features analogous to [animate] ,
[human], [countable], ... - Postal l°70nj 59
Then, the features that are relevant to the article are partly determined by
the noun e.g. [+plur] which is needed for distinguishing between *£? 'this'
and woavf 'these', and they are in part determined by transformational rules
like pronominnlizatlon, defi.nltizstion, genltivizstion, reflexivization and
definite article attachment.1 At a later stage, in the derivation,
2* segmentalization' rules apply to each MP and copy the features needed for
articles. Then the phonological shape of the items that match these
features is later attached. This position is suitable for us although we
will differ from Postal on points of details. Nevertheless, we shall
examine the fourth position briefly before coming back to Postal's.
The fourth position is that taken by otockwell ot al in UCLA grammar,
known as UEhP, The position is midway between the first (i.e. Chomsky's)
and the third (i.e. Postal's)*
In this view the F3 contains a terminal category into
which only syntactic features are inserted on the first
1. Postal 1970®' 61
2. Postal 1970a» 62
5. Although the UCLA grammar appears to precede Postal 1970a chronologically,
Postal's article was first published in 1967, and it was from Postal that
Ltockwell and others took up the idea of regarding articles and pronouns
as ayntaotio features.
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lexical lookup. Following various T's which change the
feature composition of the ART's (of. EEL, PRO, and KEG),
a 3ccond lexical lookup provides the phonological shape
of the reconstituted UliT. - dtockwell 1968: tJ9.
our analysis resembles the third and fourth proposals. We differ-
from Postal and come closer to Stockwell et al. where we represent the
artiole as a node in the expansion of HP and where we uce only two person
features [ +IJ and [ +11J. But we differ from Stockwell et al. where we
do not represent article features in (branching) tree diagrams (see 6.222
below).
In our structural representations, we have the ART node, and under this,
we have features of articles relevant to surface structure formative® listed
in square brackets. Two article features of Stockwell et al. are relevant
to HP1 a, but are not represented by format!ves in the surface structure
representation of Yoruba HP's. They ares [+specificj and [genericJ.
So, they may not appear in the list of features under our article nodes,
but we still recognise them as relevant features since the [^specific]
distinction is noticeable in the following examples where omodebir.rln kan
(girl a) 'a girl' is specific in 5 "bit not in 6t
5. Awa meteta jo bu omodebiurln kon nf ile Ojo lAna (we all-three
together insult girl a in house Ojo yesterday) 'all the throe of us jointly
insulted a girl (i.e. a particular girl) in Ojo's house yesterday'
6. ran yaodeblarin kan sf mi btkylbayl (send girl a to me now) 'send a
girl (i.e. any girl) to me now'.
On the other hand, only the absence of specificness is distinguished
through the choice of formatives e.g. ini
7. a ko ri' ynupdebiurln karikan nibe (we not find girl aav there) 'we did
not find any girl there'.
'fne choice of xanxan 'any' rules out the possibility of a [+specificj inter¬
pretation of the HP yaoadblnrin icankan in 7» But the fact ;-itill remains
that the presence of specificness ia not indicated by any formative on the
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surface.
The distinction between specific and non specific here is similar to
that drawn by Eeringert*
the distinction between specific and non specific
indefinite noun phrases ... actually amounts to &
distinction between those noun phrases which carry
with them a presupposition of the 'existence1 in a
sense to be clarified later, of a referent and
those whioh do not.
The behaviour of specific and non specific noun phrases in 'referentially
opaque contexts' was used to show the difference, and it is interesting tc
note that in the English examples used for the discussion by fferlnger, it
is also not obligatory for any English formative to indicate specificness
in the surface structure representations. The generic feature in Yoruba
is syntactically similar to f+specifio] since it is not indicated by
formative on the surface. A generic example iss
8. elddfe nuia ri je dku (pig continue-to -ing eat corpse) 'the pig eats
corpses' or 'pigs eat corpses'.
In 8, both am and 6ktl have the generic feature.
However, we shall not go into any details on features that are not
represented on the surface by distinct formatives since many factors we
do not intend to discuss here e.g. presuppositions (cf. quotation from
Heringer) will be involved.
go, in this work, we use a feature framework for articles. We have
an ART node under which the various article features that are relevant to
surface structure formatives are represented. ¥e shall however not discuss
the various transformational rules that are relevant to articles e.g. those
referred to by Postal asj uronoainallzation. deflnitlzation. seamentaliaa-
tlon. article attachment, si-onoun deletion, and ^(mitivlaation.
1. Heringer, James T. "Indefinite Houn Phrases and Referential Opacity"
in CbdP 3 (1969): 09.
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In 6.22 we round up the discussion of the article in Yoxuba. First
in 6.221, we briefly discuss some of the forraatives that w® shall treat as
articles, and in 6.222, we complete the discussion by giving the necessary
article features.
6.22 PKOKOtWS, ARTICLES AND FEATURES OP THE ARTICLE
6.221 THE PERSONAL PRONOUN AND THE ARTICLE
It was once suggested by Postal that "the traditional personal pronouns
are actually forms of the definite article."1 In Postal's article, (see
6,21 above), he gave many reasons why English pronouns should be analyzed
as articles. In his concluding section, he made a phonological observation
that "there is no real [©] - [ffJ contrast in English"1, and noted that
"voicing may be predicted in suoh elements in articles, the, this, that.
these, those and in so called pronouns, they, them, their. (... thee, thy,
thine, thou)" so that "if we assume that pronouns are articles, these two
environments are reduced to one." Since such phonologioal similarities
are observable for pronouns and articles in Carman and Spanish e.g. "the
respective pronoun - definite-article similarities between er - der, sie -
3
die, and el • el. ella - la" he concluded that his proposal for English
pronouns may be extended to German and Spanish. It seems that one can
use arguments similar to Postal'© to point out that a combined treatment
of pronouns and articles can be suggested for the loruba language as we
have intimated in 6.21 above. do, in this section, we examine the
relationship between pronouns juid articles more closely i;nd compare one
form of the pronoun with the other. Therefore, no rules will be suggested
in tills section.
1. Postal 197Oai 76 see 6.21 abovo
2. Postal I970ui 76
J. Postal 1970a: 76
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Two different for/36 of the pronoun are possible in Yoruba. first, we
have the conjunctive fora^ of the pronoun described as "unemphatic pronoun*
in Afolayan 1J60 and just as 'pronoun* in Bangbose l$66, Then we have the
other form of the pronoun which is both conjunctive mid disjunctive. This
Other form of the pronoun was called 'emphatic pronoun' and 'pronominal' in.
Afolayan and Baragbose respectively. Se shall oall it the disjunctive pro¬
noun. Lost of the arguments for the treatment of English pronouns as
articles in Postal ;1970a) can be applied to the two forme in the Yoruba
pronoun system. for instance, just as English personal pronouns are
definite (or marked [/-definite] ) in Postal (1970a), so ere the two forras
of the personal pronouns in Yoruba definite. 3o, we shall not attempt to
provide points to prove that the two forms of the pronoun in Yoruba are
forms of the article since that will just be tantamount to repeating Postal's
argument with Yoruba equivalents of examples similar to his. Besides, such
an exercise will lengthen this work unnecessarily. Hence, we shall juat
supply a different tyA,e of evidence to suggest that one form of the ronoun
(the conjunctive and unemphatic variety) possesses more article characteris¬
tics than the other one (i.e. hamgboue's 'pronominal') while Baagbose'a pro¬
nominal has more nominal or noun characteristics than the conjunctive pronoun.
The conclusion we intena to draw about the two forms "of the Yoruba pro¬
nouns is that there is only one type of pronoun in underlying representation.
In contrast to Baagbose'a sharp distinction between 'pronominal' and 'pronoun',
this appears to be also in the spirit of the non proliferation of structural
categories (in ohapter V above). Thus, the underlying pronoun is on article,
and since the only surface foriu which retains most of the article characteris¬
tics is the 'unemphatic1 or conjunctive pronoun, it is nearer the underlying
1. The Yoruba conjunctive pronoun is similar to pronoun ferns like je, of
,1e parie 'I speak' in French, but the disjunctive pronoun is not as
similar &s one would have expected to Trench aoi in o'eat aoi 'it's me'
or 'it is I' beceuse it is also used conjunctively.
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pronoun than the 'emphatic* or disjunctive variety. The disjunctive form
is then the surface representation of the underlying pronoun in structures
where the conjunctive is excluded (e.g. in disjunction, conjunction,
emohaeis, modification etc. - see below). Thus, the conjunctive pronoun
which retains many article features on the surface (thereby calling
attention to the article source for uronouns) is additional justification
for Postal's proposal that pronouns are articles in underlying representa¬
tions.
ffe now consider the conjunctive and disjunctive forms of the pronoun.
The two forms of the pronoun are represented as 1 and 2 below:
1, Disjunctive pronouns: (a) &ml 'I*, (b) Iwp *you* singular, (c) oun
'he/she/it*, (d) &wa 'we*, (e) d.yln 'you' plural, (f) hwon 'they'.
2. Conjunctive pronouns: (a) mo *1*, (b) o 'you* singular, (c) d 'he/
she/it', (d) r 'we', (e) 'you' plural, (f) won 'they*.
Tor the purpose of this exercise we shall not discuss the various coses of
these items e.g. ml 'a*®' ~ (the objective case) and 'my' - (the genitive)
etc., nor shell we consider other uses of some of the pronouns e.g. the
honorific use of the second and third persons for singular human beings.
Although the elements in 1 arc referred to as 'disjunctive pronoun?', they
are also found in environments where conjunctive pronouns occur. "e us®
the terms 'disjunctive' and 'conjunctive' to distinguish between the two
forms of the pronoun here mainly to avoid saying 'Bamgbose's pronominal',
or /folayan's'unemphatic pronourf etc. when we refer to the items. As we
shall observe Inter, the difference between 1 and ? is more than one of
emphasis as Afolaysn's nomenclature suggests. Also, Baragbone's distinc¬
tions 'pronominal' and 'pronoun' cannot be used to indicate the article
characteristics of hie 'pronoun' since if we say M'Pronominal' = [+PRO,
+N0M1NAL3 and 'Pronoun « [>PHO, +KOUKJ*, the distinction between the two
forms will ultimately be a distinction between a nominal and a noun.
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s now examine the syntactic restrictions on the disjunctive and
conjunctive pronouns and show that the latter has more article characteris¬
tics than the former.
First, the conjunctive pronouns cannot he conjoined although the
disjunctive pronouns can be e.g. there is nos
3. *mo atl o le lo sf h'ko (I and he can go to Logos) for 'he and I can
go to Lagos',
hut we haves
4. feral Qti bun lfc lo sf Hko (I and he can go to Lagos) 'he and I can go
to Lagos'.
note also that .articles too are not conjoined. Hence we do not haves
5» *mo r{ omo k&n bti na (I see child a and the) for '*! sec the and a
child',
6. *rao n te Iwe yf ati yen (I -ing want hook this and that) **T want this
and that hook(s)* (cf. discussion of conjoining in 6.21 above).
Jecondly, the conjunctive pronoun cannot he disjoined although the
disjunctive can be e.g. there is noi
7» *ao tab/ 0 le se is«f na (l or he can do job the) for 'he or I can do
the job',
but we haves
0, feui tabf bun le se ise na (I or he cm do job the) 'he or 1 con do
the job'.
Note also that articles are not disjoined. Hence, r,e do not haves
9. *ao wa nf ile kan tabf na «*I was in a or the house',
10. *0 lb fifia mi nf y{ tab/ yen (you can give ae Trf this or that) for
'you can give me this or that'.
Instead of 10, we must havei
11. o le fun tai ni eyf tabf lyen (you can give roe Trf this-one or that-one)
'you can give me this or that',
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or we can expects
12. o le fun ml nf iwe yl tabf iyen (you can give me Trf book this or
that-one) 'you can give me this book or that (one)'
Kote that we must use iyen 'that one' instead of yyn 'that' in 12 since
what is disjoined is a nominal and not an article. Thus, as we observed,
in 6.21 above, only the nominal forms of articles e.g. eyi 'this one' are
conjoined or disjoined. The articles themselves are not disjoined.
Another significant difference between the conjunctive pronoun and
the disjunctive pronoun is that the former cannot be qualified while the
latter can be e.g. we have»
13. Iwo buruku yi (you bad this) 'you this bad person'
14. oun o n bq (he who he -ing come) 'he who is coming'
but w© do not have the conjunctive pronoun forms o. and £ in the places of
Iwp and 6un in 15 and 14 respectively. Hence, there is neithert
15. *0 buruku yi for 'you this bad person' nor
16. *0 ti' 0 n bd (he who he -ing come) for 'he who is coming'.
The fourth major difference between the conjunctive and the disjunctive
pronouns is reflected in Afolayan's names for the two forms viz. one is
emphatic (or can be emphasized) whereas the other one cannot be. Note
however that the contrast in emphasis occurs only where both forms are
possible. Hence, Iwo in 13, 6un in 14» kffii in 8 and emi in 4 are not the
respective emphatic forma of the conjunctive pronouns £ in 15, £ in 16,
go in 7» a»d m£ in 3* do, we can say that at least in conjunction and in
disjunction, the disjunctive pronoun is not an emphatic form of the pronoun
since there is no uneraphatic form for it to contrast with in such environ¬
ments. And so, the distinction between the two forms of the 'pronoun' is
not one of emphasis. Observe that it is even possible to emphasize the
conjoined disjunctive pronoun forms and contrast this emphasized form with
the unemphasioed form e.g. in errd Hi ftun ni 'it is T and he'.* An
emphasized form of the conjoined disjunctive pronoun forms in 4 would
have given one:
4' femi &ti bun ni 6 le lo si Eko 'He end I are the ones who can go to
Lagos'.
uinee the same form of the 'pronoun' is used in 4 end in its emphasized
form 4' here, the distinction in Afolayan'e use which colls the pronoun
form in 4 the 'emphatic' and contrast it with the 'unemphatic' appears to
he inadequate.
There are however, some minor points of difference het^ec the dis¬
junctive and conjunctive pronouns. But before we mention these minor
points, one can note an apparent exception to the first major point above
(i.e. the point on coordination). There is a peculiar form of coordination
involving both the disjunctive and conjunctive pronouns. Through this con¬
struction, the objective form of the conjunctive pronoun will follow the
disjunctive pronoun, and no conjunction will bo used in the construction;
but the result will be the coordination of pronouns. An example in:
17. end re « disjunctive 'I' + objective conjunctive 'you' - 'you and I'
There is something curious about the construction in 17. If the persons
of the pronoun concerned are first and second, the order can only be that
of 17 and not one in which the second person precedes the first person.
And if we have only second and third persons, the second can precede the
third but not vice versa e.g. while we have:
13. Iwo rb = disjunctive 'you' + objective conjunctive 'him' - 'you raid he'
19. fcyin won » disjunctive 'you' plural + objective conjunctive 'them' -
'you and they',
we do not have:
1. We can recall from 1.53 that emphasis is done through a clefting process.
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20. *awon yin (for 15 - 'y°u Hr»4 they')
»
21. *\wo mi (for 13 - 'you and T')
22. ?oun re (for 14 - 'he and you').
Thus, there is an order of pronouns viz. first before second, and first and
second before third. For some speakers, 22 is possible probably only
because of its phonolcicol similarity to 17 in which rg. 'you* is the second
element in the constructions. But since 22 can only be possible in isola¬
tion but not in a Yoruba syntactic sentence, we will not consider it as a
valid exception to the regularity observed. Thus, there are no sentences*
23. *&un nl kl o Jo se is£ na (he you is must he together do Job the)
for 'you and he must do the Job together'.
24. ♦dun re ni kj( e Jo se ise na (where 6_ 'he' in 23 is chan ed to £ 'you'
plural in 24).
25. *oun re ni ki" wdh Jo se ise na (where the plural won is substituted
for the singular 0 from 22).
whereas we have*
26. iwp rfe ni kf e Jo ee ise n# (you him is must you together do work the)
'you and he must do the work together'.
Although the construction discussed from 17 to 26 looks like co¬
ordination, it is not exactly the same as coordination. For instance, in
coordination, there is no mandatory surface order on the items conjoined
similar to the irreversibility of persons in the constructions in 17« In
normal coordination, if we have (Mo at! 'inn 'OJo and Alna', it will be
possible also to have Aina ati (Mo 'Aina and OJo', but in the above construc¬
tion, if we have hml re (i.e. 17)» then we do not have *iwo mi (i.e. 21).
Secondly, coordination ua\ially takes place between syntactic elements
that ere fairly describable as the seme types or same categories etc. e.g.
fip end NP, N and N, V and V, but riot between different categories e.g. NP
and 'J> (for '*John and there was no milk there'), V and H (for '*decide and
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London1) where and implies coordination. But in 17} the elements concerned
do net heIon/; to the same conjoinable set. In particular, the members of
the conjunctive pronoun class are never conjoined. So, we can say thnt
the construction represented from 17 to 26 is a rare one.
One way of handling 17 to 26 is to suggest that the construction we
have there is not coordination but a ♦with construction' in which the .4.th
element is deletable provided the first person precedes the second and. the
second precedes the third. Pro** this suggestion, we shall have 26 for
instance as 2f where pt»lu 'with' is later deleted.
27* n&lu r& ni ki e jo se ioe (you with him is must you together do
work the) '?you with him must do the job together' or 'you must do the job
together with him'
Since the above suggestion can work for all the examples, we may not
regard 17 to 26 as cases of coordination, but as 'with constructions' with
ultimate 'with deletion'.
The minor points of difference between the conjunctive and disjunctive
pronouns are often related to the third and fourth points made above i that
the disjunctive can be modified whereas the conjunctive cannot be, and that
the former can be emphasized although the latter cannot be. ince the
conjunctive pronoun cannot be emphasized, it cannot be questioned, it cannot
be denied whereas these three possibilities hold for the disjunctive pronouns.
For instance, we can emphasize eml 'I' through the clefting process discussed
under emphatic structures ih 1.33 above. Thus, we emphasize fernl by making
it occur before the emphatic particle ni 'is' on the surface e.g.
28. emi ni (I is) 'it is I'.
Since 28 is possible, we can also question &rd either by U3ing the sentence
initial question word or the sentence final question word bi^ together vdth
1. Gee question word - Qw - in 1.32(14 to 17) above.
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the form in 20 e.g.
2% eini ni bf? (I is C'w) 'is it I?'
30. 3e bin! ni? (*w I is) 'is it I?*
Ve can also deny &sd by using the constituent negation formative
•not' with or without the emphatic particle xd 'is' e.g.
31. emi ko (I not) 'it is not I'
32. end ko ni (I not is) 'it is not I'.
The disjunctive pronoun eml can also be doubted through the use of th«
formative ke 'even' e.g.
33• eiai kb (I even) 'even me!'
Considering the conjunctive pronoun on the other hand, we find that we cannot
have it before the emphatic particle since it cannot be emphasized. bote
that this is a different type of argument from the one we used earlier when
we stated that there is no contrast between emphasis and lack of emphasis
for coordination and disjunction since hare, the absence of the conjunctive
pronoun is obligatory because we are dealing with the emphatic 1 (article
itself whereas in the earlier examples, the possibility of emphatic forms
depends on the possible existence of unemphatic forms in the same environment.
Thus, is emphatic in 35 below because |g£ la also possible in a similar
place in structure. cf. 34 35*
34* mo jal& (I steal) 'I steal' or 'I cm a thief'
35* kmi jale (i steal) 'I (nyself) steal' or 'bo you say that 1 sua a thief?
1
Tou must be joking'.
Bote that the difference between 34 35 is not exactly identical with that
1. cf. Bamgbose 19661 107# "In those structures in which both pronouns and
pronominal0 may occur, the pronominal is the emphatic equivalent of the
pronoun." There is however not enough underlying syntactic evidence to
support Baagbo^e's "further step" of making' the disjunctive pronouns "a
distinct subclass of nouns" in footnote 68.
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of emphasis oincc the speaker In 35 doeo not necessarily emphasise the feet
th t he is a thief (the faot of 34)» hut he nay also doubt it. If we were
,iven 34> then the speaker is a thief and he admits that he is, but one
cannot infer that the speaker has stolen anything or that he admits he is
a thief from 35* So, the absence of the conjunctive form before the
emphatic particle is a different type of evidence from the one we used
earlier on the possibility of contrasts.
As we have already indicated, mo * I * does not occur before the emphatic
particle. Thus there is no:
36. *mo ni (I is) for 20 - fcmi ni (I is) 'it is I'.
dnce 36 is impossible, we cannot also have:
37* *no ni bi? for 29 - <k.i ni bf?
3?. *ee mo ni? for 30 - sd e?:d ni?
39. *uo for 31 - hni ko
40, *mo ko ni for "$2 - bad k<5 ni and
41 • *mo kb for 33 - hrrd
Observe that the impossibility of constituent negation for oonj; active pro¬
nouns, e.3 examples 33 and 40 show, indicates that they are not content!vee
(cf. discussion of the characteristics of contentives in $,6 above).
..here are other minor points of difference between conjunctive and
disjunctive pronouns e.g. the possibility of a high tone junction between
l.r's consisting of nouns, nouns plus their ancillaries, or disjunctive „:ro-
nouna and V. 'a that do not start with certain fomatives like 'not* or
-vxo 'shall, will' etc. This tone junction, described in ..folnyan I968 ee
'normal succesoivity junction' does not apply when the 2.7' consists of a
conjunctive pronoun. But we need not go into details on ouch minor points
since the really significant point to be made is that the conjunctive pronoun
displays many of its article characteristics even up to surface structure.
iron examples 13 to 16 above, we find that only the disjunctive pronoun
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can be qualified. Thus, since the conjunctive pronoun is not qualified
(cf. Vj and 16), whenever it occurs as the principal element in a HP, it
must be the only element in that HP. Hot© that its being an HP principal
of only one element is also related to the fact that it cannot be conjoined.
In the cases mentioned in 17 above, it docs not appear that the conjunctive
pronoun is a principal element in the HP in such structures since what we
have there cannot be validly described as coordination.
loreover, if structures like 17 are interpreted as 'with constructions'
with ultimate deletion' as we suggested earlier, the problem of
describing the conjunctive pronoun as principals in 17 to 26 will not arise
since 'with constructions' (or traditional ablatives) do not normally
constitute principal HP elements in most languages. we shall not go into
discussions on 'with constructions', but we shall assume that they do not
constitute principal elements in the constructions from 17 to 26 since the
' -1th construction' alone e.g. M4 •with him' in 2^ cannot be the
subject of the sentence we have there.
One may note that many of the differences observed between the
conjunctive and the disjunctive pronouns resemble differences between
articles and nouns. for instance, a© observed earlier, articles too can
neither be conjoined or disjoined. Articles cannot be qualified but nouns
can be. for instance, there is noa
42. *kan ti mo ri ,#n which I saw' (where kan is the indefinite article),
although we havej
43* oktmrin ti m ri (sum which I see) 'the man whom I saw'.
1
Also, Yoruba articles cannot be emphasized although their nominal forms
can be. Thus, we do not have 44 although 43 occurs:
44. *kan ni (a is) '*it is a'
45. ^kan ni (one is) 'it is one'.
biace wo consider that demonstratives too are articles here, the same
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restriction holds. Thus 46 occurs but 47 does not:
46• eyi nl (this-one is) fit is this*
47* ni (this is) for 'it is this*.
The syntactic dissimilarity of conjunctive and disjunctive pronouns
is observable even when we do not have the 'nominative case1. Thus, in
the 'objective case', only the disjunctive is cmalified. Hence, although
we normally have*
4$. did ninn wa (some among us) 'some of us',
we do not have 49 but only 501
49. *d{e ninti. wa buruku yi (some among we bad this) for 5°>
50. d{0> ninu awa burdktt yl (some among we bad this) 'some of us who r-re
all bad people' (i.e. we are all bad).
Nevertheless, both disjunctive and conjunctive pronouns still differ
from nouns in other respects since Yoruba personal pronouns represented as
1 and 2 above have the article feature H+definite], they all have obligatory
features for person and number (e.g. first, second or third person singular
or plural), Yoruba personal pronouns are not used as generic noun phrases,
and like articles, they can all be described as .members of a closed set of
items. Thus, the similarity of the disjunctive pronoun to nouns in 42 to
47 above does not constitute enough justification for taking Bamgboae's
further step (in Bamgbose 1966j 107 fn» 68) of "making them. (i.e. the
disjunctive pronouns - 3AE) a distinct subclass of nouns" unless we treat
nominalised deictics like hi 'this one' the same way.
Prom the preceding discussion we find that the Yoruba conjunctive
pronoun even retains most of its article characteristics in surface struc¬
ture representations. And the existence of these conjunctive forms of
the pronoun, which lack most of the properties of contentivos e.g. the
possibility of constituent negation, oonjoinsbility, possibility of clefting
for emphasis etc. provides some surface structure empirical support for
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Postal's suggestion that there is a common underlying source for articles
and pronouns.
Ve shell end the present discussion by surgesting how the two forms
of the pronoun are distinguished. Earlier, in 6.21, we suggero.ed that
the nomirailmobility of Bamgbose's delctics is one of the criteria used
to distinguish between deieties and post-deietles. In {>,2222 "below, -o
also suggest that the feature C+intensivej is use'' to ilatlngltish deictics
which are [-intensive} from poBt-deictics which are C+intensivej. Then
the feature [+PHO ] from Postal is used to distinguish pronouns from other
articles. When we have the features C+PRO], [+def(inite)3 rr.d person
features like [+13 (see 6.2221 and 6,2222 below), the lexical formtives
which match these features turn up on the surface as the ccrj nctive pro¬
noun forms. But when we have t-PKOj, C-intensive] , • d other necessary
features, the lexical fornetivee which match there features turn up on the
surface as Barngborae's deictic elements in 6,21(1) above. Then, when the
first set of items 'i.e. [ +PROJ, [+def},...) articles are nominaliscd, we
have the disjunctive pronoun forms. >o, the noun cheracteri-ticra of t* :
Yorube disjunctive pronoun (e.g. the possibility of cleftin • for or b nis,
conjoining, disjoining, constituent negation etc.) cone as a rerlt of the
nominailzation of underlying [+PR01 articles and not because they consti¬
tute a "diatinot subclass of nouns". When the second set of itens (i.e.
C-PROJ, O intensive} ... articles or Bamgbose's doictics) are nominalized,
we have the nominal counterparts of articles which rare listed as 6.21(3)
above. The nominal counterparts of articles, like the disjunctive pronouns,
also acquire their nominal characteristics (e.g. conjoining, disjoining,
constituent negation (cf. eyj ky 'it is not thin one'), possibility of
clefting for emphasis (cf. ey{ nl 'it ie this one'), possibility of modifi¬
cation (cf. dyj /,X.;a I:id wpn of 5*32(10) above), possibility of questioning,
doubting etc.) as a result of the nominalization of underlying [-PRO'J
articles. Thus, damgbose's deicties are distinguished from the Yoruba
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conjunctiva pronouns mainly through the person features and the [+PRC]
of 6.0221j and the differences in surface realisation (e.g. the
possibility of bavin;; conjunctive pronouns as single element ' s vis-a-
vis the deictics which do not constitute single element i'i »s) come as a
result of their different specification on [*RdO]. bince we have not
yet discussed features of the pronoun, we shall soon end the discussion
here and turn to features of the pronoun. Meanwhile, we stay make two
comments on the description of Yoruba pronouns.
First, we note that other pronoun forms e.g. the indefinite pronouns
of ard 1952 i.e. <pikfoi 'anybody' etc, can also be developed from the
article since they -will be distinguished from the personal pronouns mainly
through the article feature [^definite] and the absence of first and
second arson article features.
Secondly, v/e way state a language specific distinction which is
relevant to our present suggestion on the treatment of conjunctive and
disjunctive pronouns. W© can distinguish between lexical and deictic
ancillaries. A lexical ancillary is a member of an open set .X elements
which does not have to be noudnalised before it operates as the principal
element in a Yoruba noun phrase and which also has the characteristics of
Yoruba contenlives. .. deictic ancillary is a member of a closed set of
elements which must be nominal!zed before it acquires the characteristics
of oontentives. Through this definition, we exclude surface post-deictic
elements, prepositions, and conjunctions since they are not nominal!z&ble,
and consequently, they do not constitute deictic anoillaries. bote that
•deictic ancillary' is not an alternative to 'article' since post-deictics
are articles but they do not constitute deictic ancillaries. hote also
that 'deictic ancillary' refers to the closed set of C+PaO] articles
since they must e nominalized like [-PRO] articles before they acquire
properties of contentives. Then surface post-deictica can be called
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♦peripheral a: cilleries' since they occur mainly on the eriphery of
surface Bp's.
The distinction made is language specific because Yoruha nouns,
attributive adjectives, numerals and quantifiers are not nominalized before
they operate as NP principals or before they have features of content!ves
like ccnjoinnbility, constituent negation, possibility of clefting for
• J as is etc. However, D-:\.0, -intensive 3 .vticler like yen * • t* must
be nominalized to forms like jytpn 'that, that one' etc. before they acquire
features of contentiveo.
Thus, the closed set of elements that constitutes disjunctive pronouns
end nominalized deiciics lose most of their article features end acquire
features of nouns mainly as a result of nominalisation processes. In
this way, one may explain the syntactic similarity of disjunctive pronouns
to nouns and the syntactic similarity of the conjunctive variety to surface
deictics.
6.222 FEATURES OF THE ARTICLE
6.2221 SOME PKOHQUK FEATURES
e now consider the features that will be relevant to the article in
the Yoruba BP. .'e start with the pronouns. This will be followed in
6.2222 by features for what were treated by Bamgbose as deictic end post-
deictic qualifiers.
The features we use for the pronoun are the two person features til
and CII3 (found in htockwell et al or eno and jtu in Lyons I960) as well as
the plurality formative C+plur(]. although postal tu.de a stron^ case for
[III J as a person feature because there are more than four types of
combination in the plural,* we do not feel that it is necessary to introduce
1. Postal 1970a: 75« 'i>e use feature representations like our tjrllj and
Postal's [111 as alternatives.
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[ II J just to account for two extra distinctions in the plural while
ft the saiue time permitting two distinctions for the plural that are
non-existent viz. [-I, -II, -III 1 and C+l» -II, -1111.1
iooondly, it is not necessary for all the distinctions between the
inclusive and exclusive uses of the pronoun to be explicitly indicated
at the sane level. e can suggest that there is a feature changing
device such that certain coiabin tions of features merge to other combina¬
tions on the surface as a result of a feature changing or feature adding
operation. For example, we can set up the personal pronoun as 1 below.
./hen through a feature adding operation, certain conbinatic iay icrge
to some of the plural fora we hrve in 1*
l(a) C+def, -plur, +1, -XI ...J ° &!-'d 'I'
(b) [-Kief, -plur, -I, +11 ... ] - iwo 'you' singular
(o) Qnief, -plur, -I, -II ... ] - oun 'he/ahe/it'
(d) C+def, +plur, +1, -II ... J « awa •we'
(a) C+cief, +plui-, -I, +11 ... .] » k./ia 'you' plural
(f) C+def, +plur, -I, -II ... J - .--von 'they,?
c leave cut some features like Li--"3 meanwhile.
All that 1 aays about the plural forms is that they need ... plurality
Xe...Fuee- v.s ,.uil is doe.;, i... I .. to C . I - J» > „•
requires v-i; C.I J -..idle («, requires only CdlJ una ,1/ ; C~i» - J«
however, since there can be an exclusive as well us an inclusive use of
plural pronouns, we can set up the feature adding or feature Ou'siging levies
1. Postal l$70ai 75
2. hot all the features needed for article specification will be indioated
since +any features (e.g. C-corten'ivel) are redundant features of
articles. hence, only the features necessary at particular stages will
be indicated. Uo we shall not use dote every time to indicate that
there are other features except on trees.
2 whereby a feature specified *3 negative could change tc positive as a
result of the operation. Observe that a process like 2 is i-rolled "by
Postal*s nupestion that "all norm structures start off in the deep «-frac¬
ture m C-^eni tivej" and that "there "re ... ">pny ... ori ir - fer Q,
all of then transformational.Aether Postal's process of ohnn+inr
L-genitive ] to C+yenitive "J will be formalised en in 2 is a -liferent
matter. But since Portal allows all nouns to he specified as [.-"onittveJ
before some have the '-'o chanyed to '+'b through a. "enitlvl satim process,
we can say that the orooess of ohange for the --enitive is 0 vriant of 2 so
that 2 is not a unique or nd hoe nrocess. Moreover, r process which
changes emi sti iwo (I and you) to Kwa 'w«» is needed anyway, and that is
what 2 does. Thus we now have:
2(a) [MKplur, -I, -II1 + [+11J - [+r>lur, -T, +TJ ] -».®. Ayin • you' plural
(b) C+plur, -I, -li: + [+1] - r+plur, +1, -II] i.e. a •ro 'we1 exclusive
(°) C+plur, -I, +11] + C+I] ■ C+plur, +1, +11 ] i.e. -4wa 'we1 inclusive
If we disregard the plurality features on both sides of the equality
sign in each of 2(a) to (o), we find that one person feature specified
'nlnua' in some representation on the loft 1s changed to 'plus' on the ri ht
of the equality sign. Thus, in era! ^ti Iwy (I and you) i.e. 2(c), one
formative Iwp 'you (eg.)' is specified as f-J], but when ami ati V?o
combine to .Wa 'we', the 1minus * of rwp in the C-T ] feature spool "1c ti on
is changed to ' + *. Hence, on the right of the equality sign in 2(c), there
is no specification. V.e can than say that 2 represents the summary of
a transformational operation whioh both creates the plurality feature and
changes person features, e.g. when we have a derivation in which ?cmi Xtl
iwo hi fesii ati Iwo .19 rf 1 (I and you is I and you together sec it) becomes
<toi atl lw'9 ni a ,io ri 1 (I end you is we together see it) 'you and T saw it
together' i.e. 'we (inclusive) saw it together'.
1. Postal 1970a1 64
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Thus, 2 represents the summary of the type of transformational
process that takes place wher you and I is changed to we. ' "' ether v.e
h^ve Portal's ITT or not, the transformational process summer!red as
2 is needed in syntax anyway. And besides, a process like 2 a- -.ears to
he more satisfactory than a system in which III is introduced for the
following reasons. First, it is not necessary for any of the person
features participating in the operation in 2 to be specified as plural.
Hence, 2(a) refers to cases when we add either 1(c) or 1(f) to [+TID
since both Van t Vc « fryin rthe- yon -■■■ yon plural) and sun : iv-c ). In
(he/she/it + you » you plural). Tims, each of the examples in 2 describes
two distinct situations so that theoretically, we have six distinctions in
2, and hen we add these to the six in 1, we obtain twelve possible
distinctions in the personal pronoun system. But in Postal1a framework,
we have only nine (i.e. the three distinction; in the singular and only six
in the plural).*" Thus, the fact that the inclusive awa 'we' of 2(c) refers
to two cases - when the second person is singular as opposed to the a r e
when the second person is plural - is not accounted far.
A comprehensive list of the type of combination 2 provide can bo
given '88
5(a) bvm 'we* «= (i) bmi + \v;^> (I + you sg.), (ii) Vi + ^ in 'I + you pi.),
(iii) brd + bun (I + he/she), (iv) bni + Von (I + they),
(v) erd + two + ywon (l + you sg. + they), (vi) l;.,i + yyin h x ..gn
(I you pi. + they), (vil) bni + byin + bun (I + you pi. + he/she),
(viii) brii + Iwy + bun (I + you sg. + he/she) etc.
(h) \rir, 'you' : lurnl « (i) jlwq + Vq (you sg. + you sr.) where both
formrtivee arc not eoreferenti&l, (ii) \-y bun (you s..;, + he/she),
(ill) \wo + bwen (you sg. -t they) etc.
1. Postal 1970ai 75
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(c) awqn 'they' » (i) &un + bun (he/she + he/she) i.e. (he + he) or
^AAb *♦" ^>1*13 j Clu. <ftL+<iXtX the pliX'SOlXS -AAA vIaO uluit U uwt
. . V v
OOaSXiOA fclA uXtiA , ^Xa/ Quaa 1- \ iio/ aLiix f 4>AAt»y y aiCf
uu, once ti xeatux-e cuanging process representee. as 2 i» recogniiieu, ».•« Oca*
a .a luot nave several typee ox lecture conciliation whicn will aaequ.-< c«ly
aocouut lor all the possioilitiea in the plural ox the pronoun. And thib
Can tie uoae without the xntrouuotion oi C iiiJ as « person. xeatura.
ceooadly, we ao not have xeature ©ombinatiouia ior non-existent distinc¬
tions uimixax* to C-l» -11, -Ixi3 in Agouti's proposal. «jO, Uxia xt> at
loaet » minor point in iavour oi uctiiAg CI] and [ xx.l iaxateau ox tx j . lol,
fcvAAU. CdXXJ.
A-iiXi-uIy , in 2, we linu thai piuxaixty is even uei-ivaoio j. cos. »n«
combination proceua axone (see oompreheusive list in >;* tnua, the speciii-
oation ox plurality is x-euununut in the first or eeoonu part ox euon ox cue
n«m oonjoxnea by 'in 2 since the wniou ooadinee the two pex-soa
xestux-ee also creates or uerives a plurality leatux-e i^cl. ^a.yx) and
hunce, xxi 2^*1 lor instance, either the part oexoxe trie combination iormutive
' + ' i.e. [-1, -xi ] or tne one ax tux- it i.e. 0+xx] can o« ixa the pxtn-ax. we
call tms 'inherent plurality' i.e. plurality not uenvea through u*e amalga¬
mation process in X.1 i'hen, whether both parte are in the inherent plural,
or in the singular* or only one is xn tne inherent plural while the other is
in the singular, we still have the derived plux'axxty ieature in the derived
personal pronoun xeatures on the right oi tne equality sign. Thus, 2 shows
us that several possibilities are open in the combination oi' person features
with number lectures ^iike £+plur]) in the personal pronoun system.
Our observation on kwa 'we' is that it has both the plurality .feature,
1. The fact thr<t we use the term 'inherent' to qualify 'plurality' here
uowa not menu that there is any tiling conceptually ' inherent' in plurality.
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and the feature for the first person* And for the first person plural,
the plurality feature is usually derived through a process similar to that
illustrated "by 2 since a combination of 1>o 'yea' (singular) or bun •he/she*
(singular) with bal (singular) is enough to create a plurality feature as in
3a(i) and (iii)» It is only this created or derived plurality feature,
1
reminiscent of 2 and 3(a) that the first person has in the plural. The
second person has both the derived plurality formative (e.g. for 2(a)) as
veil as the inherent plurality formative which may be found in 1(h) and In
honorific uses of pronouns. The third person plural has the inherent
plurality feature mainly, and it is only in 3c(i) that it h, a the derived
plurality variety.
Observe also that we need the two distinctions between 'inherent'
plurality pi'ox several of the examples in 1) and the • derived* for all the
examples in 2 since the use of the plural for * does not necessarily imply
2
aore than one person. The honorific use of the plural personal pronouns
1. It is possible to suggest that the plurality feature in ava. * ■>;' is not
derived in oases where people speak in choruses e.g. for 'we want peace'.
Jut one can equally argue that every .-ember of the group speaking in a
chorus interprets bws 'we' as end »l» 'plus the others' in which esse, we
still have the derived plurality feature. Por the royal plural also, one
can say that the monarch's wg. is interpretable as 'I and ay court'.
2. The plural forms of second ana third person pronouns often nave &ne
honorific usage when reference Is made to single hut respected second and
third persons in disoourse in many dialects of Yoruba. until recently,
certain northern Yoruba dialect areas (like the Bkiti for instance) did
not have the honorific usage, and it seems that social pressure arm lack
of sympathy for their apparently 'outlandish* and 'disrespectful' use of
pronouns from their southern neighbours have now foroea them to adopt the
honorific oenvention. However, there are still some variations in the
honorific usage. For instance, some northern Yoruba speaKers adopt only
the second person honorific usage an* never employ the honorific convention
third person pronouns. dome use the plural of the third person ps honori¬
fic only when the third worsen referred to is present but use the singular
third person pronoun at other times. Also, some over polite individuals
adopt the honorific usage for the modification of common nouns and proper
nouns e.g. bwyi ouba. mi (plur father me; 'my father (honorilie;' una.
'•••On i)1/ O.jo (plur master Ojo) 'Ojo' or 'Mr Ojo' etc. So, variations in
honorific usage suggests that it is still in a state of flux.
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for sinyle individualn (e. . fryin •yon* nlur. fen" a single individual) shown
that wo do not derive the plurality features the way we derive Mn ir-
in sue1 forrtives. «"hus, we cannot always ,guarantee that foln 'you' plural
cores from Iwp 'you* eg. + iwo 'yon' sy. In other words, only one individual
is involved in the honorific examples, and the plurality feature of the pro¬
noun in such cases is only inherent. ("e shall not however discuss the
honorific uses of pronouns any lonyer.
Thus, for the Yoruba pronoun system, we use only the features [I] and
[II.] instead of Postal's Tlj, CII3, and [III], Then the derivational
process represented as 2 will take ere of the v rlous distinctions of person
coabin tion that ore possible in the plural. before we leave the -ronouns,
*-o should discuss the a" or we have been glossinp as (plurx from chapter I.
One important point which we made earlier about the surface plurality
formative found in expressions like awon or - d (plur ohild) 'children, the
youth' is that it has the features of the third portion mronoun. For instance,
the plurality form tive bwcpn like any other awon in Yoruba is specified as
[-1, -II ] i.e. "3 a third person. Hence, both the speaker and hearer ^re
excluded when a speaker who is a child uses awon o-^dd for 'children'. hen
the hearer is a member cf the set, we have <h,irt ornodd (you child) 'you
children', and when the speaker Is included, we have bwr. tynpdd' "we child)
'we children'. Thus, the plurality formative hwon (plur) has the main
features of the third person plural pronoun >won 'they', but they both differ
on the features CPS03 and [definite]. While all the personal pronouns are
marked as definite i.e. [+def],^ the plurality formative awon is not specified
on definiteneas. Hence, the feature [jjcief] is irrelevant to the plurality
formative.
1. cf. Postal 1970as 58 - "••• It i-3 fundamental to my basic claim which is
that the so-called pronouns, ,1, our, they, etc. are really "articles,"
in fact types of "definite" articles."(quotation marks on articles and
definite are Postal's.
T*«re are still other senses of owon like the one followed by the
restrictive relatives e.g.
4. hrrqn t{ 6 s&n (plur who he sleep) 'those who slept'
which on the surface nay he Interpreted as demonstrative. JcverthelesB,
the differences between various forms of byon are manipulstable as inircal
feature distinctions since rl! Y-'rubn 'V-r- formatIves (e.g. the third son
plural pronoun, the third person singular honorific, the plurality for tlve
and the apparently surface demonstrative) have the underlying featuress
G+plur, -I, -TI3. We shall comment cn surface byon an. *a certain group of
people* at the end of this chapter. At present, we can say that there ie
only one other Tcruha cwpn formative apart from the pronoun owon 'they*, and
that these two awon formetives differ only on the feature C 1. Jo, rv on
'they' is specified, as L+PR03 while the other by on. is specified as C- -TO] .
Wow that we hare discussed the features of the pronoun, we can examine
other features that nre relevant to the article. The other srticle features
are discus? sd in 6.2222.
6,2222 OTHKK ARTIChI FMATUHE3
We end this' chapter by examining the remaining features of the article.
V e take over article features If 0 [j/frj, [+v?h'j, ^denj, jj_ en], 3
from Stockvell I968 although the last two features will not appear on cur
tree dis.grams since they are not relevant to the surf ce realiz tion of cur
article formatlves. Gome of the features w© take from Gtockwell et al are
found in Postal too. Then we add two features [jail] and [-tint! (i.e.
intensive). The features will now be illustrated.
We use [jden] for the demonstratives - yyi 'that' and 'this', and
we use Qfarj to distinguish one from the other. From 6.2221, we add [+plurj
to complete the specific..tion of all the demonstrative formatives. Thus we
have:
1(a) [+def, +dem, -far, -plur J - 'this?*
(b) C+def, +dem, +far, -plur J ■ yen 'thnt' or ni 'that'
(c) [+def, +dem, -far, 4plur J » wfrn-yi 'those'
(d) L+ def, +dem, +far, +plnrJ » -^or 'those' or ^nnnl 'those*
The plural for*>s of the demonstratives start with whn which is the plurality
formetAve for demonstratives. Uhlike rwryn (plur), m'ftri in not specified for
person since we have £yln. whnyi (you these) 'you thorp people' although awon
is incompatible with, the second person.
The feature [+whj is used in Htockwell et al. '"a use it for Tain "hone'a
deictic element wo 'which' (of. 6.21(1) shovel. It occurs In examples likes
2. oVimrin wo ni o rt IwC so dr&? (man which Is you -ing with talk word)
♦with which man are you speaking'' I.e. 'with whom were you n~asking".
However, [,+wh3 is needed for more distinctions than we had in Bamgbo^e'a
list. For Instance, we also expect it to feature in other places. "ost of
the feature combinations In which C+whj is relevant a--.oar in 3*
5(a) [+def, +wh, **•] wo 'which', kelo 'which one',
(b) [-def, -fwh, ...j kf 'what', melo 'how many' ta 'who'.
In surface structure representations, items specified as [ wh, ...]
are generally followed by the emphatic particle nl 'is' e.g. in:
4(a) okunrln wo ni o ri (man which is you see) 'which man did you see"*
(b) lie kelo ni lyen (house whioh-position is that-one) 'which house is that?'
(c) omo melo ni 0,jo blf (child how-many is 0,jo beget) 'how many children has
Ojo sot?'
(d) k{ ni? (what is) 'what is it?' etc.
The features C±sPe°j am5 C.tT«nj refer to speciflone88 end genericness,
and we hove already mentioned these in 6.21 above. For these features, we
have no overt surface structure formalives (cf. 6.21(5) for an example of a
structure which contains a specific NP and 6.21(8) for one containing a
generic structure).
The additional features we introduce are L+allJ and [mint], e use
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C+allJ for the universal quantifier gbogbo 'all* whose only similarity to
other quantifiers is semantic* Thus, gbo.vbo has mainly article features
whereas the other quantifiers we discussed in %2 ere oontentives. ">ee
Appendix III for a oomoarison of the universal quantifier gbogbo with the
two main Yoruba relative quantifier's. Thus, yboybo 'all* is a hound item
like the articles, it does not operate in partitive constructions, it is not
subject to constituent negation like the contentives, it doss not onernte as
a single element UP, and it fails to satisfy Bamybose•s criterion for headship
in the NP as we observed in chapter V above and in Appendix III below. Thus,
both Bamgbose and Afolayan are correct in treating rborbo •all* together with
other 'deietio' and •post-deictic* categories. In this work, we provide the
reasons why gbogbo •all1 is a 'post-deictic' element whereas none of the other
quantifiers is. Moreover, we show that gbogbo •all', a hound item, cannot
be an adjective as Bamgbose suggested in footnote 76 since adjective" arc
oontentives, and gbogbp is an exception to «l"Hpst all the eh "roc tori «ti C" of
contentives.
JSow, if [-tall ...] defines ■vbogbo 'all', we must look for what [-all]
specifies. We can use [-all] for the indefinite article ken •«', end the
plurality formative aw^n (plur) will be tmsoeelfied on C±all] since the farmer
is incompatible with ybopbo 'all' whereas the letter 1s not.
The feature intensive [_fint] is introduced mainly for elements which occur
as 'post-deicties' on the surface. Tt combines with virions other features
to produce items like <mn (Bemgbose's conon 'exaotlyj even' in 6.?l(2) above,
pk 'the, that very* (recall the ambiguity of na from l.d shovel, ""pa 'too',
nikan 'alone' and 'even'. Thus, what most of the elements that occur
on the surface as 'post-deictics' have together is the feature d+intensive] ,
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end this is probably what is responsible for their failure to nominalize.*
Note that in 6.21, we used nominalisability to distinguish items that turn
up on the surface as deictics from those that turn up as post-deictics.
Another way of statin# this distinction is to suggest that articles that
are specified as C-intl (i.e. not intensive) in underlying representations
turn up on the surface as deictics whereas items positively specified for
the feature intensive (i.e. peripheral anclllaries) turn up on the surface
as post-deictics.
We rmy end the main discussion of the Yorubn article here. e note
that it is impossible for us to discuss all the processes relevant to article
formation. Hence, we did not discuss such processes e.g. genitivisation,
sogmentalization, reflexivization, definitiaation, pronominal!nation etc.
But we are able to show that the article should not be treated as a conten-
tive like the elements discussed in chapter V. However, the non prolifera¬
tion spirit of chapter V is still observable in our discussion of the article
since ite; s normally treated differently e.g. pronouns and articles, or
forraatives usually recognized as multiply ambiguous e.g. av:yn (as a plurality
formative, a third person plural pronoun, a third person singular honorific
pronoun, an apparent surface demonstrative, an item referring to an unspeci¬
fied number of people etc.) are shown to be closely related in underlying
representations.
l.'ext, we consider the structural representation of articles in the
Yoruba lip. .iince we recognize the article node in our structural represen¬
tation, we may expect rules of the form HP -—? H ART, and so the T
1* It eeeoa that nbogbo 'all* ia tha only exception among the post-deictica
since it appears neutral on the feature [+intensive}. But one .ay say
that 'allneee* la related to intensity*. However, the f&ot that ^'00/4bo
•all' is neutral on intensity may be responsible for its occurrence also
initially on the surface while the others occur only finally (i.e. before
VP's) in surface structure representations. Thus, of all the 'post-
deictiC8', only gbo.'ibo •all* can occur initially in surface HP structures.
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will occur eg a node on phrase structure trees.
But the article features we recognize will not be represented in the
form of branching diagrams similar to that of btookwell 19681 145* We
find that Stockwell and others cannot avoid the repetition of features in
different parts of their branching diagram. For instanoe, the features
[demonstrative], Cwh], and [specific!] are repeated in different parts of
the diagram, and repetition of feature representation is inevitable unless
features are all hierarchically organized. Bote the similarity of the
inadequacy of (branching) tree diagrams for article features to the one we
observed in 5*52 when the features distinguishing members of the contentive
are represented on a branching diagram.
bo, what we do is that we expand a NP into N ART, and the crticle
features that are relevant to surface structure formatives are represented
in a long square bracket under the ART node. For example, vfe can have 6
tentatively as the representation of 5*




From the article features in 6, we obtain surface rbo/rbo 'all' sw<yn (plur),
wbnyf 'these', na 'even'. we obtain gborbo from C+all, +plur] since
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is r+connt], we obtain nwon (plur) from [+plur, -PRO, -I, -II] since
hnyri (plur) is differently specified from awon 'they' on the feature [+PRO] •
We get the wfei of wpnyi' ' these♦ from C+plurl since it is a plurality prefix
for demonstratives (see 1(c) and (d) above). We obtain the jri of r-bn i
from t+def, +dem, -far, ...J . Then na 'the/even1 is obtained from
L+def, +int, . ••)] . Fote that not all the features relevant to each forma¬
tive are indicated. For instance, all the articles lu 5 and 6 are C-wh] ,
and none of then has any specification on specificne8s and genericness.
However, only the combination of the features appear on tree representation 6*
Generally, we shall represent article features on trees in a combined form
as in 6.
It appears that transformational rules may be used to insert the noun
or contentive that is sententially derived in tree structures like 6 into
the middle of surface article fomatives since ,'tbo. bo 'ell* and o-.vyn (plur)
usually precede other HP elements while demonstratives and article features
marked as C+Intensive'J usually come at the end. Thus, if we have the
article forra&tives in 7> «nd the noun ynod^ •child', the usual surface
representation is 8 where ipmode occurs in the Idst of article form; lives t
7. hwon (plur) gbp/.bo 'all', v-bnyj 'these1, gan 'exactly, even', na 'even,
that very', 'even'.
8. gbogbo awon omodd wbnyi qan no ke (all plur child these exactly even
then) 'even all these children!' (derogatory).
Observe that the three fairly synonymous 'post-deictic' elements .van. na,
and in 0 emphasize the doubts expressed about the children.
It may be pointed out that the surface terra 'post-deictic' is actually
a misnomer since it also applies to Kbovvbo 'all' which occurs both finally
(i.e. after 'deictics' or as a 'post-deictic') and initially (i.e. as 'pre-
deictic') in surface NP structures. Thus, the surface term 'post-deictic'
does not accurately describe all the items it is supposed to describe even
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on the surface. Perhaps a nore appropriate surface substitute for under¬
lying &alfl or [+in tensive J articles will be 'peripheral' (see 6.2''l).
Tiie terminological problem which terms like 'post-deictic' create are
actually irrelevant in a generative grammar sinoe transformations can be used
to move the formative representing underlying L+all ..J article features to
initial or final places in surfaco UP representations.
However, sine© our emphasis here is on underlying representations, we
need not go into details on what happens to underlying structures before
they become surface structures. bo, me may just pake one final remark
about articles. It now appears that it is only when an NP has a [+PHOH
article feature that what we treat as article features of MP's (e.g. the
pronoun) can occur as the principal element in a HI'. Cine can then
generalize that unless jPHO] is positively specified, formafives that
represent article features of MP's can only be HP ancillaries. Thus,
although both awon (plur) and ken 'a' in surface kwon kan 'some people'
are [yPKOj article features, wa recognize that the principal for surface
kwon kan is usually specified as f+hutoanj since kwon kan is generally used
of human beings, and that is why it is interpretable as 'some people' etc.
It seems however that w® can have a {-human1 feature specification for
kwon kan in contexts like kwon kan tl .iera (plur a have decay) 'some have
<<> 1
decayed'. Usually, what decays will be specified elsewhere in discourse
when we h&ve the example in the preceding sentence. We do not have this
requirement when awon kan refers to 'people'. Fence, the only generaliza¬
tion one can make is that a principal 11 has been deleted. It is not
necessary for it to be specified as +humanj, although that is the usual
feature specification for awon kan constructions. >e may then remark that
when only formatives that have '-PRQJ article features occur on the surface
for a Yoruba MP, we have got an underlying principal which may be specified
as j{+humanj but has already been deleted before the level of surface structure.






divide fchia conclusion into two parts. In the first part, i.e.
in 7.1, we examine the procedure for the structural representation of
elements within the Yoruba iiP. iheu, in 7.2, we ©ive the final remans.
7.1 PROCEDURE FOR TEE STRUCTURAL REPRESENTATION OF
UNDERLYING NP SLEHEHTS
In this section, we provide a tree diagram for a typically complex
underlying NP in which man;' - ~>f the surface structure elements found in the
i-t- I
,i.opr< • ;i11 lion-*' v.-.; u,?.d is. i.oove • ro ;.!von ;.:i .ho. I y in ::t sit' 1 V i.va-
tion. Then, wo suggest how further complexities within the elready complex
NP can be handled.
The tree structure we provide as example 1 i.e. 7.1(1} (on p. 359) "ill
not be the deepest form since each of the elements dominated by the RP
labelled 'content!ve1 in 1 will ultimately be derived from a structure similar
to the whole configuration in 1. For instance, in 1, one MP (cortentive)
dominates taewa '10'. But the item mew& itself will come from a complex
tree structure like 4*41(7) above. Besides, if ..ewa *10* in 1 were replaced
sith gjegbthwfi 6 16 5,il-iC.-«l^;-:botc, 6 inn han '19,559', then, the HP (content!ve)
which dominates m4mi will be replaced with the NULEhAL KP of 4*41(7)» and
instead of the NUMBER HP^ section of 4*41(7y» *• substitute tree structure
4*42(9) which is the final tree structure for the morphological derivation
of edeabanwa d le o.iidinlefrbeta 6 din kan 'IE1,559'. But note that the
* 1 i
ayxitactic rewriting rule NP 4 NP S is repeatedly applied nine tines
in the derivation of '19,559' in 4*42(9), and yet, the topmost NP of 4.42(9)
is riot even what replaces the NP that ultimately dominates mdwa '10' in 1.
Hence, eaoh of the NP(contentive) representation in 1 is expected to have a
complex structure.
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7*1(1) A tree diagram for




- fjbtMbo awon okunrin oloia daraciira
ail those ten good honourable men whom
wdn .i6 N|%contentive)
■von ,je KP(contentive)
HP ( con tentive)
H <^rTJ6 KP(oontentive)
oi iinrin.
^ —j 0I6I6 - derived through the
oni * rule of 2*225(50)PRINCIPAL
btuge 2' - ((((( okunrin)Bp won je oiola)s won je dlradaxa)s won
je uiewa)g a ri won land>g .
2M - ((((( okunrin)Kp olola)g ddradara)s <aew*)g a ri le»a)g
otage 5' - gbogbo uwoii eni ti won h je okunrin^ _ti won nr olw ti
won dare (won Je uurauura) won je mewa ^ a ri h?.o^. 0
lanu wonyen na.
3" - gbogbo awon okuurin olola ddradira w«w& ti a ri laiwl
wonyec xJx, • '
(If the number of men were '15,559', then develop the hP that
\
ultimately dominates mewl. '10' to the HUMbRAL RP of 4*41^,7;» fctnd
replace the RUMBmn hPQ oi 4*41(7; wiUx tree structure 4.42(5#)*)
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Vith the exception of the MP which is rewritten as N and later as
okvtnrin, ':aan•, i.e. the principal, we used triangles rather than straight
* ll
lines to show the connection between the NP(contentive) and the lexical
items derived from them. The main reason for this practice is to suggest
that each of the HP's will have a complex structure. The same triangle
is used for another UP which dominates a coreferential oktinrin., but this
: y
is done to suggest that it has a complex derivation which is similar to
the part of tree structure 1 from the topmost MP to the next lower MP on
the tree. In other words, the triangle indicates that the final okunrin^.
and the okunrln. which occurs as the HP in the sentence a_ r£ HP l'-nn (we
J ——. ——
see Hi' yesterday) have the same complex structure.
Apart from the various HP(contentive) representations in 1, the 3' s
which dominate them are not represented in their most primitive forms.
For instance, certain syntactic processes like pronominalization and agree¬
ment would have applied before we obtain all the pronouns represented as
won 'they' in expressions like w6n :ie oldla 'they are honourable people'
* i « * «•
in 1* Thus, the 3 and HP representations in 1 actually stand for some
iaore abstract and more complex structures. And it will be necessary' to
state that what we call stage 1 in 1 is just the first stage that is
considered necessary for the purposes of our discussion rather than the most
abstract underlying representation.
The stages in 1 are not strictly ordered. It may be assumed that
stage 1 precedes both stages 2 and 3» but stages 2 and 3 are independent
sinoe different processes are disoussed there. In stage 2, we were merely
concerned with the type of bracketing that takes place in one part of the
tree i.e. from the principal upwards, but excluding the classifier and
determiner sections of the tree. Thus, in stage 2', we bracket—ed the
HP's <iiid 3's the way we bracket-ei the numeral derivations for '19»559' *n
4»42(9) earlier. 3o, at the bottom of the tree, we have okunrln 'man'I
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and the closest sentence to It, as the brackets indicate, is the one which
contains olrila 'honourable person'. The closeness of this S which contains
« *
oldld to otcunrin in underlying structures is reflected on the surface where
the 'nominal qualifier' of Bamgbose 1966 (i.e. the equivalence of the oldltt
in 1) follows the 'head' (i.e. the equivalence of okunrin in 1) directly.
1
The next higher sentence to be brackst-ed contains darad£ra 'good' which is
realized as the 'adjective qualifier' or Baragbose's 'j' on the surface.
This is followed by the 3 which contains the houn that functions for counting
purposes (i.e. the numeral) or Bamgbose's '1' etc. In stage 2", we ignored
all other elements in these sentences, and just allowed 's to dominate the
lexical items that are significant for surface structure representations.
Thus, the proceos described in stage 2 is? independent of that in stage 5*
Proa stage 2, we can then say that the surface structure ordering of
syntactic elements in the Yoruba MP reflects the type of bracketing that
takes place at an earlier stage in derivation. But a discussion of the
fundamental principles governing the surface ordering and underlying
bracketing is actually beyond the scope of this work since it involves many
questions that will be difficult to discuss satisfactorily here e.g. qu>utiona
of categoresaata and synca tegoreoata.
From the representation in 1, at stages 2' and 2", we find that what
ultimately functions aa the principal of the MP is developed from an hp node
while the main lexical aneill&rles e.g. 0I6I6 'honourable person', ddradhra
'good', gtewa 'ten* etc. are developed from S nodes. This is Low the
principal-ancillary distinction of 5*51 f® represented at the stage from
which we start our discussion of structural representations.
1. See Dorrough D.C. "A Mote on Primary and Seoondax-y Synoetegoreiruvta" in
Foundations of Language (5) 1969» 265-286, and G.h. Sampson "Good" in
Linguistic Inquiry (1) 1970* 257-260 for two different views on
syncategorema tic words.
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Note that each of the contentives which functions as an ancillary on
the surface in 1 is still ultimately dominated by Is'?. Hence, if any of
the ancillnriea in 1 functions as the principal in another structure, it
is this new principal that will appear in a structural position analo ;ous
to that of the lowest okunrln^ in 1. Suppose we have a structure 2 which
is different from 1 in that okunrin. occurs in 1, but it is absent in 2,
' «J
and also why okunrin 'man* is the prinoipnl element in 1, the principal
in ? is oldla 'honourable person'. The surface representation of 2 vrill
then bet
2. gbogbo awon olola daradara newa ti a rl Iftna wonyen no (all plur
those
honour ble-person pood ten who we see yesterday the/even) 'even all those
A
ten honourable people whoa we saw yesterday'.
The structure in 2 is similar to above. The form of 2 that
will be an analogue of the stage ?" of 1 above iss
3. (((( ololsC )ro daradara )f< mew&)a a rl ^ lfSn# ).,* * Jfti? w Hi 1 O
and this shows that ol6lii 'honourable parson' is now the principal since
it is the only item that comes from the a&in hi? as 3 indicates while others
come from o's, and are consequently aaolllaries. Thus, the principal-
ancillary distinction as well as the auriaoe structure orier of anoillaries
are reflected in the expansion pattern in 1.
in stage y of 1, we bring together the classifier* element eni 1 person',
the principal, the sententi&lly derived ancillaries, and the determiner
features which were developed to gbogbo awon ... wonyen na. And we also
allow the occurrence of the relative murker 'who, which* rn stage 3'»
su^es ting that the reintivisation rules of 2.l(6a and 6b) have already
applied. The underlined elements awon okunrln^ in stage 3' are coreferen-
tial with some other elements in the same representation.
Actually, not all parts of the representation in stage 3' "re good
surface structures. hence, we included the one that sounds slightly odd
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in brackets, but its more acceptable representation is given surface
structure representation as ti won dara (who they good) 'who are good'
(of. D.3l(l6 to 18) above).
One significant observation frost stage 3' of 1 is that the principal
and main lexical or sanientially derived aneillaries are completely
enclosed within determiner elements. This is one of the cases where
transformational rules will be used for the insertion of the principal and
main ancillaries into the determiner elements. Transformations will also
be needed when any of the ancillary elements is ordered to precede the
principal on the surface e.g. in emphatic structures like k<gker6 ekun versus
ekun k6kere 'small tiger' in example 5»31(13) above. uo, the bracketing
system for principals and ancillaries in stage 2 does not necess. rily imply
a definite or fixed surface structure order since transformations can bo
used to reorder some lexical anoillarieu before the principal in surface
structure representations* (Note that we now make a distinction between
lexical ancillaries whioh are dominated by HP's at some stage in derivation
and non lexical ancillaries which are developed from the determiner e.g.
gbogbc awon ... wonyen na in 1.)
• • 4
Thus, we find that the various relationships existing between the items
) bi{> I)
which constitute the complex HP structure whioh was obtained by
combining Afolayan'a mho proposal with Baagbooe * s expansion of 2 "re repre-
3entable at aorae e. rlier stages in derivation in the form of 1 above.
I • 4 I <_I ~b)
Although, mwm is one of the most complex HP structures since it contains
elements in all the recognized structural positions on the surface, it can
still be complicated further. First, we examine a complicftion of numeral
representations which involves the use of a discontinuous and recursive
numeral instead of me'wa '10' in 1. Secondly, we consider a complication
t
of the adjective which involves the use of more than one adjective in struc¬
ture, and finally, we discuss a complication in the fern that occurs as
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surface relatives. This involves both the examination of conjoined
relatives and the distinction in representation between conjoined restric¬
tive and conjoined non restrictive relatives in stages analogous to stage 1
in 1.
Suppose we substitute the recursive numerals cd&tbk wa d Id
biidfnlehbeta d din kan '19,559* for mown '10' in 1. T.en, as suggested
in 1, if the number of men sere '19,559', w® should develop the HP that
ultimately dominates ndr.-fe «10' in 1 to the NBJ'hhAL NP of 4*41(7), and
replace the HtJMBER NP^ of 4*41(7) with tree structure 4.42(9)* The
complexity of this operation has already been mentioned. But we have not
yet mentioned that it is also complex on the surface. In the underlying
representation, when the operation is undertaken, we are going to have some
representations involving the use of the classifier for cardinals - i.ve
• sua/amount', and if what we wanted to derive had been an ordinal, we would
have expected the classifier for ordinals - iix> 'position' to occur in the
representation. duppose we concentrate only on the complex numeral and
disregard other representations in 1. From the NP that dominates mcwa '10'
in 1, we would have derived a structure analogous to those we had in 4*41(5)
e.g. for the cardinal and ordinal, we would have had the respective
representations»
4* iye ti o je' edegb&awa. 6 le djldinlegoeta 6 d£h kan
(amount which it is 19,000 it plus 56° it minus 1) '19,559'»
5* ipo ti o je edegbaawa o le djidinldgbeta o d£n kan
(position which it is 19,000 it plus 5&0 it minus l) 'the 19,559th'.
But why representations like 4 and 5 for lower numerals like neWa '10' will
later be realized as single words e.g. nidwa '10' for the cardinal and newa
'10th' or lkew£ 'the 10th' for the ordinal, a different situation obtains
t
when we have numerals like those used in 4 and 5* Thus, if we ignore those
representations in 1 which are not strictly relevant to our point here, and
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substitute *19,559' for m4w£ *10', we would expect surface structures like
i
6 and 7*
6. &won okunrin ti iye won je edegbaawa 6 le ojldfnlegbhta 6 dfn kan
« > • *
(plur man who euro their is 19,000 it plus 560 it minus 1) •19,559 men'.
7. okunrin t{ ipo je" edegbaaw^ 6 le djldlnl^gbsta 6 dfn kan
(man who position his is 19,000 it plus 560 it minus 1) 'the 19»559th man'.
The main differences between 6 and 7 are found in the classifier used
iye 'sum/amount' for the cardinal in 6 and ipo 'position' for the ordinal
in 7, end also in the determiner feature [VfTW] where the oknnrin in f
is in the plural, but the one in 7 is not. The vindication which surface
numeral representations like 6 and 7 that use classifiers ive to the
classifier proposal in chapter III has already bean mentioned in 4*1 above.
But one important point about 6 and 7 is that the complexity of each cf the
HP(contentive) representations in 1 is inevitable in some surface structure
representations. Hence, such complexities are not merely methodological
since some occasional inevitable surface structure complexities give full
credence to them.
When a very complex numeral like the one used in 6 and 7 occurs in
place of mewa '10' in 1, the surface structure representation is bound to
be different from that in 1 since the inevitable occurrence of classifiers
on the surface in 6 and 7 suggests that there should be some places where
such classifiers and the relative marker that introduces then will be put
in 1. Thus, there will be a relative clause representation of the complex
numeral which is identical with the one we have after kwon okunrin in 6.
"i1
But in surface structure representations, relative structures which contain
classifiers generally oone lfist, that is, after relative structures which
have no olasaifiors. We cannot go into details on this. But we can
suggest that transformational rules should be used to permute the relatives
which contain classifiers with the others.
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Complexity of adjectival representation is different from that of the
numeral probably because adjectives are not computed like numerals so that
we do not have discontinuous adjectives inside which whole KP'a can be
inserted through T-rule 4.322f28) above. Nevertheless, complexity in
adjectival representation con occur in two forms.
First, we nay have a series of adjectives which can occur in any order.
And secondly, as suggested in 5.31(20 and 21), there are instances
'black1 'red' 'white*
where adjectives do not occur in just any order. For the first situation,
we may suggest a tree structure like 0 where the unordered surface adjectives
descend from conjoined sentences, and for the second situation, we have no
tree representation meanwhile. 0 is obtained from that portion of tree 1
which is developed to NP 3 where the 3 part ultimately dominates adjectival
forms like d^radara 'good', .i<<tl.iati 'useless, reckless, feckless' etc.
The adjectives in 9 will occur in any order for examples liket
9» mo rif aso dudii, pupa, ati funfun kan (I have cloth black, red, and
white a) 'I have a black, red, and white cloth' (i.e. the cloth has three
colours like some flags).
10. mo n{ aso pupa, funfun, ati dudu kan (I have cloth red, white, find
black a) 'I have a red, white, and black oloth' etc.
Thus, when there is no strict ordering of adjectives on the surface, we
have the tree representation 8.
However, adjectives, like numerals, are also sententially represented
on the surface. One may recall our earlier quotation from Ida ard in
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5.12(1) that the sentential or relative clause for® of the adjective "is
often preferred to the descriptive adjective when there is one." Apart
from the support which ard's correct observation of Toruba adjectival
realization on the surface gives to underlying sentential derivation, her
observation is also useful for the discussion of complexity in adjectival
modification. for instance, when cany adjectives modify a Yoruba noun,
they are sententially represented on the surface. Hence, generally,
complex adjectival representation in Yoruba will involve tree representa¬
tions like 8 since there is no ordering when all adjectival modification
is sententially represented on the surface. Hence, whether we use the
set of adjectives in examples 9 and 10 (for which we have already suggested
tree diagram 8), or the set in $.31(20 and 21) (for which we have not yet
made any decision), as soon as all surface adjectival representations become
sentential, only tree structure 8 is needed. Hence, the adjectival examples
in $.31(20 and 21) could be sententially represented in any order ins
11, aja ti 6 dudd ti 6 dsfra yen wun ml (dog which it black which it good
that please xae) 'I admire that dog which Is black and which is good* i.e.
'I admire that good black dog* and
12. ajd t£ 6 ddra tl d dudu yen wun ml (dog which it good which it black
that please me) *1 admire that dog which is good and which is black* i.e.
'I admire that good blaok dog*.
From our discussions so far, adjectives come from underlying sentences.
Ti en, transformational rules can be used fox- the x-eordering of adjectives
which have fixed non-sentential surface structure order. huch transforma¬
tional rules would apply in examples like $.31(20), where colour adjectives
like dudu 'black* precede evaluative adjectives like daradara 'good*. But
when these adjectives are eententially represented on the surface, such
transformational rules will not be needed.
The third further complication of tree representation 1 we consider
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relates to complexities within that part of 1 which occurs on the surface
as relatives. Suppose the TIP in the 3 that dominates a ri WP lajiK in 1
were replaoed with a recursive relative structure similar to 'the house
that Jack built* or the example used in 6.114(1), the IP that initiates
further embedding at each stage in such structures would come from the
expansion of some of the 3*s introduced by earlier expansion rules so that
we can even replace the okunrln. in the relative structure In 1 with that
' 3
portion of 6.114(1) which starts from okunrin 6 lu obinrin 'the man who
beat the woman' to tl' Bisl ra 'that Bisl bought'. This replacement will
not constitute a problem for the tree diagram in 1 since the recursive
occurrence of relatives, based on the substitution of a part of 6,114(1)
for the higher okhnrin. in 1, does not involve the rewriting of the 3 that
' 3
dominates a vi KP lana or the HP that dominates that 3 itself ag any other
symbol or group of symbols.
However, when we consider the conjoining of relatives, two problems
arise. First, w© noted from 6.13 that the distinction between the restric¬
tive and non restrictive relative is similar to the distinction between the
adjectival modification of & nominal category and an appositive representa¬
tion of HP's. Hence, the distixxction we drew between restrictive and non
restrictive relatives in 6.13 xmist also be retained between conjoined
restrictive clauses and conjoined non restrictive clauses.
Fortunately, we had already remarked in 6.114 above that examples that
have the conjoined N'P structure of 6.114(3) will be suggested for conjoined
non restrictive relatives while those that have the conjoined 3 structure of
6.114(7) will be suggested for conjoined restrictive relatives. And we
noted also in 6,114 that both representations 6.114(3) and 6.114(7) are valid.
Moreover, the problem of a failure to satisfy the immediate dominance condition
oil relativization was adequately met by 6.114(3)> and the problem of a failure
to satisfy this condition for 6.114(7) was removed ty our reformulation of
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the immediate dominance condition of 6.1151(10) in the form of 6.114(B).
So, all the technical problems which a conjoined. HP source for conjoined
non restrictive# vis-a-vis a conjoined S source for conjoined restrictives
have been handled in chapter VI above. Our only task here mil then be an
examination of how the differences between more complex restrictive relatives
and more complex non restrictive relatives will affect tree diagram 1 above.
Let ue suppose that the relative structure li a ri' 16nv 'whom we saw
yesterday' in 1 is restrictive and it is conjoined with other restrictive
relatives. In actxial ractice, it will be difficult to obtain a succession
of conjoined restrictive relatives since moot conjoined relatives in Ybruba
are non restrictive. But It mist be possible for ue to aocotmt for it in
syntax 3inoe our framework is generative.
3o, if we have the conjoining of restrictive relatives, we rewrite the
3 that dominates tf a. ri lana in 1 as:
13* 3 + G and 3 and 3 and 3 ...
and each of the 3*8 on the right of the arrow will be developed the seme way
as the 3 that occurs as a surface relative was developed in 1. Thus, the
only problem which a representation like 15 for conjoined restrict!vea ight
have created was that of a failure to satisfy the immediate dominance
condition on relativlzation. "But this problem was solved through our
reformulation of the i mediate dominance condition as 6.114(0) above.
Then, when all conjoined relatives ere non restrictive, we can rewrite
the NP that dominates the relative 3 ti n ri lana in 1 not
14. HP > HP and IIP.
Then from the first NP on the right of the arrow we continue the rest of
the process in 1 till we derive the principal through a continued reapplica-
tion of the NP NP S rule. But we obtain the non restrictive
relatives from the second NP which is further developed into conjoined





... 6yi ti 6 14 ...
kftlfrkplo
16.
.A A ana a, and b and aA. Z\




In 15» each of the conjoined 'r that underlie the non restrictive relative
has the internal structure of W e.g. in fryi ti 6 le khlhkhlh (the-one who
it chase fox) 'the one who chased the fox' or in the plural - frwcr, ti 6 Id'
kdlokhld 'those who ohased the fox'.
The tree representation for the conjoined restrictive?? will then he
in the form of 16 where the relatives are dominated by S's, and the relative
marker Is first introduced to the left of the S that dominates the conjoined
Li's and is later copied to the left of each of the conjoined 's when they
are given surface representation. The suggestion shout copying the BM was
first made in 6.114 during the discussion that led to the reformulation of
the immediate dominance condition 6.1131(10) as 6.114(0). Thus, whatever
each of the conjoined 3*e in 16 dominate will have the internal structure
of a sentence e.g. in won le kolbkolo (they chase fox) 'they chased the fox'.
And so, the differences between conjoined non restrictive?? and conjoined
restrictive^ will be reflected in 15 and 16 respectively.
The case we have not mentioned no far is one in which restrictive and
non restrictives are mixed. Thus, suppose the relative in 1 is restrictive
end it is followed on the surface by a series of non restrictive relatives.
We will still have a tree structure like 15» but where we had the first
expansion of Kf into KP 3, the S will now dominate the restrictive relative
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while the conjoined non reatrictives will be represented as before. If
it were possible for non restrictive relatives to precede the restrictive
in surface structure representations, we would have had to use transforma¬
tional rules for the permutation of restrictives and non restrictives, but
it is impossible for non restrictives to precede restrictives on the surface
in the same Yoruba HP, and so, the question of employing T-rules for permu¬
tation operations on this point does not arloe.
Thus, we find that structural represent",tion does not become impossible
as a result of our earlier discussions on the underlying sentential derivation
of individual members of different surface structure subclasses. On the
other hand, from the preceding discussion, we can provide underlying repre¬
sentations which handle extremely complex surface structure phenomena in
Yoruba HP's adequately. And besides, only a few syntactic rewriting rules
are needed for this task even when deliberately complicated Yoruba HP
structures are analyzed.
7.2 FINAL REMARKS
In our discussion of structural representation in 7*1» w® suggested
that each of the NP(oontentivea) in tree diagram 7*1(1) will be of the form
4*41(7) where the NP of 4*41(7) eventually dominates what appears as a
single lexical item on the surface. We observed that purely syntactic rules
like HP -—•» MF i> are employed in the derivation of these MP(oontentives),
and we referred specifically to tree diagram 4*42(9) for the recursive
numeral ed&rb&ftwa o 14 d.iidinlegbeta d din kan ,19»>59' as an example of the
use of the recursive Pb rule MP » MP 3 for (word) derivational
processes. whet we did not say at that time was that the part of tree
structure 4*41(7) from the topmost HP to the NUMBER NPq that dominates the
recursive numeral is also a representation of the MP -—«*• IP 3 rule.
For instance the N which represents a classifier and the artiole features in
4*41(7) constitute a HP. Thus, we also have an application of the
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HP IP 3 rule for the Introduction of classifiers. If we examine
the topmost S in 4*41(7) also, we find that all the elements it dominates
directly are anal/sable as HP VP such that HP dominates ft (and the article
features) while VP dominates At'X BE HP. Thus, only the syntactic rules
HP -—4 HP 3, and 3 -—» HP VP are used when classifiers are
introduced. Pence, no special device was brought in for the introduction
of classifiers into the description of the HP. And whether classifiers are
introduced or not, the syntactic rules HP —*4 HP 3, and 3 —HP VP
will be in the grammar anyway. ho, no complication of the underlying struc¬
ture accompanied the introduction of classifiers into the syntax of the
Yoruba HP although the advantages of the classifier system, observed in
chapters II, 111, and IV, would have even justified a complication of the base*
We now have the recursive role KP —4 HP 3 at all stages of the
derivational process in the Yoruba HP. First, we use it for the derivation
of lexical items. For instance, it is repeatedly applied up to nine times
for the derivation of the recursive numeral '19,559' in 4*42(9)• Very often,
the rule is applied only once or twice e.g. - once in the lexical derivation
of numerals like o.yota '60' i.e. o,ruh 6 :le ona .-eta (20 it is times 3) or
(20, it x 3)» and attributive adjectives that are reduced from underlying
sentences e.g. oro hatikati (word nonsensical) 'nonsensical or useless topic'
which comes from oro^ 3, where 3 is further expanded as k2i je kfoikafo
(word^ is being-nonsensical), - (see 5*31 above), and through a relativisa-
tion trans forma tion, we have oro ta d .id k^tikati (word which it is being-
nonsensical ), and finally brb Icatlkati 'nonsensical topic'. Hence, for
complex lexical derivations in the Yoruba HP, we use the same syntactic rules
as those found above the level of syntactic deep structure in the standard
theory of generative grammar. Bote that this point has already been made in
connection with the derivation of erinldlfed.io '184' in 2*4 above,
secondly, when classifiers axe introduced in underlying representations
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to show the underlying similarities of subclasses of elements which behave
sometimes differently on the surface, it is the same IIP * HP 3 rule
that is used as we observed at the beginning of this final section. The
advantages of classifiers for subclasses within the Yoruba $7' were discussed
specifically in 2.2- and 4*1 earlier. As we observed in 2/2-> the similari¬
ties between numerals which have a m- k- cardinal-ordinal alternation and
those which do not hove it ore not observable from their surface structure
behaviour. But in underlying representations where classifiers are used,
the similarities are clearly portrayed, and we find that the absence of an
analogue of kerjnl£ld?ds&n *184' for the '104th' position is just a surface
structure phenomenon (cf. 4»1 above). How, only the purely syntactic
recursive rale NP $ HP 3 of the oategorial subcomponent is used
when classifiers are introduced. But the structures which contain these
classifiers often occur as single surface lexical items e.g. nd~rl.nle lo; rdsan
'184' and kerinlel6.g69&n '184th', and they would have been 'inserted' as
I 4 •
single lexical items at the level of syntactic deep structure. However,
since the same HP —BP 3 rule and other necessary rules e.g.
3 —4 HP VP operate on elements greater than those normally inserted
at P^, we now have the same phrase structure rule operating before 'lexical
insertion' and after it in the intermediate level of syntactic deep
structure. In 2.1, we saw that the same transformational rales e.g.
relativization and pronominalization, operate before and after 'lexical
insertion' at P^. How, the same phrase structure rale also operates before
and after 'lexical insertion'. It seems then that the actual definition of
'lexical transformation' in Chomsky's description of the level of syntactic
deep structure (quoted as 2.2.1) above) will incorporate both categorial and
syntactic transformational rales so as to account for generalities in the
Yoruba HP. But the sharp distinction made between lexical and nonlexical
(i.e. true syntactic) transformations in the definition of F, in Chomsky 1971
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will now be called into question if 'nonlexical' (i.e. true syntactic)
rules now operate before 'lexical insertion' at P^. So, at the level
where words are derived, and at the level where classifiers are introduced,
the usefulness of the HP > ,rD S categorlal rule bodes ill for the
autonomous level of syntactic deep structure.
Thirdly, for the syntactic derivation of full Yoruba HP's (cf. 7.1(1)
and the first paragraph of thi3 section), it is also the sane NF * 1TP S
rule that is used, and the same rule is applied and reapplied in 7.l(l) to
illustrate the principal-ancillary distinction of 5.51 in underlying repre¬
sentations. Ye may say that in a syntactic framework which is based on the
level of deep structure, this is usually the plaoe where the
.TP > HP S rule and nonlexical transformations will be expected.
But the fact that these sane rules actually operate for the classifier
proposal and for word derivational processes before lexical insertion at 1\
(i.e. between the PQ and I\ of the syntactic structural
ST = P of the standard theory) makes thera more valuable to usoia
than they would have been had their sphere of operation been restricted
merely to the single level between the find of S in the standard
theory. Hence, it appears that the 'basic theory' position that P^ does
not exist is .more suitable than the standard theory position that it does
for the syntax of the Yoruba HP since the NP £ HP 5 rule, the
i> -—4- HP TP rule and many true syntactic transformations of the stan¬
dard theory naturally operate both before and after what would have been the
level 1' in an adequate 'standard' theoretical syntactic description of the
Yoruba HP, bo, if the autonomous level of syntactic deep structure is
abolished, we will be saved the trouble of explaining why true syntactic
rules that are by implication nonlexical also operate in sections where only
lexical rules must operate.
We now make some final remarks on certain specific points in this work.
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First, we consider ways of making time and place expressions satisfy the
relativization condition of coreference so that wherever t£ 'wh-' occurs
on the surface, we have a relative structure. Then we examine types of
decision that can he taken on derivations.
a6 can postulate for the underlying structure a preposition phrase
which has an indefinite HP that is coreferentlal with the one that contains
time and place words in examples like 6.1132(3 - 6) above. Then, the NP
in the proposed preposition phrase may he definltlzed when it has surface
structure representation, or the whole preposition phrase may he deleted
when relativization transformations apply. For instance, (n£) IfrTsh t£ ao
kok6 ri .Vod rpe ((at) time which I first see "odupe) of 6.1132(3) above can
come from a structure that uses the syntactic rule 3 —» A1W 3 such
that DV dominates a preposition phra.se which is ultimately realized as
Til l?ha kan (at time a) 'at a time'. Then, since everything happens in
time, a coreferential time adverbial structure can come from the expansion
of the 3 on the right of the arrow in the above rule, and the immediate
dominance condition of 6.1131(10) will apply to the ADV and 3 of the above
rule rather than the NP and 3 specified in 6.1131(10). Then, what the
relative modifies will be the HP ultimately dominated by ADV. From this
proposal, whenever we have the siirface relative marker tf. 'wh-', we will
always have a relative structure. Tims, it is possible for the occurrence
of the surface relative marker t£_ to presuppose a relative clause at all
times in Yoruba syntax.
Erasure transformations vd.ll now be needed for the deletion of the
coreferential time expression. And the condition for deletion is that
relativization takes place and the time expression is not definitized.
For instance, if relativization fails to take place so that the HI tf does
not occur in 6.1132(3)» we will have the definitization of a time expression
e.g. n£ igba kan ni mo koko r{ I odupe, na i ,b'a na orun ni o n eun (at time a
• i 1
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is I first see -'odupe, at time the sleep is she -ing sleep) 'it is at one
time that I first saw odupe; at the time (or at that time) she was sleeping'.
If relativization takes piece on the above expression, the second time
expression would have been deleted and we would have obtaineds nf i/tba t£
ao k6ko ri ' oduoe. orun ni o 6 sun (at time which I first see bodupe, sleep
/ » 1
is she -ing sleep) 'when I first saw l.-.odupe, she was sleeping'.
Thus, the relativization operation for time expressions is an alterna¬
tive fox the definitizatlon of the second time expression introduced in the
present suggestion. However, the present suggestion does not solve all
the problems of Yoruba relatives since there are still some more intricate
problems corrected with questions of anaphoric islands and referential and
structural identity which are relevant to relativization, but which through
lack of time and space are not specifically discussed here.
.Ve now end the discussion here by making some further observation on
the structural derivation of I;P items. In 7*1» we concentrated on the
derivation of deliberately complicated HP structures. How, we examine
simple structures. There is one significant problem connected with the
derivation of simple HP structures usually of only one element e.g. pronouns,
proper nouns, or a very few number of items e.g. awon kan (plur a) 'a certain
group of people'. The problem deals with which of the HP's in 7.1(1) for
instance should develop the main article features for the whole HP. In
7*1(1), we attached the main article £aatuiieo to the topmost HP since the
article features of 7*1(1) are actually features of the whole HP rather than
features of any of the HP's represented as HP(contentive) in the tree
structure there. This practice is good until we realize that items in the
Yoruba HP are now oantentially derivable, but there will be many HP's which
sidetrack sentential derivation once main article features of the whole HP
are represented as in 7*1(1)• Por instance, if one of the article features
in 7*1(1) had been l+PiiOj , then we would have obtained a pronoun directly
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from our first expansion of TIP as N APT, and we would never have had any
3 on the derivational tree. T'oreover, when we have only the article features
in 7*1(1) and jU3t the classifier enl 'person', we may derive -rboybo kwon
• *
(enl) won.ven n& (rail plur (person) those the/even) 'even all those >eople'
from the topmost HP directly, and sentential derivation would have been aide-
tracked again.
Since any HP can have article features, we may suggest that the main
article foaturea of the whole HP must be developed only from the HP that
dominates the principal element in a structure like 7*l(l) or in any HP
structure. Then very simple UP structures like those mentioned in the
preceding paragraph will be sentontially derivable since we do not have the
principal in a structure like 7*1(1) until we have had an expansion of 3.
Suppose we have only one HP element on the surface (i.e. an unqualified
principal), then the UP that follows the verb to-be in 7*1(1) will not be
expanded into HP 3 but merely developed as the lowest HP in 7*1(1)*
Jinple surface HP structures will be represented this way in underlying
structures. See 1 below for a representation for emi 'I'. Then, for
surface structure realization, all structures from the HP that contains main
article features will be raised and used to replace the topmost UP represen¬
tation while the classifier, the auxiliary and the verb to-be fire deleted.
3o, bml 'I* would come from an underlying structure in which emi 'J* occurs
as the lowest predic te e.g. eyj ti 6 n .id bml (the-one who it -ing I) 'the
one who is I* while emi 'I' later becomes the only element in the UP as a
result of r successful application of the principle of predicate raising*
Por instance, since the HP that dominates ferni in 1 is the principal element
in that structure, it is first raised* and used to delete the next higher BP
1. See I. cCnwley's article on 'lexical insertion' in CL3P (4) i960 for the use
of a device known as 'predicate lifting' and Postal 1970b on the devioe
called 'subject raising' in the discussion of the English surface verb
'remind'. The predicate raising devioe here is fairly similar to related
constraints in generative semantics* And it appears that this may be the




SXl 1 the one*
+nrt
eni +PRO
etui 'a' (alter other syntactic
operations like noainalization)
which dominates a classifier and all the elements over which it is reined
e.g. AUX, BE, and VP. Then, it is raised again and used to delete the
next higher classifier and 3j and since we now have one NP directly domina¬
ting another NP, it is raised once more and it becomes the dominant and only
element in structure.
One restriction on predicate raising here is that progressive raising
ends onoe the classifier of the raised element has been deleted. The
purpose of this restriction is to prevent the lowest NP in structures (e.g.
in 7»1(1)) deleting all other elements in structure no that we always end
up with single element NP's or ftp's with just one contentivc plus only
article features. Thus, when the numeral inewa 'ten' is derived in the
numeral section of 7»l(l) through a deletion of the classifier for cardinals,
we do not allow the derived mewa to delete any other item in 7-1(1) through
raising. On the other hand, raising ends for numerals when mews 'ten* is
derived, it ends for adjectives when daradara 'good' is derived, and subject
to the observation made on where laain article features are locatable earlier
in this section, it ends for the principal element of 7»lfl) when gixvbo P«>on
okunrin wonyen na (all plur man those the/even) 'oven all those men' is
derived. Note that this last derivation will now allow the deletion of the
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topmost IIP in 7.1(1) with the principal element as observed in our
discussion of 1 here.
There is one more observ tion worth making on the derivation of surface
items. Not all classifiers that occur in underlying representations get
deleted on the surface. Thus, there are occasions when predicate raising
fails to take place so that our underlying representations are almost identi¬
cal with the surface structure realizations. Examples of such occasions
•2- - L
were given in and '.1 earlier during the discussion of the classifiers
for cardinals and ordinals. This problem is actually not acute since all we
have to do is to make the rule of predicate raising optional so that it faile
to apply when underlying representations are almost identical with surface
structure representations. And this is even advantageous for the proposal
here since the fact that the main rule needed for the surface derivation of
our underlying structures is optional shows that our underlying structures
are not so abstract as to be totally unacceptable to the moat committed
proponent of the standard theory of generative grammar.
An alternative suggestion is that the classifier for each of the
ancillaries can be deleted first, and the UK. + 3 structure (i.e. relative
sentence structure - cf. 6.113) remaining after classifier deletion be repre¬
sented as on tree 7*l(l)* Then a transformational rule is applied cyclically
from the lowest HP 3 structure in a tree diagram like 7.1(1). And finally,
the classifier for the principal is deleted. Since this alternative proposal
can be illustrated on trees and by rules, we set up tree structure 2 as the
new representation for 7*1(1). Then we apply rules 3, 4» and 5 below to
them. In our expansion of HP from 2 to 10, the ART precedes n to facilitate
the illustration of successive application of our T rules.
How oonsider tree structure 2. At the stage where we have 2, the
necessary relativisation transformations have already applied, and so we have

























SI I ["MP CRM
1 2
COP RPJS j Np
::=^>
man aux
3 4 5 6
5C t 1+6 $ f> f> I ft
Conditionsi 1 is not a classifier, COP is J6 •is1 in a narrative tense.
Conditions under which this rule does not apply are discussed in chapter V
e.g. when the SI of rule 3 precedes the nimi •among' of a partitive construc¬
tion and the 6 of the SI is a noun or an adjective etc. So, 3 is optional.
4. Sit NP S S
1 2 5 ::rr>
set 132
Conditions» The 1 and 2, and the 1 and 3 of the Si are analyzahlo as the
SI of rule 3 and rule 3 fails to apply to 1 and 2 although it applies to 1
and 3. Rule 3 involves removing all elements under a S node, effectively
deleting the S. When neither 3 nor 4 applies (e.g. in tree 8 to 9 pp. 381-2
since there is no COP in ti a ri l£n&) we still remove the S node for tree
representational purposes since NP S is a NP.
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5. SI I [ ITP [HM PROS AUX COP NPl . 1 *«?
1 2 3 4 5 g Ok
.j\j 1 6 P P P * P
Conditions) 1 is a classifier? CO? « ,j<$ 'is* in a narralive tense.
either i'-rule 3 or i'-rule 4 has allied, tuid «*• 6 oi tue oi develops
the oalti article features.
6.
«M iixoii AlflC CO? li?(eoxit«ative)
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ololA rtArndara £i2* $£..£., IT^ lanfe
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gbogbo ^vrpn ... w^nyen n4
» rbo.-bo byrqn okunrln 0I0I6 drtraddrft r^rn ti a ri l6nfi wdnyen ne'
« '
(all plur an honoursble-pernon good ton who we see yesterday those even)
•even all those ten good honourable ren whom we sew yesterday'.
HP S where F> Is made up of the pronoun (derived, through rule 2.1(6) above),
the auxiliary, the copula and the HP which is s contentive (cf. 7.1(1)).
The only classifier or CL representation in 2 refers to the classifier for
the principal element. Rule ) ia a transformational statement of the
alternative suggested for the earlier process of predicate raising. Rule
4 accounts for the occurrence of surface aontentially represented fincillaries
after non sententially represented ones, e.g. the adjective precedes the
numeral in surface structure representations, but when the adjective is
sententially represented on the surface, it occurs after numerals. Rule 5
is the final classifier deletion rule that applies to a tree diagram like 2
before we obtain the surface structure realisation of 7.1(1).
Successive applications of the relevant rules from 3 to 5 lead to tree
structures like 6 to 9. For instance, the lowest HP S representation in
2 satisfies the structure index of 3 since it contains a HP and the S contains
P*1, PPON, MIX, COP, a WP which ie a eontentive, an* the fir«t r©pre*en«
t«tion 1.a not a classifier. So rule 3 applies to this NP S representation
and we obtain tree representation 6. The lowest NP 3 confianration in 6
also satisfies the 31 of 3» and when 3 applies, we obtain tree ren^esentation
7. We similarly obtain tree representation B 4mtpfll by applying 3 to the
Se.e- p. -3 3C> ftM- ? tb cj,
lowest >5? 3 representation in7-Then, our 9 does not
satisfy the 31 of 3 since the leftmost NP there is still a classifier, hut
it satisfies the I of 5, and since J to 3 are ordered rules, 5 can now apply.
When 5 applies to 9» we obtain 10, and through segraentallsation rules, the
article features of the NP ir 10 fw dewelooed into formative*.
Rule 4 does not apply to tree structure ? or any of 6 to 9- Put its
effect is the transference of underlying- sentential structures which are not
reduced on the surface to a place after those that et reduced. It operates
mainly on adjectives followed by reduced numerals when man:' adjectives
qualify the same principal element since many such adjectives are usually
as.' tentially represented on the surface, whores rs reduced numerals precede
surface sentential adjectives. The forms of adjectives when sententislly
represented on the surface are different from whet appear In "> and 6, To
representations In 2 and 6 ere similar to the intermediate structure set up
between predicative and attributive adjectives in 5*31 above. But we can
state as a condition that the sentential representation of adjectives on the
surface is one having the usual predicative adjective form (cf. "tf won je
d/radura and tl w6n dara (wh- they good) *who are good* in 7•1(1) above).
1. The AUX trill mainly refer to tense indication. In this case, wo have a
narrative tense, ana as in the present example, it is not necessary i'or
it to be indicated by formative in Yorubn structure. Thus, we accept
the narrative tense of Bach 1968 for our underlying structures. In cases
where we do not have narrative tenses, we also do not have copulative
verbs (e.g. in examples like ap&nly&n 'murderer* i.e. oru; who murders once,
one who murders at all times, etc.;. In such cases, the verbal element
e.g. the jsa 'kill' of ananlykri is given surface stricture representation
although the AUX is deleted (cf. discussion in 3.5 above).
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e shall not go into any detailed discussion of IIP representations that
have series of adjectives since the ratio of the adjectives which get reduced
to those which have surface sentential realization is not fixed. But we
suggest that when more than one adjective is reduced, each of the 's that
dominates the adjectival element (cf. 7*1 above) is analyzable as the 2 to 6
of the I of 3 above, and the transformation applies to each adjective in turn*
There is still one complex derivation we have not yet mentioned. This
'Jo"Is with partitives. It is possible to have die n/nu (some amnng) 'some
of or hwon t£ o ,ie aril ,bo nfnu (plur who he is aged-person aaMg) ' those
who are aged among' before the surface representation of a complex HP struc¬
ture like 7*1(1) or 2 above. There are some restrictions on what v;e can have
a partitive on. For instance, a relative quantifier does not occur as a
partitive element on KP structures which contain the universal quantifier
, ho l.o 'all*. deuce, we do not have nxnu , wn 'oome among all we)
'?soiae of all of us'. However, since partitives still occur in other
environmenta we may briefly examine how they will be handled.
The part of the hi that precedes the partitive formative xxfnn '
within' (i.e. + inn =» at + otoiaach) is itself a HP. Hence, only elements
that constitute full Yorubo HP's occur before the partitive formative. hen
we have single lexical items before the partitive formative e.0. the axe 'a
few' of dxfe nfnu wa 'a few of us', the single lexical items are also Yoruba
HP's. In order to account for partitive structures without altering our
previous rules mid derivations, we can have a HP 3 structure like 11.
11. HP ti o wa ninu HP (HP which it exists within HP)
1 RM PRON AOX GOP PRJSP HP
I |
ti £ (tense) wa nind |
(Observe that 11 is a derived structure since the relative marker in 11
arises only through the operation of a transformational rule like 2*^.(6)).
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The lowest HP or the KP that follows PREP in 11 will he developed the
sane way as 2 (or 7#1(1)). Through the repeated application of T rule 3
and any other relevant rule there, we obtain a structure like 10 for the
rightmost MP in 11. The leftmost HP is similarly developed. Both HP's
have the same principal element so that the principal element e.g. okfanrln
'man' will occur under both HP's and the one in the leftmost BP will be
deleted after the operation of the partitive rule 12. The rule that deletes
the identical rindpal element is 13.
12. 311 [_m> miXu>4 PROH ATJX COP PR IT HP] wp
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 —>
t5Cl 1 fi 6 7
Conditions COP «= wa 'is/exists 1
13. aii [ fx H Y] ; PREP [U H Z1MJ ,mAUJ
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Wl— 1
aci 1 0 3 4 5 6 7
Conditions $ 2 « 6 and T rule 12 has already applied. U, X, Y, find
Z are variables (cf. 1.52 above).
Through rule 12, partitives become UP PREP HP representations.
Each TP has its own principal element. Rule 1? will apply to a structure
containing the formativas in 14•
14. ["[fcwon okitnxin \{ 6 jc aru&boj ti 6 wa afnii [ awon okunrin dr'radara
newa na] ,1 ( f slur man who he is old-ueraon I, who he exist within
> NP-W ^ * -1 iw
£ plur nan good ten thej^ )
Whan rule 12 applies to 14, the ti d we, ninu in 14 becomes nlnu knionc,
within', and when rule 13 applies to what is derived fron 14 after the appli¬
cation of 12, the okunrin 'man' in the first HP of 14 is deleted and we
obtain 15*
15. &w<jn tf if je an%b<5 ninu awon okturrin darad^ra mewa rut (plur who he is
old-person within plur man good ten the) 'the aged ones among the ten good
men'*
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Note that the restrictions on contraction possibilities in partitives
stated in chapter V earlier will affect the final output of the T rules,
for instance, okuurin / ,',c - "rho he is old-person) will
normally contract tc "x.6, -f • ■ . y ' c 'old man' when subject to rule 5 above,
but in partitives, such contractions are permissible when quantifiers and
numerals occur as partitives of other elements, but not when nouns and
adjectives occur as partitives. Hence T rule 3 will not apply to the UP
which constitutes the 1 of the hi of T rule 12 when nouns and adjectives
occur as partitive elements, but the rule applies for quantifiers and
numerals since we havei
16. die iiinu awon okunrin daradara rnewa A (few among plur nan good ten the)
'a few of the ten good men' and
17. rae'ta n£nu awon okunrin d6rnd6ra m£wa na (three among plur man good ten
the) 'three of the ten good men'
b\it not 1
18. *gi'ga rjfnu awon okdnrln dhraoara ,-6\ ' .r (tall among plur man good ten
the)
One can recall from chapter Y that , xr.a in 18 must be replaced with a
sentential form like 6 . ^ (the-one who he tall) 'the one who is tall'
"before we obtain a grammatical sentence. no, our earlier observations on
contentivee in chapter V axe relevant to the operation of the transforma¬
tional rules used in the derivation of Yoruba lip's.
On© decision we make which facilitates the derivation of surface HP's
from underlying representations relates to the order of expansion of HP 3
structures in examples like 7*1(1) or 2 above. Thus, it is the sentence
dominating the rightmost surface (contentive) ancillary that is developed
first while the one dominating the leftmost (contentive) ancillary i 6..y
'honourable person' is developed last. On the other hand, it is the sentence
that is developed last that the cyclic rule operates on first in the
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transformational section of the grammar. It Is possible to develop the
sentential anoillaries in a different way, but there is no really good
reason why the order of development of sentential ancillaries must be
changed from the one we have here. If we change the order, we shall
increase the burden of the transformational subcomponent of grammar since
we shall now need a series of T rules for the rearrangement of ancillaries
when given surface structure realization. At present, no such complica¬
tion is envisaged, and through the application and reapplication of T rule
3 and other relevant rules, we obtain good surface structure representations
for our underlying structures.
There are still other aspects of the KP that will require a detailed
study. For instance, many syntactic processes in the Yoruba MP e.g.
rel&tivization, reflexivization, genitivization, pronoirnialization,
complementation, definitization etc, and the conditions under which they
operate can be given more detailed treatment within the present framework.
(Pur comments on these other topics can only be suggestive. They cannot be
final.
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j.1 JffdEv 1 , y< ■ .■
Miwiiit .©LOGICAL Ou O-iihWkihi' ul..« iuh it^ENT .'i'lOBS HERE
ihe ortho rephic symbols used in this v.-ox* nye been introduced,
in 1.21. hie r 'Are sen tearon adopted, however, offers certain
methodolo leal problem*. *■ in tills appendix, v/e diecues three
other possible alternative forms of representation! a phonetic trans¬
cription, the traditional Yoruba orthography and a 'more explicit'
ortho,graphic form. Our special concern is with the latter - the 'more
explicit' orthography since the requisite degree of explicitnoas is at
present imdecidablo. Note that our representation in this work is
actually within the 'more explicit' orthographic form.
One general point about the various alternatives is that variations
occur only in vowel representation and tonal indication and not in
consonant representation since for each alternative, there are eighteen
consonant symbols. Thus the only changes suggested for consonantal
representations so far appear to be minor"'" e»g. Bsmgbose suggested!
(a) that the syllabic nasal should be spelt n in all cases although it
occurs as the sound [AJ before labials and £ijj before velar consonants,
(b) that the spelling nw and be replaced by w and gy* and (o) that the
double letters which he called "colonial spelling's" should be replaced by
, single ones, and _oh should be replaced by In none of these (Bcuagbose's
major consonantal proposals) was there any au/pjestion that new symbols
should be added to the inventory of Yorubu consonants, nor was there any
feeling that existing consonant symbols should disappear. Note that
the spelling nw for w was actually being used for some syntactic purposes.
Thus, nwon 'they' was used for the subject of a sentence, while wyp
1. .,uo cvgboqe 1266 and 1965 and also the recoraaeruiutianc of the Yoruba
Orthography Coiaaittee 1262•
2. Baiagbose 1962« 15. A similar suyustion hed been made previously in
Yfard 1952» 191.
3# Baaigbose 1$65* 14
4. Bstagbose 1965* 15
-$6C1
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'them/their' was used in all other places. but the suggestion that nw
should be replaced, by w does not affect the status of elsewhere in the
Yoruba language# The only major suggestion isai^jbose considered concerned
'the relationship between [nj and [lj,^ but "a lively rejection" of the
"innovation" made hira abandon the project. Hence, the jaain representa¬
tional problems eventually deal with vowels and the use of tone narks.
Bearing in mind tills general observation, we can novr consider the various
alternatives available.
A phonetic transcription of loruba lexical items will involve the
replacement of only two of the consonant forms in 1.21 above with their
phonetic correlates. - o, for £ end £, we shall have [kp] and
respectively. But when we consider the vowels, many changes will take
plape since we shall now have £, J, 2 , 3 , a, u, and I for orthographic
£» &> isE* li£L» ffit i£k respectively. Since there is a one to one
c- )rrespondence of the phonetic and orthographic symbols, it appears the
phonetic has very few linguistic advantages over the orthographic
representation. And since the phonetic symbols ere actually loss
manageable than the orthographic forme in any work where plenty of
examples will be needed, it seems reasonable to prefer the more manageable
2
alternatives to the phonetic forme. be now turn to a consideration of
the other alternatives since we were already committed to them from 1.21
abovo.
1. isaragbooe 1^6'js 6 cf. baogbo^e 1966* 7 and 12, There were seventeen
consonant pnoneaes on p.7, but eighteen consonants (including n) on
p. 12. and. cf. discussion of the relationship between [hj arid [_ J
in Appendix II below.
2, The phonetic form is lees manageable than the orthographic representation
since it involves not only the use of exotic symbols at ail times, but
also the obligatory indication of tones in all cases even when there is




One is the so called traditional Yoruba orthography, the other is
a nore explicit orthography although there is no agreement yet on the
decree of oxplicitness permissible. The two alternatives will be
considered together. It seems that the main fault of the traditional
orthography is its inexplicitnesB in indicating tones. Barngbose*
criticized features of the traditional orthography that arise precisely
because those who devised, the traditional orthography wanted to avoid the
indication of tone. For instance, Baagbose discussed "different spellings
p
for the same voeel" where ai in alya 'chest* represents the same sound as
a in aya 'wife' 5 or <ji in fi.v^ 'bird' represents the seme sound iib & in
eye? 'honour*. But those who devised the orthography could nay that
there was no need to use tone marks to distinguish iiy& 'ohcnt' from ;ya
'wife' since the use of the spelling ajye. for 'chest' could perform the
same task. However, those responsible for the traditional orthography
failsd to note the confusion their proposal could create for someone who
knows that there is an jU prefix used for, noalnalization purposes in
Yoruba, and that there is a Yoruba noainalization olya 'not calling* from
3 ,
ya 'to call' which oan be confused with ajya 'ohest'. (It is very-
likely that those who devised the traditional orthography experimented
with eiye 'bird* before ajya 'chest* since there is no counterpart of
alya 'not calling' for their elye 'bird'.}
<
Anothe - example of the >ort of inadequacy Just mentioned is f ound
1. cf. Bamgbose 1965 espeoiftlly his remarks on the tilde, his comments
on ui and gi spellings, his suggestion for syllabic nasals and his
ninth proposal that tones must be indicated in all places, p.31.
2. Ikuagboae 1965« 7




ill the use of the tilde for double vowels. According to Bafngbose, 'the
tilde is satisfactory* if it is used only 'as an indicator of a double
vowel'. But he addedU 'since a double vowel implies two tones, in
practice, the tilde indicates both the doubling and the tones
however, when the traditional orthography was devised it appears that
the tilde was expected to indicate only vowel doubling and not tone narka.
This fact can be inferred from certain remarks of iueast
xhc cirou- llex (" ) if used to denote a double vowel
or an abbreviation. In either case, the proper
accent (i.e. tone nark -SA£) of each of the vowels
composing the double vowels or appearing in the
abbreviated syllables is omitted. These features
;mke the language difficult for kuropeano to acquire,
and, as a natter of fact , very fens non-natives,
ever learn to speak.the language with any degree of
accuracy. - Lucas 1940i 1?.
ThuG, one infers from Lucas' comments that the tilde (or circumflex) was
never intended to indicate tone marks although somo modern writers and
users of Yoruba now imagine that it represents both the vowel doubling
and tone indication. iAirthcraiore the practice of not indicating tones
on double vowels creates difficulties for learners of Yoruba as Lucas lias
said. Ida ard confirmed Lucas' statement when she discussed "the
inadequacy and misleading nature of the mark ~ " for what she transcribed
with double vowels as "oorun £—], oorun L-^-l and ccrun
It cannot be denied that the failure to indicate tone creates
difficulties for users of the traditional Yorube. orthography. Many
Yoruba readers used to complain about the difficulties created by the
lack of tone indication and inconsistencies in word division in Yoruba
1. Bamgboae 1965» 19* Bote that the two tones represented by the double
vowel neea not b© distinct e.g. in Baiagbose' a post-deictic aonon
'exactly; even' - Ba&gbose 1966: 114.
2. hard 1992* 187.
31.2-
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newspapers like Irohin wruba and in other publications like .^oxyixi
in the early lp6G'a, and it is gratifying that scholars like Bma-jbose
stood up to the task of solvin_ their problems by making proposals
directed towards & complete Yoruba orthographic reforra.1 Ho,.ever, many
of those who complained about the inexplicltness of orthographic represen¬
tations also complained about the punctiliousness of modem orthographic
representations, and in particular, ©any people not resent multiple vowel
representations and the unnecessary proliferation of tonal diacritics in
Yoruba texts. Thus, many people have not yet accepted the underlying
*
assumptions which led to the change of what was traditionally written as
- ✓ 2.
alanu to alaadnu 'kind person1, and some even fear the inconvenience
such a representation will create for then not only as readers (whose
reading speed will be reduced owing to the direct encouragement the quasi
phonetic representations give to subvocalissation), but also as writers
ince they will not only have to write out the extra two vowelo in each
al^daau representation, but rauet also have to indicate all the tone narlcs.
The inadequacies of the traditional Yoruba orthography have been
recognized for many years. Fox example, Ion; before the Yoruba Ortho¬
graphy Committee came out with its recommendations in 106>$ (i.e. about
thirteen years before Baagbose's Yoruba -Trthography was published), Ida
axd recognized both the need to indicate tones and the dangers of any
excessive use of tonal diacritic®i
1* e.g. naagb&se 196i>, and his recommendations to the Yoruba Orthography
Committee.
2. See Appendix XI for a discussion of the multiple vowel representations.
bince to mark every tone with accents would
overload the page with diacritic marks, a
practical suggestion would be to nark those
words only where meaning might he misunderstood
if no tones were shown. The context will
often help the Yoruba in a particular phrase,
but there are cases in which context is little
guide. ard 19D2* 19?
It is suggested in Appendix II that a phonetic representation might follow
eaoh lexical entry in the Yoruba monolingual dictionary for the benefit
of interested learners and user3 of the language. This would enable us
to reduce the problems created by exoessive tone marking in Yoruba written
tqxta. For instance, with o|» without tone marks, many Yoruba lexical
items which contain four or more syllables can hardly be confused with
other words even in minimum contexts e.g. aruumdu is only )jixurudu3
'confusion*, since the tendency to succumb to tonal ambiguity decreases
the longer a Yoruba lexical item is. Hence, it is rather uneconomical
to put all four tone marks on words like arugudu each time they are used
since the punctiliousness in tonal indication does not necessarily lead
to a reduction in actual or potential ambiguity. bo, in this work,
undue punctiliousness in tonal representation will be avoided.
The other modern Yoruba orthographic practice that will be avoided
here is that of multiple vowel representations.* Multiple vowel
representations were introduced to solve some problems mentioned below
in Appendix II, but the problems multiple vowel representations create
are even greater than the problems they wore net up to solve. ..part
frcfo law robleas that multiple vowels create (discussed in Appendix Il)»
the principle of vowel multiplicity is itself undccidablc. „e may just
examine two instances of vowel multiplicity from Baogbcse I966.
1. Joe Appendix II for an appraisal of multiple vowel representations.
» Wi -
first ikuagbose transcri-ed the word traaitianally spelt as ;;ua. Li»nJl
with two on's (where (j& a*a replacement Tor all an forms). Ilence his
post-deictic morion 'exactly} even' is the traditional nsa.~ The only
reason for tiiis transcription is that the word is usually (though not
alwaysj pronounced with a long vowel. However, there is anouher word
traditionally spelt as 'those' which roust be transcribed as wfeionnl
following Baiagboae's transcription of ,-:onon« In fact there is more
justification for a representation wqaoani than fox ao.non since the former
is normal^ pronounced with a long gu whereas the latter is not always
pronounced long. The reason for this difference in realization relates
to the tone pattern on the yn'3 in both words. In wpnonni. the first £n
is on a low tone while the second one is on the mid tone} and the
necessity to indicate this tone change mokes Yoruba people pronounce
wononni as JVHnl] . Another reason for this extra length is the
2
obligatory occurrence of a 'aid tone syllable* between nl 'that' and
any word which precedes it. what one finds in Baiagboae's transcription
is that what could justifiably be written as w6n<pnnl following his model
for ; onyn. was retained in its traditional spelling form wormi. This
appeal's to bo tin inconsistency in orthographic representations.
However, as we gtadBEteEte^gEfaBbBte^ in Chapter VI, the won of wonni
•those' is a plurality marker corresponding to another wbn 01 wynyi
•these' - the plural form of yx 'this'. But the wfyn of wonyji has no
1, liamgbose l,/66i 114
2. The expression dealing with the introduction of 'a aid tone syllable'
is taken directly fro*/ naogboae 19661 101, and its use should not be
misconstrued as suggesting that m necessarily support his views on
ayllabicity.
The point about ni and the obligatory ooourrenoe of a aid tone
syllable in the preceding item was recognized by Baragbose in his
footnote 60.
%
long $n vowel like the won of - .pnnj since the obligatory aid tone ..y liable
always introduced before ni 'that' never occurs before yl ' thi..•. So,
*
if Bamgbose transcribes wonni as wononni following his practice for
, -on^n or .van, he would be making a generalization about plurality in the
detezminer system of Yoruba difficult to state. Hence, one can say that
he did not apply the multiple vowel rule to wynynni or wonni since it
would destroy a generalization. Thus, inconsistencies in multiple vowel
representations are inevitable if we do not want to destroy generalizations
in other aspects of grammar e.g. in syntax.
The second point about the undaeidability of vowel multiplicity
relates to the conditional lengthening of the final vowels of certain
words. We can use a generalization from Bamgbose's grammar for thi3
discussion. B&mgbose ntade the point that!
1. hen an item precedes a consonant-initial item which
is a nominal (&5)t a mid tone syllable is added to the
final syllable of the preceding item. Bamgboee 1;.66j i 1.
2 is derived through the application of rule li
2. PRECEDING ITER,




If 1 is a true generalisation, then the additional vowels after Iva and
b&ba in 2 will be superfluous since anyone who knows the generalization
can use it to predict the addition of the *!sid tone syllable• to items
that precede consonant-initial norainals. Aa one can observe from
Baiagbose's orthographic practice (see Appendix II and Eamgbose 1965' 33)»
we shall have in some representations and iyda in others or ndd in
1. Baagbose 1966s 101
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on® pl-.ce and In others .--1 though these additional vowels ore .actually
predictable.
.<e aaedd the observation in the above paragraph on the assumption that
I is a correct generalisation. Actually 1 is incorrect or too strong
since it ignores one of the differences between possessive forms and some
expositive structures where the former will have the junction he proposed
and the latter will not. for instance, following ids orthographic
practice, one has these pairs of representations*
5(a) bhba Tnde (i\ ther Aide, *f» ie who is a father' and
(b) bdbaa 'fade (father of-lade) 'fade's father'.
4(a) bAba Y$tai (father Ypsd) 'Ypai who is a father'
(b) bAbau Y$m± (Father of-Y§;d) 'Y^mi's father*
5(a) baba Kogb® (father hogbo) 'i.ogbe who is a father'*
(b) bhb&a Kogbe (father of-hogbc) 'Kogbe's father*.
bote that the tone on the first syllable of the second nominal in each of
the representations in 5 to 5 does not affect the tone on the extra vowel
of the first nominal. The (a) examples in 5 to 5 violate Baaagbose's
rule (i.e. 1); probably due to his failure to examine examples of
appositive structures involving proper nouns or personal names when
making the generalisation. But the violation of 1 even exists when no
personal name io involved e.g. in:
6(a) baba kApintA (father carpenter) 'an elderly person referred
to as 'father* who is a carpenter'
(b) bAbAe. kapfntk 'the father of the carpenter'.
1. The une of b&bA in appositive structures looks lix.e the use of titles
e.g. fir or Kr. Hence, the person called bdbA is not necessarily
related to any of the people using habd 'father* as a title for him.
The title b£b£ is just a title of respect which nay be interpreted as
'an elderly man'. cf. exnnrple 6. The word baba is pronounced




Another weakness of 1 1b the assumption that the 'consonant-
Initial Item' that causes vowel lengthening In the preceding Item should
be a 'nominal'. This is not always so. For instance, vowel lengthening
takes place in the (h) forms of the posnesaivc structures of 3 to 6.
But it is possible for the possessive formative 'of* to occur between
the two nominals. And if this happen i, the vowel in the first nominal
is still lengthened although what it precedes is the genitive formative
ti 'of and not a nominal. Another formative which behaves like ti 'of'
and which is not a nominal is ni * that'.^"
Perhaps the main trouble with 1 is that almost every part of it has
exceptions. For instance, not every item which precedes the 'consonant-
initial' nominal obeys the rule* If the preceding 'item' is a verb, 1
will be the exception rather than the rule e.g. ins
7. mo lu Jagunjagun n& « (I. beat soldier the) » 'I beat the soldier'
8. iso ri' cbli re « (I see head-tie your) ». 'I saw your head-tie'
no vo* el is added to lu 'beat' or r£ 'see/saw'.
There ore also exceptions ae regards the tone of the added syllable.
For instance, Baagbose treated 'items' like wn 'our', rd 'me, my* etc.
(i.e. the pronouns) as nominala. However, if mi were substituted for
wa in his example (i.e. 2 above), we would haves
1. Bamgbose aleo recognized the limitations of the generalization. For
. v "oe, he observed thats "although-not a nominal, the deictic n\
'that' makes this junction with a preceding item. . jpbaa nl
'that tine*." 1966s fn 60. Then, with nominale, he observedthat with
htyn kci'dri 'the heathen' there is a "final mid tones »no syllable
added" but with omoo won 'their children' there is still a final mid
tone but with "syllable added", jience, one oan say that although the
lexical item 'of is also not a nominal it behaves like the nominals
referred to by the generalization.
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ly«fe bkbuk mi 'ny grandmother', or the contracted foxsi
(b) iyaa b&ba mi ky grandmother', but noti
(c) y&u b&baa mi,
ho, before uj, (my) in 9 the rule fails to apply since the tone of the
added syllable is low and not aid. bote also that the rule does not
apt-ly before jgg, 'your' in 8 where m n-.ve rele re and not *,:&lee rf.
However, if £g. 'your' were replaced by 'his/her' the rule will apply
and so we would have ■ &lee rfe and not *:,vld re. Hence, it is veiy
difficult to use the generalization (or rule) 1 above to justify vowel
multiplicity since the generalization has too amy exceptions. for rule 1
*
to be useful, it hes to be reformulated and. made dependent on context.
.hile a ..sultiple vowel enthusiast any use the difference between
the (a) and (b) form of 5 to 6 to suggest that vowel lengthening could
be represented to distinguish appositive Iron genitive structures, it
• .oca not seen this suggestion even holds for Buagbose's own example
(i.e. 2) since lye 'mother' cannot be in apposition to baba 'father' in
the Yoruba language.1 Moreover, 1 was made to apply only to 'noiainals'
that start with consonants so tli&t vowel lengthening should not take place
in preceding 'items' if the 'naminals' start with vowels. However, if
we have a personal name as the second 'nominal', rule 1 can also apply to
nominala starting with vowels, e.g.
10, h&bua cjo (father of-Gjo) 'Gjo's father'.
kith er-inolee like 10 above, one notes that rule 1 i's actually optional
since the form bhbd O.io («»eti rule 1 is not applied) is actually ambiguous
1. It seema 'mother' cannot be in apposition to 'fattier' in any language
except in special uses of language e.g. in "Cur father- other C-od. .'-.ll
harmonious" in doienoe arid Health with Key to the Scriptures by Maxy
Bilker kddy (p.l6.j Boston, kass. U.bA.
3lb
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batmen m nppositive and a genitive structure. If we decide to double
the final vowel for genitive structures generally, we shall put ourselves
in a position where we cannot observe the ambiguity of expressions like
b&b^t O.io. and we shall force an obligatory double vowel on 'the preceding
items * of other genitive structures even when such vowel doubling is in¬
frequent in the Yoruba language (e.g. in 11^ O.io 'Ojo'e house' )f and
<■
where there is no possibility of an appoeitive contrast since ilcf O.io
can only be 'Cjo's house1 and i.ya baba wa cannot be an appouitive
expression. Consequently, even if we appear reactionary in this work
in our attitude to multiple vowel representations, it .-met be remembered
that the implications and problems of the multiple vowel representation
were hardly examined by any of those who proposed it as the panacea to
all Yoruba orthographic problems. (See Appendix II below for a continua¬
tion of the discussion.) ,
To summarize the above discussion, the traditional Yoruba orthography
is usually inexplicit in its attitude to tone representations raid so it
is difficult to follow (as observed by vard). Then, a phonetic
representation io not desirable on practical considerations since there
arc orthographic variants for the phonetic symbols, and a phonetic
transcription is only workable when cot very many examples are needed^
The problem one faces then is that of determining the degree of explicit-
neas needed for orthographic representations but the current proposals
with respect to multiple vowel representation and detailed tone indication
create too many decision problems to be regarded as ideal. Hence, the
problem of orthographic representation in Yoruba has not yet been solved.
A suggested solution, which is an extract from a paper presented by the
present writer at the Seminar on Yoruba I.nnxuage and Literature in Ife
University in 1969 appears as Appendix II in this work. Since the
hfD^
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suggested solution h.--a not yet been put into operation, we re constrained
to use a more explicit representation than the one aimed at in Appendix II
for the representation of Yoruba examples in this work.
We inSj end this section -with a suggestion that could constitute a
%■
via media between vowel multiplicity rind tonal multiplicity. Mote fron
1.21d, that there are six compound tones *(taken from Afolayan i960),
ut four of these tones involve the compounding of the raid tone with
either the low or the high tone. In order to simplify the orthographic
representation of tonal diacritics, one nay ignore the compounding of the
raid tone with other tones since this will inply the elimination of the
four diacritical taarks - £~)t ("0, O, and (""). In auoh cases, vowel
doubling ay be employed provided It does not lead to the double represen¬
tation of single lexical items like damgbose's iga' and lyfCa ♦mother',
b'b-a and bhb^o 'father' - (Bamgbose 1966s 101), or and n6h6 'the'
(Bamgbose 1965s 33) etc. So, we c ;n stipulate that vowel doubling should
be us ad only for indicating existing significant minimal contrasts between
different lexical items e.g. the contrast between raa Mo not' tind ::ua
'continue to; going to' in raff29. 1 do not go' and afc lo 'be goingj
continue to go' respectively. At present, judging from most of the
orthographic models available, it seems that phonetic realisation is the
rain criterion used for vowel doubling although it is the least dependable
and the least stable of all criteria for Yoruba orthographic representation.
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APPENDIX II
THE ORTHOGRAPHIC JI3CTION OF
w®OUGHTS ON A YORUBA MONOLINGUAL DICTIONARY"
Che last methodological problem discussed here concerns the orthographic
representation of Yoruba lexical iteiua.* Problems of orthographic reprejun¬
tations are peculiar to the Yoruba onolingual Dictionary (YAu)) because the
lexicographical decisions taken on representations may eventually solve the
problems of orthography once and for all. For instance, if at the lexico¬
graphical level, we decide to use a less explicit form as our ortho raphio
representation supplemented with a phonetic transcription of the Lead word,
we will no longer have to wade into endless orthographic controversies
similar to those that have been in the air since the publication of Bamgbose's
Yoruba Orthography.
One should not be very dogmatic about the degree of explicitneoo
required for orthographic representstions 3ince it may vary with ..'ordn.
For instance, it may be necessary for monosyllabic orthographic forma to be
more explicitly represented than the polysyllabic ones (whan taken out of
contexts), since there ere relatively more tonally distinguished minimal
pairs among monosyllabic than polysyllabic words.
However, it appear# that the traditional orthography will be found to
be inadequate for our less explicit forms. For instance, it seems that
modern eni ti« okunrin. eni_von etc. may for various reasons, be preferred
respectively to their traditional counterparts cniti. okanrin. erda etc.
Hence, by less explicit here, we mean a less explicit form than the quasi
phonetic representations of many modern writers but not necessarily an
inexplicit representation.
he do not actually intend to propose an orthographic system that will
represent the 'less explicit' representation suggested above. However,
in view of the faot that certain inconsistencies are to be found in ortho¬
graphic representations, we may just touch the subject briefly.
The moat detailed work on Yoruba orthography apart from the Report of
1. Tliree methodological problems were discussed in the paper. The first
is the problem of circularity in glossing, the second deals with the
question of structural class indication and the third and last one is
the one presented here.
k-c-T.
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the Yoruba Orthography Committee is Bamgbose's Yoruba Orthography ^1965).
in .yo Jaa«gu030• s monograph, two criteria for good orthographies uere
seatedt first, "that it should represent all and only the significant
sounds in the languagej the second is that it should have only one symbol
for each significant sound." (p.l). Both criteria ean be summarised as
'any good orthography must be a phonemic one'. Hot© that the fact that
it must be phonemic has already been shown in the first criterion while
the second criterion is just a restatement of the principle of biuniqueness -
one of the principles of phoneaaiciaation. There ie actually nothing wrong
with the two criteria except that they are made the criteria for 'a good
orthography' rather than criteria for certain classes of 'new orthographies'.
Besides, we do net know what a good Orthography really is. An orthography
that is good for the phonemicist is not necessarily good for all purposes,
for instance, one oannot say that the trench orthography satisfies
Baagbose's criteria, but at least it has its own utility. Thus, the third
person singular and plural forms in the conjugation of verbs ere usually
pronounced identically suggesting that they must be written identically
following the two criteria above, but their different spellings e.g. il oarle
'he speaks' and ila parlent 'they speak' provide us with some syntactic and
semantic information that an identical spelling would have concealed from ua.
hence, we feel that the iaea of what 'a good orthography' is, is relative.
If we are interested in proposing an orthography that should provide one with
information about the phonemic structure of a language, Baagbose's o: : io-
graphie criteria will be adequate for 'a good orthography'. But not all
the users of an orthography are actually bothered by the phonemic structure
of the language concerned. If all we want is that the orthography provides
us with syntactic and semantic information, the aspect of French orthography
that we examined above is desirable in an orthography. If however, the aim
of the orthography is to help with writing, typing, reading or printing speed
in this ago when more use is being made of Yoruba in primary school and
university courses, then many of the orthographic conventions at present
being used are undesirable, although they may be useful for someone who wants
to read aloud to others since they have been devised to help readers who do
not look ahead, and to forestall what Professor Bamgbose referred to as
Ho3
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•potential ambiguities'Bamgboife's criteria for 'a good orthography'
may be adequate in theory for his own purposes, (the phonemicist's goal),
but they are not necessarily suitable for all purposes. They are even
not suitable for Yoruba where he conceded that hie "completely logical
and consistent orthographic system" has limitations since it can be rejected
when applied to Yoruba n and jL, which ideally should be represented by a
single letter because "the former is found only before nasalised vowels,
whereas the latter is found only before non-nasalised vowels".
Although the only reason given for the impossibility of having n and
1_ represented by the sane letter is that called 'a likely rejection', it
seems that the actual reason for the impossibility of the irmov ion is that
t
the first part of the last quotation in the preceding paragraph is wrong.
Thus, contrary to Bamgbose's statement that n 'is found only before nasalised
vowels', he himself provided an example which contradicts this assertion,
viz. 'the smiling a following an n sound may represent an £ sound an well.
For example, rt&in "ninepence", "to have regard for", and for the
personal name Adenajke.'^ In his first example, ntin, & is followed by a
1. A view held by Professor Bamgbose is that Yoruba orthography should
account not only for present but also for potential ambiguities. Thus,
the fact that alanu up to a point in history unambiguously referred to
alfiaanu 'kind person' does riot tell us what to do if we should later
have a rival e.g. ande Abiabola's hianu 'first born of a woman' (recently
discovered from oral literature). It appears that the problems of
potential ambiguities are really magnified since not all present mbigul-
ties can be accounted for through vowel multiplicity and tonal ideeties.
For instance, no amount of tonal dexterity can disambiguate the ambiguity
on n|_ in "okunrin kan n£ Israeli gbogun ti ilegbona" « 'one rami in Israel
declares war on small-pox* or 'one man says that Israel declares war on
small-pox', since 34. ~ preposition is not tonally distinguishable from
nj - verb. What explains the ambiguities is outside the item rd. For
the first meaning, okunrin ton ni Israeli is a constituent noun phrase so
that we have a aid tone on kan. For the second meaning, okunrin i:an is
the constituent noun phrase so that a grammatically conditioned high tone
on the kan before a verb phrase disambiguates the sentence. Thus,
segmental tonal niceties have not yet even acoounted for present ambigui¬
ties, and it seems they will similarly be incapable of taking care of
potential ambiguities.
2. Baajgboae, A, Yoruba Orthography. Ibadan Uxdveraity Press 1965 p.6
3. Bacsgbose 1965» 9* Other examples of a before oral vowels can be found
e.g. in the personal name Okuwnowo or in contractions where the contrasts
between £ and are even possible e.g. so nu eti mi -—- nonetiird 'I
wipe my ear', versus mo lu eti ml —— moletiai 'I bore a hole on oiy
ear' (i*e. for an ear ring).
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nasalised vowel, but In the second and third examples, nfe'f&ii and .denajke.
the saiae n is now followed by a non nasalised vowel. Thus, the signifi¬
cance of the two examples is not the fact that they demonstrate the need
to ctuinge a to £ after |i as suggested in the monograph, but that they
indicate that the rejection or •likely rejection* of the use of either n
or 1_ for both n and 1_ is diet* ted by the facts of the Yoruba language
(where n actually contrasts with 1^ before the oral vowel a) rather than the
iapervioueness of the Yoruba people to tha assimilation of the innovation
of "a completely logical and consistent orthographic system" or their
"unwillingness to make concessions".
While not proposing new criteria for 'good orthographies', it oeeos
that we cert adopt one suggestion in Baagbose 1965 which was not stated as
a criterion as adequate for our purposes. >hile explaining- the a.ae of
English, it was suggested:
If the spelling- of a language is a convention that has
to be learnt by any person wanting to write the langua0e,
one will have no difficulty in accepting this situation,
provided the conventions are definite and observed by
everybody writing the language. dnglish orthography,
chaotic as it is, hae a definite set of conventions
which are observed by all writers using the medium,
iknagbose 1965« 2.
It seems that this less ambitious condition from bemg'bo^e 1965 is an adequate
criterion for a Yoruba orthography since it is not the responsibility of the
Yoruba people to simplify the task, of the phonemcist at the expense of
writing, reading, typing arid printing efficiency. One of the dangers of
a quasi phonetic orthography similar to those that are being used by ;iany
Yoruba writers (e.g. Abraham 1950 and Delano 1969) ic that it makes the
2
printing of Yoruba works more tedious and consequently more expensive.
As a result of this, very few Yoruba works appeal to those publishers who
often counterpoise printing costs with the aaleability of the printed materials
co that "at the University of Ibadan, the library has rows of shelves filled
with books of English literature labelled in centuries as far back as the
fifteenth century to the present day. The books of Yoruba literature do not
■K
even fill one-third of a row of shelves i,,y horeover, a quasi phonetic
1. daiiigbose 1965» 30
2. dee Abraham k.C» 1956 Dictionary of modern ioru-nt. University of London
Dress and Delano 1.0. 1./69 Dictionary of Yoruba onos.vli.-.bic: Ibadan
University Press.
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orthography filled with multiple vowels with detailed tone markings and
ayginitiated low tone oonventiona (see daagbose I'Jo'j and 19&6) will hinder
reading and writing speed since the tonal detail and the irregularly
spaced assimilated full stop convention would he a source of distraction
rather than a help to the rapid reader or skimmer) and the detailed quasi
phonetic wilting will tend to encourage subvocalization (one of the
obstacles of reading speed).
besides, it is not demonstreble that any orthography that is considered
chaotic from the phouemicisti point of view is necessarily chaotic for all
purposes. It seams however that the price we must pay for our suggestion
that orthographic representations should be supplemented with phonetic
transcriptions after the head words in the dictionary is that there will 7iow
be double representations (the orthographic and the phonetic) in the
dictionary, but this is not unique. The transcription of the aonetio form
will also be found necessary for ringbone• ^ proposals'"hen 1.f we coyiner
one of the recommendations of the Yoruba Orthography Committee that all tones
or no tones must be represented on lexical its,as so that we can have aiaaanu
in one representation and aiaaanu in others, we shall notice that this is
1. The suggestion that a reoovery of the explicit forms will be necessary
for bar'igboae' s system etui be subst&i tinted through an exasdnntion of his
proposed, changes. By proposal (6) p.51 (B&agbofe 1%5)» the syllabic
nMsal must be spelt n in all cases although it is realized r.s a Cmi
be lore iuoial consonants, and Ci)j before velar consensu. ... i is
the phonetic representation in the dictionary that will explicitly
indicate the phonetic realizations of this syllabic nasal. Also, by
proposal (4) ibid, on should repl ce £. f°T the third rerson singular pro¬
noun object following verbs ending in on. how this suggestion is not
made for the singular pronoun object following verbs ending ir: any of the
other three nasalized vowels in, un, and en. Hence, certain nasalized
vowels are orthographically represented as oral vowelB e.g. the
representing [Id in 6 din i "sh* fried it", while others in similar
contexts and serving similar purposes are represented orthographically
ao nasalized vowels e.g. <j|n for [3 J in 6 pon on "she put it (the child)
on her back". But note that we etill have an orthographic i. for oral
phonetic [i] for the third person singular object e.g. 6 rl i "she saw
it". Thus, orthographic Jl_ ambiguously represents the oral li 1 and the
nasalized ClJ whereas there is also an orthographic in of tf din i which
still represents the nasalized CI J . Unless there is a phonetic
representation in the dictionary supplemented with the information that a
violation of the principles or criteria for good orthographies lias taken
place in the above ad hoc proposal, there is nothing to stop an unsympa¬
thetic reader from saying that orthographic representations obeying the
proposals in xoruba Orthography are 'chaotic1.
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tiiso another example of double lexical representations.^
Vie may now like to make a few specific comments on the present
orthography especially since the orthographic representation is of immense
relevance to the YMD. We shall comment on some aspects of viord represen¬
tation. V,e shall not discuss problems of word division or punctuation
here owing to lack of apace although the former may be considered relevant
to the monolingual dictionary. In discussing aspects of word representation,
we shall just limit our examination to two mattersj (a) the representation
of one significant Bound with one symbol (en for an and on., and (b) the
question of multiple vowel representations. The reason for discussin the
first question is merely to indicate that it is unnecessary for u to change
the orthography where it seems that the orthography as it ueed to be can
give us some useful information time will be lost if the ortho raphy were
regularised to conform to Bamgbose'3 two criteria. bote that in the case
of the an - gn alternation (as we shall discover later), the traditional
orthography is actually not chaotic. The purpose of our examination of
the second topic is to focus attention on the problems that the multiple
vowel representations found in ...any recent works (e.g. Jelano's .. cm denary
of Yoruba . onOB.vllabic Verbs) create for Yoruba lexicographers.
On the first problem, we find that the main reason for the suggestion
that on - [3] and an - La J do not constitute significant contrasts were
stated In Baagbose ly6d. There, it xnc haerved that "it ( CaT) does not
contrast with Loi in single words in the speech of many Yorubas" and at
"1 (i.e. Baagbose) know of no occurrence of CaJ in the speech of any
1. We do not discuss the use of ( ~ ) to represent the aid tone, and we will
not say anything about the suggestion that all tones or no tones should
be represented. Cue may just note that the supplementation of the
orthographic form with a phonetic representation is even necessary for
those detailed orthographic representations that follow the decisions of
the Yoruba Orthography Committee on tone representations. Thus, the u
of gldaanu is nasalized, but this is not indicated orthe graphically like
the un of ikun •mucous'. besides, many people do not pronounce the .ord
with three middle a's. Most Yoruba people actually have two vowels arid
use Samgbose's assimilated low tone on the second vowel. There are even
cases of people who have a gliding tone on a Binyle vowel there. o,
there is hardly any diachronic or synchronic evidence to support the
representation alaaanu with or without the tone marks, and consequently,
the detailed representations of polysyllabic words with multiple vov?els
following one of the recommendations of the Yoruba Orthography Committee
cannot dispense with the extra phonetic representations in the dictionary
altogether.
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Yoruba which is not aubetitutable by tn the speeoh of some other
Yorubas".1 (italics supplied). However, in the Ikale dialect of the
Yoruba language, there are significant or ♦phonemic' contrasts involving
CaJ and Co] in single words.^ We shall illustrate this phenomenon with
the example of the minimal pairs [ijo] "beads" versus [ija] "arguments".
The occurrence of significant Ca] - c3d minimal contrasts in Ikale weakens
the argument that " Cad does not contrast with LOi in single words".
Our stand an the Ca] - Col alternation is that l&] should be the
main member of the phoneme /&/» and that, if there ia any orthographic
change at all, the change must be one in which an represents both an and qn
and not one in which <jn is used for the two variants of the 'phoneme*.
Otherwise, there would be no chan,ge at all from the traditional representation,
since from the traditional orthographic representation, we can at least
obtain some diachronic information on the phonological structure of the
Yoruba language.
We suppose e^ i.e. did is the principal member of the phoneme standing
for the im - on alternation for the following reason» we observe that in
traditional Yoruba orthography, only very few oral consonants (b, p, gb, w,
f) are followed by <gi whereas an is written after all the others (t, d, k,
g, s, s, j, y, r, h)« Note that there is an exception for h where we have
ahon 'tongue' versus fihan 'show'. Then, after the nasals too, m ia
followed by £ and n is followed by a. If ca] and to] are really members
of the same phoneme, it seems the member with the greater range of distri¬
bution should be the principal member. Note that [dl occurs only after
labials or labio-velars whereas we cannot easily state the environment of f-fU •
Besides, all the labials are pronounced with some lip rounding, Co] is a
rounded vowel, and labialization itself has been treated as [grounding] in
X
Chomsky and Halle 1968. Note that altho ;gh Bamgbose 1966 treated Yoruba
£ as a velar consonant, Yoruba w cannot be pronounoed without some lip
rounding. Actually, it is a lablo-velar. If we now state that Ca] -
is the principal member of the /a/ phoneme, then it can be suggested that it
is rounded to 13] - through assimilation after all rounded consonants.
1. Baogbose 19661 8 footnote 20.
2. I obtained the information about the Ikale examples from Funso Akere,
a lecturer in English at the University of Ife.
J. Bee Chomsky N.A. and M. Halle 1968. The Bound Pattern of avclish.
Harper & How, New York, pp.223, 224, 306 and 310.
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There will be no exception to this condition (notwithstanding the inconsis¬
tencies of fihan and ah<5n above). If however, we say that '-ol io the
principal member, then we cannot explain the conditions under which this
got modified to L'aJ at all. Here, we assume that there was in fact a
phonetic distinction (caused by assimilation^ between l%1 and t5l , and
that it was this distinction that the engineers of traditional Yoruba
orthography decided to represent in writing as on after labials and l&bio-
velars and an el sew i.ere. whether this assumption is true or not, it does
not invalidate the assumption that both La] and are produced by the
Yorubas. It thus appears that the traditional Yoruba orthography provides
us with some information about the diachronic status of the an - vn alter¬
nation so that we either leave it as it io, or if we want to change it at
all, we represent the two variants by an (the principal member of the
phoneme)•
another point in favour of the suggestion that an is the principal
member of the two variants is the fact that in the Jkale problematic cases,
it is the Lai form Cij&j »arguments * which is identical with the
standard Yoruba form for 'arguments' traditionally spelt as iyan. hence,
for a dialect area which now makes phonological distinctions between faI
and [3] , it is the [a] for® that it has in common with other lomdialect
areas. Kevertheless, there is no need to change the traditional ortho.tophic
practice on this point since some diachronic information about Yoruba phono¬
logy could be lost by the regularizetion of the an - <gr alternation. And
besides, there is nothing chaotic about the traditional orthogra hie system
on tiiis point apart from rare cases like the ahon - i ihhn examples.
II re oay that there should be - change at all, then the 1 kale cases
could be settled easily. For instance, occurs only after rounded
consonants in Yoruba while an occurs elsewhere. In the Ikale example above,
the contrast after CJp i.e. jr proves that fgi or [a] normally occurs for
Ikale in circumstances where it would have occurred for standard Yoruba, i.e.
after Cjl or j. Thus, for Ikale, and for -standard Yoruba, [i.ja] » iyan
'arguments' obeys the normal rule of the languages- that f31 occurs after
labials and [a] elsewhere. The contrast of 'beads' for Ik- le can
then be represented orthograpbically as iyon. Since Col would not normally
occur after Lj"- , a non labial, in Standard Yoruba, this form iypn found
In Ikale cannot be confused with any other Yoruba word. Thus, iypn and
iyan could be made to represent significant contrasts in Ikale if we want
the orthography to reflect the significant La] - L3j contrast in that
dialect area. Furthermore, it can be suggested that ahon 'tongue' should
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be modified to ahem since does riot occur after £h] - a non labial.
But decisions ouch as the above, e.g. the representation of the iyon -
i van contrast and the regulartzation of ahon are not mandatory for a
lexicographical system that transfers the task of explicit forms to
phonetic representations after dictionary entries. They merely constitute
the granting of "concessions" to meet the phonetaicist's demands half way.
On the question of multiple vowel representations, we sliail just
concern ourselves with a few of the lexicographical problems involved since
s-ace does not permit us to discuss all the real problems. The justifica¬
tion for the introduction of 'double vowels' is that the tilde, formally
used for double vowels indicates both the vowel doubling and the two tones
usually involved so that words with different tone patterns liae 00run 'sun'
and oorun 'smell* are identically and ambiguously represented orun.A
Vowel doubling takes oare of the ambiguity created by this tile. Further¬
more, the doubling of vowels is supposed to indicate significant contrasts,
ho point has ever been made for triple vowel representations found in
"joo'o'run 'to suffer too much"' and "jddomu 'to be intelligent"' although the
three vowels now do not imply three different tones as the two o.'t of tMrtm
2 ~*
above. However, one of the implications of the double vowel representation
suggested in Bamgba^e 1965 is that wherever the phonetic transcription could
suggest double, or triple or quadruple vowel representation, the orthographic
form can do the same since the aim is to avoid the ambiguous tilde. but
one can now note that the solution (i.e. vowel doubling) is even more
problematic than the problem it was proposed to solve.
First, let us examine the implications of multiple vowels for the status
of the 'word' in Yoruba. In Bamgbo^e 1965* there is the transcription of a
sample text at the end which obeys the proposed orthography. From the
representations there, v/e have dual representations of single words. for
instance, we have n6o and nooo 'the', a,,Dado and a,;badoo 'raize', oao and
ok.00 'farm', k6k<5 and kdkdo 'cocoa', aba end abas, o.iu (of lo.iu aja)
and o.iuu 'face' etc. [ ibid 55)* dne point in favour of having a representa¬
tion of noo 'the' with double vowels is that it contrasts with nd 'to spend'.
1* Barrigbose I965 PP« 1>>» 16 and 17»
2, The quoted examples are from .Delano op cit vol I p. 307• It appears
that the gloss of .iodorun as 'to suffer too much' is peculiar. A
more general gloss could have been 'to take in bad odour'.
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Now, we have three •words* or three orthographic forms no 'to spend1,
nbo 'the' and nbob 'the1 whore no is to nob as nob is to ndd& orthogmphi-
cnlly. For instance, in noo or nobb. no two consecutive vowels have the
same tone. If the difference between qo and noo is sufficient to make them
two words as any Yoruba person will agree they are, one has yet to find
convincing reasons why the sane cannot be said of the representations n66
and noob. Suppose, the arguments about the contrast ng, 'to spend* versus
n& • the' were applied to other dual representations from Baagbose 19^5»
then we would concede that KM and kdkrio etc. are different words. But
since this is not the case, one of the difficulties created by vowel
doubling in practice is that it makes the Yoruba word more unstable than
it used to be in normal traditional orthographic scripts. And consequently,
it creates a problem of the status of 'word* for the Yoruba language. The
lexicographer is then unable to decide whether he should have two entries
for each word e.g. oko » okoo. nbo « noob etc.
"
«* » . '
Moreover, anyone using the dictionary can no longer decide whether the
lexicographer has transcribed .Term "Jesus" as Je'esu or Jbdbsu (noting that
very few speakers pronounce that name with a 'single' £ sound). Henoe,
one would be at sea whether one would find Jesu or Je'esu or Jeeesu. and
whether one ought to look for it before or after .ien.ie 'tiny' in the
dictionary. Note that Jebavi would precede while Jesu oannot precede ,1en.1e
in the alphabetical list of lexical items in the dictionary. While
Buragboae's orthographio practice (ibid 35) would predict Jeeau. and while
his orthographio criteria could guarantee Jesu with a 'single' e we find
that many of those who multiply vowels in their writing of Yoruba words
(e.g. Delano op cit vol I, p.195) write the name as Jesu. Since ^el&ao
is a lexicographer, one can say that In Delano's dictionary, the Yoruba word
for "Jesus" would appear after .ien.ie. but in Baagbose's dictionary, it will
precede .len.ie and other possible words. So, the multiple vowel representa¬
tion apart from violating even Bamgbose'a two criteria for good orthographies,
also makes the alphabetical listing of lexical Items in dictionaries indeter¬
minate if not impossible. We first observed this problem of indeterminacy
in the alphabetical listing of lexical items in Abraham's dictionary of
Modern Yoruba 1958* while the multiple vowel representation cannot be
blamed entirely for the difficulties one normally encounters in using
Abraham's Dictionary, it seems it contributes more to the confusion in the
alphabetical listing of items there than any other single factor.
As space does not permit us to discuss possible solutions to the multiple
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vowel problem, we may just suggest some alternatives without necessarily
showing preference for one or the other. It is possible to restore the
tilde and stipulate that wherever the tilde is used, it represents only
vowel length and not tone indication. In such cases, only the phonetic
representation in the dictionary can indicate the tonal contour of words
on which the tilde ia used. While this suggestion has the disadvantage
that it makes it impossible for one to recognise without lexicographical
assistance whether orthographic aaun is oogun 'medicine * or oogun 'sweat',
or whether orun is odrun 'the sun' or dorim 'smell', it avoids the com¬
plications which multiple vowel representations create for the status or
the 'word' in Yoruba, and the confusion in the alphabetical listing of
lexical items in dictionaries caused by the indeterminacy of the number
of vowels to represent orthorra. hically in certain words in reduced,
bote that there is a measure of individual variation in vowel doubling in
the pronunciation of many Yoruba words so that while Chief Delano could
have three £'s in iddorun (1969;iBSBt I, JOJ), moat Yoruba speakers, except
those who apeak extremely slowly cannot have more than two jo's e.g. Jddrun.
While the decision of the Yoruba Orthography Committee against the use of
the tilde (see Report) may make it difficult for this suggestion to succeed,
it must be remembered that the principal fault of the original tilde is that
it represents various tonal contours and not the fact that it indicates
vowel length.
An alternative suggestion might be the introduction of compound tones
on single vowels e.g. C) for low-high. ( A ) for high-low. ( ) for mid-low.
( ^ ) for low-mid. () for old-high, and (r ) for high-aid. Our fear
about this solution ia that we shall have too many superscripts, hence, we
may not consider it further especially now that we have the advantage of a
phonetic representation in the dictionary from which the explicit forms
could be found. Thus, the six additional tone marks produce only redundant
information - redundant in the sense that they repeat on orthographic forma
information that can always be recovered from the phonetic forme. Bote
that if this alternative form were adopted, then the Yoruba words for 'the
sun' and 'smell' will constitute minimal pairs, but if double vowels were
used, it is hardly possible to find two Yoruba words using double vowels
that are real minimal pairs. For instance, ohxhn and ddrtm in the preceding
paragraph are not minimal pairs since the tonal contrast between odrun and
ddrdn occurs on two different vowels for each word.
Since we have already decided not to take any positive decision on the
multiple vowel problem, we leave the ultimate decision on this topic to the
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Yoruba people hoping that while siaking their decision, they will take
the overall interests of all those connected with the Yoruba language
into account. Although the Yoruba people may not be expected to devise
their orthography to help the lexicographer (just as they are not expected
to help or satisfy the phonemicist), it seems the problem of accessibility
of lexical items is just as vital to the Yoruba lexicographer as it is to
the grammarian, the aeaantioist, the phone&icist, the lonely machine
intelligence worker who would like to store aspects of the Yoruba lexicon
into computers, and it is also very useful to the author of Yoruba novels,
or to any student who might be urged to find some Yoruba words in the
dictionary when needed without imagining whether he would have ueed two or
three vowels at certain parts of those words in his own peculiar pronuncia¬
tion of the same words. hence, it is not the assumption that the
lexicographer's needs could be more important than the phonemicist's, but
the considerations of the ultimate value and utility of the monolingual
dictionary as well as considerations of reading, writing, typing and
printing efficiency that should influence the decisions of the Yorubas on
whether and where to modify their orthography or not.
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APPENDIX III
'iXiu CkniJULUb UP ThE lOiiUiiii UiiiVE*wj&.L qUnAfi'JJXeu EifJA'jJIOh
1* PliEEIEIllAUIEE
we wish to propose tuat the loruba universal quantifier muoxoo 'a!!'
is so different from other Yoruba quantifying tense (e.g. the relative
quantifiers^ like Ptts<p 'many' and dfo •few1 that it will he prudent for
tme to suggest that they belong to two different syntactic categories in
underlying representations. best this work should become voluminous*
we shall exclude the numerals whioh can also be oalled quantifiers and
which can be described exactly like oupy 'many' ana hi 'few*. we shall
conduct the argument in two parts. First, we shall briefly compare the
surface syntactic characteristics of . :bo,-bo with those of gxipd and did,
and from that, one can infer that there are some significant differences
between the two groups of quantifiers. Then, w© shall use the similarity
in the behaviour of the Yoruba universal quantifier under negation to
negated propositions containing the universal quantifier of the predicate
calculus to suggest that the loxuba universal quantifier cannot be derived
directly"* from a predicate like the relative quantifiers. The similarity
between the universal quantifier in Yoruba and in the predicate calculus
shall be illustrated from the way null sets are specified in both systems.
first, let us compare the surface syntactic characteristics of the Yoxuba
1. Here, we examine points of similarity between the Yoruba univei*sal
quantifier and the quantifiers of the predicate calculus. Hie aim
of this section is to show why it is neoessary to treat the Yoruba
universal quantifier separately from the other quantifiers in the
language, in spite of their semantic relatedneao.
2. Relative quantifiers are distinguished front absolute (numeral) quantifiers
in chapter V.
J. 'Direct derivation' is the type of derivation in which a predicative
adjective with or without any 'morphological• or phonological modifica¬
tion becomes an attributive adjective. 'hen we talk of deriving
directly in this oaee, we refer to such derivations. nevertheless, it
may be argued that .'rbo rbo could be arrived at through a combination of
features that can be predicatively represented e.g. 'that which leaves
no remainder' or 'that which is total' or 'that whioh covers an entire
universe of discourse' etc. If rbOf-bo could be derived from such
representations, (see section V - 'Concluding Remarks' below), it my be
suggested that it is also derived from predicates, but note that there is
no direct phonetic relationship between gbogbo 'all' and the phonologi-
cally distinct predioative representations that could be proposed for it.
Hence, it cannot be derived directly from a predicate.
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universal quantifier -bo. .bo with the relative quantifiers lie nd oupb.
Yoruba relative quantifiers have the characteristics of nouns and so,
they can function as 'heads' of noun phrases, hut the universal quantifier
cannot function as the head* of a noun phrase. According to Baagboso,
the head of the noun phi-o.se is "that element which can operate in a nominal
group of only one element", (italics supplied). Hence, we can have 1 and
2 but not Ji
1. die ku ki a to' de ile' (few die before we can arrive hone) 'a few of
them died before we cam© home'.
2. pupb ku k£ a to dC ile (oany die before we can arrive home) 'many ci¬
thern died before we came home'.
% *gbogbo ku ki' a to de ile' (all die before we can arrive home)
In 1, 2 Mid J the first word in each representation is a subject noun phrase
'of only one element'.
Furthermore, since , .bo,--bo cannot constitute a single element hp, it
cannot be the only (lexical) item that follows a transitive verb in a verb
phrase. Hence, we can have 4 Mid 5 but not 6s
4. M© ri die (I see few) 'I saw a few'
J. !'o ri pupp (1 see many) '1 saw many' i.e. 'I saw many of them'
6. *:/.o ri gbogbo (I see all) for 'I saw all' i.e. 'X saw all of them'
Instead of 6, one must have mo ri xbo- bo man 'I saw all of then'
Moreover, the relative quantifiers can occur as parts of partitive
constructions, but the universal quantifier does not occur in any partitive
construction. do, we can have 7 and 8 but not $t
7. dl'q nind wa ko gbo Ocsi (few among- we not hear English) 'a few of us
do not understand English'
8. pu'po ninu wa kb jbo Gesi (many among we not hear lioglish) 'many of us
do not understand nnglish (or the Englieh language)'
9. *gbogbo ninu wa ko gbo' Oesi (all among we not hear English) 'all out
of us do not understand the English language'.
Note that oven the numerals which we will not discuss in this exercise
can participate in partitive constructions e.g. ad.io ninii wa 'eight of uo'.
Hence, ,-;,bo bo is likely to be in a different class from the other quantifiers
in the language*
Now, suppose we decide that all quantifiers shall be derived directly
1. The term 'principal' was substituted for 'head' in 5*51*
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from some verb phrase representations so that ism meta 'three yams' * an 'He
•few yams', and Isu pupb 'many yams* will be derived respectively from the
structuresi
10. isu ti 6 je seta (yam which it is three) 'yams which are three (in
number)• or 'three yarns'
11. isu \{. o je did (yam which it is few) 'yams which are few'
12. isu ti' c je pupo (which it la many) 'yams which are many';
we shall discover that gbo,'-bo must still be an exception. (There is an
alternative representation of 12 vis. lau ti o oo (yam which it many) 'yams
which are many'. But we shall ignore such alternatives here.) How, we
find that there is no form with the universal quantifier gbogbo corresponding
to 10, 11 and 12. So, we do not haves
13. *isu ti 6 jd gbogbo (yarn which it is all) '"yarns which are all'
Hence, gbogbo again behaves differently from the other quantifiers. Although
10 to 12 sound slightly archaic or rare, they are grammatical and acceptable.
IJ on the other hand la not only ungrataraatical but also impossible. From
10 to 13, we find that the universal quantifier must be distinguished from
the others if we intend to derive quantifiers from predicates (higher or
lower). The graamaticalness of o" ie die vis-a-vis the tangrarrmaticaln.ess of
*b ie" gbogbo 'they are all' puts the universal quantifier gbogbo in a
different syntactic category from the relative quantifiers. Besides, the
fact that .gbogbo is a bound item which cannot stand alone in a noun phrase
whereas the relative quantifiers and the numerals are free items which can
operate as the only element in a noun phrase 'of only one element' is enough
to. suggest that the universal quantifier gbogbo deserves a separate treatment
from the others. Sow, we shall suggest that the bound Yoruba universal
quantifier is similar to the bound universal quantifier of the predicate
calculus. The purpose of this suggestion is to show that there may be a
distinction in Yoruba which is similar to that being made between quantifiers
and predicates in the predicate calculus.* In other words, if it is
1. It is not being claimed that the word 'predicate' in the predicate calculus
is totally isomorphic to the term 'predicate' in syntax. Nevertheless,
they are so similar that the distinctions being drawn between predicates
and other elements in the predicate calculus can still be drawn between
the predicates in syntax and other terms.
In the writings of many generative seinantieiste e.g. in hakoff 1970*
one finds examples of quantifiers derived from predicates in Hngliah.
but the fact that some English quantifiers like 'many' can be derived from
predicates does not necessarily make all quantifiers (especially the
universal quantifier all; predioatively derivable.
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possible to derive the relative quantifiers directly from some higher or
lower predicates, the universal quantifier will not be derivable directly
from oredioates since it is similar in behaviour to the other universal
quantifier which Is actually distinguished from predicates in the eradicate
calculus. We shall make use of the fact that the universal quantifier in
Yoruba and the one in the predicate calculus deny propositions and specify
null sets the ease way to illustrate our point.
2. NULL GET I?TUITION TOM TEE YOU.qv MttMU QBEWBTU'IBR
iixamine the following sentences?
14. gbogbo wa ni o 16 so edb CMlsl (all we Is he can sneak language nglish)
'all of ue can speak the English language'
15* gbogbo wa ni ko le so ede Oesi (all we is not can. speak language
English) 'all of us ore unable to speak the English language'
16. gbogbo wa ko ni o 16 so edd Goal (all wo not is he can openk language
English) 'not all of ua can apeak the English language'
17* kl 1 ae gbogbo ws ni 0 16 30 ode Gesi (it isn't all we is he can speak
language English) 'it is not all of ua who can apeak the English language'
hi i se pe gbogbo wa ni o le 00 bde Gesi (it isn't that all * c is e
can speak language English) 'it is not the c se that all of us can speak
the inglish languags'
19« ko si (dk&n) ninu wa ti 6 le so bde Gesi (bkan is optional) (not exist
(one) among we who he can speak language English) 'none of us can spend the
English language'
The universal quantifier ybo bo occurs in 14 above. Then, fro® 15 to
19» we illustrate five different ways of denying the assertion in 14. In
15» we used the sentence negation formative 'not'. In 16 and 1'/ we
used two constituent negation formatives 6 'not' and ki i ac 'it 1 't'.
In 18, we used the sentence negation formative i x pe 'it is not the
case that + S', and in 19» where the formative /■ bogbo cannot occur, we have
the 'real' negation of the assertion in 14. Go, although 15 to 19 deny
the assertion in 14, they are not synonymous. Only 15 and 19 can be
considered as 'true' negated forms of 14 since it is in both 15 and 19
that the number of people that can speak the English language is sero.
Thus, if we are twenty in number, and if from one to nineteen of us can
speak English, 16, 17 and 18 will still describe the situation adequately,
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but neither 15 nor 19 will be appropriate in such eiroumntances.*
Now, suppose we think of a limiting case in which the least possible
number of people that can speak English is specified. Let that limiting
case be represented by 20 below in which only one person can speak English.
Only the sentences from 15 to 19 that deny this limiting case by specifying
that a null set of people can speak English could be described as the true
negation of 14* Thus, we havei
20. qkan ninu wa le so ede G^si (one among we can speak language English)
'One of us can speak the English language*.
Now, 15 completely denies 20 since it denies all of us the ability to speak
the English language, so it is a tine negation of 14. 16 does not deny 20
since it does not rule out a case where even .many of uo can speak English.
For 16, only all or the 'totality' of those of us that can speak English is
denied. 17 is similar to 16 because only the constituent all is denied or
negated there also. Moreover, 17 (like 16) does not rule out cases where
many of us can speak English. 18 is however difficult since it is
ambiguous as between the denial of the whole of utterance 14 or the 'totality'
of the quantifier. Note that while the whole of 14 occurs after id 1 se pc
in 18 and after id i se in 17, it is in 18 and not in 17 that the whole of
14 is denied since we have a Jfcsi. + E construction there. In 17» ki {. se
denies only the constituent rbo^bo. Now, 10 neither denies nor asserts 20.
Each of the different interpretations in the constituent negated forms 16
and 17 end the sentence negated form 15 is possible for 18. Thus, 18 covers
the case when none of us can speak the English language as well as when some
of ue (or at least one of us) can speak English. Eince 18 ambiguously
describes cases where none or some or many of us oan speak English, we shall
not regard it as a true negation of 14* Now, 19 denies 14» and it completely
denies 20 since it states that 'not one of us exists' who can apeak English.
But it is only in 19» a true negation of 14» that gbonbo cannot occur. The
1. We shall make a distinction between the negation in 16, 17 and 18 and
the one in 15 and 19. We shall call the latter the 'real' or 'true*
negation of 14 since it constitutes a complete denial of 14 whereas in
the former, 14 Is not completely denied. This distinction between the
true negation and the other negation of an argument is not made in the
predicate calculus, but osfe can say that any distinction between null
set specification through the use of quantifiers and a mere denial of
the totality of the set specified by the universal quantifier in the
predicate calculus is similar to the one we have made.
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negation in 19 in done by an existential statement kb ci (not exist) i.e.
'it docs not exist'. It is not accidental that one of the negated forms
that are complete denials of 14 is the existential sentence 19. for
instance, Yoruba has no single formative analogous to English none, nobody,
nothing etc., but it expresses the senses of such lexical items existentially.
Thus, nobody in kb sf eni kan (not exist person one), nothir ' is V.c ri nnkaa
(not exist thing one), and none is ko si (bkan) (not exist (one)). The
Yoruba word for aero i.e. bfo does not express the sense of none and it
cannot be used in partitive constructions like 6. Thus, there is no
*6fo nxnu wa **zero of us' analogous to kb si ninu wa 'none of us'. For
the rest of this discussion, we shall try to show that quantifier negation
in Yoruba reflects the negation of propositions that contain quantifiers in
the predicate calculus, and that the negation operation in the Yoruba
quantifier system tends to show that the Yoruba quantifier system is similar
to the quantifier system of the predicate calculus so that the sharp distinc¬
tion being drawn between quantifiers and predicates in the predicate calculus
will make it possible for one to suggest that the Yoruba universal quantifier
is not derived directly from any predicate.
J, PREDICATE CALCULUS EQUI7ALEBTG OF SOKE YORUBA .SENTENCES
v,e shall give the predicate calculus equivalents of the relevant sentences
from 14 to 20 above. Suppose for awa 'we* we have^'persons who are here'.
We shall ojidt other features of kva 'we* like -jpsQsgTSj' etc. since there are
cases like 20 above where bkan ninu -.a 'one of us' does not necessarily imply
1, The item s£ of kb si o&n only occur in negative contexts. .0, the
affirmation of kd si 'it does not exist' is 6 wa. 'it exists'. Thus,
wh arid s£ can be represented as a single lexical entry where wb occurs
as the positive form of si. Kb si is not one single word since there
are environments where it is possible to separate them (i.e. ko and si)
e.g. in (i) nl ibi ti ko ba ti si eru Olorun, kb le si aiafib 'where
there cannot be any fear of God, there cannot be peace.' There are
certain ways in which wh can occur after kb. First, except in archaic
dialectal forms, it does not follow k& directly like el. .Secondly,
whenever vjb. follows kb. the subject of wk must obligatorily precede
kb in the surface structure representation. For instance, in (i) here,
the subjeot AlaflA does net precede kb, so wk carmot replace si there.
But if we nave (ii) hlafld kb le si nlbfe. this can be replaced with
(iii) aldfia k6 lb wa nibb 'peace cartnol be there'. It seeus there is
an alternative to b w& in partitive constructions, (pee example y$ for
the use of a rl 'we see' as the alternative form.)———
,
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•I' i.e. the first person singular pronoun p1though 'one* must he singular.
Then we can represent 'he a person' with *?•, 'be here' with 'B', 'speak
English* with 'Se', 'all' (the universe! quantifier) with 'Y*» the
existential quantifier with '3' (where .3 » there exists one\ • _o •
means 'If-then', 'ft* menus 'and' and * ~' is the logical na/rstion 'not',
let *y' be the variable to be used. Hien we can represent 14 fts:
21. 060 ((Py By) Sey)
i.e. for all y, if y is a person and y is here, then y speaks English.
And for 16 end 17 which negate the constituent bo"bo 'all' in Yoruha,
we can have the negation sigh directly attached to the universal quantifier
of the -.rodic-te calculus e.g. in 221
22. ~ (Vy)((Py ft Hy) rp Sey).
■ince 18 is clearly ambiguous, it cannot have a unique predicate calculus
representation. If the argument of 14 can be represented as P preceded by
the universal quantifier so that 14 (or 21) is given as (Yy)P, then, 18 oar?
be given the two representations in 23(a) and (b)t
23(a) ~(?y)P
(b) (¥y) ~p.
But the above process is not to be interpreted as that of arbitrarily
selecting either 23(a) or 23(b) for the predicate calculus equivalent of 18.
how, for 15 which uses the sentence negation ko, and where the "• occurs
after the emphatic particle (and consequently in the embedded sentence that
follows the emphatic particle - ru 'is'), we shell have 24'
24. (ty)((Py & fiy) ~ Sey)
Observe that BEG precedes rd in 14 to 17, and it also precedes the Relative
marker ji, (that, who, which) in 13. What occurs after ni in 14 to 17 and
1. The problems of discovering which underlying representations could lead
to 'it is not the case that' on the surface, or in an intermediate
structure belong to 'Negation' as a whole and are not investigated here.
The problems are even more acute when no quantifiers are involved e.j.
(i) 'It is not the case that maty advised John to shoot iGDert on the
head.' In (i) what is denied could be l.ary (if Varguerita advised John),
or John (if Mary advised Amos), or advised" (if .■ nry ordered John), or
shoot (if Bxy advised John to stab kobert), or noPert ( if the victim
was Lynda;, or the head (if the target hod been the lerr'!, or on (if John
was to shoot Hubert near the head), Tf we derive a sentence like 18
iroin anything similar to 23(a) or 23(b), then, we will be suggesting that
(i) too should be derived from only one of its seven possible interpreta¬
tions. Hence, in syntactic descriptions, 'it is not the case tiiat* may
still be a significant problem which involves focus and presuppositions,
v.e will therefore refrain from using 18 in our subsequent discussions.
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tl in 19 is a complete embedded sentence. Since IS is ambiguous end can
bo given the interpretation 23(a) or 23(b), we shall stop using it for our
subsequent discussion. But even if we do not exclude 18 from our dis¬
cussions we will still find that 15 is the only example in which the ''.TG
under discussion occurs inside that embedded sentence. So, although 15
is a complete denial of 14» it does not negate the quantifier gbogbo 'all*,
but the argument of the embedded sentence. This is also reflected in 24
(the predicate calculus equivalent or representation of 15) where ' ~ '
occurs after 1 rD and not together with any quantifier. V.e now find that
only 15 and 19 can be complete denials of 14 and that these complete denials
are the only examples from 15 to 19 which do not negate the universal
quantifier itself. The logical equivalence of 15 and 19 can be observed in
29 below, Bow, let us complete the representation of 15 to 19 into predi¬
cate calculus forme. For 15# *« have the representation in 24 above,
22 and 24 can respectively be interpreted as*
25(a) hot for all y is it true that if y is a person and y is here, then
y speaks English* CffiG the quantifier alii • and
(b) For all y, if y is a person and y is here, then y does not speak
English. C HLG the embedded sentence U •
Bote that 25 truly interprets 15 to 17 above. We have already decided to
forget 18 (see footnote p.414)* How, let us examine 19 which does not have
the universal quantifier, and which is similar to 15 since it completely
denies 14 by specifying a null set. The predicate calculus representation
of 19 is 26«
26, ~(3y)((J?y & Hy) 3 3ey)
i.e. there is no y for which it is true that if y is a person and y is here,
then y speaks English. lHBG an existential quantifierJ .
So far, we have seen that there is no way of specifying null sets in
Yoruba if the universal quantifier is negated. The only ways of specifying
null sets are those of 19 (i.e. 26) and 15 (i.e. 24). In the former case,
we oould deny 14 completely and specify a null set by negating an existential
quantifier. In the latter case, we keep the universal quantifier positive
but negate the argument or sense of the sentence. Thus, in Yoruba, it is
not ~(V) but ~(3) that can specify null sets or deny (V) completely.
The next question erne might ask is whether ~(V) can specify null sets (or
deny (V) completely) in the predicate calculus. If it does, then we would
have failed to prove the total similarity of the Yoruba universal quantifier
to the bound universal quantifier in the predicate calculus. And so, it
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will be Impossible for us to show that the Yoruba universal quantifier is
not a predicate. But if ~(¥) ennnot be used to specify null sets in the
predicate calculus, then vre shall need no further evidence before we can
suggest that the relationship between the universal quantifier and rcdic tea
in Yoruba could mirror the relationship between quantifier" an ' re 'ic :es
in the predicate calculus.
4. HULL SET SPECIFICATION "i'lTEIW TFT CALOTTLTTS
Row, let us examine how null set3 can be specified in the predicate
calculus. .uprose in the predicate calculus, we have P and standing for
any formulas with no restrictions on the variables or quantifiers within them
unless explicitly stated. For the purpose of this exercise, we mar. use only
I. e nay experiment with two laws of quantifiers from the predicate calculus
which show how either quantifier can be eliminated in favour of the other.
"
e need these laws of elimination because it must be possible for us to
specify null sets if we have only the universal quantifier at our dispos 1.
27. (Equation 1). (V)P a ~(3jr)~P
in words « "For everything, P is true if and only if there is not anything
for which P is untrue." i.e. "Everything has property P iff nothing lacks
property P."
28. (Equation 2). (3y)P s ~(¥y)~P
i.e. "Something has property P iff not everything lacks property
27 and 28 show how one quantifier can be eliminated in favour of the other.
The possibility of 27 and 20 shows that it must be possible for us to specify
1. The order in which the laws of quantifiers - Eq. 1 and i.;q. 2 - has been
written down here is not really significant since one can be obtained
from the other by merely changing the polarity sign of both quantifiers
•Ad propositions on either side of '=' • dee footnote 2 p.42?. for further
comments on the relationships of '2.7 to '2.S. Tn this work, we represent
the universal quantifier with fVy) 'for all y*. The more popular practice
is to leave out (V) and just write it as (y). Only very few authors like
Church and Hartley Rogers Jr. use (V). rLnce we often single out the
universal quantifier in our discussions, and since we deal with human
language where such quantifiers are represented with format!ves, our
preference of the form having (¥) standing for the universal quantifier
to the abbreviatory alternative (y) here is justifiable. ferhaps one of
the requirements for the calculus of the Yoruba universal quantifier will
be its representation by (¥) since the universal quantifier in human
language can be negated directly.
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null sets given only one of the two quantifiers. '.Ve have already seen how
null sets are specified with the existential quantifier in Yoruba. How,
let us derive a corollary of 28 that can be used for specifying null sets
through the universal quantifier in the predicate calculus. By applying
the rule ■* Q, multiply the quantifiers on both aides of ' = ' in 28
by ^ givingj-
2|?. Corollary 1. ~{3y)P (Vy)^?
1 2
i.e. 'nothing lias property P is everything lacks property P'. '
In 29, we find that the universal quantifier can be used in propositions in
which null 3ets are specified provided that the whole of the formula 'P*
that follows it is denied. If we relate this observation to the Yoruba
sentences above, we shall find that the right hand side of the formula ih 29
corresponds to sentence 15 or formula 24 where 'for all y, if y is a person,
and y is here, then y does not speak English'. The left hand side of the
same 29 corresponds to sentence 19 or formula 26 where 'there is no y for
which it is true that if y is a person and y is here then y speaks iiiglish'.
In other words, 29 (or the corollaiy of 28) from one of the laws of quantifiers
in the predicate calculus shows that both Yoruba and the predicate calculus
specify null sets the same way whenever the universal or existential quantifier
1. <»e find that does the work of sentence negation in the calculus.
Thus, no matter how each language negates ite sentences (whether in the
verb phrase or outside it), the net result of the negation process is
~P. In our representations from 21 to 26, we put this sentence negation
after the implication sign In 24. The exaot position of ~ in the
spelling out of for any particular sentence will depend on the
negation mechanisms of particular languages* However, the same ~i will
still be appropriate for a predicate caloulus equivalent.
2. We know that all we have to do to obtain an equivalence for corollary 1
is to multiply only ths quantifiers on both sides of 1s * by ^ because
if we multiply both the quantifiers and P's on both sides of 28 by
we shall arrivw back at 2?, and if we do the same for 27, we shall arrive
at 28. On the other hand if we multiply only the quantifiers by and
retain the polarity of P, the result will still be normally interpretable
in natural language e.g. that of 29. We can find a corollary for 27 too
by using the same technique vis.
Corollary 2. ~(Vy)P » ( 3y) ~P
i.e. 'Hot everything has property P iff there is something which
lacks property P' •
What we have done here can be called 'selected quantifier negation' since
we select the quantifiers in equivalence sets and negate them. hether
selected quantifier negation is legal or not, the fact that its interpre¬
tation in any human language is natural and logioal is enough justification
for it.
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is used. Before one can make any inferences on the similarity between
null set specification in Yoruba and in the predicate calculus, it will
be necessary to complicate our Yoruba examples further, and compare the
complicated versions with the predicate oalculus.
Let us exempt 14 and 15 from the further complications we intend to
introduce for reasons that will soon become apparent. How, we want to
negate 16 to 19 further. Because of our earlier comments on IB, we shall
leave it out also. Instead of 16, 17 and 19, we can now have:
30. gbo^bo wa kb ni ko Id so G-bsi (all we not is not can speak
language English) 'not all of us are unable to speak the English language'
31. kj 1 se gbogbo wa ni kb le so ode Gesl (it isn't all we is not can
speak language English) 'it is not all of us who are unable to speak the
English language'
32. kb si" (bkan) iunu wa t£ kb le so edd Gesl (not exist (one) among we
who not can speak language English) 'none of us is unable to speak the
English language'
The complication in 30, 31 ®»d 3? consists of negating either P or (?)
where it was never negated in (15;» 16, 17 and 19« 30 will come from
both 15 and 16 since a -^(V) operation on 15, or a P operation on 16
will produce 30. Go, our reason for excluding 15 earlier is now clear.
By the further complication process, we would now have two negated elements
in each sentenoe which will be translatable to the right hand side of either
Kq. 1 (i.e. 27) or -q* 2 (i.e. 28) from the predicate oalculus. e cannot
get a form similar to 30, 31 and 32 from 14 unless we negate both (V) and ?
simultaneously, but even if we do 00, we are going to get either 30 or 31*
Hence, our reason for excluding 14 from this operation is also now clear.
Let us now test the possibilities of 30 to 32. Guppoae, as in an
earlier case, we are twenty in number. Then there are three possible
general situations. By situation A. all the twenty of us can sneak English?
by situation B. from one to nineteen can speak English, and by situation C,
none of us oan speak English. Gince 16 and 17 axe formally equivalent and
are both represented by 22, we oan expect that 30 and 31 too will be
formally equivalent. By 30 and 31» we negate the universal quantifier as
well as the sentence} so 30 and 31 formally correspond to ~(Vy)<»F i.e.
the right hand side of 28, 32 however negates the existential quantifier
and also negates the sentence, so, it corresponds to ~(Hy)~P i.e. the
right hand side of 27. Let us see how their equivalence counterparts
pattern in situations A to G.
We oan start with 32. By 32, situation A is the only possible one
- -
eince 32 denies that eny of us lacks the property P (i.e. the ability to
epeak English). Hence, neither B nor C is possible for 32. If e look
st formula 27 too, we shall find that the left hand side of that formula
is situation A. And so, once more, the surface structure representations
of sentences in the Ycruba language agrees completely with what we have in
the predicate calculus.
Both 30 and 31 (i.e. the right hand side of 2Q) deny that all of us
lack property P (i.e. the ability to epeak English). Jo, since whst they
both deny is situation C (in which all of us lack property P, or in which
none of us can speak English), G is now ruled out. However, neither 31
nor 31 specific on how many of us can speak English so, if only one of
ub, or even if nineteen of us can speak English, 30 and 31 (i.e. the ri ht
hand side of 28) will be correct. Hence, they admit of situation B.
hether situation A could be accommodated in 30 and 31 is however a contro¬
versial matter since it depends on the presuppositions that ere being denied.*
The moot important fact hare is actually the fact that none of 30 to 32 admits
of situation C where a null set is specified. So, the only way of specifying
null sets by the universal quantifier in the predicate calculus is by keeping
the universal quantifier positive (of. 13, 24 and 29) and negating the '3" or
the proposition that follows the quantifier. As we have already observed in
our discussion of 29 above, this also agrees completely with the null set
specification procedure in the Yoruba language.
Furthermore, paradoxically enough, the same surface sentence can even
1. It is only through some strong emphasis on the prssuppositions being
negated that situation A could be accommodated in 30 and 31. Before
30 or 31 can accommodate situation A, one must addi "In fact, you are
completely wrong since all of us can apeak English". dinoe there is
still no formal way of representing 'in fact' or 'you ore completely
wrong-', we think this argument is beyond the scope of the predicate
calculus. As discourse features like 'in fact, you are coiaplotely wrong'
are also not parts of the Yoruba quantifier system, we think the argument
is also unrelated to our discussion here. -that the argument actually
states Is that ( 3y) dees not ueny (¥y) or more precisely, (^y)i does
not deny (Vy)P since "'At least, one person suffers from German measles•
does not rule out the case when 'everyone suffers from German measles.'"
In other worus, the argument states that ( 3y)p is not identical with
(Vy)i' which is correct since we can only state- (¥y)P 3 (3y)P as an
implication or a tautology but never as an identity since ( 3y)p ^ (¥y)P.
hence, wo can say that formally, and 31 also reject situation A although
they are vague as to whether 'many of us' or just 'a few of us' are
covered by the argument of the proposition.
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be presupposed from 16 and Its negation JO since 20 above can be covered
by both 16 and its negation 30. Similarly, 20 above, or even other
manifestations of situation B can be covered by 17 and its negation 31.
This is so because of the vagueness of negated universal quantifiers in
human language and also in the predicate calculus. The negation of the
universal quantifier occurs on the right hand side of 23 for 30 and 31
just as it occurs in formula 22 for both 16 and 17. On the other hand,
where the existential quantifier is negated (i.e. where situation B is
Inadmissible) there is no such vagueness. hence, 19 does not share any
common surface representation with its negated forms 14 and 32. The left
hand side of 27 is 14, and the right hand side is J2| and only situation A
is admissible for both. The left hand side of 29 is 19» and the right hand
side is 15} and both admit of situation C alone. So, we see that in
Yoruba and in the predicate calculus, only the negated universal quantifier
is vague. This vagueness occurs everywhere we used negated universal
quantifiers (whether in the Yoruba examples or in the predicate calculus)
in this work. The negated existential quantifier is however unequivocal.
In other words, both Yorubc and the predicate calculus even agree here on
which negated quantifier is unequivocal, and which one is vague.
Kote that since it is possible for uo to eliminate one quantifier in
favour of the other, it should be possible for one to make the
vague/imequivocal dichotomy given only one quantifier. Jince the negated
universal quantifier is vague, we must then expect the positive universal
quantifier to be unequivocal, and sinoe the negated existential quantifier
is unequivocal, we must expeot the positive existential quantifier to be
vague. Actually, that is the true position. For the vague positive
existential quantifier, the Yoruba sentence will bet
33* a ri ninu wa ti ko le so fcde Gdsi (we see among we who not can speak
language linglish) 'there exist some of us who cannot speak the English
language1 *
Thus, the universal quantifier in Yoruba arid the universal quantifier
in the predicate calculus are even so similar in vagueness that one will
find it difficult to escape the charge of dogmatism if one denies that they
could be identical.
5. CONCLUDING RLMAHXS
To a certain extent, one may say that the Yoruba universal quantifier
gbogbo is not dissimilar to its Knglish counterpart all. But one finds
-* i\2 (} —
that they are really not identical. For instance, if one assumes that
the 'free1 nature of all versus the 'hound1 nature of gbogbo is only a
matter of surface structure characteristics (e.g. in 34 below), one will
still have to recognize that the problem of the differences of the
English and Yoruba universal quantifiers extends beyond the observed limits.
Thus, the abaence of single Yoruba formatives for none and nothing is
probably linked with the fact that the Yoruba universal quantifier itself
is a bound form. Since the English universal quantifier is free in
surface structure, we can have all or none as a grammatical form, but the
sense of this cannot be expressed with quantifiers alone in Yoruba. Hence,
for i
34(a) 'Give me all or none*
one could only haves
(b) fiin mi n£ gbogbo won tab! ma fun ad rara (give me Trf all thea or
don't give me at-all) 'Cive me everything, or give me nothing*.
In 34(a) it is possible to argue that surface all end none are derived from
underlying 'all of then' and 'none of them* respectively. And consequently,
one can say that the quantifiers are bound in underlying representations but
may be free in surface structure. In Yoruba however, the universal quanti¬
fier is bound both in underlying representations and in surface structure.
Consequently, the Yoruba universal quantifier cannot be an adjective. Note
that Yoruba adjectives are free forms in surface structure at least, and they
can all be used as the only item in a noun phrase of 'only one element'.
Almost without exception, Yoruba grammarians treated gbogbo as an adjective.*
Thus, 'the adjective' ffbo&bo will now have to be the only exception to most
of the known characteristics of Yoruba 'adjectives'. Bassgbose, one of the
few linguists known to have officially recognized the other (i.e. the main)
characteristics of gbogbo through his treatment of the item as a ♦post deictic'
even dwarfed this achievement by commenting in footnote 76 that gbogbo is
also a pure 'adjective' when it precedes a 'rankahifted qualifier', "because
it is only in this structure that a deictic (immediately following the rank-
1* For the various ways gbogbo has been treated, one can refer to Banagbose
1966t 114 and fn. 76, Abraham 1958' 246, Ward, 1952s 75» Gaye and
Beecroft 1923 at least. There is a consensus on the point that gbogbo
is an adjective. Probably, Abraham's additional treatment of gbogbo
'as noun preceding another noun which has plural sense* (p.246) might
have influenced Baagbose's treatment of gbogbo as the 'head' of a
noun phrase as we observed earlier. But this point ie really difficult
to make.
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shifted qualifier) can folio?? it." (p. 114)
The most significant point against the assertion that pbogbo is an
adjective in the popular sense of adjective i.e. what Ida ard described
as ♦descriptive adjective'3" especially the subsection on •indefinite
2
adjectives is the one just made on the bound characteristics of . -ho :bo
vis-a-vis the free characteristics of Yoruba 'adjectives'. Since "bo•ho
cannot be nominalized, cannot be emphasized, and cannot be free either in
underlying representations or in stirface structures like relative quantifiers,
absolute or numeral quantifiers and adjectives, one hardly needs any further
evidence to demonstrate that it ought to be treated in a different way from
the other items. The rather misleading treatment of gbosbo as 'adjective'
by Yoruba grammarians might then have been caused first by a failure to note
the differences in the behaviour of English and its Yoruba counterpart
•;bo;;bo. or secondly by a direct transfer of the syntactic and other features
of English all to Yorubo gbo~:bo just because they are semantic equivalents,
and thirdly through a failure to recognize that the semantic relatedness of
the Yoruba universal quantifier to the relative quantifiers doer, not ipso
facto imply that they are syntactically identical.
One may note that the syntactic characteristics of ~bo ~bo in Yoruba are
similar to the formal characteristics of the universal quantifier in the
predicate calculus. In the calculus, variables may be bound by quantifiers
or may be free, but quantifiers are never free since they always quantify
something whenever they occur.
The similarity in vagueness is also significant. For instance, when
Barbara Partes observed that "some men are married and happy" is not synony¬
mous to "some men are married and some men are happy" (i.e.
(3x)(Rx & Sx) £ (3 x)Mx &, ( 3x)fix ), she war, making use of the vagueness
of the positive existential quantifier. Then, when she suggested that if
•some' were replaced with 'all* the sentences will be synonymous, she was
comparing the vagueness of the positive existential quantifier with the
5
unequivocal nature of the positive universal quantifier. hence, one may
say that the similarity of ftbo^bo to (V) is so great that the only valid
syntactic treatment that it can be given is one which treats it differently
1. "Word 1952* 72
2. &ard 1952' 75
J. dee partes B.H. "Negation, Conjunction and Quantifiers. Syntax versus
semantics" in Foundations of language 6 (1970) 155-165*
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from the relative quantifiers. In chapter VI above, this item has been
treated together with other items that cannot be noiainalized or emphasized
in the Yoruba noun phrase.
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